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Two Commands…Common Purpose 
 

“We Have the Watch.”  NORAD and USNORTHCOM’s motto highlights the sacred 
obligation of both commands: the common defense of Canada and the United States.  
Each day, NORAD and USNORTHCOM defend our nations, our peoples…our families.  
Our shared purpose of common defense is the very reason our governments founded 
these two commands: NORAD, during the Cold War, and USNORTHCOM following the 
September 11th, 2001 attacks.  The commands are proud of their histories, but the 
preservation of freedom demands that we not rest there.  Looking to the future, we will 
continue to adapt and evolve to meet ever-changing threats.   
 

Together, NORAD and USNORTHCOM, in collaboration with key partners, defend Canada 
and the United States through a flexible, and resilient defense enterprise.  Underpinning 
our success are strong relationships, ready commands, and responsive capabilities, 
fulfilling the commands' roles in the shared responsibility of the defense of our nations.   

 
Strategic Environment 

 

The U.S. Department of Defense has identified five principal threats that represent varying 
security risks: Russia, China, North Korea, Iran and terrorism.  Canada and the United 
States continue to work together to ensure the defense of our two nations.  NORAD and 
USNORTHCOM must partner globally and be prepared to defeat both nation-state and 
terrorist threats.  
 

The Arctic is of national security interest to both the U.S. and Canada.  Changing Arctic 
conditions - receding seasonal sea ice and increased military and non-military activity - 
necessitate a measured and responsible approach to enable routine and contingency 
operations in the region across NORAD and USNORTHCOM mission sets. 
 

Americans expect that their military will support them during their time of need.  
USNORTHCOM’s civil support missions involve a complex mixture of state and federal 
interagency organizations, all with different missions, authorities, and cultures.  In this 
domestic mission space, the Department of Defense and USNORTHCOM play a 
supporting role to civil authorities.  It is essential that members of USNORTHCOM 
understand the complexities of this domestic environment and our unique roles, 
authorities, and limitations as a supporting mission partner.  
 

Our other USNORTHCOM regional partners, Mexico and The Bahamas, face the shared 
challenges of illicit trafficking and criminal violence.  The large and capable organized 
criminal networks that drive these activities challenge regional security and stability.  While 
the focus of our near-term security cooperation efforts with Mexico and The Bahamas 
address these challenges, longer-term goals seek to enable those partners to increase 
their contributions to regional security.  

 
Strategic Framework 

 

NORAD and USNORTHCOM’s strategic framework — Roles, Relationships, Readiness, 
and Responsiveness — is a way of thinking about our missions.  The four components of 
the framework provide focus and direction to both commands and leverage the strengths 
of an integrated and combined headquarters.  
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Roles:  NORAD and USNORTHCOM’s defensive missions are complementary.  NORAD 
defends Canada and the United States against air-breathing aerospace threats, and 
conducts of Integrated Tactical Warning and Attack Assessment (ITW/AA) for all 
aerospace threats.  NORAD also warns each nation of potential maritime threats.  
USNORTHCOM’s defense responsibilities focus on countering ballistic missile threats and 
threats in the maritime and land domains.  Together, these commands contribute 
complementary, multi-domain defensive capabilities towards the defense of Canada and 
the United States.  There is, however, complexity in this two-command structure in that 
many of us have both distinct NORAD and USNORTHCOM roles.  Consequently, we must 
approach our defense responsibilities with precision and a clear understanding of what 
command authority we are leveraging to accomplish the mission.  In addition to its 
defensive mission, USNORTHCOM conducts Defense Support of Civil Authorities and 
Theater Security Cooperation missions. 
 

Relationships:  NORAD and USNORTHCOM maintain relationships to enable 
accomplishment of our missions.  The NORAD and USNORTHCOM defensive missions 
closely align with those of our Tri-Command partner, the Canadian Joint Operations 
Command.  The commands’ relationships with other geographic and functional combatant 
commands enable a defense in depth that further protects Canada and the United States.  
USNORTHCOM’s relationships with key interagency partners enables whole of 
government approaches both to protect the United States and to respond in crisis.  
USNORTHCOM’s increasingly robust relationships with Mexico and The Bahamas 
enhance each country’s capacity to contribute to regional security.  
 

Readiness: NORAD and USNORTHCOM must have the right mix of trained and ready 
forces and capabilities available on timelines to meet our mission requirements.  
Appropriate access, basing, and infrastructure further enable readiness.  Integrating our 
planning with mission partners readies NORAD and USNORTHCOM for defensive 
missions and USNORTHCOM for civil support missions.  Realistic training and exercises 
prepare staffs and units to execute their missions in the ambiguity of a crisis. 
 

Responsiveness:  In addition to trusted relationships and high readiness, NORAD and 
USNORTHCOM require appropriate command authorities and the ability to anticipate 
requirements in order to respond.  Although not all authorities will be available pre-crisis, 
we must establish processes that enable rapid approval at the time of need.  For our 
defense missions, we must anticipate actions based on an understanding of the threats 
and the environment.  For USNORTHCOM’s civil support and security cooperation 
missions, we can anticipate the needs of our partners by developing a clear understanding 
of what they aim to achieve and how we can contribute to their success.  
 

Strategic Approach 
 

Deter and counter nation-state threats and enhance the commands’ ability to defend:  
NORAD’s and USNORTHCOM’s nation-state security challenges are exceptional in that 
the threat scenarios we face would likely start as regional conflicts in other theaters and 
subsequently escalate to the point that they threaten Canada and the United States.  This 
reality demands strong partnerships with other commands to create the depth necessary 
to defend successfully.  Combined and complementary NORAD and USNORTHCOM 
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defensive capabilities must counter threats across multiple domains, with a critical focus 
on ballistic missile defense, aerospace defense, maritime defense, and land defense.  As 
threats continue to evolve, we must pursue innovative ways to defend our nations.  
 

Partner to counter threat networks:  As threat networks continue to evolve, so too must the 
commands’ approach to countering them.  Building friendly networks – with other 
Department of Defense, federal interagency, and regional partners – to identify, illuminate, 
and disrupt threat networks will be vital.  Although the primary aim of these activities is to 
protect Canada and the United States from terrorist threat networks, they also include 
providing support for regional partners to mitigate the adverse effects of transnational 
organized criminal networks whose size, scope, and capabilities threaten security 
interests.  In the majority of scenarios, the commands provide timely and effective support 
to mission partners to enable them to counter terrorist or transnational organized criminal 
networks and enhance regional security.  NORAD and USNORTHCOM must also be 
prepared, if directed, to counter terrorism directly.  In this circumstance, USNORTHCOM 
will counter terrorist threats on land or at sea and NORAD will counter them in the air. 
 

Respond to crisis in support of mission partners:  Manmade and natural disasters pose 
significant threats to the population and infrastructure of the United States.  
USNORTHCOM’s civil partners are directly responsible for domestic crisis response.  To 
provide timely support to response efforts, USNORTHCOM must maintain trusted 
partnerships, integrate planning, and rapidly source and deploy capabilities.  As a 
supporting partner in the whole of government response, USNORTHCOM must 
understand partner authorities and concerns, and create streamlined structures and 
processes that simplify the delivery of capabilities to our mission partners.  
 

Continue to strengthen regional partners and relationships:  The shared interests of 
Canada and the United States have enabled the development of a security partnership of 
extraordinary strength.  The bi-national ties between the two countries form the foundation 
for the combined defense of Canada and the United States.  Maintaining the strength of 
this security relationship among NORAD, USNORTHCOM, and Canadian Joint Operations 
Command is paramount.  USNORTHCOM must also continue to strengthen cooperative 
efforts with Mexico and The Bahamas.  Mexico is a trusted and growing partner 
demonstrating an increased desire to contribute to cooperative defense and regional 
security.  Bahamian capacity building and dedication to regional integration are 
instrumental in securing maritime approaches to the United States. 
 

Conclusion 
 

NORAD and USNORTHCOM — two distinct commands with common purpose — fulfill 
complementary roles to deter and counter nation-state and terrorist threats.  The 
relationships of each command help support security partners and strengthen 
partnerships and security throughout the region.  As NORAD and USNORTHCOM 
increase readiness, the ability to support security partners and respond to crises also 
increases.  This further enhances each command’s ability to deter and to defend, and 
empowers NORAD and USNORTHCOM’s capability to protect Canadian and American 
citizens, their values, and their interests against malign behavior and aggression.   

 

Together, “We Have the Watch.” 
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Chairman Inhofe, Ranking Member Reed, and distinguished members of the Committee, 

I am honored to appear today as the Commander of United States Northern Command 

(USNORTHCOM) and North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD)—two 

complementary but distinct commands. 

USNORTHCOM is the Geographic Combatant Command laser-focused on defending 

our homeland from an increasingly assertive set of competitors who are committed to holding the 

United States at risk in multiple domains. USNORTHCOM is also responsible for defense 

support of civil authorities (DSCA) and theater security cooperation (TSC) within our area of 

responsibility. Nested under the broader homeland defense mission, DSCA and TSC play a 

critical and visible role in protecting our citizens and enhancing security for the United States 

and our international partners.   

NORAD is the bi-national U.S.-Canadian command that deters, detects, and, if necessary, 

defeats air threats to the United States and Canada while also providing aerospace warning and 

maritime warning. The six decades of NORAD’s unmatched experience and shared history are 

proving more vital than ever as we face the most complex security environment in generations. 

This unique and longstanding command serves as both a formidable deterrent to our adversaries 

and a clear symbol of the unbreakable bond between the United States and Canada.   

USNORTHCOM and NORAD are driven by a single unyielding priority: defending the 

homeland from attack. Revisionist powers Russia and China have changed global strategic 

dynamics by fielding advanced long-range weapons systems and engaging in increasingly 

aggressive efforts to expand their global presence and influence, including in the approaches to 

the United States and Canada.  Our competitors currently hold our citizens and national interests 
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at risk, and we must anticipate attacks against our defense and civilian infrastructure in the event 

of a conflict. As a result, it is clear that the homeland is no longer a sanctuary.  

These shifting global military and political dynamics will be with us for the foreseeable 

future. Our competitors have fielded weapons systems and employed new methods in a 

concerted effort to exploit perceived vulnerabilities and erode our strategic advantage.  The 

successful defense of our homeland today relies more than ever on constant vigilance by 

USNORTHCOM and NORAD, tightly coupled with a reinvigorated emphasis on close 

integration with our fellow combatant commands, the intelligence community, and our allies and 

partners.  Collectively, these dynamics reinforce the importance of nuclear deterrence to our 

national security, given that nuclear deterrence backstops all U.S. military operations and 

diplomacy across the globe. 

The threats facing our nation are not hypothetical; our competitors’ reach is now global, 

and they are conspicuously undermining international norms and standards of behavior while 

possessing the capability to strike targets in North America with both nuclear and advanced non-

nuclear weapons launched from well beyond our territory. In light of this reality, the homeland 

defense mission is more essential than ever, and USNORTHCOM and NORAD must be 

energized, proactive, and determined to actively shape our strategic environment. Together with 

our Department of Defense (DOD), interagency, and international partners, we have taken active 

measures to ensure the homeland defense enterprise is globally integrated, well-exercised, and 

positioned to take quick, decisive action to protect our interests and preserve the ability to project 

all of the elements of our national power. And, should deterrence fail, USNORTHCOM and 

NORAD stand always ready to defeat any threat to our nations.  
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Our collective ability to confront these challenges is dependent on a national commitment 

to protecting and defending the homeland. Budget stability and predictability are essential 

underpinnings of this commitment, and I ask for the committee’s support of the President’s 

budget for FY20—and specifically for relief from the budget caps directed in the Budget Control 

Act of 2011. A return to sequestration will devastate total force readiness and delay or terminate 

modernization efforts that are necessary to maintaining our strategic and technological 

advantage. Simply put, sequestration will make it impossible for USNORTHCOM and NORAD 

to advance necessary homeland defense efforts and shape our changing national security 

environment as articulated in the National Defense Strategy.  

 

Threat 

Russia:  

Russia has posed a nuclear threat to North America for over half a century, but has only 

recently developed and deployed capabilities to threaten us below the nuclear threshold. Russia 

continues to hone and flex its offensive cyber capabilities, and its new generation of air- and sea-

launched cruise missiles feature significantly greater standoff ranges and accuracy than their 

predecessors, allowing them to strike North America from well outside NORAD radar coverage.  

Since 2015, Russia has employed its new air- and sea-launched cruise missiles against anti-

regime targets in Syria, providing real-world training for Russian crews and demonstrating its 

growing precision-strike capabilities to the West. In a parallel effort, Russia has implemented a 

modernization program for its heavy bombers that will ensure their ability to perform nuclear 

and non-nuclear deterrence and strike missions in the coming decades.  
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Russian heavy bombers such as the Tu-95MS BEAR and Tu-160 BLACKJACK continue to 

conduct regular air patrols in the international airspace along the coastlines of other countries to 

underscore Russia's capabilities. Russian bomber crews are demonstrating increasing proficiency 

in their flight activities, developing a new generation of air crews capable of employing this 

highly visible implement of Russian deterrence and messaging in peacetime, crisis, and war.   

Patrols by Russian military aircraft off the coasts of the United States and Canada have 

grown increasingly complex in recent years. NORAD fighter aircraft routinely intercept Russian 

military aviation missions inside the U.S. and Canadian Air Defense Identification Zones, and 

there is no indication that Russian leadership intends to reduce the number of these missions in 

the near future.  

In addition to its highly capable cruise missiles that enable its anti-ship and land-attack 

missions, Russia has introduced the Severodvinsk-class guided missile submarine, which is 

armed with advanced land-attack cruise missiles and is much quieter and more lethal than 

previous generations of Russian attack submarines. Russia's growing non-nuclear capabilities 

provide Moscow a range of options to dissuade an adversary from escalating and to terminate a 

conflict on terms favorable to Moscow, increasing the potential for miscalculation or 

opportunistic actions.  

Russia has demonstrated a willingness to conduct disruptive cyberattacks and cyber-enabled 

influence operations against its competitors, as it demonstrated during the 2016 election cycle in 

the United States. In a crisis or conflict, we would expect Russia to conduct cyber operations 

against critical infrastructure in an attempt to compel de-escalation.  

In the Arctic, Moscow is planning to deploy surface vessels armed with the modular 

KALIBR-NK cruise missile system that will offer highly precise land-attack capabilities and 
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introduce a new cruise missile threat from our northern approaches. Separately, Moscow 

continues to bolster its military defenses in the Arctic with the deployment of a K-300P Bastion 

coastal defense cruise missile system on the New Siberian Islands, significantly increasing 

Russia's ability to defend and control a large stretch of the Northern Sea Route. 

Finally, Russia is developing multiple weapon systems specifically designed to circumvent 

U.S. missile defenses and hold our homeland at risk. This includes the Intercontinental Ballistic 

Missile (ICBM)-delivered AVANGARD hypersonic glide vehicle, which was highlighted in a 

speech by Vladimir Putin in March 2018 and is expected to become operational in the next few 

years, complicating our missile warning mission.  

China:  

China is pursuing a comprehensive military modernization program that includes a rapid 

expansion of its strategic nuclear capabilities while working to improve the survivability of its 

nuclear forces and increase their ability to ensure a credible second-strike capability. Over the 

last decade, China has supplemented its modest silo-based ICBM force with dozens of road-

mobile ICBMs capable of delivering multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles that 

could significantly increase the number of survivable warheads available for a retaliatory strike. 

During that same timeframe, China operationalized its first class of ballistic missile submarines, 

adding a second leg to its strategic deterrent. China maintains its longstanding no-first-use 

nuclear policy, but its growing nuclear, conventional, and cyber capabilities are significant.  

China's military strategy and ongoing People’s Liberation Army (PLA) reforms reflect the 

abandonment of its historically land-centric mentality, as evidenced by emerging doctrinal 

references to strategies that would move potential conflicts away from Chinese territory, 

suggesting that PLA strategists envision an increasingly global role for their military.  
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On the economic front, China plans to invest heavily in infrastructure projects in Asia, 

Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, and Africa through its Belt and Road Initiative in a 

major effort to develop stronger economic ties with other countries and shape their interests to 

align with China's, simultaneously seeking to deter confrontation or international criticism of 

China's approach to sensitive issues.  

In the cyber domain, Chinese leaders view computer network operations as a low-cost 

deterrent that demonstrates capabilities and resolve to an adversary and allows them to manage 

the escalation of a conflict by targeting critical military and civilian infrastructure. Ongoing 

military reforms are aimed at accelerating the incorporation of information systems that enable 

forces and commanders to carry out missions and tasks more effectively. 

Advanced Threat Technologies: 

 Defending the United States and Canada against long-range weapons systems capable of 

striking targets in the homeland is a major focus of both USNORTHCOM and NORAD. Russian 

aircraft and submarines are now armed with long-range cruise missiles designed to evade radar 

detection, while both Russia and China are developing and testing maneuverable hypersonic 

glide vehicles. In the cyber domain, our adversaries continue their non-stop efforts to penetrate 

defense and civilian networks. Collectively, these advanced technologies could be capable of 

creating strategic effects with non-nuclear weapons, potentially affecting national decision 

making and limiting response options in both peacetime and crisis.  

North Korea: 

After decades of research and development activity marked more by failure than success, 

North Korea's ICBM program turned the corner in 2017 when North Korea successfully flight- 

tested multiple ICBMs capable of ranging the continental United States and detonated a 
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thermonuclear device, increasing the destructive yield of its weapons by a factor of ten. 

Following these successes, Kim Jong Un declared the completion of his nuclear ICBM research 

and development program, implying the production and deployment of these systems would 

soon follow.  

Kim Jong Un developed these strategic weapons to deter the U.S. from overthrowing his 

regime, and he almost certainly has plans to use them against our Homeland should a conflict 

erupt on the Peninsula. Meanwhile, North Korea's cyber capabilities continue to grow, as does 

the country’s willingness to employ them during peacetime, as North Korea demonstrated by its 

cyber attacks on Sony Pictures in 2014.  

Iran: 

      Iran is not yet able to strike the United States with strategic weapons, and its leaders have 

declared a unilateral 2000 kilometer range restriction that limits its missile force to threatening 

only regional targets in the Near East. Iran’s SIMORGH space launch vehicle has yet to 

successfully place a satellite in orbit, but its most recent launch in January 2019 demonstrated 

continued progress on long-range missile technologies. Although we have no information to 

indicate that Iran intends to test and deploy an ICBM, the SIMORGH would be capable of ICBM 

ranges if configured for that purpose, and progress on the vehicle could enable Iran to field an 

ICBM in as a little as a few years if its leaders chose to pursue that objective.  

However, Iran has the largest ballistic missile arsenal in the region and has expended 

significant resources on its space launch and civil nuclear capabilities that could enable it to 

develop a nuclear-armed ICBM relatively quickly if its leaders chose to do so. In the meantime, 

Iran retains the ability to conduct attacks abroad via covert operations, terrorist proxies, and its 

growing cyber capabilities. Iran considers disruptive and destructive cyberspace operations as a 
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valid instrument of statecraft and a means of imposing costs on its adversaries, even during 

peacetime.  

Violent Extremist Organizations: 

The terrorist threat to our homeland has grown more diffuse, typified by simple attacks 

inspired from afar and carried out by individuals or small networks that are difficult to detect and 

interdict.  Foreign terrorist groups remain committed to attacking the United States, either 

directly or by inspiring homegrown violent extremists to act in their stead. Despite their 

territorial losses, the Islamic State and their counterparts in al-Qa’ida remain highly adaptive foes 

committed to attacking the United States.  

Commercial aviation persists as a preferred target, probably because of the potential for large 

numbers of casualties, economic damage, and widespread media coverage generated by such 

attacks. I am concerned that terrorists could also continue to pursue 9/11-style fly-and-crash 

attacks or the use of unmanned aerial systems against soft targets. Meanwhile, terrorists continue 

to target U.S. military personnel both on and off base, compounding our force protection 

challenges.   

 

   Defending the Homeland 
 

Homeland defense is USNORTHCOM’s essential mission and the number one priority of 

the DOD per the 2018 National Defense Strategy. In light of the complex and significant threats 

to our homeland, USNORTHCOM and NORAD take assertive, proactive measures each day to 

shape our strategic environment, deter aggression, and ensure that we are always ready to defeat 

any adversary should deterrence fail. As the Commander of USNORTHCOM and NORAD, I 

view everything the commands do through the lens of homeland defense, and I am committed to 
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ensuring that each of our missions help to preserve decision space and maintain the ability for 

our national leaders to project power and exert influence in the best interest of our nations.  

In pursuit of their own perceived national and ideological interests, our competitors have 

developed advanced capabilities and demonstrated their intent to hold our homeland at risk in 

multiple domains and along numerous avenues of approach to North America. In light of that 

reality, we simply do not have the luxury of waiting for others to act before we formulate a 

response. Instead, USNORTHCOM and NORAD work constantly to shape our theater while 

making it obvious to potential adversaries that they will face overlapping dilemmas and 

extraordinary costs should they choose to challenge us. This active and continuous enterprise 

requires strong relationships and close coordination with our fellow combatant commands, the 

military Services, the U.S. Federal interagency community, and our international allies and 

partners.  

The diverse threats arrayed against the United States and Canada challenge our defenses 

in a number of domains and along multiple avenues of approach. The men and women of  

USNORTHCOM and NORAD work around the clock to monitor those approaches and are ready 

to respond at a moment’s notice should our adversaries chose to challenge our defenses.  

Ballistic Missile Defense: 

 USNORTHCOM continues to prioritize our mission to defend the United States against 

potential intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) attacks from North Korea and Iran, should 

Iran develop that capability. I remain cautiously optimistic that the ongoing negotiations will 

lead North Korea to abandon its nuclear weapons and ICBM programs. But, in the meantime, I 

continue to emphasize the necessity of fielding improved discriminating radars, a more 
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survivable sensor network, and improving the reliability and lethality of our interceptor fleet in 

order to remain well ahead of North Korea or Iran’s capability to strike the defended area.   

I am confident in the ability of the Ground-based Midcourse Defense System to defend 

the United States against ICBMs fired from North Korea or Iran, if Iran develops an ICBM, but 

that confidence is contingent on our continued pursuit of system-wide enhancements to outpace 

our adversaries’ rapid technological advancements.  

 The success of the Ballistic Missile Defense mission is also dependent on strong 

cooperation between USNORTHCOM as the supported warfighting command and the technical 

experts of the Missile Defense Agency (MDA). The MDA Director, Lt Gen Sam Greaves, is an 

outstanding partner, and I am grateful to him and the entire MDA team for their dedicated 

support of this enormously complex, no-fail mission. I fully support MDA’s plans to field the 

Long-Range Discriminating Radar, Homeland Defense Radar-Hawaii, and Pacific Radar, along 

with the Redesigned Kill Vehicle and a selectable 2- or 3- stage interceptor booster. 

Additionally, I believe we must pursue space-based sensors to detect and track advanced threats 

from Russia and China.  Each of these improvements to our sensor network and interceptor fleet 

will help to ensure our ability to defend the United States against an ICBM attack now and into 

the foreseeable future.  

 Going forward, advanced technologies such as space-based sensors and directed-energy 

missile defense weapons systems show significant promise—and will, in fact, become a 

necessity in the foreseeable future in order to defend the homeland against a rapidly developing 

missile threat. At present, I believe the DOD is striking an effective balance between ensuring 

our ability to defend against current and near-term threats while simultaneously investing in the 

research and development of advanced technologies capable of defeating future threats. This 
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vision for meeting anticipated requirements is well articulated in the recently published Missile 

Defense Review, and I fully support the plan for defending the homeland.  

Arctic Northern Approaches: 

It has become clear that defense of the homeland depends on our ability to detect and 

defeat threats operating both in the Arctic and passing through the Arctic.  Russia’s fielding of 

advanced, long-range cruise missiles capable of flying through the northern approaches and 

striking targets in the United States and Canada has emerged as the dominant military threat in 

the Arctic, while diminished sea ice and the potential for competition over resources present 

overlapping challenges in this strategically significant region. Meanwhile, China has declared 

that it is not content to remain a mere observer in the Arctic and has taken action to normalize its 

naval and commercial presence in the region in order to increase its access to lucrative resources 

and shipping routes.  

I view the Arctic as the front line in the defense of the United States and Canada, and as 

the DOD Advocate for Arctic Capabilities and the Combatant Commander responsible for 

defending the approaches to the homeland, I constantly assess the changing environmental and 

strategic conditions throughout the region—across borders and operational boundaries—in an 

ongoing, active, and collaborative effort to mitigate the risks associated with increased civilian 

and military presence in the northern approaches to North America.   

The effort to rapidly adapt to the evolving strategic landscape and associated challenges 

in the Arctic includes a deliberate and ongoing effort to fully assess our collective missions and 

associated requirements in the region. As one key example of those ongoing assessments, in 

2018, USNORTHCOM planners conducted a Homeland Defense Mission Analysis for the Arctic 

Region. This comprehensive, classified assessment of our capability to operate in the far north 
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revalidated a number of known capability gaps in the region and provided an updated overview 

of current and future requirements.  

As confirmed by our Mission Analysis, civil and military operations in the Arctic 

continue to be impeded by limited communications capability, harsh environmental conditions, 

and vast distances between population centers.  Improving communications and domain 

awareness in the region are among my top priorities for the region, and the DOD and the military 

Services have demonstrated their support of those requirements through investment in programs 

such as the Multi User Objective System (MUOS)—a satellite-based communications network 

that significantly expands the ability of U.S. and Canadian assets to operate in the far north. 

To detect and track potential airborne threats, to include Russian long-range bombers and 

cruise missiles, USNORTHCOM and NORAD both rely on radar systems such as the North 

Warning System (NWS), a network of aerospace surveillance radars in northern Canada. In 

August 2018, NORAD, working in close coordination with USNORTHCOM, the Canadian 

NORAD Region, and the U.S. Navy’s Naval Air Warfare Center, conducted an operational 

assessment of the NWS against representative targets, and the data collected from the test will 

inform the design for the air domain defense of the United States and Canada for years to come.  

And, in recognition that the number of military and civilian activities in Alaska and the 

Canadian Arctic will only continue to grow, USNORTHCOM is working hand-in-glove with the 

U.S. Air Force and the National Guard Bureau (NGB) to procure additional Arctic Sustainment 

Packages (ASPs) for use by the Alaska National Guard. Each ASP is a palletized, air-droppable 

shelter kit that provides shelter, heat, and other life support capability for several weeks in Arctic 

environments in the event that weather or other environmental factors delay a rescue operation.   
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The ability of the joint force to fight and win in the extreme cold and isolation of the far 

north increasingly depends on placing specialized technology in the hands of military personnel 

who routinely train and operate in the region.  Fortunately, there are units and DOD installations 

who are already well positioned to share that expertise. Essential experience resides in the units 

stationed in the far north—from the airborne brigade and fighter wings stationed in Alaska to the 

LC-130 Skibird pilots and crewmembers of the New York Air National Guard, we have a solid 

foundation to build on as we continue to increase Arctic experience across the force.  

The military Services have committed to building on that that foundational experience 

and expertise through a number of efforts that will further the ability of the joint force to operate, 

fight, and win in the far north. In a key example, between 3,000 and 5,000 personnel will 

participate in the next iteration of USNORTHCOM’s premier Arctic exercise, ARCTIC EDGE 

2020, more than doubling the number of troops who participated in 2018.  Arctic Edge 2020 will 

take advantage of the vast training area and unmatched training opportunities afforded by the 

Joint Pacific Alaska Range Complex (JPARC) and will integrate personnel and platforms from 

all four Services—to include ground, air, and cyber operations. This deliberate evolution sends 

the clear signal that USNORTHCOM, strongly supported by the Services, is fundamentally 

committed to expanding the ability of the joint force to defend our Arctic approaches and our 

vital interests in the region.  

Air Domain: 

Variants of the advanced cruise missiles that could fly through our northern approaches 

also present a threat along our coasts.  Russian Severodvinsk-class submarines are capable of 

firing low radar cross section cruise missiles against critical targets along our coasts.  This 

emerging threat requires advanced capabilities to ensure surveillance, detection, identification, 
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targeting, and destruction to protect the homeland and key strategic targets in the United States 

and Canada.  

The Homeland Defense Design will be a phased approach to employ advanced detection 

and tracking technologies to defeat a cruise missile attack against the homeland.  However, the 

rapidity of our competitors’ development of advanced cruise missile technology demands a 

continued, aggressive, and focused commitment to ensure our ability to defeat a cruise missile 

attack.  

In addition, small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) continue to present challenges to 

safety and security within U.S. airspace. NORAD has the capability to address larger UAS, but 

systems that are readily available in the commercial marketplace are difficult to detect and track 

due to their small size and relatively slow speeds. While we work to enhance our ability to 

detect, and—if necessary—neutralize potential threat UAS in the national airspace, the 

authorities provided by the FY19 Federal Aviation Administration Reauthorization Bill that 

extend counter-UAS authorities to the Department of Justice and the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) reflect the need for a whole-of-government approach to address the potential 

security challenges presented by this rapidly emerging technology.  

As with emerging military cruise missile technologies, the proliferation of small UAS 

requires us to consider new approaches for how best to defend the homeland. We cannot address 

these new capabilities with outdated technology or with old ways of thinking, and I look forward 

to working with the Committee to develop innovative technology and strategies to ensure that we 

are capable of outpacing the threat.  
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Southern Approaches:  

The threats to our nation from our southern border are not military in nature, but they are 

significant and deadly. The flow of illegal narcotics into the United States continues to inflict a 

heavy toll on our citizens, as clearly demonstrated by the 72,000 Americans who were killed by 

drug overdoses in 2017. USNORTHCOM is proud of our role in the counter narcotics fight in 

support of Federal law enforcement and our military partners in Mexico and The Bahamas as 

they battle transnational criminal organizations that have inflicted such harm on both sides of the 

border.  

 USNORTHCOM personnel actively collaborate with partners throughout the U.S. 

interagency and in Mexico to illuminate the networks used by the cartels to transport drugs, 

victims of human trafficking, and other illicit goods in a strategic effort to strike at the heart of 

these massive and well-financed criminal enterprises.  

 On the U.S. side of our southern border, USNORTHCOM’s subordinate element Joint 

Task Force North (JTF-N) supports U.S. Federal law enforcement efforts to interdict narcotics 

shipments into the United States. Employing military personnel, unique technologies, and 

specialized skill sets developed in contingency operations overseas, JTF-N provides critical 

support to Federal law enforcement interdiction missions operations.  

 

Theater Security Cooperation 

 USNORTHCOM’s theater security cooperation mission pays enormous dividends for our 

defense of the homeland as well as for our relationships with our international partners. These 

collaborative efforts with our international partners seek to sustain our strategic advantage in the 
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Western Hemisphere while always seeking to strengthen our regional security and reinforce our 

defense in depth throughout the region.  

In particular, USNORTHCOM’s relationship with the Mexican military is strong.  

USNORTHCOM supports Mexico’s efforts to expand its role as a regional defense and security 

leader. The ties between USNORTHCOM and our Mexican military partners are close at every 

level of leadership and continue to grow thanks to concerted efforts by commanders on both 

sides of the border. I am proud of the fact that every Mexican Marine has trained with a U.S. 

Marine, just as I am honored to share close relationships with the Mexican Secretary of National 

Defense (SEDENA), General Luis C. Sandoval Gonzalez, and the Secretary of the Navy 

(SEMAR), Admiral Jose Rafael Ojeda Duran. I am proud to work with partners who share our 

commitment to regional stability and security throughout North America.  

 The Bahamas remains a willing partner with whom the United States enjoys a deep and 

long-standing bi-national relationship, and our shared theater security cooperation focus is 

improving The Bahamas’ air and maritime domain awareness.  In 2018, the United States 

provided the first maritime surveillance system to The Bahamas and secured funding for two 

more systems that will be networked with existing surveillance assets, generating a significant 

increase to The Bahamas’ maritime surveillance capacity. The Bahamas remains a strong partner 

in the defense of North America as they invest heavily in new capabilities that will make them a 

more significant contributor to our shared defense and security.  

 Finally, Canada continues to be our indispensable partner in reinforcing the defense and 

security of our countries. USNORTHCOM’s security cooperation activities with Canada are 

extensive and reflect many years of shared effort and common cause with our allies to the North.  

In June 2017, Canada announced a new approach to defense investment that will provide 
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significant benefit to the common defense of our nations.  This approach, titled “Strong, Secure, 

Engaged,” acknowledges the significant shifts in the global strategic environment and commits 

accordingly to an active and renewed NORAD partnership and investments that will directly 

benefit the security of both our nations.  

In a military-to-military context, the tri-command partnership between USNORTHCOM, 

NORAD, and the Canadian Joint Operations Command is of tremendous importance to all three 

commands. The bond between these organizations reflects the cooperative approach we share 

with our Canadian partners as we work together to outpace the threats arrayed against the United 

States and Canada, maintain a credible deterrent, and take steps forward together to ensure the 

combined defense of our nations.  

 

Defense Support of Civil Authorities 

USNORTHCOM’s mission to provide defense support of civil authorities provides 

military personnel and assets to support Federal law enforcement and disaster relief agencies in 

times of need.  In the nine months since I assumed command, USNORTHCOM has supported 

DHS, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), U.S. Customs and Border 

Protection, and the National Interagency Firefighting Center during hurricane relief operations, 

wildland firefighting missions, interagency collaboration to ensure that our elections were free 

from cyber interference, and presidentially-directed efforts to secure our southern border. For 

each of these events, USNORTHCOM rapidly delivered military-unique capabilities and skilled 

personnel to augment and enable our Federal partners.  

In September 2018, Hurricane Florence provided USNORTHCOM the first opportunity 

to execute the Commander of USNORTHCOM’s expanded role as the DOD Synchronizer for 
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defense support of civil authorities. The consolidation of the DOD effort under one Synchronizer 

enabled significantly improved coordination and collaboration across the entire spectrum of the 

DOD response and consolidated the responsibility for collecting and delivering timely and 

accurate information to the Secretary of Defense. In addition, the DOD Synchronizer role 

increased the coordination and information exchange amongst the DOD agencies with major 

roles in the response, to include the National Guard Bureau, the Defense Logistics Agency, the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and U.S. Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM).   

USNORTHCOM support of hurricane relief operations had barely ended last fall, when, 

in response to requests for assistance from DHS and U.S. Customs and Border Protection, the 

Command was directed by the Secretary of Defense to deploy active duty military personnel and 

equipment to support Federal law enforcement operations along the southern border of the 

United States. Beginning in October 2018, this operation has demonstrated the close partnership 

between USNORTHCOM and our Federal law enforcement partners, as well as the outstanding 

support provided by each of the military Services and the Joint Staff in response to a 

USNORTHCOM request for forces.  

Within hours of notification, Airmen, Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines from installations 

across the United States were on the move to support our DHS partners, and they have 

performed their assigned tasks with extraordinary professionalism and skill. From laying over 70 

miles of concertina wire to reinforce existing border obstacles, flying support missions, 

delivering medical care, and providing security, the USNORTHCOM border support mission has 

improved our nation’s border security while providing our forces with training and real-world 

experience that will serve them well in both peace and conflict.  
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Every mission presents unique challenges, and each is dependent on collaboration, strong 

partnerships, and close relationships throughout the Federal interagency and between the active 

and reserve component. In a key demonstration of the strong collaboration between the 

components in the combined response to Hurricane Florence, North Carolina and South Carolina 

established Dual Status Commanders and successfully integrated National Guard and Title 10 

personnel and assets in a wide variety of rescue and recovery operations.  

I am proud of the great partnership demonstrated by USNORTHCOM and the National 

Guard Bureau before and during each of those responses. My friend and wingman Gen Joe 

Lengyel and the citizen Airmen and Soldiers he leads are a tremendous group of professionals 

who proved time and again their selflessness and readiness to respond whenever and wherever 

needed.  

While hurricane relief operations may have been the most visible DSCA mission for the 

Command over the last several years, USNORTHCOM serves as the designated DSCA 

synchronizer for the DOD in a variety of other efforts. In a notable example of innovative 

interagency collaboration, prior to the 2018 midterm election season, USNORTHCOM partnered 

with U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) to determine how best to provide DOD cyber 

support to the DHS-led mission to secure the elections infrastructure.  The partnership between 

USCYBERCOM, USNORTHCOM, the National Guard Bureau, and DHS was groundbreaking, 

and each of the agencies involved learned a number of important lessons for future interagency 

efforts.  

Interagency cooperation in the defense of our critical cyber infrastructure will remain an 

enduring necessity as networks throughout the United States continue to weather near-constant 

attacks and infiltration attempts. In light of this need, I am grateful to the Congress for its strong 
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support for the establishment of the DHS Cyber Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).  

Although CISA was only established in November 2018, it is already clear that we have an 

energized, high-level interagency partner dedicated to our shared mission to address and mitigate 

cyber threats against civilian networks and critical infrastructure. Within weeks of its 

establishment, CISA assigned a senior liaison officer to the USNORTHCOM headquarters to 

work alongside the rest of our whole-of-government team, and I look forward to many years of 

close collaboration with our newest partner in the defense of our nation’s vital interests.   

Whenever our assistance is requested by our Federal partners, USNORTHCOM relies on 

the military Services to provide trained and ready personnel and assets whenever and wherever 

needed. As we saw firsthand in the days before Hurricane Florence made landfall in September 

2018 and in the initial stages of our support to U.S. Customs and Border Protection along the 

southern border, the Joint Staff and all four of the military Services worked around the clock to 

identify, source, and deploy the personnel and equipment necessary to fulfill all anticipated 

requests for support from our Federal partners.  

Due to the unhesitating support of the Joint Staff and each of the Service Chiefs, the 

requested forces were on station and ready to execute their support missions in a matter of hours 

and days following notification. In both scenarios, the remarkable men and women of our armed 

forces were ready to deploy on short notice and executed their assigned missions thanks to their 

training, professionalism, and discipline.  USNORTHCOM will continue to work closely with 

the Joint Staff and the Services to exercise our response forces in anticipation of future needs, 

and I am grateful to the Committee for your ongoing support of the Services’ modernization and 

readiness requirements.   
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United Efforts to Defend the Homeland 

USNORTHCOM’s defense of the homeland would not be possible without cooperation, 

collaboration, and a fundamental commitment to mission success across a remarkable 

interagency and intergovernmental enterprise. Over 27 unique Federal agencies, from DHS to the 

Federal Aviation Administration and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, have permanently-

assigned liaisons and representatives in our USNORTHCOM and NORAD headquarters in 

Colorado Springs. Nearly 150 Canadian military personnel are assigned to NORAD billets in our 

headquarters, and we are proud to host two permanently assigned Mexican military liaison 

officers, along with liaison officers and representatives from a host of DOD agencies and 

commands to include the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), the Defense Intelligence 

Agency, and U.S. Strategic Command. National Guard personnel are also fully integrated into 

our headquarters staff and maintain a full-time office specifically dedicated to coordinating 

actions between our headquarters and the National Guard Bureau. The National Guard continues 

to be an essential and integral part of our USNORTHCOM and NORAD team.  

Our command’s integration with the U.S. interagency community is a requirement for 

success, which is why those interagency representatives are not simply assigned to the 

headquarters; they are truly integrated members of the USNORTHCOM team. Whenever 

possible, they are invited to participate in command briefings and updates, and I rely on their 

subject matter expertise and professional judgment on a daily basis as we work hand in glove to 

address the challenges and threats facing the command.  

The commitment to cooperation shared by each of our interagency partners has 

contributed immeasurably to the broader USNORTHCOM mission. For example, during the 

2018 hurricane season, DTRA provided around-the-clock modeling support that located all of 
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the hazardous material production and storage facilities in the storms’ paths and allowed our 

planners to develop well-researched plans to mitigate potential impacts if the sites were 

damaged.   

Our collective ability to meet threats head on and to provide a rapid, effective response in 

the wake of natural and manmade disasters is absolutely dependent on constant communication, 

routine interagency exercises, and close working relationships between each and every one of the 

civilian and military professionals who strive each day to keep our nation and our citizens safe 

from harm.  

From USNORTHCOM’s components and subordinates to NORAD, which has served as 

the absolute gold standard for international collaboration for over 60 years, and our locktight 

relationship with FEMA, we work every day to exercise the interagency and inter-DOD 

processes required to ensure that we are always ready to deliver the right assets in the right place 

at the right time to meet whatever mission we are assigned. To ensure USNORTHCOM and our 

interagency partners are ready at a moment’s notice in the event of a crisis, we conduct regular 

command-led exercises in each of our mission sets, such as ARDENT SENTRY for DSCA and 

VIGILANT SHIELD for homeland defense.  

Finally, I would like to make special note of USNORTHCOM’s support to the state 

funeral of former President George H. W. Bush in December 2018. The men and women of 

USNORTHCOM’s Joint Task Force – National Capital Region, under the superb leadership of 

MG Mike Howard, demonstrated exemplary professionalism and decorum throughout a three-

day program in Texas and Washington, DC. The flawless execution of this mission was made 

possible by many months of rigorous planning, close communication with President Bush and 

his family, coordination with dozens of Federal, state, and local agencies, and multiple rehearsals 
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to ensure no detail was overlooked. USNORTHCOM’s support of this historic event was both a 

profound honor for all involved and a conspicuous example of the no-fail nature of all 

USNORTHCOM missions.  

      Conclusion 

Today and every day, the men and women of USNORTHCOM and NORAD are standing 

watch over our homeland. These dedicated professionals work around the clock surveilling our 

skies, monitoring our oceans, and ensuring that we are always ready to counter a staggering 

range of threats to our homeland, ranging from intercontinental ballistic missiles and long-range 

bombers to lethal opioids and cyberattacks. The strategic and technological innovation that will 

be required to defend our nation in the coming years depends entirely on the quality and 

experience of our people.   

Today and always, our people are our strength, and I am proud to lead the outstanding 

Airmen, Sailors, Soldiers, Marines, and civilians of USNORTHCOM and NORAD. While the 

threats facing our nation can be daunting, I have absolute confidence in our ability to meet any 

challenge and defeat any adversary because of the dedicated professionals I am honored to lead. 

We Have the Watch.   
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USSOUTHCOM is committed to working with our partners to defend our shared home of the 

Americas. Based on more than 50 years of shared values, challenges, and opportunities, the 

foundation of this Partnership for the Americas is our common desire to improve citizen security and for 

all people in the region to enjoy the benefits of political and economic freedom.  

USSOUTHCOM is adapting to an evolving security environment by shifting our central focus 

from disrupting the flow of illicit commodities to degrading the growing web of transregional and 

transnational threat networks threatening regional stability across the southern approaches to the U.S. 

Homeland. Our refined focus requires that we understand the security environment, cultivate a friendly 

network of allies and partners, and undertake all of our activities as part of a comprehensively joint 

effort spanning this network and all of its Joint Force, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational, and 

nongovernmental elements.     

USSOUTHCOM has entered a period requiring operational flexibility to accommodate the 

uncertain nature of resource and funding availability. Under these conditions, meeting our goals will 

demand a disciplined approach to resource allocation. USSOUTHCOM is committed to achieving our 

strategic objectives to ensure we meet our nationally directed objectives. Our intent is to ensure support 

to broader global challenges and leverage our talent, expertise, innovation efforts, and energy to make 

substantive contributions to our Nation’s security.  

Working with our partners in Central America, South America, and the Caribbean, is vital to the 

security, stability, and future of the western hemisphere. The nations of this region are deeply 

connected through trade, investment, and family remittances. Our collective success depends on all the 

nations working together towards a common goal of shared security and prosperity. We look forward to 

strengthening our Partnership for the Americas to realize the enormous potential of our common home. 

 

 

 K.W. TIDD 

 Admiral, USN 

 Commander
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United States Southern Command 
2017-2027 THEATER STRATEGY  

 

OVERVIEW 

The U.S. Southern Command 

(USSOUTHCOM) area of responsibility (AOR) 

is a large and diverse region encompassing 31 

countries and 16 dependencies in Central and 

South America, and the Caribbean. Nearly 500 

million people speaking over 100 languages 

and dialects inhabit the region. The AOR is 

characterized by a variety of government types, 

from Presidential Republics to Parliamentary 

Republics and Democracies to one Communist 

State. Within this area, USSOUTHCOM 

promotes regional security and stability while 

supporting U.S. national security objectives and 

defending the southern approaches to the 

United States.  

The United States and the region share wide-

ranging interests. In 2016, U.S. trade with 

Central and South America exceeded $200 

billion.1 Today, more than 18 percent of our 

citizens cite Hispanic roots, with a record 27.3 

million of them eligible to vote in 2016.2 These 

demographics are shaping the future of the 

United States. All of these factors reinforce 

deep U.S. ties with the region—strategic, 

economic, and cultural.   

1 https://www.census.gov/foreign-
trade/balance/c0009.html 

This strategy is the capstone document of 

USSOUTHCOM and represents an evolution in 

our focus toward becoming a networked, more 

agile organization. We will re-double our 

commitment to, and integration with, our 

partners as we tackle shared concerns. 

“Business as usual” is no longer sufficient:  

our new strategic direction requires us to 

understand the changing and interconnected 

2 http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-
tank/2016/09/15/facts-for-national-hispanic-heritage-
month/ 

“Interconnectedness and the 
ability to transmit 
information instantly can 
endow small groups with 
unprecedented influence: the 
garage band, the dorm-room 
startup, the viral blogger, 
and the terrorist cell.” 

-GEN (R) Stanley McCrystal 
Team of Teams: New Rules of 
Engagement for a Complex World 

 facebook.com/southcom  youtube.com/southcom  U.S. Southern Command 
9301 NW 33rd Street 
Doral, Florida 33172 
(305) 437-1000 (DSN 567)  @southcomwatch  www.southcom.mil 
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security environment, cultivate a friendly 

network of allies and partners, and undertake 

our activities as part of a comprehensive effort 

by this friendly network spanning the  Joint 

Force, interagency, intergovernmental, 

multinational, and nongovernmental elements. 

Our Theater Strategy aligns with current U.S. 

government policy and strategic guidance and 

will be operationalized by our Theater 

Campaign Plan. It serves as our blueprint for 

defending the southern approaches to the 

United States and promoting regional security 

by degrading transregional and transnational 

threat networks (T3Ns), responding rapidly  

to crises, and building relationships to meet 

global challenges. 

STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT 

Challenges 

The illicit flows of goods and people, and the 

violence and corruption they fuel at home and 

abroad, are the visible manifestations of 

complex, adaptive, and networked threats. 

T3Ns are now the principal threat to regional 

security and stability. These networks operate 

unconstrained by national and geographic 

boundaries, unimpeded by rule of law, and 

fueled by enormous profits. Their interests, 

influence, capabilities, and reach undercut U.S. 

and partner nation interests across multiple 

domains. They prey on weak institutions and 

exploit the interconnected nature of our modern 

financial, transportation and technological 

systems, and the seams in our organizational 

boundaries.  

T3Ns extend beyond transnational criminal 

organizations and gangs to ideologically 

motivated violent extremist organizations 

(VEOs) such as Islamic State in Iraq and the 

Levant (ISIL) and Lebanese Hezbollah. VEOs 

focus on spreading their influence and building 

a network of radicalized supporters and 

adherents—to include foreign terrorist 

fighters—especially in vulnerable populations in 

the Caribbean and parts of South and Central 

America. Their supporters move weapons, 

cash, and other contraband. The motivation for 

this activity could be personal profit or to further 

the financial or ideological aims of designated 

terrorist groups. Other criminal networks have 

expanded into weapons and people smuggling, 

including Special Interest Aliens (SIAs) —

individuals who pose a potential threat to 

national security—through the region and into 

the U.S.  

In addition to T3N, the region is also extremely 

vulnerable to natural disasters and the outbreak 

of infectious diseases. Uneven prevention, 

management, and response capabilities in the 

region—coupled with underlying challenges like 

poverty and inadequate governance—amplify 

the impact of disasters, extend human 

suffering, and exacerbate existing 

developmental challenges.  

While threat networks and other humanitarian 

crises pose a near and persistent danger to 

regional stability and security, the U.S. and our 

partner nations also face strategic challenges. 

Over the past decade, China, Russia, and Iran 

have established a greater presence in the 

region. Their actions and rhetoric require 

separate and serious consideration. These 

global actors view the region’s economic, 

political, and security landscape as fertile 

ground through which to achieve their 

respective, long-term objectives and to advance 

interests that may be incompatible with ours 

and those of our partners. Their vision for an 

alternative international order poses a 

challenge to every nation that values non-

aggression, rule of law, and respect for  

human rights—the very same principles that 
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underlie the Inter-American system of peace 

and cooperation. 

To address these security challenges, 

USSOUTHCOM developed a networked 

approach to defend our southern approaches, 

keep our nation safe, and secure our shared 

home. This approach recognizes the critical role 

friendly networks play in helping to counter 

transregional, multi-domain, and multi-

dimensional (TMM) threats, as defined by the 

2016 National Military Strategy (NMS).  

Opportunities 

Naturally, these strategic challenges also 

present opportunities to advance regional 

security and stability. Over the past five 

decades, USSOUTHCOM worked diligently to 

earn—and keep—the region’s trust. We now 

aim to build upon this trust to deepen bilateral 

cooperation and expand cooperation to 

trilateral, multilateral, or transregional 

dimensions. For example, we are encouraging 

Pacific-facing countries like Chile, Colombia, 

and Peru to better integrate and export security 

best practices to Asia Pacific partners. 

Our new approach also includes increasing 

information and subject matter expert 

exchanges (SMEEs); developing multi-user 

interfaces to improve interagency and 

intergovernmental collaboration; and expanding 

the friendly networks to include new public and 

private sector partners to strengthen our 

collective capability, capacity, and 

interoperability. We seek to leverage cutting-

edge technologies to advance how we process 

and share information. To this end, we are 

investing in advanced data analytics of publicly 

available information to further the collective 

understanding of the operational environment 

and the development of strategies to counter 

threat networks.  

We will challenge ourselves to be a more 

responsive, outward-looking, networked 

organization through deepened integration  

and cooperation with our USG (United  

States Government), multinational, and civil 

society partners.  
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Figure 1: Global Illicit Pathways 

THEORY OF SUCCESS: A 

NETWORK OF NETWORKS  

Despite our history of supporting law 

enforcement, diplomatic, and development 

efforts, our capabilities and approach have not 

fully kept pace with the evolution of T3Ns. For 

years, we have been triaging the symptoms of 

the problem (commodities) rather than 

addressing the problem itself: the illicit 

networks, which develop, traffic, trade, and 

profit from those commodities (Figure 1). We 

will approach our challenges as a network of 

networks to degrade the effects of these T3Ns. 

Our Theory of Success is a friendly network of 

interagency, regional, and non-governmental 

partners working together to disrupt T3N 

subnetworks (financial, transportation, 

leadership, etc.) and affecting the underlying 

conditions that allow them to flourish, enabling 

us to achieve the ultimate goal of degrading 

threat networks. 

In USSOUTHCOM, we will operate using a 

networked defense. Operations in the region, in 

concert with our capable and willing USG 

partners, allies, and partner nations, are the 

forward presence in a layered defense against 

threat networks. This layered defense 

illuminates, degrades, and ensures threat 

networks and their enablers engaged in 
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nefarious operations cannot expand their 

operations. Success is defined as threat 

networks degraded in the region by our allies 

and partners with USG assistance provided 

through a combination of diplomacy, 

development, and defense.    

Our strategy outlines our vision, mission, and 

strategic approach to provide guidance and 

assist in developing supporting plans for the 

USSOUTHCOM staff, components, Joint Task 

Forces, and Embassy Defense Teams. 

Vision 

We will be an innovative and trustworthy 

partner, enabling a networked defense 

approach that is grounded in mutual respect 

and cooperative security to promote regional 

stability while advancing our shared interests.  

Mission  

U.S. Southern Command leverages rapid 

response capabilities, partner nation 

collaboration, and regional cooperation within 

our area of responsibility in order to support 

U.S. national security objectives, defend the 

Southern approaches of the United States, and 

promote regional security and stability. 

Strategic approach  

USSOUTHCOM’s strategic approach describes 

the ways we will use our means to achieve  

our strategic objectives while accounting for 

threats and risk to both the mission and to  

the force (Figure 2).

Figure 2: USSOUTHCOM Strategic Approach 
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OUR ENDS - STRATEGIC 

OBJECTIVES 

We are publishing USSOUTHCOM’s Theater Strategy 
during a transitional period of national security 
guidance. Our objectives are derived from existing 
strategic guidance and nest with the 2016 NMS, 
which acknowledges the complex, TMM nature of 
the challenges and threats we face. Our strategic 
objectives are the desired conditions that guide the 
development of defined, decisive, and attainable 
campaign objectives.  

• U.S. Homeland defended and U.S. interests 
secured against threats emanating from, or 
transiting through, the AOR 

• Stability within the AOR minimally affected 
 by threat networks and malign external 
state actors 

• USSOUTHCOM and partner nations prepared 
to respond rapidly and mitigate the effects  
of crises 

• Global Alliances and current and emerging 
security partnerships maintained/established 

• The U.S. and International community 
maintains freedom of movement and strategic 
access through the Panama Canal and in the 
global commons (international maritime, air, 
space, and cyberspace domains) throughout 
the AOR 

• WMD materials and technologies remain 
safeguarded and proliferation prevented  
in the AOR 

 

 

WAYS 

A networked approach consisting of three ways 
explains how we will accomplish our strategic 
objectives through the employment of our  
available means.  

Strengthen and Support USG Networks 

This is the foundational and most critical network. 
USSOUTHCOM primarily plays a supporting role to 
U.S. country teams, U.S. law enforcement, and 
other lead federal agencies. Trust underpins our 
efforts to strengthen this network and is critical to 
our indirect approach enabling and complementing 
activities planned and executed by others.  

USSOUTHCOM’s ability to achieve effects will be 
enhanced if the enterprise is networked via virtual 
and physical associations promoting and improving 
common awareness; intelligence, plans, and 
operations fusion; awareness of weak signals; and 
the ability to scale responses. Three examples of 
how we are implementing this approach are 
establishing communities of interest (COIs), the 
creation of a Network Engagement Team, and 
support to Homeland Security Investigation’s 
Operation CITADEL. 

There may be circumstances and threats where 
USSOUTHCOM will leverage our network 
relationships to respond to critical threats to 
national security directly. As the military command 
with the responsibility to defend the southern 
approaches to the U.S., USSOUTHCOM must be 
prepared to respond rapidly and directly in order  
to, for example, deter and, if necessary, disrupt 
T3Ns involved in developing, acquiring, or 
proliferating WMD.   
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Enable Allied and Partner Nation Networks 

USSOUTHCOM will enable partners to manage 
internal security threats and crises and contribute 
to regional and international security efforts. We 
will focus on train and equip, infrastructure, and 
building capability and capacity programs for 
countering T3N (C-T3N) activities. We will 
strengthen our relationships with the region’s 
security forces. We will continue to strengthen and 
build network linkages to regional militaries, civilian 
agencies, and experts with whom we will cooperate 
in the event of a crisis. And we will work to improve 
preparedness and response capabilities across the 
AOR.  

Promoting the continued professionalization of 
partner nation defense and security institutions is a 
key tenet of our strategy. We have identified four 
key areas to enhance professionalism in militaries 
across the region: respect for human rights, the 
institutionalization of ‘jointness,’ the development 
of a professional non-commissioned officer (NCO) 
corps, and the integration of gender perspectives. 
These military imperatives describe the 
characteristics of modern national defense forces. 

We will promote these military imperatives in all of 
our endeavors.   

Partner with Civil Society Networks 

USSOUTHCOM will partner with civil society, 
academia, the private sector, and populations that 
extend governance, improve community resilience, 
expand economic and social opportunities, and help 
vulnerable populations resist the corruptive 
influence of threat networks, the effects of natural 
and man-made disasters, and that of malign 
external actors. 

MEANS 

Our means are the resources, capabilities, and 
authorities we will use to achieve our strategic 
objectives. We do not anticipate any major 
increases in our means over the course of this 
strategy. USSOUTHCOM must devote increased 
attention to our fiscal management, assessment, 
and advocacy processes while leveraging resources, 
capabilities, and authorities from the functional 
combatant commands, components, and 
interagency partners. In addition, we will encourage 
partner nations to accept a greater role in achieving 
common security goals. 

Our resources are the forces, footprint, and other 
assets and capabilities assigned or allocated to 
USSOUTHCOM to complete our mission. Figure 3 
describes these resources and capabilities.   

Components, Joint Task Forces, and 

Security Cooperation Organizations (SCOs) 

USSOUTHCOM exercises its Combatant Command 
authority to accomplish missions through its service 
components, joint task forces, and other 
organizations; these organizations regularly conduct 
exercises, operations, and SMEEs. The military 

“Regional players almost 
always understand their 
neighborhood’s security 
challenges better than we do. 
To make capacity building 
more effective, we must 
leverage these countries’ 
unique skills and knowledge 
to our collect[ive] 
advantage.” 
-General Martin Dempsey  
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Foreign Policy, “The Bend of Power” 
25 July 2014 
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services provide USSOUTHCOM with component 
commands that perform our mission-specific and 
security cooperation activities. Joint Task Force-
Bravo, located at Soto Cano Air Base, Honduras, 
provides an agile, responsive, and forward-
stationed capability enabling security cooperation, 
C-T3N operations, and humanitarian 
assistance/disaster relief. Joint Task Force-
Guantanamo, located at U.S. Naval Station 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, conducts safe and humane 
legal care and custody of detainees supporting 
global contingency operations. Joint Interagency 
Task Force-South, located in Key West, Florida, 
conducts detection and monitoring operations to 
facilitate the interdiction of illicit trafficking and C-
T3N operations. Our SCOs are our forward elements 

in the region and conduct interagency coordination 
within the U.S. Embassy Country Teams ensuring 
the alignment of our security cooperation activities 
with the Embassy’s Integrated Country Strategy. 
The SCOs provide invaluable insight into partner 
nation requirements and perspectives.  

The National Guard forces and capabilities 
employed through the National Guard Bureau’s 
State Partnership Program enable USSOUTHCOM to 
leverage enduring National Guard relationships as 
an instrument to advance civil-military cooperation.   

Interagency, Civil Society, and broader 

Department of Defense (DoD) Collaboration 
Through our organizational culture and unique 
regional security environment, USSOUTHCOM is 

Figure 3: USSOUTHCOM Components and JTFs 
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considered the premier interagency and public-
private cooperation Geographic Combatant 
Command. Our interagency and private sector 
partners provide unique authorities, capabilities, 
and expertise that, in most cases, can only be found 
outside of DoD. Working by, with, and through 
interagency partners like the Department of State 
(DoS), the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), the Department of 
Homeland Security, the Department of the 
Treasury, the Department of Justice, and 
collaborating with non-governmental and 
intergovernmental organizations, businesses, and 
academia enables progress toward national aims 
that would be impossible with military power alone. 
We also work closely with combat support agencies 
(CSAs) and other geographic and functional 
combatant commands. CSAs include both logistics 
and intelligence oriented agencies and provide 
unique expertise and enabling capabilities. The 
TMM challenges we face require the arrangement 
of cohesive Joint Force actions in time, space, and 
purpose. We can only achieve this through 
persistent coordination with other combatant 
commands.      

Authorities 
U.S. law provides authorities for USSOUTHCOM to 
perform specific activities especially those focusing 
on training and supporting U.S. Law Enforcement 
Agencies (LEAs), supporting partner nation (PN) 
LEAs to counter T3N, and the authority to build 
partner capacity (BPC). The BPC authority supports 
C-T3N activities, maritime and border security, 
military intelligence, and other operations the 
Secretary of Defense (SecDef) determines to be in 
the national interest. 

Other mission-critical authorities authorize 
USSOUTHCOM to support ongoing Special 

Operations Forces (SOF) counterterror operations 
and provide logistics support, supply, and services 
to friendly foreign countries conducting SecDef-
designated operations, such as joint operations with 
DoD, or military/stability operations benefitting U.S. 
Armed Forces or national security.    

RISK 

Strategy is about balancing our strategic objectives 
with our selected ways and available means. For the 
purposes of this strategy, we define risk as the 
probability and severity of failure, or unacceptable 
consequences in failing to achieve a strategic 
objective. Because we anticipate fewer means to 
apply to our strategic objectives, we must 
determine what we anticipate to be the likelihood 
of not meeting our objectives, the effects on the 
command and the region should we fail to do so, 
and what actions and activities we can undertake to 
mitigate those effects.  

USSOUTHCOM is committed to achieving our 
strategic objectives to ensure we meet our 
nationally directed objectives; however, this 
Command cannot do more with less. Our intent  
is to tie our efforts to broader global challenges  
and leverage our talent, expertise, innovation 
efforts, and energy to mitigate negative 
consequences to our Nation’s security, our 
AOR, and our collective interests.  

Our major risk drivers are insufficient resourcing of 
maritime vessels and intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance platforms. We are also critically 
dependent on SOF, which we rely on for our 
persistent forward presence. We will mitigate some 
of these resource limitations by leveraging and 
sharing capabilities within our partner networks.  
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IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY 

The TCP and implementation orders will 
operationalize this strategy. The TCP will establish 
lines of effort, intermediate military objectives, and 
effects to guide our operations, actions, and 
activities. The TCP lines of effort will center on: 

Countering Transnational and Transregional 

Threat Networks (C-T3N) 

 C-T3N is our main effort. The goal of our approach 
is to ensure the friendly networks degrade threat 
network capabilities, their operations, and affect 
the underlying conditions allowing them to flourish. 
We will undertake this approach to ensure regional 
stability and reduce threats to our mutual interests. 

Building relationships to meet global 

challenges 

Security partnerships are the foundation of 
everything we do. These partnerships—based on 
trust, shared values, mutual respect, and principled 
U.S. and regional leadership—ensure our 
hemisphere remains a beacon of peace and 
prosperity. To meet these challenges directly, we 
will work with our USG partners, including the 
Intelligence Community, and our regional partners 
to improve our shared understanding of what global 
challengers intend by their actions and how their 
activities in the AOR advance their respective global 
interests. We will continue to share information 
with our fellow Combatant Commands and 
multinational partners to support global planning. 

USSOUTHCOM’s capability and capacity-building 
efforts assist our partners to improve managing 
internal threats, securing their borders, responding 
to natural disasters, and delivering essential 
services like medical care and infrastructure to their 
citizens. But training is not an end in and of itself: it 

is an opportunity to connect on a personal and 
professional level and to engage with regional 
militaries and security forces on important issues 
like human rights, rule of law, and accountable 
institutions. This engagement accomplishes several 
objectives: it helps us understand PN requirements 
and subsequently improve partner capabilities to 
stop threats before they destabilize the region; it 
helps deepen U.S. partnerships with the region; it 
encourages greater regional cooperation on shared 
challenges, such as threat networks and crisis 
response; and it reinforces the rules-based 
international order. 

Enabling Rapid Response 

We will help our partners, individual states, and 
regional organizations prepare for and mitigate 
crisis. This includes those actions taken supporting 
DoS and USAID to reduce risk, build resiliency, and 
develop emergency response capabilities 
throughout the region as well as our own efforts to 
build a culture of readiness within the Command. 
Our ability to negotiate the chaotic first 72 hours of 
any contingency is essential; we must be ready to 
stand alone, if necessary, until reinforcements 
arrive. Beyond crisis onset, we must simultaneously 
manage crisis and, to some degree, steady state 
operations potentially for an extended period. Key 
to this effort is an innovative and comprehensive 
exercise program that prepares us and our USG and 
multinational partners for contingency response, 
including the Defense of the Panama Canal and 
Panama Canal Area; Migration Operations; 
Humanitarian Assistance (HA); Disaster Response 
(DR) (including epidemic response); and unilateral, 
bilateral, or multilateral military operations by crisis 
response forces.  
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CONCLUSION 

In terms of geographic proximity, trade, 
immigration, and culture, no other part of the world 
more greatly affects daily life in the United States 
than Central and South America and the Caribbean. 
The transregional challenges we must address 
provide opportunities to integrate our activities 
with our regional partners and to tie our collective 
efforts to the greater global whole. Flexibility will  
be crucial as we adjust to support the global 
security environment; we must be lean, fast, and 
agile. Together, with our network of partners, we 
will defend the southern approaches and ensure 
the Western Hemisphere remains a beacon of 
shared progress, shared prosperity, and shared 
democratic values. 
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Introduction.  I want to thank the Congress, and especially this Committee, for your 

support to United States Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM).  The men and women of our 

team work every day to earn the trust of partners in Latin America and the Caribbean.  We are 

friends and neighbors, bound together by shared values and a shared stake in our common future.  

The nations of this neighborhood are connected in every domain—sea, air, land, space, and 

cyberspace.  Our partnerships are vital to security and prosperity in this hemisphere, and to our 

collective ability to meet complex global challenges.  We recognize that the success and security 

of future generations depend on how effectively we build trust with allies and partners in the 

hemisphere today, working with and through interagency partners like the Department of State, 

U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), 

and Department of Justice (DOJ).  Ultimately, we want enemies to fear us, friends to partner 

with us, and the Western Hemisphere to shine as a beacon of peace, prosperity, and potential.  

The strengths and opportunities of our hemisphere—democracy, respect for human rights 

and rule of law, and military-to-military relationships rooted in education, culture, and values—

are matched with a troubling array of challenges and threats to global security and to our 

homeland.  These include natural and man-made disasters, weak government institutions, 

corruption, under-resourced security organizations, violent crime, criminal organizations, and 

violent extremist cells.  China has accelerated expansion of its Belt and Road Initiative at a pace 

that may one day overshadow its expansion in Southeast Asia and Africa.  Russia supports 

multiple information outlets spreading its false narrative of world events and U.S. intentions.  

Iran has deepened its anti-U.S. Spanish language media coverage and has exported its state 

support for terrorism into our hemisphere.  Russia and China also support the autocratic regimes 

in Venezuela, Cuba, and Nicaragua, which are counter to democracy and U.S. interests.  We are 
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monitoring the latest events in Venezuela and look forward to welcoming that country back into 

the hemisphere’s community of democracies.  Where threats are transregional, multi-domain, 

and global, the United States must renew focus on our neighbors and our shared Western 

Hemisphere neighborhood. 

Partnerships.   Modest, smart, and focused investments in U.S. forces and security 

assistance continue to yield meaningful returns in the form of partners who are ready to address 

threats shoulder-to-shoulder with us.  Strengthening partnerships is at the heart of everything we 

do.  USSOUTHCOM’s mission is about the smart, focused use of force—not economy of force.    

Working from a foundation of mutual respect and shared interests in regional cooperation 

and interoperability, we are enhancing our partnerships with Brazil, Colombia, and Chile, which 

are forces for regional and global security.  Argentina has reinvigorated military-to-military 

interaction, and co-hosted our annual South American Defense Conference.  Peru continues a 

tradition of strong liaison officer exchanges with USSOUTHCOM and recently conducted 

training with a Special Purpose Marine Air-Ground Task Force (SPMAGTF).  We reinitiated 

security cooperation with Ecuador, and are moving forward with a renewed military-to-military 

partnership.   

In Central America, partners like El Salvador and Panama have stepped up cooperation in 

the area of counter-narcotics (CN); in addition, El Salvador co-hosted our Central American 

Security Conference last year.  Honduras hosts our Joint Task Force (JTF) Bravo at Soto Cano, 

providing a regionally-based security cooperation platform, the presence of which allows a rapid 

response capability.  Our support to Guatemala’s defense institution building efforts has helped 

its Ministry of Defense increase efficiency, transparency, and sustainability of its investments. 
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Across the Caribbean, our partners continue to look at USSOUTHCOM as their security 

partner of choice.  Trinidad and Tobago co-hosted our annual Caribbean Nations Security 

Conference, and thwarted a terror attack with the support of U.S. special operations forces 

(USSOF).  Jamaica has stepped up its CN efforts, recently purchasing a maritime patrol aircraft 

that will support regional drug interdiction operations.   

We continue to expand our cooperation with allies and partners in humanitarian 

assistance/disaster response (HA/DR) missions and counter-threat efforts, such as drug detection 

and monitoring, and support to interdiction operations in Central America and the Caribbean.  

Allies and partners contributed to nearly half of the successful drug seizures credited to Joint 

Interagency Task Force South (JIATF-S) last year.  In addition to continuing cooperation in 

traditional areas like peacekeeping and drug interdiction, we are building interoperability for 

high-end expeditionary operations and in the space and cyber mission sets.  In the past year, 

Brazil became the first Latin American country to sign a Space Situational Awareness 

Agreement, Colombia became NATO's first global partner in Latin America, and Chile led the 

maritime component of the world’s largest international naval exercise, Rim of the Pacific—a 

first for a Latin American sea power.  Later this year, Brazil will send a Major General to serve 

as U.S. Army South’s next Deputy Commander for Interoperability, the first Brazilian officer to 

serve in this role.   

The majority of nations in this hemisphere share democratic values—including respect 

for human rights and adherence to the rule of law—and interests in advancing democracy and 

countering radical ideologies.  These shared values and interests are the foundation of our 

military-to-military relationships.  We reinforce and build on these shared values and interests 

through institutional capacity building efforts, information and intelligence sharing, education, 
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personnel exchanges, and exercises.  In the past year, we have improved the quality, depth, and 

frequency of information and intelligence exchanges with partners, producing joint products on 

transnational issues of mutual concern.   

We also build on those shared values by working with our partners to elevate and 

integrate all elements of professionalism as a foundational component of every security 

conference we conduct.  The professionalism of U.S. armed forces is the bedrock of our 

legitimacy, both as a fighting force and in our ability to build trust with our own people.  

Professionalism encompasses human rights, jointness, gender integration, and non-

commissioned officer development.   

Education and training—funded by the Department of Defense’s William J. Perry Center 

for Hemispheric Defense Studies and the Department of State’s International Military Education 

and Training (IMET) program—and Foreign Military Sales (FMS) purchases made possible by 

Foreign Military Financing (FMF) grants are force multipliers.  Our partners prefer U.S. 

education and training, and these exchanges facilitate mutual understanding of values, doctrine, 

and culture that enable us to operate together more effectively.  Our participation in 

multinational exercises like UNITAS (a naval integration exercise), PANAMAX (defense of the 

Panama Canal), and Brazil’s CRUZEIRO DO SUL (regional air exercise) is another important 

way we increase mutual understanding, interoperability, and collective readiness.   

 In the absence of an enduring U.S. military presence in most of Latin America and the 

Caribbean, recurring rotations of small teams of USSOF, soldiers, Marines, and National Guard 

personnel1 play central roles in building trust and enabling the exchange of critical expertise.  By 

1 The State Partnership Program (SPP) links a unique component of the Department of Defense – a state’s National Guard – with the armed forces or equivalent of a 
partner nation, leveraging National Guard capabilities for engagements that build enduring relationships and advance mutual defense and security goals.  24 of the 
SPP’s 75 partnerships worldwide are in the USSOUTHCOM area of responsibility, including a partnership with Venezuela that is currently inactive. 
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carefully tailoring these rotations, we ensure they build the readiness of U.S. forces as well as 

building partner nations’ capabilities.  On any given day, small USSOF teams conduct over 30 

missions in support of about 12 partner nations throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.  

Many live and work alongside regional forces, building the trust, confidence, and lasting 

relationships that reinforce our status as the partner of choice and enhance our ability to respond 

quickly to contingencies.   

  Humanitarian support efforts like medical engagements, civil affairs activities, and the 

recent deployment of the hospital ship USNS COMFORT demonstrate our enduring solidarity 

and friendship with neighbors, while countering negative messaging by adversarial nations.  The 

international medical team aboard COMFORT treated more than 26,000 patients in Colombia, 

Peru, Ecuador, and Honduras.  This team conducted more than 100 training engagements, 

relieving pressure on regional health systems caused by the Venezuelan migration crisis and 

giving local medical providers more flexibility to deliver care.  The integration of more than 100 

military and non-governmental organization (NGO) personnel from 10 other nations helped us 

build trust, tell our story effectively, and enhance regional perceptions of the United States.  The 

U.S. military medical and command staff also returned from the deployment more ready, able to 

operate with foreign partners, and prepared to provide critical care to U.S. warfighters.  These 

impacts will far outlast COMFORT’s 70-day deployment.   

Strengthening our partnerships is our best bid for addressing regional and global threats.  

We work by, with, and through partners to enhance the security of both the United States and our 

partners, and to help grow bilateral security relationships into regional and global security 

initiatives.  Our networked approach to countering threats recognizes that nothing happens 

without robust and enduring partnerships across the U.S. interagency, region, and civil society.  
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Our ultimate advantage is using the power of our ideals, ideas, and people to build trust with 

friends and create dilemmas for competitor nations.  This is the primary dimension in which we 

expand the competitive space.   

                  Threats. Six state actors (Russia, China, Iran, and their authoritarian allies in Cuba, 

Nicaragua, and Venezuela) and a system of interrelated threats challenge the security of our 

partners and the region.  Threats like natural and man-made disasters and criminal networks feed 

and fuel drivers of instability, including weak institutions, poverty, corruption, and violent crime.  

Addressing these challenges requires whole-of-government efforts, led by partner nations at a 

pace they can sustain, to strengthen democratic institutions and expand economic opportunity.  

Often, improving security is the first step.   

Nation State Competition and Malign Actors.  Russia and China are expanding their 

influence in the Western Hemisphere, often at the expense of U.S. interests.  Both enable —and 

are enabled by—actions in Venezuela, Nicaragua, and Cuba that threaten hemispheric security 

and prosperity, and the actions of those three states in turn damage the stability and democratic 

progress across the region.  As the leading state sponsor of terrorism in the world, Iran’s 

activities in the region are also concerning. 

Russia continues to use Latin America and the Caribbean to spread disinformation, 

collect intelligence on the United States, and project power.  Russia’s deployment of two nuclear 

capable bombers to the Western Hemisphere was intended as a demonstration of support for the 

Maduro regime and as a show of force to the United States.  Russia has also deployed 

intelligence collection ships to the region, as well as an underwater research ship to Latin 

America capable of mapping undersea cables—information it could use to cut critical lines of 

communication during a future crisis.  Additionally, Russia is establishing joint space projects 
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with partners in the region, which it could eventually leverage for counter-space purposes in the 

event of a global conflict.   

China utilizes the same predatory, non-transparent foreign lending practices it has 

implemented around the world to exert political and economic leverage in certain countries.  

China has pledged at least $150 billion in loans to countries in the hemisphere,2 and 16 nations 

now participate in the Belt and Road Initiative.  However, many countries are beginning to 

recognize the long-term consequences of mortgaging their future to China, as we’ve seen in Sri 

Lanka, Malaysia, Sierra Leone, Djibouti, and the Maldives.  In the future, China could use its 

control of deep water ports in the Western Hemisphere to enhance its global operational posture.  

Particularly concerning is China’s effort to exert control over key infrastructure associated with 

the Panama Canal.   

China’s presence and activities at Argentina’s deep space tracking facility is also 

concerning.  Beijing could be in violation of the terms of its agreement with Argentina to only 

conduct civilian activities, and may have the ability to monitor and potentially target U.S., 

Allied, and partner space activities.  Additionally, Chinese firms like Huawei and ZTE have 

aggressively penetrated the region, placing intellectual property, private data, and government 

secrets at risk.  If governments in Latin America and the Caribbean continue to gravitate toward 

using Chinese information systems, our ability and willingness to share information over 

compromised networks is likely to suffer.    

Russia and China aggressively court students from Latin America and the Caribbean to 

attend their military schools, offering free training in cyber, policing, and CN.  Since 2012, 

2 Gallagher, Kevin P. and Margaret Myers (2017) "China-Latin America Finance Database." Washington, DC: Inter-American Dialogue 
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security officials from nearly all Central American countries and nearly half of South American 

countries have received Russian CN training.  These engagements, combined with Russia’s 

Counter Transnational Organized Crime Training Center (CTOC) in Nicaragua, potentially 

provide Moscow with a regional platform to recruit intelligence sources and collect information. 

Russia and China also support their authoritarian partners in Cuba, Venezuela, and 

Nicaragua, often through propaganda and other information-related tools.  Moscow, for example, 

provides positive media coverage of its authoritarian allies, papering over repression and 

socioeconomic inequity in Nicaragua.  Moscow also seeks to undercut U.S. policies and regional 

relationships through information operations and intelligence collection, and by influencing 

political systems, public opinion, and decision makers.  Russia published hundreds of articles last 

year in its Spanish and Portuguese-language media that deliberately distorted our defense 

engagements.  

The linkages between these malign actors are negatively reinforcing.  Emboldened by 

Russian and Chinese3 support, Venezuela is engaging in increasingly provocative actions, 

threatening Guyana’s sovereign rights and jurisdiction and providing sanctuary for National 

Liberation Army (ELN) fighters that threaten Colombian stability.  Russia and Cuba are both 

complicit in Venezuela’s descent into dictatorship, but Cuba is particularly influential in 

supporting Maduro.  Following the Cuban government’s advice and assisted by its intelligence 

machinery, Maduro is adhering to the autocratic blueprint Cuban leaders have ruthlessly 

executed for over six decades.  Nicaragua appears to be going down a similar path following 

Cuba’s playbook, with Cuba, Russia, and Venezuela enabling President Ortega’s repression of 

3 For example, China is Venezuela’s single largest state creditor, saddling the Venezuelan people with more than $50 billion in debt, even as their 
democracy vanishes. 
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his political opposition.  These relationships give Russia, in particular, a foothold close to our 

homeland.  As tensions increase with Russia in Europe, Moscow may leverage these 

longstanding regional partners to maintain asymmetric options, to include forward deploying 

military personnel or assets.  

Iran is also looking to reenergize its outreach after reducing its efforts in Latin America 

and the Caribbean in recent years.  It has deepened its anti-U.S. influence campaign in Spanish-

language media, and its proxy Lebanese Hezbollah maintains facilitation networks throughout 

the region that cache weapons and raise funds, often via drug trafficking and money laundering.  

Last September, Brazil arrested a Hezbollah financier in the tri-border area near Paraguay and 

Argentina, and in recent years Paraguay, Peru, and Bolivia have arrested multiple Hezbollah-

linked suspects.   

          What we’re doing.  We are increasing cooperation with partners to better understand, 

expose, and counter the malign activities of Russia, China, and their authoritarian allies.  We are 

also working more closely with other U.S. combatant commands and the Joint Staff to ensure 

that globally integrated plans and operations are informed by threats and opportunities in this 

hemisphere.  The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s globally integrated planning is exactly 

the right approach for addressing the transregional, transnational nature of today’s threat 

environment.   

Within the region, we have to be on the playing field to compete.  The same presence that 

strengthens our partnerships sends a powerful signal to Russia, China, Iran, Cuba, Venezuela, 

and Nicaragua (the six negative state actors) that the United States is committed to the region and 

to the security of our neighborhood.  
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Strong partnerships—founded in effective and transparent institutions, intelligence and 

information exchanges, institutional capacity building, education, exercises, and presence—are 

our primary bulwark against the influence of malign actors in the hemisphere and are bolstered 

by our work together on military professionalism.  Our work with partners to reinforce the 

hemisphere’s substantial, but incomplete, progress in human rights is even more critical in light 

of Russia and China’s own disregard for human rights. USSOUTHCOM’s Human Rights 

Initiative—which just celebrated its 20th anniversary—has conducted more than 200 human 

rights engagements that have enhanced the ability of partner nations to build professional forces 

that have legitimacy in the eyes of their populations.  

As I told this Committee during my confirmation hearing, the Department of State’s 

security assistance programs—like IMET and FMF—are strategic game changers.  Since 2009, 

IMET has provided opportunities for over 55,000 students from the region to attend schools like 

the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation (WHINSEC), the Inter-American Air 

Force Academy (IAAFA), and the Inter-American Defense College (IADC).  These numbers 

aren’t just seats in a classroom.  They represent lifelong relationships with future leaders4 who 

trust us, understand our culture and doctrine, and are prepared to work with us on a range of 

challenges. 

In addition to strengthening partnerships, we support interagency efforts to hold 

individuals accountable for supporting the activities of negative actors.  For example, in 

collaboration with the Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), we 

provided information that supported the development of sanctions against Venezuelan 

4 IMET has trained numerous individuals who have gone onto serve in key leadership positions, including the former President of Chile, Trinidad 
and Tobago’s Chief of the Defense Staff, and Argentina’s Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who helped foster our reengagement with the 
Argentine military after the political dynamics changed. 
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government officials involved in drug smuggling, money laundering, corruption, and serious 

human rights abuses.   

Drugs and Transnational Criminal Organizations.  Drug trafficking threatens our 

national security and that of our regional partners.   Drug overdoses killed more than 70,000 

Americans last year, and nearly half a million people across the world in 2017.5  Fueled by drug 

demand—especially ours—drug traffickers transported enough metric tons of cocaine (that we 

know of) from South America by air, land, and sea last year to cover four football fields—and 

the majority of it was headed for our streets.  Upon landfall, this bulk cocaine is broken down 

into multiple smaller loads and smuggled into the United States, making large interdictions 

exponentially more difficult.  In addition to cocaine, traffickers also transport heroin, synthetic 

opioids like fentanyl, and precursor chemicals from China.  While Mexico remains the primary 

source for heroin smuggled into the U.S. (and China the prime source of fentanyl), the 

Dominican Republic is emerging as a regional transit point for opioid trafficking into major U.S. 

cities like Philadelphia, Boston, and Miami.  

Established drug trafficking routes and techniques provide opportunities for the illegal 

movement of other commodities and people—including terrorists.  Several years ago, the Islamic 

State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) dedicated an article to a scenario in which its followers could 

leverage established trafficking networks to make their way to our border.  This remains a 

potential vulnerability we watch as closely as we can. 

         Drug trafficking comes with significant costs, in more ways than one.  After marijuana, 

5 Centers for Disease Control, National Health Statistics; United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC), 2018 World Drug Report. 
Geneva. 
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cocaine remains the second most valuable commodity in the global drug trade,6 generating dirty 

money that flows directly into the hands of criminal groups.  In many cases, these groups are 

better funded than the security organizations confronting them.  Dirty money fosters corruption 

and insecurity that tear at the fabric of communities, erode institutions of governance, and drain 

the region’s potential.  The vicious side effects of illicit trade also cost American taxpayers 

billions of dollars every year.  This is more than a national security threat; it’s also an economic 

one that affects every nation in our neighborhood.  

           What we’re doing.  Leveraging capabilities like information-sharing, network analysis, 

and the Department of Defense Rewards Program, we support operations by DHS and the DOJ’s 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF) and Drug Enforcement 

Administration (DEA) to interdict drug shipments and disrupt transnational criminal networks.  

For example, our intelligence support—enabled by our Army Military Intelligence Brigade—to 

operations by Homeland Security Investigations and other interagency partners helped dismantle 

one of the largest maritime illicit smuggling networks in Central America last year.   

At the tactical level, JIATF-S continues to deliver steady returns on investment and 

improve its efficiency in targeting drug movements.  Last year, it helped keep the equivalent of 

600 minivans full of cocaine off U.S. streets.  But even this isn’t enough to keep pace with the 

increasing demand and the volume of drugs flowing north through the Eastern Pacific and 

Caribbean.  While improving efficiency, we still only successfully interdicted about six percent 

of known drug movements.7  Doing more would require additional ships and maritime patrol 

aircraft and greater participation by interagency and international partners that form the 

6 Global Financial Integrity, “Transnational Crime and the Developing World.”  March 2017. 
7 Figure based on JIATF South utilization of Consolidated Counterdrug DataBase (CCDB) data. 
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backbone of JIATF-S.  The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

(CBP) provide the bulk of JIATF-S’s maritime and air capabilities.  The United Kingdom, 

Canada, France, and the Netherlands lead multiple interdiction operations in the Caribbean, 

while we focus U.S. assets on the Eastern Pacific.  Last year, 17 international partners conducted 

nearly half of the interdictions supported by JIATF-S.  U.S. Northern Command remains our 

closest and best Department of Defense partner and we continuously look for ways to enhance 

our teamwork, recognizing that threats exploit our geographic combatant command boundaries.  

Our capacity-building activities, whether at the tactical, operational, or institutional level, 

play a key role in this fight.  For example, after years of USSOF training, Guatemala’s Fuerzas 

Especiales Navales (FEN) is now among Central America’s most competent and responsive 

maritime interdiction units.  U.S. training, equipment, and interagency teamwork have also 

enabled Costa Rican and Panamanian forces to partner seamlessly with the USCG in interdiction 

operations.  Partners are also working with us to address their ability to sustain capabilities that 

we have developed together.  For example, Colombia has increased its eradication and 

interdiction efforts while also conducting increased operations against the ELN. 

Drivers of Migration.  Violence, unemployment, corruption, poverty, and impunity for 

gangs and transnational criminal organizations are some of the main drivers of insecurity that 

fuel migration to our southern border.  14 of the top 20 most violent countries in the world are in 

Latin America and the Caribbean.8  Migration challenges are exacerbated by weak institutions, 

corruption, violence and instability wrought by authoritarian governments.  Migration from 

Venezuela is on track to approach the scale of the Syrian refugee crisis, straining the capacity 

8 Igarapé Institute (Regional think tank), “The World’s Most Dangerous Cities.” March 31, 2017 (available at https://igarape.org.br/en/the-
worlds-most-dangerous-cities/)  
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and resources of its neighbors.  The United Nations estimates that 5.3 million Venezuelans will 

have fled their country by the end of 2019—with over 2 million leaving this year alone.9  Last 

year, thousands of Nicaraguans fled to Costa Rica and other neighboring countries to seek 

protection, a number that will likely grow as President Ortega keeps a tight grip on power.  Many 

Haitians continue to leave their country in hopes of finding economic opportunity elsewhere.   

What we’re doing.  We are working closely with Central American and other partners to 

share information and provide training and equipment that enhance their ability to secure their 

borders.  We assist partners in developing strong institutional foundations needed for legitimate, 

effective, and sustainable defense sectors through organizations like the William J. Perry 

Center10, the Center for Civil Military Relations, and the Defense Institute for International 

Legal Studies, which help our partners build trust and confidence with their citizens.  Through 

collaboration with the Department of State, USAID, and non-governmental partners, our civil 

affairs teams execute low cost, high impact civic action projects that help partner nations and 

extend governance to vulnerable communities.   

Terrorism.  As Deputy Secretary of State John Sullivan recently noted, transnational 

terrorism poses an immediate threat to the Western Hemisphere.11  Groups like Lebanese 

Hezbollah, ISIS, and al-Qaida operate wherever they can garner support, raise funds, and pursue 

their terrorist agendas.  ISIS and other groups have demonstrated their ability to inspire and 

recruit violent extremists to plan attacks in South America and the Caribbean.  While the travel 

of foreign fighters from Latin America and the Caribbean to Iraq and Syria has diminished, the 

9 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and International Organization for Migration (IOM), December 14, 2018. 
10 The Washington, DC-based William J. Perry Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies, one of DoD’s five regional centers, develops and 
engages the Western Hemisphere’s community of defense and security professionals to seek mutually supportive approaches to common 
challenges in order to develop effective and sustainable institutional capacity, and promote a greater understanding of U.S. regional policy.  
11 Remarks at the Western Hemisphere Ministerial on Counterterrorism, December 11, 2018. 
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potential return of battle-trained extremists remains a threat.  Another potential threat is posed by 

smuggling networks that move Special Interest Aliens from East Africa, the Middle East, and 

Southeast Asia through the hemisphere to attempt entry into the United States.  

What we’re doing.  USSOUTHCOM leads several annual exercises with interagency 

partners and partner nations to improve interoperability, preparedness, and response for a 

possible terrorist attack.  Our neighbors are taking increasing steps to address the threat of 

terrorism in the hemisphere, as evidenced by the Caribbean Community’s (CARICOM) 

development of a regional counter terrorism strategy in collaboration with the U.S. Department 

of State and USSOUTHCOM.  In addition to these efforts, we work with the Defense Threat 

Reduction Agency to help regional partners build their capacity to combat weapons of mass 

destruction, another issue of growing interest to several partners.   

We work closely with lead federal agencies and regional partners to detect and disrupt 

terrorist activity and strengthen counter-terrorism (CT) legislation.  Trinidad and Tobago 

recently strengthened its CT legislation (including the creation of several new terrorism-related 

criminal offenses), and other countries are also updating theirs.  In collaboration with the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), DHS, and other interagency partners, we work with Argentina, 

Brazil, Peru, Chile, and others to share information and strengthen regional capacity to manage 

extremist threats.  U.S. training and biometrics equipment are improving the ability of partners to 

control their borders, and in the past two years, we’ve helped interagency partners stop 

individuals with known or suspected ties to terrorism.  Additionally, our small civil affairs teams 

work closely with U.S. embassies and USAID to counter radicalization and recruitment and 

amplify moderate voices in local communities.   
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Detention operations also play an important role in the global fight against violent 

extremism by keeping enemy combatants off the battlefield.  The medical and guard teams at 

Joint Task Force Guantanamo (JTF-GTMO) continue to conduct safe, legal, and humane 

detention operations.  In line with Executive Order 13823, we are examining ways to address 

medical support, capacity, and infrastructure issues associated with continued detention 

operations. 

Natural disasters.  Our ability to respond rapidly in crisis is an important aspect of 

USSOUTHCOM’s mission.  Our neighborhood experiences approximately 50 natural disasters 

every year, of almost every type—from hurricanes to earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, wildfires, 

mudslides, and more.  Protecting citizens before and after disaster strikes is a core mission for 

every military in our hemisphere.  The question is not whether, but when, we will face the next 

disaster, and we must be ready.  

What we’re doing.  Last October at the Conference of Defense Ministers of the 

Americas in Cancun, Mexico, the U.S. Secretary of Defense and his counterparts from across the 

hemisphere committed to strengthening regional military cooperation on humanitarian assistance 

and disaster relief in support of lead civilian agencies.  In support, USSOUTHCOM works 

closely with partner nations, Department of State, USAID, NGOs, and multinational 

organizations like CARICOM’s Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency (CDEMA) 

and the Regional Security System (RSS) to build national and regional response capacities.  Our 

training, exercises, and low-cost humanitarian projects have helped our partners to be more 

prepared to respond to emergencies in their own countries, and more able to assist their 

neighbors in crisis.  As an example, last year the Jamaican Defense Force deployed a team to 

Dominica for 60 days to provide medical aid and other emergency assistance in the wake of 
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Hurricane Maria.  We are assessing our authorities to ensure we can provide the necessary 

support for our partners to take on increasing responsibility for disaster responses.   

When U.S. military support is required, our forward-deployed JTF-Bravo in Honduras, 

along with our annual SPMAGTF deployment, provide operational flexibility and agility.  I’m 

proud to note that last year we integrated Chilean and Colombian officers into the SPMAGTF 

leadership team for the first time.  Brazil will join the SPMAGTF this year, in addition to co-

leading our UNITAS AMPHIB multinational naval exercise.  This iteration of UNITAS will 

practice the establishment of a multinational task force to support humanitarian response, a 

capability we haven’t employed since the Haiti earthquake in 2010.  Building on this initiative, 

we are working with allies and partners to develop a concept for a scalable multinational task 

force that works within existing security cooperation frameworks to enhance our collective 

ability to respond rapidly to crises.   

Congressional support for USSOUTHCOM’s mission and this neighborhood.  I invite 

you to visit our neighbors and reinforce the message that we value this region—the only region 

that is tied to our homeland by all domains—and the role our partners play in keeping our 

neighborhood safe. 

I also thank the Congress for providing the Department’s FY 2019 appropriations prior to 

the start of FY 2019, which minimized the impacts of the current partial government shutdown to 

the Department of Defense.  As we look ahead, confidence in stable budgets and ensuring all of 

our U.S. government security partners, like our USCG, are open for business will reassure 

friendly nations that we are reliable security partners. 

            Support for our people.  After several years of running the detention facility at JTF-

GTMO as a temporary mission, we have been directed to keep the facility open.  Much of the 
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current infrastructure used by the JTF has long outlived its useful lifespan.  We are undertaking a 

comprehensive review of the existing facilities to determine requirements for mission success, 

the safety of our forces, and operational efficiency.  Closer to home, we are working to find ways 

to better support our personnel, including exploring ways to mitigate the limited military support 

services in the Miami area.  I will keep this Committee informed of our progress.   

Capabilities to defend our homeland.  We appreciate the support of the Congress to 

ensure the continued operations of the USCG, which provides the majority of U.S. maritime 

assets supporting JIATF-S operations.  The new National Security Cutters have proven very 

effective in the drug detection and monitoring mission, leveraging increased intelligence 

collection capability and on-scene endurance.  Maritime patrol aircraft are also crucial to 

detection, monitoring, and interdiction by the USCG and partner nations.  Continued 

congressional support for the new Offshore Patrol Cutter will enable the USCG to maintain its 

capacity in the hemisphere.  While those new ships are beginning construction, maintenance 

funding is essential to keep the aging Medium Endurance Cutters—some of which are close to 

doubling their planned 30-year service lives—hard at work supporting JIATF-S.  We also 

appreciate the support of the Congress to resource our intelligence capabilities like human 

intelligence (HUMINT) and innovative analytic tools utilized by the Defense Threat Reduction 

Agency’s (DTRA) Joint Improvised-Threat Defeat Organization (JIDO) that allow us to exploit 

publicly available information and intelligence.    

Thanks to congressional support, we contracted a Multi Mission Support Vessel (MMSV) 

to help fill capability gaps.  True to its name, the MMSV was used for SOF training exercises 

and will now be employed to support U.S. and partner nation law enforcement in CN and CT 

operations.  Increased U.S. joint and naval presence in regional operations and exercises will 
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encourage partner forces, to include navies, to participate in regional security efforts such as 

HA/DR, CN, and CT.  The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) is mission fit for this region and we 

welcome its deployment this year.  We are also leveraging our growing science and technology 

portfolio—including innovative projects like small-satellite and aerostat surveillance programs—

to mitigate our intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance gaps, and help the Services to test 

new capabilities that hone the U.S. military’s technological advantage.   

Capabilities to strengthen our partnerships.  We appreciate congressional support for 

initiatives that streamline security cooperation processes and help ensure we remain the security 

partner of choice.  Your continued support to programs and capabilities that help build trust and 

long-term relationships with partners enhances our ability to defend the homeland by providing 

more capacity for defeating threats and sending a visible signal to our partners (and our 

competitors) about the depth of our commitment.    

Conclusion.  Partnership goes a long way in this part of the world.  The right focused and 

modest investments in this hemisphere yield a solid rate of return for the United States and our 

partners.  Our competitors benefit when we don’t invest in our neighborhood.   

Our partners share our vision of a hemisphere that is a beacon of peace, prosperity, and 

opportunity.  They want to work with us to achieve this vision.  It is in our national interest to 

work with them.  Thank you.  
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

Kelly Craft

U.S. Ambassador to Canada
Term of Appointment: 08/2017 to present

Ambassador Kelly Craft is a leader, entrepreneur, and philanthropist who has made community service and 
improving education the cornerstone of her career. 

A third generation Kentuckian, Ambassador Craft demonstrates a deep commitment to her home state by serving in 
several leadership roles with the Salvation Army of Lexington and the Center for Rural Development – a non-profit 
dedicated to economic development in rural Kentucky. She also served on the Boards of Directors for the Kentucky 
Arts Council, the Lexington Philharmonic, YMCA of Central Kentucky, and the United Way of The Bluegrass. 

With a deep commitment to education, Ambassador Craft has served on the University of Kentucky Board of 
Trustees, and co-founded the Morehead State University Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 
which nurtures the academic talents of young Kentuckians. 

In the private sector, Ambassador Craft founded a successful marketing and business advisory firm providing 
leadership advice to businesses in her community and across the country. 

In 2007, President George W. Bush appointed Ambassador Craft as an alternate delegate to the United Nations 
General Assembly. This significant policy and diplomatic responsibility allowed her important experience for her role 
as U.S Ambassador to Canada. 
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The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site as a portal for information 
from the U.S. State Department.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an endorsement of the views or privacy 
policies contained therein.
Note: documents in Portable Document Format (PDF) require Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 or higher to view, download 
Adobe Acrobat Reader (http://get.adobe.com/reader/).

Ambassador Craft is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and holds an Honorary Doctorate from Morehead State 
University.  
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

U.S. Relations With Canada
BUREAU OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE AFFAIRS
Fact Sheet
February 1, 2018

More information about Canada is available on the Canada Page (http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/ca/) and 
from other Department of State publications and other sources listed at the end of this fact sheet.

U.S.-CANADA RELATIONS 

The United States and Canada share the longest international border on the planet and our bilateral relationship is 
one of the closest and most extensive in the world. It is reflected in the high volume of bilateral trade—more than $1.7 
billion a day in goods and services—and in people-to-people contact--about 400,000 people cross between the 
countries every day. In fields ranging from border security and law enforcement to environmental protection to free 
trade, the two countries work closely together on multiple levels, from local/provincial to federal. 

U.S. defense arrangements with Canada are more extensive than with any other country. The United States and 
Canada share North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) mutual security commitments, and U.S. and Canadian 
military forces cooperate on continental defense within the framework of the binational North American Aerospace 
Defense Command (NORAD). The Permanent Joint Board on Defense provides policy-level consultation on bilateral 
defense matters. 

The United States and Canada work in partnerships within, at, and away from our borders to enhance security and 
accelerate the legitimate flow of people, goods, and services between our two countries. These efforts include 
collaboration under four pillars: addressing threats early; facilitating lawful trade and travel; law enforcement 
collaboration; and resilience and cybersecurity. Extensive law enforcement ties include collaboration in risk 
assessment/analysis, incident management, and coordinated messaging. Successful joint law enforcement programs 
with Canada include the Border Enforcement Security Taskforces (BEST), the integrated border enforcement teams 
(IBETS), and the Shiprider Integrated Cross Border Maritime Law Enforcement program. In addition, the Cross 
Border Crime Forum (CBCF), co-chaired by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Department of Justice 
(DOJ), and their Canadian counterparts, meets to address issues pertaining to the intersection of cross-border law 
enforcement and prosecution. Recent efforts also include work to improve cross-border law enforcement radio 
interoperability and efforts to map domain awareness technological capabilities along the U.S.-Canada border. 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) conducts preclearance operations at eight airports in Canada, allowing 
air travelers to complete customs and immigration procedures before boarding their flight to the United States. This 
will soon be expanded to include two additional airports and two train stations. Plans are also underway to convert 
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ferry/cruise immigration pre-inspection to full customs and immigration preclearance locations—once Canada has 
fully implemented the Land/Rail/Marine/Air Preclearance Agreement (LRMA) signed in 2015. Implementing legislation 
for this agreement received royal assent in December 2017, with a goal of full implementation by the end of 2018. 

The United States and Canada cooperate closely to resolve and manage transboundary environmental and water 
issues. A principal instrument of this cooperation is the International Joint Commission, established under the 1909 
Boundary Waters Treaty. The United States and Canada have hundreds of environmental partnerships at the local, 
state, and federal level. These include the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement to protect water quality and 
ecosystem health and the Columbia River Treaty to jointly regulate and manage the Columbia River as it flows from 
British Columbia into the United States. For the latter, the United States and Canada agreed in late 2017 to start 
negotiations to modernize the treaty regime. The two countries also cooperate on a range of bilateral fisheries issues 
and international high seas governance initiatives; they are also founding members of the Arctic Council. 

U.S. Assistance to Canada 

The United States provides no foreign assistance to Canada. 

Bilateral Economic Relations 

The United States and Canada share the world's largest and most comprehensive trading relationship, which 
supports millions of jobs in each country. The United States and Canada traded goods and services of $635 billion in 
2016 – more than $1.7 billion per day. In addition, Canada is the single largest foreign supplier of energy to the 
United States. Canada holds the third largest oil reserves after Saudi Arabia and Venezuela, and is the only non-
OPEC member in the top five. Canada and the United States operate an integrated electricity grid under jointly 
developed reliability standards. Uranium mined in Canada helps fuel U.S. nuclear power plants. 

Canada and the United States have one of the world's largest investment relationships. The United States is 
Canada's largest foreign investor by far, with about 47.5% of total foreign investment stock in Canada, more than the 
next ten countries combined (www.statcan.gc.ca). Canada is the second largest investor in the United States, with 
$453 billion of investment stock supporting 636,100 jobs. U.S. investment in Canada is primarily in Canada's 
software, IT, transportation and business services industries. Canadian investment in the United States is 
concentrated in software and IT, financial and business services, industrial machinery, and real estate. 

The United States, Canada, and Mexico began negotiations to modernize the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) agreement in August 2017. 

The Regulatory Cooperation Council seeks to stimulate more trade by increasing bilateral regulatory transparency 
and cooperation and eliminating unnecessary differences and duplication that hinder trade and investment. 

The two countries manage trade disputes through bilateral consultative forums or referral to NAFTA or World Trade 
Organization (WTO) dispute resolution procedures. Canada has challenged U.S. trade remedy law under NAFTA and 
the WTO dispute settlement mechanisms. Canadian goods are exempted from the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act’s “Buy American” provisions. The United States has encouraged Canada to strengthen its 
intellectual property laws and enforcement. 
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Canada's Membership in International Organizations 

In addition to close bilateral ties, Canada and the United States cooperate in multilateral fora, including international 
efforts to combat terrorist financing and money laundering. The two countries belong to a number of the same 
international organizations, including the United Nations, NATO, WTO, G7, G20, Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Organization of American States, 
and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum. 

Education Exchange

The United States and Canada share equally in their support of Fulbright Canada. The Fulbright program is a 
reciprocal residential exchange, providing opportunities for outstanding American and Canadian students, scholars, 
and independent researchers to study, lecture, and/or conduct research in the other country. Fulbright Canada offers 
awards for undergraduate students through the highly acclaimed Killam Fellowships program. Canada is one of the 
countries included in the 100,000 Strong in the Americas initiative, which seeks to increase student mobility between 
the United States and the countries of the Western Hemisphere. Under the Youth Ambassadors program, high school 
students and adult mentors travel on a three-week leadership development program to the United States. 

Bilateral Representation 

Principal U.S. embassy officials are listed in the Department's Key Officers List
(http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf). The United States maintains an embassy in Ottawa, 
as well as consulates in Calgary, Halifax, Montreal, Quebec City, Toronto, Vancouver, and Winnipeg. 

Canada maintains an embassy (http://international.gc.ca/world-monde/united_states-
etats_unis/washington.aspx?lang=eng) in the United States at 501 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 
20001 (tel.202-682-1740). 

More information about Canada is available from the Department of State and other sources, some of which are 
listed here: 

Department of State Canada Page (http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/ca/)
Department of State Key Officers List (http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf)
CIA World Factbook Canada Page (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ca.html)
U.S. Embassy (https://ca.usembassy.gov/)
History of U.S. Relations With Canada (http://history.state.gov/countries/canada)
Human Rights Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/)
International Religious Freedom Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/drl/irf/rpt/index.htm)
Trafficking in Persons Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/index.htm)
Narcotics Control Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/inl/rls/nrcrpt/index.htm)
Investment Climate Statements (http://www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ics/index.htm)
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative Countries Page (https://ustr.gov/countries-regions/americas/canada)
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BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Canada is the second largest country in the world, after

Russia, and is slightly larger than the United States. Due to its

vast area, Canada features a variety of climates and terrains.

British Columbia has a wet climate on its Pacific coastline,

near-desert conditions in the interior, and cooler temperatures

in the high elevations of the Rocky Mountains and related

ranges. Further inland, the provinces of Alberta,

Saskatchewan, and Manitoba are dominated by southern

prairies and northern forests and tundra.

     Much of northern Canada—including parts of the Yukon,

Nunavut (a new territory created in 1999), and the Northwest

Territories—is uninhabited because of the arctic climate and

permanently frozen ground. The Great Lakes moderate the

climate of southern Ontario, where summers are hot and

humid but winters bring snow and freezing temperatures.

     East of Ontario is Québec, Canada's largest province. It is

more than 1,000 miles (1,600 kilometers) east to west and

north to south. The Canadian Shield—a huge, U-shaped,

rocky expanse surrounding the Hudson Bay—covers most of

Québec and includes thousands of miles of coniferous forest.

Much of the province's timber, mining, and hydroelectric

wealth is found there. Although the Appalachian Mountains

extend into northern New Brunswick, most of the Atlantic

provinces' interior terrain is fairly low and flat. This

landscape gives way to plateaus, valleys, and rocky terrain

along the coast.

History

Early Peoples and Colonization

Early native peoples included the Inuit, Innu, Beothuk,

Micmac, and Malecite groups. The first Europeans were

likely Vikings from Greenland who settled briefly in

Newfoundland around AD 1000. English, French, and Basque

fishermen came to Canada's Atlantic coast in the 1500s.

     French colonists arrived in the 1600s, settling along the

Saint Lawrence River in the territory they called New France.

Throughout the 1600s, Britain fought with France for the

territory. In 1763, the Treaty of Paris gave Britain control

over New France, which was renamed Québec. At about the

same time, British Loyalists who had left the 13 colonies after

the American Revolution also began settling in the area.

     The Dominion of Canada

In 1791, Québec was divided into Upper and Lower Canada.

The two areas became the provinces of Québec and Ontario in

1867. That same year, Québec and Ontario joined with New

Brunswick and Nova Scotia to establish a confederation

called the Dominion of Canada. In the 1870s, Canada

purchased the vast area around the Hudson Bay (called

Rupert's Land) from the Hudson's Bay Company (a British

trading company). This land became part of Canada and was

divided into the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

Alberta, and the northern territories (now known as the

Yukon, the Northwest Territories, and Nunavut). Prince

Edward Island joined the nation in 1873, but Newfoundland

remained a separate colony until 1949.

     Canada has retained both formal and informal ties with

Britain since becoming a confederation. Although Queen

1
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Elizabeth II is the official head of state, Britain has had no

control over Canada since constitutional changes made in

1982. A Charter of Rights and Freedoms was also established

in 1982, guaranteeing fundamental human rights to all

Canadians.

     Regional Issues

Each region in Canada has a unique history, and each has

faced its own challenges in recent years. Along the Atlantic

coast, fishing resources are dwindling and unemployment is

high. Some people from that area feel the federal government

should do more to stimulate their economy. In the west,

self-government for the many indigenous peoples in the

region has been an important political topic. Some western

provinces also have traditionally been at odds with the more

liberal political establishment centered in Ontario and

Québec. 

     Meanwhile, Québec has dealt with a movement toward

secession or receiving special status among provinces. The

most recent attempt at independence came in 1995 but was

rejected by a slim margin of voters. Since 2006, Québec has

been considered a “nation” within Canada by the Canadian

government, though such status means little practically.

     Aboriginal Peoples

Canada has had a troubled history with its aboriginal peoples.

In recent years, steps have been taken to improve the

relationship between the Canadian government and the

country's native population, which has been characterized by

conflict over land, natural resources, and economic

integration. In 2008, Prime Minister Steven Harper formally

apologized for Canada’s 20th-century program of forced

placement of native children in residential schools, a policy

which has since been described as “cultural genocide” in an

official report. In May 2016, Canada officially adopted the

United Nations declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples. An indigenous movement called Idle No More

continues to fight for aboriginal rights.

     Modern Canada

In addition to regional and aboriginal issues, Canada's

national identity has also been shaped by an influx of

immigrants. Since assuming office in November 2015, Prime

Minister Justin Trudeau has continued Canada's strong

tradition of multiculturalism by accelerating the acceptance of

refugees. Immigrants now account for more than one in five

Canadians, a number that is projected to rise in the coming

years. Canada's current political challenges include improving

public services, making the economy more competitive

globally, handling legal and illegal immigration, and dealing

with an unpredictable political climate in the United States.

     Recent Events and Trends

• Asylum seekers: In 2017, Canada recorded its highest

number of asylum seekers, many entering the country

illegally from the United States, since at least 1989. Canada

has been struggling to handle this recent influx of immigrants,

spurred in part by anti-immigration sentiment and

immigration policy changes in the United States. Although

Canadians generally support legal immigration, many oppose

illegal immigration.

• Marijuana legalization: In June 2018, Canada's Senate

voted to legalize the production, sale, and consumption of

recreational marijuana, making Canada the second country in

the world, after Uruguay, to legalize the drug nationwide. The

legalization of recreational marijuana was a major victory for

Trudeau, who pledged to decriminalize the drug during his

2015 campaign.

• Free-trade agreement: In November 2018, the leaders of

the United States, Canada, and Mexico signed a free-trade

deal to revise the 24-year-old North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA). Dubbed the United

States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), the revamped

pact includes key changes to rules governing areas such as

agriculture, auto manufacturing, intellectual property, and

labor rights. The USMCA, which must be approved by the

legislatures of all three nations before taking effect, came

after months of bitter negotiations that strained relations

between the United States and Canada. Trade is vital to

Canada's economy, with the United States consuming roughly

three-fourths of all Canadian exports. 

THE PEOPLE 

Population

Roughly 39 percent of all Canadians reside in Ontario, 23

percent in Québec, 32 percent in the western provinces, and

almost 7 percent in the Atlantic region. The sparsely

populated northern territories account for a very small portion

of the population. Most of the population lives within 100

miles (161 kilometers) of the U.S. border.

     Canada has traditionally had a high immigration rate,

which has helped it become culturally diverse. The nation is

populated not only by those of English, French, and

indigenous descent, but also by sizable Scottish, Irish,

German, Italian, and Chinese communities. Roughly 4

percent of the population is composed of indigenous people,

including Métis, Inuit, and many other groups. The largest

urban areas are Toronto, with 6 million people; Montréal,

with 4 million; Vancouver, with 2.5 million; Calgary, with

1.3 million; and Ottawa, with 1.3 million.

Language

English and French are official languages in Canada. English

dominates in most of the Atlantic region and in the western

provinces. However, French is the exclusive official language

of Québec and the first language of most residents of that

province; it is used almost exclusively in some areas. This

type of French is spoken with a unique accent known as

Québécois. French is also spoken by about a third of the

population of New Brunswick. The nationwide demand for

people who speak both official languages has prompted many

school districts to offer French-immersion programs for

English-speaking students, and many younger people are

bilingual.

     One in five Canadians speaks a language other than

English or French as their native tongue. These languages

range from Chinese to Tagalog to Italian. Among indigenous

groups, more than 60 languages are spoken.

     Canadian spelling of English words follows U.S. standards

in some cases (e.g., organize rather than organise) but British
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standards in others (centre, not center), and Canadians call

the last letter of the alphabet zed, not zee. Some Canadians

(especially in rural areas) use the word eh (pronounced “ay”),

which roughly means “Ya know” or “Isn't it?” The term

“Canadian raising” refers to a linguistic phenomenon

common to western, central, and Atlantic Canada that affects

the pronunciation of some diphthongs (adjacent vowels

within a word). Among Canadians who speak in this way, the

word “out,” for example, may sound like “oat.”

Religion

About 67 percent of Canadians are Christians, but the beliefs

of the different denominations are diverse, and society is

highly secularized. Even so, religion may play a role in

shaping people's social identities and in marking lifecycle

milestones. The majority of the people are either Catholic (39

percent) or Protestant (20 percent). In urban centers, Islam,

Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism, and Judaism are growing

because of immigrant populations. Canada has the largest

Sikh population outside of India. A growing portion of the

population (24 percent) claims no religion.

General Attitudes

Most Canadians are proud of their shared cultural heritage,

which includes French, British, and other European

influences. They also tend to be proud of their

multiculturalism; ethnic groups and immigrants are generally

encouraged to maintain their distinct cultures. Atlantic

Canadians are often considered conservative and traditional.

Regional and provincial allegiances tend to be strong among

Atlantic Canadians and are often placed before national

allegiance. The people of southern Ontario are generally

considered to be fairly reserved and formal, while those in the

western provinces and the Atlantic coast are often thought of

as more open and friendly.

     Life in large urban areas is usually fast-paced, whereas the

pace of life in the rest of Canada tends to be more relaxed.

The French people of Québec—who are known as Québécois,

or Québeckers—tend to be particularly proud of their

language and French heritage. Many feel that they are

different from the rest of Canada and that their unique cultural

institutions need to be protected.

     Canadians tend to take great pride in their nationality.

Despite close ties and many similarities between their nation

and the United States, many Canadians emphasize that they

are different from U.S. Americans in many ways. Indeed,

Canadians often dislike U.S. foreign policy and the

prevalence of U.S. culture throughout the world. Despite a

close relationship with the United States, Canadians often see

people from the United States as more aggressive and

materialistic. Canadians also often feel that, in relation to U.S.

Americans, they are more tolerant, community-oriented, and

polite. In relation to the rest of the world, Canadians tend to

see themselves as associated with humanitarianism and

fairness. In general, Canadians admire people who are

educated, skilled, modest, and polite.

Personal Appearance

In the business hubs of Ontario and Québec, Canadians are

generally conservative and somewhat formal in their dress,

especially in the workplace. When not at work, people often

dress casually in jeans and a comfortable shirt. Elsewhere in

Canada, dress tends to be more casual. Women don't usually

wear much jewelry or makeup, except for on special

occasions. It is considered polite to remove sunglasses when

speaking to someone and to remove hats in buildings.

     Temperature also influences the way Canadians dress.

Indigenous peoples who live farther north often require

durable outerwear made of heavy hides and thick layers of

down to protect them from the cold. However, urban

Canadians—especially younger ones—often give more

weight to fashion considerations than warmth when choosing

winter clothing.

     Urban clothing styles tend to mirror those of the United

States and the United Kingdom and are influenced by the

internet and media, though many Canadians strive to express

their individuality through fashion as well. Tattoos, piercings,

and colored hair are common. In large cities, brand-name

apparel may be closely linked with social status. In rural

areas, clothing options tend to be more limited, and comfort is

usually a higher priority. A neat appearance is important to

most Canadians, wherever they live.

     Ethnic and religious clothing such as the Muslim hijab (a

headscarf for women) or Jewish kippah (an embroidered cap

for men) may be worn by some Canadians on a daily basis or

reserved for significant occasions, such as weddings, funerals,

or holidays. Traditional clothing for indigenous peoples

includes beaded and embroidered leather clothing of many

styles. Vests, boots, jackets, and T-shirts bearing indigenous

designs are also popular among these groups.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

A firm handshake and Hello, how are you? are the most

common greetings when one meets new people. Otherwise, a

wave of the hand or nod of the head is an acceptable gesture

when saying Hello. Women may exchange hugs with each

other or with male friends, while men may pat each other on

the back. French-speaking people might greet friends and

relatives with a light kiss on the cheek. Common French

greetings include Bonjour (Good day) and Ça va? (How's it

going?). Friends and young people often prefer to say Salut

(Hi).

     When one passes a stranger on the street, a smile and a nod

are appropriate. People use first names when addressing

others in informal situations or when the more senior person

requests it. Titles are used with new acquaintances and on

formal occasions. The French term for “Good-bye” is Au

revoir.

Gestures

Eye contact is considered important during conversation, and

smiles are welcome. Canadians allow a generous amount of

personal space when conversing with others. French speakers

tend to use hand gestures while talking somewhat more often

than do English speakers.
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     Most gestures, positive and negative, are the same in

Canada as in the United States. However, some gestures

common in the United States might be offensive to a specific

cultural group or in a particular area. Pointing at someone

with the index finger is considered rude; using the entire hand

to motion to someone is considered more polite. The “thumbs

down” gesture used in the United States to mean “no” is

offensive in Québec.

Visiting

Although Canadians get together often, unannounced visits

are uncommon, except among the youth. Dropping by during

regular mealtimes is considered impolite. During wintertime,

visitors nearly always remove their shoes, hats, and coats at

the door. Hosts generally offer guests refreshments, including

at least a drink and often a small snack. It is appropriate for

guests to bring a gift, such as wine, chocolate, or flowers, to

the hosts. House parties with alcoholic drinks and music are

popular among youth in both rural and urban areas.

Houseguests staying for longer than a day usually write a note

and give a gift to thank the hosts. Promptness in showing

gratitude is considered important.

Eating

Canadians typically eat breakfast around 8 a.m., lunch around

noon, and dinner around 6 p.m. These standard meals are

often complemented by tea, coffee, or snacks at work. Tea is

popular among those of English heritage. Many people eat in

the continental style, with the fork in the left hand and the

knife in the right. Utensils are placed together on the plate

after finishing a meal. One keeps both hands above the table

during a meal. Elbows may be placed on the table after the

meal is finished. However, these formal manners are

practiced less often as casual dining becomes more common.

During the summer months, it is common for people to eat

lunch and dinner (especially at restaurants) outside. At

restaurants, tipping a minimum of 15 percent is expected.

Nuclear families typically eat dinner together, and some

extended families still gather on Sunday evening for a formal

meal.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

The family is an important part of Canadian society. The

average urban family has one or two children. Rural families

tend to be larger. However, family makeup is diverse, with

the number of nontraditional households having increased

considerably in recent decades. Such families include those

with single parents, stay-at-home fathers, and same-sex

parents. A high proportion of children are now born out of

wedlock.

     Parents and Children

Children often live with their parents until they go to

university, marry, or get a full-time job. However, Canada's

fluctuating economy has made it harder for some university

graduates to find jobs, and a high number of young adults end

up moving back home after finishing their educations. Even

those who do find employment may choose to live with their

parents in an effort to save up enough money to afford the

high cost of living on their own. It is becoming common for

these adult children to pay their parents rent or contribute to

monthly expenses such as groceries.

     Senior citizens tend to be active and live independently

well into their 70s and 80s. Because the Canadian government

has repealed the mandatory age of retirement (65), many

continue to work into their later years. Those who need

additional care typically move into a retirement community

rather than staying with an adult child.

     Gender Roles

When it comes to gender roles, traditional norms are still

generally valued, particularly in rural areas. Throughout the

country, women and men are seen as equals but generally

occupy distinct roles. Though in urban areas both parents

commonly work outside the home, men tend to be considered

the primary breadwinners, while women tend to be primarily

responsible for cooking, maintaining the house, and childcare.

During working hours, children often attend daycare rather

than being cared for by a grandparent or other relative.

     Gender roles are, however, flexible. Many men are active

members of the family, and women do fill leadership roles in

the workplace and society. For example, in 2015, Prime

Minister Justin Trudeau appointed an equal number of men

and women to serve on his cabinet.

     Though rates of domestic abuse are declining in the

general Canadian population, Aboriginal women are more

likely to be subject to domestic violence than are the rest of

Canadian women.

Housing

Urban

City living is popular among single young professionals, who

often rent small apartments. However, as cities get more and

more crowded, large-scale housing developments are

cropping up outside the major urban centers. For many young

people, commutes—sometimes long ones—are becoming the

rule rather than the exception. Older city dwellers and those

with families may own condominiums or townhouses with

two to three bedrooms, one to two bathrooms, and

underground parking or a garage.

     Couples and larger families typically prefer to live outside

of downtown areas, where they can afford bigger homes for a

comparable price. Many middle-class Canadians own their

homes and may buy and sell several houses over the course of

a lifetime. A starter home usually has three bedrooms and

one-and-a-half bathrooms. Families with older children often

live in a two-storey home with four or more bedrooms, a

finished basement, a study, and other specialized rooms.

Decorating styles vary considerably, but wood floors and

wooden furniture are generally popular. House exteriors

consist of siding, stucco, or brick, and lots are usually big

enough for flower and vegetable gardens in addition to a

lawn. The number of energy efficient homes across Canada is

rising as environmental considerations grow.

     Rural

Rural homes tend to be larger, are situated on more land, and
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are often heated at least partially by wood stoves. The

kitchen—traditionally the warmest room in the house—is

usually the social center of these homes. Plumbing systems

are often based on wells and septic tanks.

     Regional Variation

Many of Canada's older homes, including Tudor-style houses

and Victorian mansions, are found on the east coast. Some

aspects of Canadian housing are distinctive. In Québec, for

example, apartments often have their own outside staircases

and balconies. Neighborhoods with several of these apartment

buildings are called balconvilles (balcony cities). In

Vancouver, there is considerable architectural variety. Tudor,

Victorian, Spanish, Italian, and contemporary homes coexist

with the so-called “Vancouver Specials,” houses from the

1960s and 1970s that were all built to the same specifications

and made from wood and white stucco.

     Vacation Homes

Owning a summer cottage near the water in the countryside is

a Canadian tradition, though not one that all middle-class

families can afford. These wooden cottages are usually small

and rustic, with outdoor plumbing, though in recent years

many of them have been expanded and renovated.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Dating usually begins between the ages of 13 and 16, but

one-on-one dating has become less common among teens.

Instead, boys and girls tend to socialize with multiple couples

or in a group of friends, reflecting the casual outlook urban

Canadians have toward romantic relationships. Most young

people enjoy dancing, going to movies, dining out, going to

the beach, and attending sporting events such as hockey

games. Casual sexual relationships are common.

     Marriage in Society

Fewer urban young people desire to marry, and if they do,

they expect to marry at a later age (around age 30). Likewise,

couples often wait longer to have children. Canadian law

allows for same-sex couples to wed, and public schools may

promote acceptance of such couples. Many people choose to

live together before or instead of marrying. Common-law and

civil marriage are common. In Québec, women legally keep

their maiden names after marriage, though many use their

husband's last name socially.

     In rural communities and in suburban areas home to high

immigrant populations, religion and tradition encourage

marriage (often to a spouse of similar cultural and religious

background) and parenthood. However, as members from

immigrant communities move to major urban centers,

expectations surrounding marriage become more flexible.

     Weddings

In more traditional weddings, the festive aspects tend to be

emphasized over the ceremonial ones. Family and friends are

invited to celebrate with the couple, but highly elaborate

weddings (especially among younger generations) are

somewhat uncommon. The marriage is usually followed by a

reception dinner, speeches, cake cutting, and dancing to

music provided by a small band or disc jockey. Guests bring

the couple presents, often purchased from a registry at a

department or home-decor store, and take home a small gift,

such as chocolates, a picture frame, or other keepsake.

Though the ambiance is often casual, the event—including

catering and venue rental fees—may cost a lot of money.

Expenses are traditionally divided among the parents of the

bride and groom, though older couples may foot most or all of

the bill.

     Some couples save money by opting for a backyard

wedding in which they provide the food, drinks, and

decorations themselves. Others have destination weddings in

places like Mexico, Cuba, or elsewhere in the Caribbean. At

these weddings, family members and close friends pay for

their own week-long stays at a resort of the couple's choosing.

Life Cycle

Birth

Pregnant women are expected to be treated with respect and

given priority seating and parking. As the birth of a child

grows close, the expectant mother's female relatives and

friends typically throw her an afternoon baby shower, to

which guests bring presents for the baby. Among Chinese

Canadians, this shower may be held a month after the baby is

born. Some parents choose to not find out their baby's sex

until birth, selecting both a boy's and a girl's name

beforehand. Children are often given a unique first name and

a middle name that honors a relative or a couple's cultural

heritage. Family members visit the hospital soon after the

birth of a baby, bringing gifts and cameras to photograph the

new arrival.

     Milestones

Among observant Catholic families, rites such as baptism and

First Communion are important milestones in a child's life,

while Jewish girls may celebrate their Bat Mitzvah at age 12

and boys their Bar Mitzvah at age 13. Most Canadians

consider the 16th birthday (the “sweet 16”) to be special. Its

rough equivalent among Hispanics is a girl's 15th birthday, or

fiesta de quince, also known as a  quinceañera.

     Educational progress may also be cause for celebration.

When students enter high school, they are regarded as young

adults. At age 18, young people are legally considered adults

and can vote, serve in the army, and get married without their

parents' permission. However, the 19th birthday tends to be a

more significant milestone for youth in most provinces, as it

is the legal gambling and drinking age. Even for those who

choose not to engage in these activities, the birthday marks

the social transition into adulthood. Other important birthdays

include those that begin a new decade of life, such as the 30th

and 50th. Retirement, usually around age 62, is also a

significant event, celebrated by one party at work and one

with family.

     Death

Funeral rituals vary according to religion. In some religious

cultures, there is an official mourning period, which lasts a

week or sometimes a month. Among secular Canadians,

friends and relatives gather at a church or funeral home,

where the deceased lies in a coffin, and pay their respects.

Donations may be made to the deceased's family. Burial

usually takes place the next day. Subsequent visits to the

grave site may take place on significant dates, such as the

deceased's birthday, Christmas, and Mother's or Father's Day.
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Canadian cemeteries are open to all, but the graves of various

ethnic and religious communities may be informally grouped

together. Cremation is a common alternative to burial.

Diet

In the Atlantic area, where fishing is common, seafood is a

dietary staple. Dairy products also are consumed in fairly

large quantities. Québec regional cuisine displays a definite

French influence and includes such foods as pea soup, French

pastries, breads, crêpes, special cheeses, lamb, and veal.

Potatoes and red meats are common for evening meals. A

favorite fast food is poutine, which consists of french fries

covered with gravy and cheese curds. Maple syrup is

produced in many parts of the country, including Québec and

Ontario, and is a favorite in desserts and breakfast dishes like

pancakes, waffles, and crêpes.

     In western cities, hundreds of immigrant communities

have made the urban Canadian palate increasingly diverse;

one can find wild rice, smoked fish, beef, ethnic (especially

Asian) dishes, and a variety of other foods. Cuisines from

Asia and the Middle East are commonly found in Ontario.

     People from indigenous tribes eat common North

American foods as well as traditional items like muktaaq

(whale skin), salmon, caribou, berries, and roots.

Recreation

Sports

Canada has two national sports: lacrosse in the summer and

ice hockey in the winter. Devotion to hockey usually starts at

a young age, with children supporting their local team or their

parents' favorite. Team loyalty typically lasts a lifetime. Free

and subsidized hockey camps sponsored by provincial

governments and local businesses attract urban and rural girls

and boys of all ages and cultures. Many dream of becoming

professional players, and most continue playing socially into

adulthood.

     Children also attend other recreational camps—both day

and overnight varieties—that allow them to experience the

natural wonders of the Canadian outdoors. Though camps that

feature skiing, lacrosse, and horseback riding tend to be

costly, ample government funding ensures that such activities

are not limited to the wealthy. Free recreation centers are also

abundant, and public schools offer opportunities to play on

competitive or intramural sports teams.

     In their spare time, many Canadians also enjoy fishing,

camping, canoeing, hunting, golf, soccer, cycling, baseball,

and bowling. Popular spectator sports include college football

and basketball. Curling is popular among the older

generation. It involves two four-person teams sliding a large

stone with a gooseneck handle over ice toward a target.

     Leisure

Other favorite activities include cookouts, beach parties,

gardening, hiking, and spending weekends at summer

cottages. Many people also like to visit with friends, shop,

watch television, and read. Local festivals and fairs, parks,

and museums offer additional recreational opportunities.

     Vacation

The average full-time Canadian employee enjoys a minimum

of two weeks of vacation time annually. Many opt to spend

that time traveling to a warmer climate during the winter.

Popular vacations include cruises and stays on the beaches of

Florida, Mexico, Cuba, and elsewhere in the Caribbean. Many

Canadian retirees migrate to warmer places like Florida each

winter to escape the cold and snowy weather. Others vacation

closer to home, perhaps renting cottages or camping. Driving

to major U.S. cities such as Chicago, New York, or Los

Angeles is another popular choice. Whether traveling abroad,

fishing in Nova Scotia, or shopping in downtown Toronto,

spending time with family while vacationing is important to

nearly all Canadians.

The Arts

Art galleries and museums are numerous, as are local art

groups. After World War I, artists began to develop uniquely

Canadian art by focusing on the nation's landscape.

Immigrants who have moved to big cities have diversified the

arts. Popular crafts include pottery and quilting.

     The ocean greatly influences Atlantic Canadian songs, art,

poetry, and prose, as well as folk festivals and other

community events. Prince Edward Island is the birthplace of

Lucy Maud Montgomery (author of Anne of Green Gables)

and a popular destination for those interested in seeing sites

associated with her books.

     Montréal's annual jazz, comedy, and film festivals are

popular attractions. The Canadian filmmaking industry is

known for its innovation. Contemporary dance and traditional

ballet companies enjoy wide audiences and critical acclaim.

     Native American tribes are reviving traditional arts, many

of which began before European settlers arrived. These

include clothing decorated with paint, beads, and porcupine

quills; jewelry; leatherwork; woodwork; and featherwork.

Holidays

Official Canadian holidays include New Year's Day (1

January), Easter, Victoria Day (which celebrates the birthday

of British queen Victoria on the third Monday in May),

Canada Day (1 July), Labour Day (first Monday in

September), Thanksgiving Day (second Monday in October),

Remembrance Day (which commemorates fallen Canadian

soldiers on 11 November), Christmas (25 December), and

Boxing Day (26 December).

     Easter

Some Christian Canadians attend church on Easter and

observe Lent by giving up a food or activity of importance to

them for forty days. However, secular traditions—centered on

the Easter Bunny—are more common. Boiled eggs are dyed

in pastel colors, and chocolates shaped as bunnies or eggs are

exchanged among family and friends. Children may hunt for

hidden chocolate eggs around their houses or backyards.

     Canada Day

Canada Day (1 July) is the country's national holiday and

commemorates the day in 1867 when two British colonies

(Nova Scotia and New Brunswick) and one British province

(the Province of Canada) were united. People spend the day

barbecuing, attending free outdoor concerts, and gathering in

public squares and parks. Some celebrate with friends in

pubs. As night falls, Canadians enjoy large firework displays

funded by the provincial governments. It is customary to wear
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red and white or apparel decorated with the Canadian flag.

     Christmas

The Christmas season is family oriented. The weeks before

Christmas are spent shopping for gifts and decorating the

house. Some families decorate fake trees, while others buy a

live one or make a trip to a tree farm to cut down their own.

When their houses are ready for the holiday, friends and

family start visiting each other, bringing with them gifts and

baked goods. Christmas Day is usually spent with the

immediate family, who exchange gifts and generally share a

dinner of turkey and ham. The following day, Boxing Day,

comes from the old British tradition of presenting small

boxed gifts to servants. It is now a day to visit friends and

relatives or to go shopping. Jewish and Muslim Canadians

and those of other religions do not celebrate Christmas but

enjoy the time off from work and school.

     Other Holidays

In addition to public holidays, annual local festivals

throughout the nation commemorate everything from military

battles to cultural heritage. Most cities and towns also have a

civic holiday, usually in August. Canadian Jews may

celebrate Yom Kippur, a day of fasting and prayer, and

Chinese communities hold festivals to mark the Lunar New

Year. When the majority of students in an area share a

common religion, the public school they attend may

recognize some of their religious holidays.

     Holidays in Québec

Holidays unique to Québec include the Carnaval de Québec,

a two-week period in February filled with activities (although

normal working hours prevail), and Québec's national

holiday, which is distinct from Canada Day, called

Saint-Jean-Baptiste Day (24 June). Also, French speakers

spend Victoria Day celebrating Dollard Des Ormeaux, a

provincial battle hero in Québec. During the autumn

maple-syrup season, maple farms known as cabanes à sucre

(sugar cabins) serve as party centers and restaurants, serving

food along with the latest maple harvest.

SOCIETY 

Government

Structure

Canada is a confederation with a parliamentary democracy;

its government is patterned partly after the United Kingdom's

but is also a federal system like the United States. The federal

government is responsible for national defense, international

relations, the banking system, the criminal code, and policies

regarding the indigenous populations. The provincial

governments are responsible for education, health care, and

welfare. The greater resources of the federal government have

led to its involvement in matters originally provincial (e.g.,

employment, insurance, and Medicare). Each province has a

unicameral legislature.

     Ceremonial duties of the head of state are performed by

the governor-general, who represents the United Kingdom's

Queen Elizabeth II. Canada's federal parliament is made up of

a Senate composed of 105 senators appointed by the

governor-general upon the prime minister's recommendation

to serve until age 75. The Senate rarely exercises its full

powers, whereas the 338-member House of Commons,

elected by the Canadian people, is the real legislative power.

The prime minister is the head of government. The leader of

the party that gains the most seats in the House of Commons

becomes the prime minister, though she or he is officially

designated by the governor-general. Parliamentary elections

are held at least every four years.

     Political Landscape

The provinces generally seek to maintain as much autonomy

as possible from the federal government, and this dynamic

has long been the major issue of Canadian politics, as have

relationships between the provinces (especially the wealthier

western and the less-wealthy eastern ones). The relationship

between the government and the country's indigenous peoples

has also been a long-standing political issue. The

development of more oil pipelines and other

environment-related issues, in addition to issues regarding

immigration policy, have become significant in recent years

as well.

     Canada's major political parties include the Liberal Party

of Canada (LPC), the Conservative Party of Canada (CPC),

and the social-democratic New Democratic Party (NDP). The

Bloc Québécois, which largely focuses on independence for

Québec, has been a major party in previous years but has

declined as support for an independent Québec has declined

as well. Several other political parties are dominant on

provincial levels, as there is generally a weak connection

between parties on a national and provincial level. The LPC

and the NDP have long-held requirements to field certain

numbers of female candidates in elections.

     Government and the People

Canada is widely considered a model of low corruption and

transparency in government. The government also has a high

level of respect for civil liberties, including freedoms of

speech, press, assembly, and religion. In recent elections,

voter turnout has been around two-thirds of registered voters.

The voting age is 18.

Economy

Canada has one of the strongest economies in the world and

provides a high standard of living for most of its residents.

Canada's service sector provides most of the country's

income, but manufacturing and mining are also important.

The country exports motor vehicles and parts, machinery,

aircraft, telecommunications equipment, chemicals, plastics,

fertilizers, and wood products. Canada has the world's

third-largest reserves of petroleum, and its energy sector is an

important part of the economy.

     In 1993, Canada signed the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) with Mexico and the United States.

NAFTA provides for freer movement of capital and goods,

more cross-national investment, and a large market for many

goods from each NAFTA country. In 2018, the leaders of

Canada, Mexico, and the United States agreed to a deal that

would revise NAFTA. The United States consumes roughly

three-fourths of all Canadian exports, and the European

Union (EU) is Canada's second-largest trading partner.

     Canada's currency is the Canadian dollar (CAD).
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Canadians refer to the one-dollar coin as the loonie, after the

image of the waterbird (the loon) minted on the coin.

Likewise, the two-dollar coin is called the toonie.

Transportation and Communications

In the Atlantic provinces, ferries are a common way to travel

between islands. In sparsely populated areas, private cars are

important. In most large cities, public transportation is well

developed and includes subways and buses. Three notable

systems include Toronto's streetcars, Vancouver's SkyTrain

metro, and Montréal's Société de transport de Montréal.

Domestic flights and trains are common in all parts of the

country.

     Communications systems are highly developed. The vast

majority of Canadians have telephones and televisions.

Numerous cable-television systems provide service to all

segments of the population. Television is often dominated by

U.S.-made programs, but the federal government actively

supports the development of Canadian films and television

shows. Major cities all have daily newspapers. Internet use is

widespread, and most homes are equipped with high-speed

internet (often wireless), as are cafés and other public

gathering places.

Education

Structure

Education in Canada is considered a right, not a privilege.

Each province is responsible for its educational system.

Education is compulsory until age sixteen in most provinces,

beginning at age five or six, and free through the secondary

level.

     The quality of public education is generally high, though

frequent budget cutbacks result in large class sizes and the

need for some secondary-level teachers to cover two subjects

(a history teacher may also teach social studies, for example).

In part because of decreased funding, some secondary schools

specialize in a particular area, such as science and math,

performing arts, computer sciences, or French. Other schools

offer services tailored to students with various learning

disabilities and styles. Students may attend the general school

closest to their house or their parents may apply for them to

go to a more specialized one.

     Until fairly recently, religious leaders had a role in

directing schools' curricula. Now English or French school

boards are in charge, but students in some areas may still

choose to attend religious schools (some of them public).

     School Life

Private schools, which tend to be better funded and more

technologically advanced than their public counterparts, are

attended by a minority of Canadian students. Private schools

emphasize formality, respect, and discipline in

teacher-student interactions. Public primary schools may do

the same, but by the secondary school level, friendships and

more casual relationships between students and faculty are

common. Group activities that encourage discussion are

typical of Canadian classrooms.

     Higher Education

Colleges and universities are also administered by province.

While colleges are subsidized by the federal and provincial

governments, students must pay tuition. Tuition costs, on

average, are significantly lower than those in the United

States, and students unable to meet them may take advantage

of student loans, grants, and scholarships based on both merit

and need. Many students choose to complete a two-year

technical training program and enter the workforce, though

the increasingly competitive nature of the job market is

pushing many to pursue undergraduate and post-graduate

degrees. Fields traditionally dominated by men (math,

sciences) or women (photography, design) are becoming

more gender neutral.

Health

Canadians generally enjoy good health. However, cancer and

heart disease from smoking and sedentary lifestyles affect

many Canadians, and about 30 percent of adults are obese.

Diabetes is another problem, especially among older people.

Hospitals and quality of care are excellent, although facilities

and personnel are less available in rural and isolated regions.

Canada has universal, compulsory national health insurance,

which is funded by fairly high taxes. The insurance covers

doctors' fees and most hospital costs. While patients must

sometimes wait months for elective surgery and certain

expensive procedures, all citizens have access to basic health

care at public clinics.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of Canada, 501 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,

Washington, DC 20001; phone (202) 682-1740; web site

http://international.gc.ca/world-monde/united_states-etats_uni

s/washington.aspx?lang=eng. Canadian Consulate General,

1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020; phone

(212) 596-1628; web site

http://international.gc.ca/world-monde/united_states-etats_uni

s/new_york.aspx?lang=eng.

Country and Development Data

Capital Ottawa

Population 35,881,659 (rank=38)

Area (sq. mi.) 3,855,101 (rank=2)

Area (sq. km.) 9,984,670

Human Development Index 10 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 18 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $48,100

Adult Literacy 99%

Infant Mortality 5 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 79 (male); 85 (female)

Currency Canadian dollar
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Briefing sheet
Editor: John Ferguson

Forecast Closing Date: March 5, 2019

Political and economic outlook

The Economist Intelligence Unit expects the governing Liberal Party to remain in power after
the federal election, due by October 2019, despite the unfolding controversy over alleged
political interference in a criminal corruption case.
We expect the federal budget to remain in deficit over the forecast period, as higher receipts
from the planned carbon tax, the legalisation of cannabis and other sources will be more than
offset by infrastructure and other spending.
The renegotiation of the North American Free-Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 2018 has reduced
trade uncertainty. However, trade policy will remain a risk during the administration of the US
president, Donald Trump, owing to Canada's reliance on the US.
The Bank of Canada (BoC, the central bank) raised its policy rate three times in 2018, to 1.75%.
On balance, we expect the central bank to raise rates by a further 25 basis points in 2019,
although continued weak economic data could keep rates unchanged this year.
We expect real GDP growth to slow from 1.8% in 2018 to 1.6% in 2019 and to 1.5% in 2020,
owing to subdued private consumption growth and an economic slowdown in the US, which
will erode export demand. Real GDP growth will average 2% per year in 2021-23.
Inflation will average a benign 1.7% and 1.6% respectively in 2019 and 2020, reflecting recent
monetary tightening, slowing export demand and generally lower oil prices. It will pick up to an
average of 2% per year in 2021-23, as the economy regains momentum.

Key indicators
 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth (%) 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.9 2.1 2.1

Consumer price inflation (av; %) 2.2 1.7 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.2

Government balance (% of GDP) -1.2c -1.4 -1.6 -1.5 -1.2 -1.0

Current-account balance (% of GDP) -2.9c -2.8 -3.0 -2.3 -2.7 -2.5

Money market rate (av; %) 1.8 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.3

Unemployment rate (%) 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.0 5.8

Exchange rate C$:US$ (av) 1.30 1.35 1.37 1.30 1.29 1.28
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
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Key changes since January 18th

Given the benign outlook for inflation and recent weak economic data, we now expect that the
BoC will lift its policy rate by only 25 basis points in 2019. We previously forecast that it would
increase rates by 50 basis points this year.
Real GDP growth slowed more sharply than we expected in 2018. The weaker starting-point has
led us to revise down our real GDP growth forecast for 2019 to 1.6% (from 1.7% previously). We
now expect real GDP to expand by 1.5% in 2020 (1.6% previously).

The month ahead

March 19th—Federal budget for 2019/20: The fourth budget of the finance minister, Bill
Morneau, will build on the Liberal government’s previous fiscal plans and help to frame the
economic policy agenda for the federal election, due by October.
March 22nd—Consumer price index (February): Consumer price inflation fell to 1.4% year on
year in January, owing to lower petrol prices. Consumer price pressures are likely to remain
subdued in February, and we expect this to be the case for much of 2019.

Major risks to our forecast
Scenarios, Q4 2018 Probability Impact Intensity

High debt levels in the household sector result in a rise in bad loans Moderate High 12

The housing market suffers a disorderly fall Moderate High 12

The USMCA fails to be ratified Low Very high 10

Declining Liberal popularity leads to an ineffective minority government Moderate Moderate 9

Energy investment slumps Moderate Moderate 9

Note. Scenarios and scores are taken from our Risk Briefing product. Risk scenarios are potential

developments that might substantially change the business operating environment over the coming two

years. Risk intensity is a product of probability and impact, on a 25-point scale.
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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Outlook for 2019-23

Political stability
The Liberal Party, led by Justin Trudeau, has shifted Canadian politics to the left since it won a
majority at the 2015 election. However, The Economist Intelligence Unit expects challenges to
policy initiatives and friction with provincial administrations to intensify ahead of the next federal
election, due in October 2019. The unfolding controversy over alleged political interference in a
criminal corruption case also risks tarnishing Mr Trudeau's political brand.

The political scandal is rooted in the surprise demotion in January of Jody Wilson-Raybould, the
former justice minister and attorney-general, to the veterans' affairs portfolio. Mr Trudeau gave no
reason for shifting the respected indigenous leader. However, in early February a national
newspaper published unproven allegations that she had been put under pressure by the prime
minister's office to abandon the criminal prosecution for fraud of SNC-Lavalin, a large Montreal-
based construction and engineering firm, in favour of a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA).
This would have let the company off with a fine, and with no ban on bidding for federal contracts.
She refused to intervene and the company faces the prospect of a trial.

Ms Wilson-Raybould resigned from the cabinet on February 12th, a day after Mr Trudeau said
that her continued presence on the front bench was proof that no one had put her under pressure.
This was followed by the resignation of Mr Trudeau’s principal secretary and close confidante,
Gerald Butts, in a move aimed at fending off further attacks from the main opposition Conservative
Party and the New Democratic Party (NDP). Mr Butts and Mr Trudeau have denied any
wrongdoing. However, Ms Wilson-Raybould has since testified that Mr Trudeau had asked her in
September 2018 to help to find a solution for SNC-Lavalin, because, without a DPA, he feared that
many jobs would be lost in his home province of Quebec. Ms Wilson-Raybould claimed that the
pressure continued until late last year despite her cautioning him against interfering politically
with her role as attorney-general.

In a further setback for Mr Trudeau, a second cabinet minister, Jane Philpott, resigned on March
4th, stating that she had lost confidence in the government's handling of the affair. Mr Trudeau
has rejected calls for his resignation by the Conservative leader, Andrew Scheer. However, the
controversy is likely to result in further political fallout for the government and give added
momentum to the Conservatives in the lead-up to the federal election.

Friction between the federal and provincial governments will intensify ahead of the election. The
nationalisation in 2018 of the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, which is fundamentally
opposed by the provincial government in British Columbia (BC), has raised questions over federal
jurisdiction. The Trudeau administration also plans to impose a carbon tax in four provinces—
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and New Brunswick—that do not have pricing plans meeting
federal standards. However, broad agreement on 75:25 cannabis tax revenue-sharing between
provincial administrations and the federal government, which came into effect in October, together
with the renegotiation of the North American Free-Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which ended a
period of heightened trade uncertainty, should help to limit tensions.
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Election watch
Political fallout from the SNC-Lavalin affair saw the Conservatives edge ahead of the Liberals in
opinion polls in February, for the first time since July 2018. However, we still expect the Liberal
Party to form the government after the federal election due by October 2019. This reflects its
recent successes on international trade policy, the legalisation of cannabis and decrying Saudi
actions towards human rights, as well as the advantages of incumbency. Since the October 2015
general election, the opposition parties have been in transition. The Conservatives have an
experienced shadow cabinet and are building momentum under Mr Scheer. The party will focus on
the government’s perceived vulnerabilities, namely taxes and government spending. The
Conservatives also contend that the Liberals have lost control of the border by allowing 40,000
people to walk across from the US over the past two years and claim asylum. The left-leaning NDP
will be boosted by the election to parliament of its leader, Jagmeet Singh, in a by-election on
February 25th. However, the NDP trails well behind the two larger parties in terms of fundraising
ahead of the election. The Conservatives are in the best shape in this regard.

International relations
Under the Liberals, Canadian foreign policy emphasises multilateralism over unilateralism,
engagement over isolation, mitigating the effects of climate change and upholding human rights.
This is in clear contrast to the policies pursued by Donald Trump's administration in the US. As a
result, bilateral relations with the US will be strained during the remainder of the Trump
administration, and Canada will continue to look elsewhere for support. This shift was illustrated
by the addition of "trade diversification" to the mandate of the international trade minister in a
recent cabinet reshuffle. Nonetheless, Canada will seek to preserve relations with the US, its most
important diplomatic and economic partner by far. Where possible, Canada will attempt to
circumvent the White House by strengthening its ties to other levels of US government.

The successful negotiation of the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), which will replace
NAFTA and preserve the trilateral arrangement, mitigates significant trade risk for Canada. The
revised deal maintains most of the substance of the earlier US-Mexico deal. In particular, the
USMCA retains the Chapter 19 dispute-resolution mechanism, which Canada relies on to protect
some of its industries (primarily lumber) from potential US anti-dumping measures. The new deal
grants the US greater access to the Canadian market for dairy, poultry and eggs (these sectors are
also managed by the government to ensure sufficiently high prices for farmers). This concession
is broadly similar to what Canada had offered during negotiations for the Trans-Pacific
Partnership trade deal, which the US withdrew from in 2017. In another move that should ease
regional trade tension, Canada negotiated an exemption from any future tariffs that the US might
impose on automotive imports. The new agreement was signed in November 2018 but is awaiting
ratification by the three governments.

The implementation of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) is expected to provide enhanced access to key Asian markets over the
forecast period. A trade deal signed with the EU in 2016 has removed 98% of the EU tariff lines.
With full implementation, the figure is set to rise to 99%. The government also intends to
conclude a free-trade agreement with the UK after Brexit.

China was a key target for the government’s trade diversification policy until December, when
Meng Wanzhou, a senior executive of Huawei, a Chinese telecommunications firm, was detained
in Canada at the request of US authorities. On March 1st the government announced that it would
proceed with hearings on her extradition. Bitter exchanges between Canada and China since her
arrest have cast a chill on bilateral relations. We expect this to persist throughout 2019, preventing
progress on exploratory free-trade talks.
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Policy trends
Canada will continue supporting domestic industries that are negatively affected by US trade
protectionism. In the 2018 autumn fiscal update, the finance minister, Bill Morneau, announced
measures to increase the competitiveness of Canadian businesses after the introduction of tax
cuts in the US at the start of 2018. These included a tax break on capital expenditure in
manufacturing. Additional measures are possible in the 2019/20 federal budget, which will be
tabled on March 19th. Environmental policy will also be important in the remainder of the
parliamentary term. Government support for the fossil fuel industry is crucial for economic growth
in the short to medium term but appears incompatible with the federal government's green
credentials. The Liberal Party will continue to seek a balance between these two objectives to
preserve its voter base. On the one hand, the government has rolled out a national carbon tax of
C$20/tonne (US$15.1/tonne) in provinces that do not have an equivalent carbon pricing
programme in place by January 1st 2019. The federal tax will rise to C$50/tonne by 2022. However,
the consensus on taxing carbon emissions seems to be weakening as opposition mounts. On the
other hand, the government is set to approve the construction of the controversial Trans
Mountain Expansion pipeline, designed to enable higher volumes of crude oil from Alberta to be
transported to a port in BC. Additional major investments are being undertaken to develop
Canada's natural resources.

Policymakers will continue to keep a close eye on the property market, which remains a key risk
owing to recent monetary policy tightening and overleveraged Canadian households. Following
the imposition of macroprudential measures from the federal government to tighten mortgage-
lending requirements since 2016, the market appears to be rebalancing as the quality of new
mortgage lending improves. Price growth has slowed markedly, although trends vary across the
country.

Fiscal policy
The government is committed to a programme of infrastructure spending that will entail a series of
budget deficits, but this will be counterbalanced by increased receipts due to the expected
introduction of a cap-and-trade system and greater tax income as a result of cannabis legalisation.
However, lower average oil prices in 2019-20 compared with 2018 will weigh on plans to reduce the
fiscal deficit, as increased government support will be expected to shore up the economy and
government receipts are likely to undershoot official projections.

In the 2018/19 budget Mr Morneau announced a series of narrower deficits over the next five
years. We estimate that the fiscal deficit stood at 1.2% of GDP in 2018, and expect it to expand
slightly, to 1.4%, in 2019 as the government looks to support the fossil fuels industry through
rebates and additional incentives amid a softer price environment. In 2020 the government will
respond to an economic slowdown with additional fiscal spending, which will push the deficit up
to 1.6% of GDP; however, we expect the slowdown to be short-lived. The government will look to
narrow the deficit in the longer term, and we expect it to fall gradually, to 1% of GDP by 2023.
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Monetary policy
The Bank of Canada (BoC, the central bank) lifted its policy rate by 125 basis points between July
2017 and October 2018, in response to rising inflation and tightening monetary policy in the US.
However, the BoC has proceeded more cautiously than the Federal Reserve (Fed, the US central
bank), and the Canadian policy rate has remained below its US equivalent—an unusual situation.
The BoC had been on course to raise its policy rate, currently 1.75%, to what it considers to be a
more normal range of between 2.5% and 3.5%, but kept monetary tightening on hold at its
December and January meetings, owing in part to lower energy prices, which have pushed down
the headline inflation rate. However, the concern is that prolonging the period of low interest rates
will encourage households to increase their borrowing, adding to near-record levels of household
debt as a proportion of disposable income.

Given the benign outlook for inflation and softer real GDP growth, we now expect that the BoC will
lift rates by only 25 basis points in 2019 (we previously forecast that it would increase rates by 50
basis points this year). Moreover, several factors could prevent the BoC from moving altogether,
including weak household spending growth, a deteriorating housing market and signs of weaker
economic momentum in the US. The BoC will keep rates on hold in 2020, when the US enters a
cyclical slowdown, which, because of the two countries' interlinkages, will cause the Canadian
economy to slow. Modest tightening will resume in 2021 and continue for the remainder of the
forecast period.

International assumptions
 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Economic growth (%)

US GDP 2.9 2.3 1.5 1.7 2.0 1.8

OECD GDP 2.3 1.8 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.9

EU28 GDP 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 1.8

World GDP (PPP) 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.6

World trade 4.4 3.3 2.9 3.9 4.1 4.1

Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)

US CPI 2.4 2.2 1.4 2.2 2.1 1.8

OECD CPI 2.5 2.3 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1

EU28 CPI 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.9 2.0 1.9

Manufactures (measured in US$) 5.2 3.4 2.6 3.4 3.2 3.0

Oil (Brent; US$/b) 71.1 66.0 60.5 69.8 75.6 75.0

Non-oil commodities (measured in US$) 1.8 -1.2 3.9 1.6 1.4 0.8

Financial variables

US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %) 2.0 2.6 2.2 2.1 2.5 2.9

€ 3month interbank rate (av; %) -0.3 -0.2 0.4 0.9 1.4 1.6

US$:€ (av) 1.18 1.16 1.22 1.21 1.24 1.24

C$:US$ (av) 1.30 1.35 1.37 1.30 1.29 1.28
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Economic growth
Real GDP growth slowed to 1.8% in 2018, from 3% in 2017. This reflected weaker growth in most
GDP components, notably private consumption and business investment, although export growth
picked up. The pace of economic expansion slowed sharply in the final three months of last year,
and this weaker starting-point has led us to revise down slightly our forecast for real GDP growth
in 2019 to 1.6% (from 1.7% previously). Monetary tightening and high household debt levels will
dampen private consumption growth this year, and export growth is also expected to moderate, as
a result of softer economic expansion in the US, Canada’s key export market.

Much of 2018 was characterised by the escalating trade dispute with the US. The renegotiation of
NAFTA reduces one of the key downside risks to our forecast, although the agreement has yet to
be ratified, and the steel and aluminium tariffs imposed on Canada by the US in 2018 remain in
place for now. Other risks to the economic outlook include a renewed drop in global oil prices,
which would act as a drag on economic activity.

Real GDP growth will slow further in 2020, to 1.5% (previously 1.6%), as the US enters a cyclical
downturn. Economic expansion in Canada is expected to pick up again in 2021, and real GDP
growth will average 2.1% per year in 2022-23. This will be supported by continued government
spending on infrastructure and stronger export growth, driven by recovering demand in the US
and enhanced trade ties with the EU and CPTPP members.

Economic growth
% 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

GDP 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.9 2.1 2.1

Private consumption 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.8 2.4 2.3

Government consumption 2.5 2.2 2.5 1.6 1.6 1.7

Gross fixed investment 0.8 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.0

Exports of goods & services 3.3 1.8 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.8

Imports of goods & services 2.9 1.6 1.2 2.5 2.7 2.5

Domestic demand 1.7 1.6 1.5 2.2 2.4 2.0

Agriculture 1.8 1.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.2

Industry 2.3 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.3 0.5

Services 2.1 1.8 1.8 2.4 2.4 2.7
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

Inflation
Rising oil prices until October 2018 and the increasingly protectionist trade policy of the US added
to price pressures for much of 2018, when the headline rate of consumer price inflation picked up
to an average of 2.2%. The headline inflation rate fell back to 1.4% year on year in January, below
the BoC’s 2% target rate, owing to lower petrol prices, although core inflation was steady at 1.9%.
We expect the headline inflation rate to average a benign 1.7% in 2019, reflecting a modest
tightening of monetary policy by the central bank, slowing export demand and generally lower oil
prices. The mild economic slowdown in 2020 will lead to a further easing in the inflation rate next
year, before it picks up again from 2021 as the economy strengthens.

Exchange rates
Tightening monetary policy, a broader improvement in the global economy and the draining of the
surplus in the oil market lent support to the Canadian dollar in the first half of 2018. More recently,
falling oil prices have weighed on the currency. We expect the Canadian dollar to depreciate
further against its US counterpart, from a full-year average of C$1.30:US$1 in 2018 to an average of
C$1.36:US$1 in 2019-2020, reflecting weaker global oil prices, softer economic growth and a more
dovish approach from the BoC, which we now expect will lift its policy rate by only 25 basis points
in 2019, if at all. A pick-up in growth from 2021, and the resumption of monetary tightening, will
underpin an appreciation in the Canadian dollar over the remainder of the forecast period, with the
currency forecast to average C$1.28:US$1 in 2023.
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External sector
The exchange rate, commodity prices and the health of the US economy will continue to shape the
outlook for the current account, which we expect will remain in deficit in 2019-23. The impact of
softer global oil prices in 2019-20 will be offset by slowing domestic demand and, therefore, import
growth. As a result, the merchandise trade deficit and the shortfall on the current account will
remain broadly stable as a proportion of GDP, with the latter averaging 2.9% of GDP during this
period. The CPTPP, the effects of which will first be felt at the start of the next decade, will result
in higher trade volumes between Canada and Pacific nations. We expect that this will help to
narrow the current-account deficit to 2.5% of GDP in 2023.

Forecast summary
Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)

 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.9 2.1 2.1

Industrial production growth 2.5c 1.6 0.3 2.0 2.5 2.8

Unemployment rate (av) 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.0 5.8

Consumer price inflation (av) 2.2 1.7 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.2

3-month prime corporate paper rate 1.8 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.3

Government balance (% of GDP) -1.2c -1.4 -1.6 -1.5 -1.2 -1.0

Exports of goods fob (US$ bn) 493.2c 497.0 502.8 553.9 578.7 594.4

Imports of goods fob (US$ bn) 511.4c 513.8 524.1 566.2 594.0 605.2

Current-account balance (US$ bn) -49.7c -48.3 -52.3 -43.6 -53.6 -51.6

Current-account balance (% of GDP) -2.9c -2.8 -3.0 -2.3 -2.7 -2.5

Exchange rate C$:US$ (av) 1.30 1.35 1.37 1.30 1.29 1.28

Exchange rate ¥:C$ (av) 85.2 81.8 79.7 80.7 77.9 75.1

Exchange rate C$:€ (av) 1.53 1.56 1.67 1.58 1.60 1.58
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
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Quarterly forecasts
Quarterly forecasts             
 2018    2019    2020    

 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr

GDP             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3

% change, year on year 2.2 1.7 1.9 1.6 1.7 1.4 1.4 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.0

Private consumption             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3

% change, year on year 3.0 2.3 1.7 1.4 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.7 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.0

Government consumption             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6

% change, year on year 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.1 2.0 1.9 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.3

Gross fixed investment             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.1 -0.4 -1.7 -2.7 1.9 1.8 2.0 2.1 -0.6 -0.7 -0.5 -0.5

% change, year on year 4.3 3.4 0.4 -4.7 -2.9 -0.8 2.9 8.0 5.4 2.8 0.3 -2.2

Exports of goods & services             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.2 3.5 0.8 -0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4

% change, year on year 0.3 2.3 6.0 4.5 4.4 1.1 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.2

Imports of goods & services             

% change, quarter on quarter 1.2 1.3 -2.2 -0.3 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.3 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1

% change, year on year 4.9 4.7 2.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 2.8 4.4 3.2 1.9 0.6 -0.8

Domestic demand             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.6 0.0 -0.6 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.8 1.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2

% change, year on year 3.6 2.5 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.7 2.1 3.4 2.5 1.9 1.4 0.3

Consumer prices             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4

% change, year on year 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.1 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.4

Producer prices             

% change, quarter on quarter 1.2 1.8 1.0 -0.6 0.1 1.4 0.0 -0.3 0.8 -1.0 0.3 0.5

% change, year on year 2.3 3.7 6.2 3.3 2.3 1.9 0.9 1.2 1.9 -0.6 -0.2 0.6

Exchange rate C$:US$             

Average 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.32 1.35 1.33 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.37 1.38 1.38

End-period 1.29 1.31 1.29 1.36 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.35 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.36

Interest rates (%; av)             

Money market rate 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.2

Long-term bond yield 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3
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Data and charts

Annual data and forecast
 2014a 2015a 2016a 2017a 2018a 2019b 2020b

GDP        

Nominal GDP (US$ bn) 1,806 1,556 1,530 1,650 1,711 1,695 1,735

Nominal GDP (C$ bn) 1,995 1,990 2,028 2,142 2,218 2,283 2,375

Real GDP growth (%) 2.9 0.7 1.1 3.0 1.8 1.6 1.5

Expenditure on GDP (% real change)        

Private consumption 2.6 2.3 2.2 3.5 2.1 1.9 1.7

Government consumption 0.6 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.5 2.2 2.5

Gross fixed investment 2.3 -5.2 -4.3 3.0 0.8 1.7 1.5

Exports of goods & services 6.2 3.4 1.3 1.1 3.3 1.8 1.4

Imports of goods & services 2.5 0.6 0.0 4.2 2.9 1.6 1.2

Origin of GDP (% real change)        

Agriculture -6.7 4.3 4.3 -0.2 1.8 1.5 2.4

Industry 4.3 -1.2 -1.8 5.3 2.3 1.0 0.8

Services 2.6 1.5 2.0 2.8 2.1 1.8 1.8

Population and income        

Population (m) 35.6 35.9 36.3 36.6c 37.0c 37.3 37.6

GDP per head (US$ at PPP) 45,537 44,365 44,884 46,703c 48,031c 49,217 50,590

Recorded unemployment (av; %) 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.3 5.8 6.1 6.3

Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)        

General government revenue 38.5 39.8 39.7 39.3 39.6c 39.7 39.1

General government expenditure 38.4 40.0 40.8 40.4 40.8c 41.1 40.7

General government balance 0.2 -0.2 -1.1 -1.1 -1.2c -1.4 -1.6

Public debt 91.7 97.7 98.1 94.0 93.3c 94.0 94.6

Prices and financial indicators        

Exchange rate C$:US$ (end-period) 1.16 1.38 1.34 1.25 1.36 1.35 1.36

Exchange rate ¥:C$ (endperiod) 103.31 86.91 86.98 90.03 80.40 81.56 78.92

Consumer prices (end-period; %) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.7

Producer prices (av; %) 2.5 -0.8 -0.2 3.1 3.9 1.6 0.4

Stock of money M1 (% change) 7.5 7.8 8.7 9.5 4.8 5.5 7.9

Stock of money M2 (% change) 4.6 4.8 6.8 6.6 4.5 5.6 4.9

Lending interest rate (av; %) 3.0 2.7 2.7 3.2 4.0 4.1 4.0

Current account (US$ bn)        

Trade balance 4.3 -19.3 -19.5 -19.2 -18.2c -16.7 -21.4

 Goods: exports fob 478.7 410.0 393.6 423.4 493.2c 497.0 502.8

 Goods: imports fob -474.4 -429.3 -413.1 -442.6 -511.4c -513.8 -524.1

Services balance -21.9 -20.1 -18.1 -19.8 -21.5c -24.0 -24.4

Primary income balance -22.4 -12.8 -9.0 -5.2 -7.7c -5.3 -4.2

Secondary income balance -3.1 -3.3 -2.5 -2.2 -2.3c -2.2 -2.3

Current-account balance -43.2 -55.4 -49.1 -46.4 -49.7c -48.3 -52.3

International reserves (US$ bn)        

Total international reserves 74.7 79.8 82.7 86.7 83.9 88.1 85.5
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Quarterly data
 2017    2018    

 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr

Government finance (C$ bn)         

Revenue 826.9 855.7 838.1 846.2 860.2 872.8 886.4 897.1

Expenditure 852.5 862.1 867.4 878.7 885.7 896.5 903.6 911.9

Balance -25.7 -6.4 -29.3 -32.5 -25.4 -23.7 -17.3 -14.8

Outputab         

GDP at current prices (C$ bn) 527.5 533.2 536.2 544.6 548.6 553.6 559.5 555.8

GDP at basic prices (chained 2007 C$

bn)
498.7 504.1 505.7 507.9 509.5 512.7 515.3 515.9

Industrial production (chained 2007 C$

bn)
94.7 96.8 97.0 97.1 98.1 98.8 99.4 99.3

Mining (chained 2007 C$ bn) 35.5 36.5 36.7 36.2 37.0 38.5 38.0 37.8

Manufacturing (chained 2007 C$ bn) 48.7 49.5 49.4 49.9 50.3 50.1 50.7 50.6

Employmenta, wages and prices         

Employed (m) 18.29 18.38 18.46 18.55 18.57 18.61 18.68 18.78

Unemployed ('000) 1,308 1,270 1,215 1,180 1,152 1,171 1,170 1,129

Unemployment rate (% of the labour

force)
6.7 6.5 6.2 6.0 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.6

Average hourly earnings (C$)ac 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

Consumer prices (2002=100) 129.9 130.0 130.4 131.5 132.5 132.9 133.8 134.2

Consumer prices (% change, year on

year)
1.9 1.3 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.1

Producer prices (2002=100) 113.4 113.9 112.2 114.7 116.0 118.1 119.2 118.5

Producer prices (% change, year on

year)
3.8 4.8 1.7 2.2 2.3 3.7 6.2 3.3

Financial indicators         

Exchange rate C$:US$ (av) 1.32 1.34 1.25 1.27 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.32

Exchange rate C$:US$ (end-period) 1.33 1.30 1.25 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.29 1.36

Overnight target rate (end-period; %) 0.50 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.75

Bank rate (end-period; %) 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.75 2.00

90-day Treasury bills rate (end-period;

%)
0.54 0.65 0.99 1.05 1.09 1.25 1.51 1.67

10 year bonds rate (end-period; %) 1.59 1.61 2.13 1.98 2.11 2.06 2.42 1.98

M2 (C$ bn)ad 1,919.2 1,953.3 1,967.9 1,997.7 2,008.5 2,031.4 2,057.6 2,096.9

M2 (% change, year on year) 7.6 7.6 5.5 5.3 4.7 4.0 4.6 5.0

Share prices (1975=1,000)e 15,548 15,182 15,635 16,209 15,367 16,278 16,073 14,323

Sectoral trendsa         

Building permits issued ('000)b 18.8 18.5 18.4 18.2 18.9 20.3 18.8 20.0

Housing starts (‘000)b 18.5 17.3 18.7 18.9 18.6 18.2 16.4 18.1

Retail sales (C$ m)f 144,734146,567147,180150,347149,609151,233152,292151,541

Foreign trade (C$ m)         

Exports fob 138,971141,506131,301137,698139,666148,089151,357 n/a

Imports cif 141,623147,231140,167145,100148,406153,524152,951 n/a

Trade balance -2,652 -5,724 -8,866 -7,402 -8,740 -5,435 -1,594 n/a

Foreign payments (US$ m)         

Merchandise trade balance -283 -5,623 -9,755 -3,535 -4,592 -5,494 -3,860 n/a

Services balance -6,706 -4,953 -3,314 -4,792 -6,693 -5,825 -3,026 n/a

Primary income balance -2,879 -924 -795 -640 -2,618 -2,228 -1,709 n/a

Net transfer payments -1,115 -296 -483 -295 -1,062 -313 -246 n/a

Current-account balance -10,983 -11,796 -14,347 -9,262 -14,966 -13,860 -8,840 n/a

Reserves excl gold (end-period) 82,550 84,626 84,391 86,678 83,297 81,765 80,683 83,926
a Seasonally adjusted. b At annual rate. c Manufacturing. d Average for last month of period. e Toronto Stock

Exchange Composite 300; end-period. f  Including motor vehicles.
Sources: OECD, Economic Outlook; IMF, International Financial Statistics.

Monthly data
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Exchange rate C$:US$ (av)
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2017 1.32 1.31 1.34 1.34 1.36 1.33 1.27 1.26 1.23 1.26 1.28 1.28

2018 1.24 1.26 1.29 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.32 1.34

2019 1.33 1.32 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Exchange rate C$:US$ (end-period)

2017 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.37 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.29 1.29 1.25

2018 1.23 1.28 1.29 1.28 1.30 1.31 1.30 1.31 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.36

2019 1.31 1.32 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Real effective exchange rate (2005=100; CPI-based)

2017 83.78 83.61 81.71 81.16 79.87 81.29 84.80 84.81 86.83 85.14 84.10 83.79

2018 85.55 84.04 81.74 83.15 82.97 81.75 82.24 83.02 82.67 83.07 82.02 80.72

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M1 (% change, year on year)

2017 10.3 9.2 10.0 11.1 11.5 11.6 10.0 9.3 8.4 8.0 7.4 7.6

2018 6.2 6.8 6.3 5.3 4.0 4.1 3.8 4.2 4.5 4.0 4.6 4.4

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (% change, year on year)

2017 8.1 7.3 7.6 7.8 8.0 7.6 6.4 5.8 5.5 5.2 4.9 5.3

2018 4.6 4.9 4.7 4.2 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.9 5.0

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Deposit rate (av; %)

2017 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

2018 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

2019 0.1 0.1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Lending rate (av; %)

2017 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2

2018 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.0

2019 4.0 4.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Industrial production (seasonally adjusted; % change, year on year)

2017 2.2 2.0 3.0 3.3 9.8 6.9 4.8 3.5 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.5

2018 2.1 4.3 4.1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Retail sales volume index (seasonally adjusted; % change, year on year)

2017 5.0 2.8 5.7 6.3 7.8 7.8 7.3 6.3 4.6 7.4 4.5 3.3

2018 1.1 1.6 1.5 -0.3 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.6 -1.6 0.0 1.6

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted; %)

2017 6.8 6.6 6.7 6.4 6.6 6.4 6.3 6.1 6.1 6.2 6.0 5.8

2018 5.9 5.8 5.8 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.9 6.0 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.6

2019 5.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Toronto Stock Exchange Composite 300 share price index (end-period; 1975=1000)

2017 15,386 15,399 15,548 15,586 15,350 15,182 15,144 15,212 15,635 16,026 16,067 16,209

2018 15,952 15,443 15,367 15,608 16,062 16,278 16,434 16,263 16,073 15,027 15,198 14,323

2019 15,541 15,999 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)

2017 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.3 2.2 1.9

2018 1.7 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.6 1.7 1.9

2019 1.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Producer prices (av; % change, year on year)

2017 2.4 3.8 5.3 6.2 5.1 3.1 1.5 2.3 1.4 1.6 2.8 2.2

2018 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 3.3 5.3 6.5 5.8 6.3 5.3 2.8 2.0

2019 1.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Average hourly nominal wages (seasonally adjusted; % change, year on year)

2017 1.3 1.7 0.8 3.8 2.5 3.4 1.3 0.4 2.5 0.8 0.8 1.7

2018 3.3 2.5 2.9 0.8 2.5 2.5 3.7 4.5 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Average hourly real wages (% change, year on year)

2017 -0.8 -0.3 -0.7 2.1 1.3 2.4 0.0 -1.0 1.1 -0.5 -1.3 -0.3

2018 1.6 0.4 0.6 -1.2 0.2 0.0 0.9 1.8 1.6 1.5 2.3 2.1

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Goods exports fob (C$ bn)

2017 46.6 45.6 46.7 47.2 48.5 45.8 43.7 43.9 43.6 44.7 46.3 46.7

2018 45.7 46.0 47.9 48.8 48.7 50.6 51.0 50.5 49.8 49.8 48.3 n/a

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Goods imports cif (C$ bn)
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2017 46.8 47.0 47.8 48.1 49.9 49.3 46.5 46.8 46.9 46.1 49.2 49.8

2018 48.0 48.7 51.7 50.4 51.6 51.5 51.1 51.1 50.8 50.6 50.4 n/a

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Trade balance fob-cif (C$ bn)

2017 -0.1 -1.4 -1.1 -0.9 -1.4 -3.5 -2.7 -2.9 -3.3 -1.4 -2.9 -3.1

2018 -2.2 -2.7 -3.8 -1.6 -3.0 -0.8 -0.1 -0.6 -0.9 -0.9 -2.1 n/a

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ bn)

2017 84.8 82.1 82.5 84.7 85.6 84.6 84.9 85.2 84.4 83.4 86.9 86.7

2018 86.7 86.5 83.3 82.2 80.8 81.8 81.8 81.2 80.7 82.1 82.0 83.9

2019 87.9 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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Annual trends charts
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Quarterly trends charts
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Monthly trends charts
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Comparative economic indicators

Basic data

Land area

9,093,507 sq km (7% farmland; 46% forest)

Population

37m (2018; Statistics Canada estimate)

Main metropolitan areas
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Population in '000, 2017

Toronto: 6,346 

Montreal: 4,138 

Vancouver: 2,571 

Calgary: 1,489 

Edmonton: 1,412 

Ottawa (capital): 1,377 (a)

Winnipeg: 826

Quebec: 812

Hamilton: 787

Kitchener: 528

London: 522

Halifax: 432

(a) Includes the Gatineau conurbation

Climate

Continental; snow cover in winter (very cold in the north); warm summer

Weather in Ottawa (altitude 103 metres)

Hottest month, July, 1526°C; coldest month, January, 16°C to 6°C; driest month, February, 56
mm average rainfall; wettest month, June, 89 mm average rainfall

Languages (2016 census)

English mother tongue (58.1% of the population), French (21.4%), other languages (20.5%)

Measures

Metric system (although the US imperial system is also commonly used)

Currency

Canadian dollar (C$) =100 cents. Average exchange rates in 2018: C$1.30:US$1; C$1.53:€1

Time

Hours behind GMT

Newfoundland (island): 3.5

Other Maritime Provinces: 4

Eastern zone: 5

Central zone: 6

Mountain zone: 7

Pacific zone: 8

Fiscal year

April 1st-March 31st

Public holidays, 2019

New Year (January 1st), Good Friday (April 19th), Victoria Day (May 20th), Canada Day (July 1st),
Civic Holiday (August 5th), Labour Day (September 2nd), Thanksgiving Day (October 14th),
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Remembrance Day (November 11th), Christmas and Boxing Day (December 25th and 26th).
Additional holidays apply in specific provinces

Political structure

Official name

Canada

Form of state

Constitutional monarchy

National legislature

Bicameral federal parliament; House of Commons of 338 members elected from individual
constituencies; Senate of 105 members appointed by governor general on the advice of the prime
minister; the Senate has the power to delay legislation

Electoral system

Universal direct suffrage for all citizens over the age of 18

National elections

Next election due by October 2019; last election: October 19th 2015

Head of state

Queen Elizabeth II; functions are carried out by her representative in Canada, the governor-
general, currently Julie Payette, who is appointed on the advice of the prime minister
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Provincial legislatures

Unicameral legislative assemblies of varying size in each of the ten provinces

National government

Cabinet headed by the prime minister, drawn from the House of Commons; the Liberal Party, led
by Justin Trudeau, won a majority in the general election on October 19th 2015

Main political parties

Liberal Party; Conservative Party; New Democratic Party; Bloc Québécois

Key ministers

Prime minister: Justin Trudeau

Agriculture & agri-food: Marie-Claude Bibeau

Border security & organised crime reduction: Bill Blair

Canadian heritage & multiculturalism: Pablo Rodriguez

Democratic institutions: Karina Gould

Employment, workforce development & labour: Patricia A Hajdu

Environment & climate change: Catherine McKenna

Families, children & social development: Jean-Yves Duclos

Finance: Bill Morneau

Fisheries, oceans & the Canadian coast guard: Jonathan Wilkinson

Foreign affairs: Chrystia Freeland

Health: Ginette Taylor

Immigration, refugees & citizenship: Ahmed Hussen

Indigenous affairs: Carolyn Bennett

Infrastructure & communities: Francois-Philippe Champagne

Innovation, science & economic development: Navdeep Bains

International trade diversification: James Carr

Justice & attorney-general: David Lametti

National defence: Harjit Sajjan

Natural resources: Amarjeet Sohi

National revenue: Diane Lebouthillier

Public safety & emergency preparedness: Ralph Goodale

Public services & procurement: Carla Qualtrough

Science & sport: Kirsty Duncan

Seniors: Filomena Tassi

Small business & export promotion: Mary Ng

Transport: Marc Garneau

Veterans affairs: Lawrence MacAulay

Women & international development: Maryam Monsef

Central bank governor
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Recent analysis
Generated on April 3rd 2019

The following articles have been written in response to events occurring since our most recent forecast was
released, and indicate how we expect these events to affect our next forecast. 

Politics

Forecast updates

NATO conducts military exercise in Black Sea

March 12, 2019: International relations

Event

From March 1st to March 8th Romania led a NATO multinational military exercise in the Black Sea.
According to NATO, the objective of the exercise, dubbed "Poseidon" as a code name, was to
improve the interoperability of navies and their ability to neutralise underwater threats (such as
Russian submarines). A total of 102 NATO exercises are planned for 2019, with 12 of them
focusing on maritime operations.

Analysis

The NATO military exercise appears to be an unofficial attempt to send a strong signal to Russia
regarding NATO's commitment to the Black Sea region; the Crimean peninsula, which Russia
illegally annexed in 2014, is bordered by the Black Sea. More than 1,100 military personnel
participated in the operations, which included military ships from Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey,
Spain and Germany.

In recent years the Black Sea region has experienced increased tensions between neighbouring
NATO members and Ukraine on one side, and Russia on the other side. The anti-missile shield in
Romania that became operational in 2016, and the establishment in 2017 of a multinational NATO
force in that country, have caused frictions between NATO and Russia. Incidents involving
Russian aeroplanes illegally entering Romanian airspace are common. In 2018 the capture of
two Ukrainian ships in the Kerch Strait—an important waterway between mainland Russia and
Crimea, as well as the strengthening of the Russian air force on the Crimean peninsula—have
maintained a tense environment.

The Black Sea region will remain a busy military spot throughout our forecast period (2019-23).
Joint military exercises that include NATO countries and Ukraine are planned for mid-2019 (with
the code name of "Sea Breeze") and September 2019 ("Rapid Trident"). Russia has criticised these
exercises. A second multinational NATO-Georgia exercise will be held in the second half of March
near Tbilisi, the Georgian capital. The US Congress is currently debating a bill on a multinational
freedom of navigation operation in the Black Sea.

Impact on the forecast

Tensions in the Black Sea look set to continue in 2019-23 as Russia will continue to consider the
region as its back door, and NATO will want to show support for Ukraine (although the alliance
would probably not react to a flare-up of the Donbas conflict between Ukraine and Russian-
backed rebels). Countries on the eastern NATO flank will continue to invest in extending and
upgrading their military capabilities in response to Russia's perceived aggressive behaviour in the
region.

Analysis

Government scrambles to regain its footing
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March 20, 2019: Election watch

The Liberal government has been rocked by allegations that the prime minister, Justin Trudeau,
and his officials intervened for political reasons in the criminal prosecution of SNC-Lavalin, a
large Quebec-based construction firm charged with bribing officials in Libya under the regime
of Muammar Qaddafi. Two ministers have resigned, and support for the government has fallen.
However, The Economist Intelligence Unit continues to expect that the Liberal Party will remain
in power after the general election, due to be held on October 21st.

The seeds for the controversy were sown in February 2018, when the Liberal government inserted
a new approach to corporate wrongdoing, known as a deferred prosecution agreement, into a 369-
page budget document. The legal community knew about and supported the measure, which
allows firms to avoid criminal prosecution by admitting to their transgression and paying a hefty
fine. The US, the UK, Australia and France have similar provisions, which are used to limit damage
to employees, suppliers and pension recipients when a firm is the subject of a criminal
prosecution. However, there had been no public debate on the issue, and there were reports that
SNC-Lavalin, which had been charged with bribery and corruption in 2015, had lobbied for the
change.

Alleged political interference

Jody Wilson-Raybould, a former crown prosecutor and indigenous leader, held the dual role of
justice minister and attorney-general from November 2015 until January this year. As attorney-
general she was the chief law officer of Canada and was meant to operate independently of
political considerations. Ms Wilson-Raybould's role in the saga began on September 4th 2018
when the director of public prosecutions, Kathleen Roussel, informed her that she had decided to
proceed with a criminal prosecution of SNC-Lavalin and would not negotiate a deferred
prosecution agreement. Ms Wilson-Raybould had the option of overruling the director of public
prosecutions but decided not to.

This caused consternation in the prime minister's office. SNC-Lavalin employs almost 9,000 people
in Canada, and over 52,000 worldwide. It is an important company in the French-speaking
province of Quebec, the premier of which was lobbying the government to limit the damage a
criminal conviction would cause the company. The prime minister and his officials held a number
of meetings with Ms Wilson-Raybould between September and December 2018. They have
portrayed these as efforts to give her as much information as possible to inform the decision,
which she alone could make. She saw the interactions as inappropriate political pressure to
change her mind.

Surprise demotion

In January 2019 Scott Brison, the president of the Treasury Board of Canada, announced that he
was resigning from the cabinet and as a member of parliament (MP), forcing the prime minister to
reshuffle the frontbench. Ms Wilson-Raybould was offered the indigenous services portfolio,
which she declined on the grounds that she was opposed to enforcing the outdated Indian Act.
She was then offered veterans' affairs, which she accepted. She interpreted the shift, widely
viewed as a demotion, as punishment for resisting the sustained political pressure to change her
mind on SNC-Lavalin, a charge the prime minister has denied.

Different interpretations

The controversy entered the public domain on February 7th when The Globe and Mail, a national
newspaper, published a story quoting unnamed sources as saying that Ms Wilson-Raybould had
been subjected to political pressure as attorney-general. Ms Wilson-Raybould resigned from the
cabinet on February 12th, and the ethics commissioner and the parliamentary justice committee
launched investigations. In their committee testimony Ms Wilson-Raybould, Michael Wernick,
the clerk of the privy council, and Gerald Butts, Mr Trudeau's principal secretary (who resigned on
February 18th), gave different interpretations of what had occurred at the various meetings.
However, Mr Butts indicated that he felt responsible for the erosion of trust between the former
attorney-general and the prime minister's office.

Mr Trudeau gave his version of events at a press conference on March 7th, during which he
admitted to mistakes in the handling of relations with Ms Wilson-Raybould. However, he insisted
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that neither he nor his officials did anything inappropriate and that Canadians should continue to
have faith in the justice system.

Another cabinet reshuffle

Public opinion appears to have sided with Ms Wilson-Raybould. Her position was reinforced on
March 4th when Jane Philpott, a highly respected cabinet minister who had replaced Mr Brison as
the president of the Treasury Board of Canada, also left the frontbench saying that she had lost
confidence in the government's handling of the matter. Joyce Murray was appointed to the
cabinet to replace her as Treasury Board president on March 18th, in the third cabinet reshuffle in
as many months. Her appointment maintains gender balance in the cabinet, a key tenet of
Mr Trudeau's administration.

Slippage in the polls

The Liberal Party has its work cut out trying to restore the government's tarnished image, and
Mr Trudeau's political brand, before the general election in October. Political fallout from the SNC-
Lavalin affair saw the main opposition Conservative Party edge ahead of the Liberals in opinion
polls in February, for the first time since July 2018, and it has maintained this lead in mid-March.
At the same time, an average of polls shows that Mr Trudeau's approval rating has sunk to 30%,
and is now broadly in line with that of the Conservative leader, Andrew Scheer.

The effects of the controversy are likely to linger and could be revived when an unrelated matter,
the trial of vice-admiral Mark Norman for allegedly leaking government secrets, begins in August.
His attorney also alleges political interference in the case. We still expect the Liberal Party to form
a government after the election, although the margin of victory is likely to be narrower than
previously envisaged.

EIU global forecast - one-term presidency likely for Trump

March 21, 2019: Election watch

The US presidential election is now less than two years away. Mr Trump has all the advantages
of incumbency and a powerful brand, while the Democrats have yet to settle on a candidate, and on
their preferred combination of cultural progressivism and economic populism. If sustained, the
fundamentals will also support Mr Trump: economic growth has accelerated under his watch,
with the unemployment rate at levels last seen in the early 2000s and wages finally rising more
rapidly. There are also many unknowns that could tip the race in Mr Trump's favour. The
Democratic field is crowded, and Mr Trump could find himself facing an equally polarising
opponent. Although the mid-term election results are suggestive, they have not historically been
a good predictor of the presidential election two years later. Unforeseen events, like a terrorist
attack on US soil, could still swing public opinion in the president's favour.

However, Mr Trump has consistently failed to capitalise on these strengths, playing to his base
rather than courting moderate Republicans or Democrats, overpromising and (so far) under-
delivering, and putting economic expansion at risk with high-stakes trade policies. The results of
Mr Trump's failings can be seen in the faltering stockmarket and in Mr Trump's personal approval
ratings, which, since the start of his term in early 2017, have never climbed much above 40%. Mr
Trump's weaknesses also played a part in the outcome of the mid-term Congressional elections
last year, where Democrats made significant gains in Midwestern states like Michigan and
Pennsylvania that had swung towards Mr Trump in 2016. In addition, there are questions over the
economy. Further increases on tariffs on Chinese imports have been suspended while trade
negotiations are ongoing, and the likelihood is growing that the US and China will reach a limited,
surface-level trade agreement to avoid a further increase in tariffs. This presents an upside risk to
The Economist Intelligence Unit's GDP forecast for the US for 2020. Nonetheless, we believe that
other factors, including a looming auto tariff dispute with the EU, will cause GDP growth to slow
noticeably in 2020 compared with 2018-19, making it more difficult for Mr Trump to campaign
successfully on economic issues.

The next administration will face fiscal and political
constraints
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On balance, our current forecast is therefore that it is more likely than not that Mr Trump's
weaknesses will make him a one-term president. What would change as a result, and what would
remain the same if a Democrat were to assume the mantle in 2020? Domestically, a Democratic
president would come under intense political pressure to increase spending on public
infrastructure and social services, but his or her ability to do so would depend on whether the
party is able to regain a majority in the Senate. Their chances will certainly be better in 2020 than
they were in 2018 (a third of Senators face election every two years). Republicans will be
defending 22 Senate seats (including the Arizona seat vacated by the death of John McCain),
whereas the Democrats will be defending 12—a reversal of the situation in the 2018 midterm
elections. Even if the political stars align, however, the Democrats' ability to reallocate spending
will be constrained by the public finances that they will inherit. The deficit expanded to 3.8% of
GDP last year, despite strong economic growth, and we expect the ratio to widen to 5.7% by 2020,
the largest since 2012. This is mainly because of the impact of the 2017 tax reform on revenue, not
because of higher spending that could be reallocated. For instance, according to NATO, US
military spending rose only marginally as a share of GDP in 2018, to an estimated 3.39% (up from
3.34% in 2017, and well below the recent peak of 5.8% in 2009). Any Democratic administration
would therefore face difficult trade-offs between fiscal consolidation and politically costly tax
increases.

We do not expect a radical break from protectionism or
isolationism

We also expect a degree of continuity on the international front. In particular, the US will not
swing back from its recent protectionist and isolationist turn. During the 2016 election campaign
Hillary Clinton began to voice her opposition to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and the EU. More
recently, the two left-wing presidential senators running for the presidency, Elizabeth Warren and
Bernie Sanders, have both expressed scepticism towards multilateral trade deals and openness to
tariffs as a trade policy tool. Against this background it is difficult to see momentum building for a
revival of the US-led mega-deals championed by the Obama administration. Similarly, we would
not expect a return to the active US military engagement seen in the 2000s. A number of
Democratic candidates have voiced their support for a withdrawal of US troops from Syria and
Afghanistan, and the US will continue to exert pressure on its allies to increase their investment in
defence (legitimately so, given that spending on defence by Canada and most European NATO
members remains below the guideline of 2% of GDP).

There will be a rapprochement with the US's traditional
security allies

What we would expect to see under a new administration is a greater focus on rebuilding
diplomatic relationships with the US's traditional allies, and a greater distancing from authoritarian
states such as Russia and Saudi Arabia. Although scepticism towards multilateral trade
agreements is increasingly bipartisan, a Democratic administration is likely to show a greater
openness to US-led international co-operation on non-economic issues such as security, climate
change and nuclear disarmament. Meanwhile, the strategic rivalry between the US and China,
which goes well beyond trade, is a long-term geopolitical trend that will continue, but the way that
the US chooses to pursue its objectives could change. One intriguing possibility, the policy focus
on consumer protection and competition reform raised by Elizabeth Warren, a left-wing senator
running for the presidency, is a greater alignment between US and EU approaches to data
regulation. However, we would expect significant differences on data to persist within the
transatlantic alliance.

World economy: Forecast summary

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Real GDP growth (%)           

World (PPPa exchange rates) 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.5

World (market exchange rates) 2.8 2.8 2.4 3.1 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.8

US 2.5 2.9 1.6 2.2 2.9 2.3 1.5 1.7 2.0 1.8

Euro area 1.4 2.0 1.9 2.5 1.8 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.7
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Europe 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.7 2.1 1.5 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.9

China 7.3 6.9 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.3 6.1 5.6 5.3 5.0

Asia and Australasia 4.4 4.6 4.4 4.8 4.5 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.1

Latin America 1.0 -0.3 -1.2 0.9 0.8 1.4 1.7 2.7 2.7 2.8

Middle East & Africa 2.9 2.3 4.7 1.5 1.3 1.9 2.5 3.0 3.2 3.2

Sub-Saharan Africa 4.6 2.7 0.7 2.3 3.0 3.2 2.0 3.8 4.1 4.4

World inflationb (%; av) 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.0

World trade growth (%) 2.9 2.0 2.1 5.4 4.4 3.3 2.8 3.8 3.9 4.0

Commodities           

Oil (US$/barrel; Brent) 98.9 52.4 44.0 54.4 71.1 66.0 60.5 69.8 75.6 75.0

Industrial raw materials (US$; %

change)
-5.1 -15.2 -2.2 20.2 2.2 -2.9 3.0 4.7 -0.5 0.4

Food, feedstuffs & beverages (US$; %

change)
-5.3 -18.4 -3.5 -1.0 1.5 -2.1 5.7 0.5 3.1 1.1

Exchange rates (av)           

¥:US$ 105.9 121.0 108.8 112.1 110.4 110.2 109.1 104.9 100.5 96.1

US$:€ 1.33 1.11 1.11 1.13 1.18 1.16 1.22 1.21 1.24 1.24

a Purchasing power parity. b Excludes Venezuela.

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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Economy

Forecast updates

Annual inflation rate eases to 1.4% in January

March 5, 2019: Inflation

Event

The headline rate of consumer price inflation eased to 1.4% year on year in January, from 2% in
December 2018, according to Statistics Canada.

Analysis

The weaker inflation rate mainly reflected lower energy costs. This was led by petrol prices, which
fell by 14.2% year on year in January, owing to lower global oil prices. Prices for fuel oil and other
fuels also declined, by 3.3%, while natural gas prices dropped by 2.3%. The fall in petrol prices put
downward pressure on the transportation component of the consumer price index, which eased by
0.4%. Food price inflation slowed slightly, to 2.8% year on year, from 2.9% in the previous month,
while housing costs rose by 2.4% year on year. Prices for alcoholic beverages, tobacco and
recreational cannabis were up by a strong 4.5%.

Despite the easing in the headline inflation rate, the average of the three core inflation measures
preferred by the Bank of Canada (BoC, the central bank) was unchanged from the previous two
months, at 1.9% year on year. This is just below the central bank's inflation target of 2%. We
expect that the headline inflation rate will pick up later this year, owing in part to base effects,
although we expect core inflation to remain well contained.

The moderation in the headline inflation rate is a mixed blessing for the BoC. The central bank had
been on course to raise its benchmark interest rate, currently 1.75%, to what it considers a more
normal range of between 2.5% and 3.5%. At its last two policy meetings it kept monetary
tightening on hold, citing lower energy prices. However, the concern is that prolonging the period
of low interest rates will encourage households to increase their borrowing further, adding to
near-record levels of household debt as a proportion of disposable income.

Impact on forecast

The latest data are consistent with our forecast that the rate of consumer price inflation will ease
to an average of 1.7% in 2019-20, from an average of 2.3% in 2018.
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Real GDP growth slowed sharply in Q4

March 8, 2019: Economic growth

Event

Real GDP rose by just 0.1% quarter on quarter in October-December 2018, the weakest pace of
growth in two and a half years, according to seasonally adjusted data from Statistics Canada. In
year-on-year terms, growth slowed to 1.6%, from 1.9% in the previous quarter.

Analysis

The weaker pace of economic expansion in the final three months of 2018, combined with
downward revisions to data from earlier in the year, caused overall real GDP growth in 2018 to
slow to 1.8%, from 3% in 2017. The slowdown reflected weaker growth in most GDP components,
notably private consumption and business investment, although export growth picked up.

When exports and business investment flagged following the global financial crisis, household
spending allowed the Canadian economy to keep growing. This had its downsides. As
households piled up debt, most of it in mortgages, this raised concerns about the sustainability of
near-record debt levels and produced frothy housing markets, especially in Toronto and
Vancouver. Stephen Poloz, the governor of the Bank of Canada (BoC, the central bank),
acknowledged the risk but predicted that exports and business investment would eventually take
over from household spending as engines of growth.

The latest quarterly GDP figures showed that household spending growth slowed to 0.2% in
October-December, from an average of 0.4% in the first half of the year, partly reflecting the impact
of recent monetary tightening by the BoC. However, instead of taking up the slack, business
investment in non-residential structures and in machinery and equipment contracted by 2.9%,
while export volumes fell by 0.1%. Global economic uncertainty and unsettled trade relations with
the US, Canada's largest trading partner, have led the business sector to become more cautious
about investing. At the same time, export volumes and prices have been hit by rising oil
production in the US and that country's protectionist trade policy.

Impact on forecast

Real GDP growth slowed more sharply than we expected in 2018. The weaker starting point has led
us to revise down slightly our latest real GDP growth forecast for 2019 to 1.6% (from 1.7%
previously). We now expect real GDP to expand by 1.5% in 2020 (our previous forecast was 1.6%).
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Central bank leaves interest rates on hold

March 11, 2019: Monetary policy outlook

Event

The Bank of Canada (BoC, the central bank) decided to leave the policy rate unchanged at 1.75%
at its latest monetary policy meeting, on March 6th.

Analysis

The BoC lifted its policy rate by 125 basis points between July 2017 and October 2018, in response
to rising inflation and tightening monetary policy in the US. The central bank had been on course
to raise its policy rate to what it considers a more normal range of between 2.5% and 3.5%, at
which monetary policy would no longer be providing economic stimulus. However, the BoC
governor, Stephen Poloz, kept the policy rate on hold in December and January, owing in part to
lower energy prices, which have pushed down the headline inflation rate.

The statement that accompanied the BoC's March decision cited a slowdown in the global
economy and unexpectedly weak real GDP growth in Canada as reasons for the continued pause
in monetary tightening. The central bank also anticipated that the headline rate of consumer price
inflation, which eased to 1.4% year on year in January, would remain below its 2% target for most
of 2019. As a result, it concluded that there was "increased uncertainty about the timing of future
rate increases".

We expect that the BoC will lift its policy rate by 25 basis points in 2019, although the risks to this
forecast are skewed to the downside. Factors that could keep the BoC on the sidelines altogether
this year include weaker household spending growth, a deteriorating housing market, signs of
weaker economic momentum in the US and a renewed drop in global oil prices.

Impact on forecast

Given the benign outlook for inflation and recent weak economic data, we now forecast that the
BoC will lift its policy rate by just 25 basis points in 2019. We previously expected that it would
increase rates by 50 basis points this year.
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Something for everyone in the pre-election budget

March 22, 2019: Fiscal policy outlook

Event

On March 19th the Liberal Party government presented its last federal budget before the general
election, due in October.

Analysis

The budget contained some voter-friendly measures, including help for first-time homebuyers,
lower interest rates on student loans, a tentative step towards a national pharmacare plan and a
pension boost for the elderly. There was also money for new municipal infrastructure and an
expansion in high-speed internet access. The government will use a revenue windfall to fund
much of the C$22.8bn (US$17.1bn) in new spending. Revenue was higher than the government
projected in fiscal year 2018/19 (April-March), largely because of above-budget revenue from
personal income tax. As a result, the government forecasts that the budget deficit for 2019/20 will
be C$19.8bn, equivalent to 0.9% of GDP, which is broadly unchanged from its Fall Economic
Statement (FES, the mid-year budget update), published in November 2018.

According to the government, the budget deficit will decline to C$9.8bn, equivalent to 0.4% of
GDP, by 2023/24, while the debt/GDP ratio is projected to ease from 30.7% in 2019/20 to 28.6%.
The budget is predicated on real GDP growth averaging 1.8% per year in 2019-23. This is
unchanged from the FES, and broadly in line with The Economist Intelligence Unit's economic
growth forecast for this period.

Members of the opposition Conservative Party walked out of the House of Commons (the lower
house of parliament) during the budget speech of the finance minister, Bill Morneau, to protest
against the decision made earlier in the day by the Liberal Party-dominated justice committee to
end an investigation into the SNC-Lavalin controversy. Andrew Scheer, the Conservative leader,
linked the two events, saying that the Liberal government was using the budget to distract
Canadians from the controversy. There is no doubt that the government hopes that the budget
will have such an effect, although there is nothing unusual in the timing of the annual budget,
which is typically presented in February or March each year.

Impact on the forecast

We continue to expect repeated budget deficits over the forecast period (2019-23), although we
are likely to slightly trim our projection for the size of these deficits, which we currently forecast
will average 1.3% of GDP per year. Our fiscal forecasts are based on calendar-year data.
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Household debt/income ratio sets new record

March 25, 2019: Economic growth

Event

According to national balance-sheet accounts from Statistics Canada, households became poorer
and more indebted in the final three months of 2018, with national wealth falling by 2.2% from the
previous quarter, while the ratio of household debt to disposable income reached an all-time high.

Analysis

Weak oil prices and softer house prices were largely responsible for the erosion in national
wealth, which measures the value of non-financial assets in the economy. At the same time,
household debt reached 178.5% of disposable income in the final three months of 2018, a new
record. Growth in mortgage debt, the biggest segment of credit market debt, has slowed since
2015-16 but levels are still rising. Carolyn Wilkins, the deputy governor of the Bank of Canada
(BoC, the central bank), warned in a speech on March 14th that high household debt was "our
number one domestic financial vulnerability", adding that consumers could be exposed if interest
rates go up or incomes fall.

The central bank contributed to the current situation by keeping interest rates low for an extended
period following the global financial crisis. This encouraged households to borrow and helped to
push up house prices. Measures introduced by the federal government and provincial
governments in Ontario and British Columbia have helped to cool the housing market. The value
of residential property fell by 1.4% nationally during the final three months of 2018, the weakest
quarter for real estate since the fourth quarter of 2008.

The BoC had been on track to increase its policy interest rate, currently 1.75%, to what it
considers to be a more normal range of between 2.5% and 3.5%, but it has kept monetary
tightening on hold since October 2018, owing in part to lower energy prices and faltering real GDP
growth. However, there is a risk that prolonging the period of low interest rates could encourage
households to further increase their borrowing. We continue to forecast that the central bank will
raise rates by 25 basis points in 2019, although monetary policy risks are finely balanced and
continued weak economic data could persuade the BoC to keep rates unchanged this year.

Impact on forecast

The latest developments are consistent with our forecast that high household debt levels, higher
debt-servicing costs and the cooling housing market will dampen growth in private consumption
in 2019.
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Strong immigration drives population increase

April 2, 2019: Economic growth

Event

According to Statistics Canada, the population expanded by 1.4% in 2018, to 37.3m. This was the
highest growth rate since 1990. Immigration accounted for 80.5% of the increase.

Analysis

Even as immigration is being tightened in some other countries, such as Australia, immigration to
Canada has continued to increase. Of the total intake of 425,245 last year, 321,065 were permanent
residents, which was the highest number since the current data series began in 1972. The previous
peak of 400,900 permanent migrants came in 1913, when the federal government was actively
recruiting people from overseas, particularly farmers, to settle in the western Canadian prairies.

Immigration has been the main engine of population growth in Canada since 1999 and has become
more important as fertility rates have fallen. At just over 1.5 children per woman in 2016, the
fertility rate has been below the replacement rate of 2.1 children per woman since 1971. Without
immigrants, Canada's population would shrink.

In recent decades all political parties supported high levels of immigration. Fractures began to
emerge in 2015, when the Conservative Party government at the time introduced the Zero
Tolerance for Barbaric Practices Act, banning forced marriages and the practice of polygamy by
immigrants. During that year's election campaign it also proposed to set up and fund a tip-off line
for the reporting of alleged barbaric cultural practices. Now in opposition, the Conservatives
contend that the Liberal Party government has lost control of the border by allowing
40,000 people to walk across from the US over the past two years and claim asylum. The negative
publicity surrounding this, as well as the heated immigration debate in the US, has led to a cooling
in public support for immigration. However, the majority of Canadians continue to back
immigration and believe that it is good for the economy, according to recent public opinion
surveys.

Impact on the forecast

In the light of the latest data, we are likely to revise up slightly our forecasts for population
growth in 2019-23.
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

U.S. Relations With Chile
BUREAU OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE AFFAIRS
Fact Sheet
February 16, 2018

More information about Chile is available on the Chile Page (http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/ci/) and from 
other Department of State publications and other sources listed at the end of this fact sheet.

U.S.-CHILE RELATIONS 

Chile, one of the United States’ strongest partners in Latin America, has maintained a robust democracy for the last 
26 years including respect for the rule of law and a focus on economic stability, education, environmental protection, 
human rights, and development. From 1973 to 1990, Chile was ruled by a military government that came to power in 
a coup. The U.S. Government applauded and supported the rebirth of democratic practices in Chile in the late 1980s 
and early 1990s. Providing U.S. citizen services, helping maintain a vibrant, inclusive democracy and a healthy and 
sustainable economy that benefits all Chileans are among the most important U.S. interests in Chile. The two 
countries consult frequently on issues of mutual concern, including in the areas of international commerce, 
multilateral diplomacy, security, academic exchanges, military cooperation, and science. The U.S. Government and 
the Government of Chile have frequent high-level interaction. The United States and Chile have had a Free Trade 
Agreement (FTA) since 2004 that allows the export to Chile of 100% of U.S. consumer and industrial goods duty free. 

U.S.-Chile collaboration on environmental protection and scientific research is extensive and includes sustainable 
development, energy efficiency and conservation, wildlife management of terrestrial and marine protected areas, 
environmental law enforcement, glacier monitoring, and agricultural best practices. Many U.S. Government agencies 
are actively engaged in Chile, including the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the National Science Foundation, 
the U.S. Department of Interior, the U.S. Geological Survey, the National Park Service, the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration. The National Science Foundation has 
invested over a billion dollars in astronomical observatories in Chile, with plans to invest hundreds of billions more in 
the coming years. 

Since March 2014, when Chile was designated as a member of the Visa Waiver Program, Chilean nationals have 
been able to travel to the United States for tourism or business (B visa category) for up to 90 days without obtaining a 
visa. The Visa Waiver Program facilitates international trade and tourism and is a sign of our shared interest in 
improving travel security and expanding economic and cultural ties. 
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Under the U.S.-Chile Trilateral Development Cooperation initiative, the two countries have worked together on 
development projects in several countries. These projects have focused on issues such as citizen security, social 
inclusion, improving agricultural standards, and export promotion. 

At the U.S. state level, the Chile-California Partnership for the 21st Century fosters collaboration between individuals, 
government, and the private sector in areas such as agriculture, energy efficiency, environmental resource 
management, and education. The Chile-Massachusetts Executive Council was formally created in October 2012 and 
focuses on improving collaboration on priority issues, including trade and entrepreneurship, while Washington State 
has also partnered with Chile to exchange experiences on sustainable development and transportation, the growth of 
the low-carbon economy, and the expansion of clean energy solutions. 

U.S. Assistance to Chile 

The United States provides no foreign development assistance to Chile. 

Bilateral Economic Relations 

The U.S.-Chile FTA eliminates tariffs, reduces barriers to trade in services, provides protection for intellectual 
property, ensures regulatory transparency, guarantees nondiscrimination in the trade of digital products, commits the 
parties to maintain competition laws that prohibit anticompetitive business conduct, and requires effective labor and 
environmental enforcement. 

Chile's Membership in International Organizations 

Chile is an active participant in the international arena. Chile and the United States belong to a number of the same 
international organizations, including the United Nations, Organization of American States, Community of 
Democracies, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and World Trade Organization. Chile is also a member of the Pacific 
Alliance, Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC), 
and it was recently elected to the Steering Committee of the Open Government Partnership. Chile was the first Latin 
American country to endorse the U.S. Department of State’s Global Equality Fund, which connects governments, 
companies, and NGOs with the intent of improving the human rights of members of the LGBTI community. 

Bilateral Representation 

Principal U.S. embassy officials are listed in the Department's Key Officers List
(http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf). 

Chile maintains an embassy (http://chile.gob.cl/estados-unidos/en/) in the United States at 1732 Massachusetts 
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036; tel: 202-785-1746. 

More information about Chile is available from the Department of State and other sources, some of which are listed 
here: 
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BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Because it is so narrow, Chile may seem smaller than it

actually is. Although its average width is about 110 miles

(177 kilometers), the country's total area makes it a little

smaller than Turkey but slightly larger than the U.S. state of

Texas. Chile's territory includes 2,672 miles (4,300

kilometers) of South America's western coast and more than

five thousand islands, the largest of which include Chiloé,

Wellington, and Riesco. Some of these are located in the

South Pacific, including Easter Island (Isla de Pascua), Sala y

Gómez, and the Juan Fernández Islands. Chile also lays claim

to a 480,000-square-mile (1.24 million-square-kilometer)

disputed section of Antarctica, claimed by Britain as well.

     Because of its north-to-south length, Chile has many

different climates and landscapes. The climate ranges from

arid in the north to temperate in the central region and

subarctic in the south. The landscape includes deserts,

swamps, forests, the Andes Mountains, lakes, beaches, rich

agricultural regions, and a wide variety of plants and animals.

Chile has been called the Switzerland of South America for

its natural beauty. The country is subject to relatively frequent

earthquakes and resulting tsunamis. With some five hundred

potentially active volcanoes, Chile is home to the

second-largest volcano chain in the world. Volcanoes that

have erupted recently include Chaitén (2008–9) and Calbuco

(2015). Because Chile lies in the Southern Hemisphere,

summer is between December and March.

History

Early Inhabitants and Colonization

The Atacameño, Diaguita, Araucanian (which included the

Mapuche), and Selk’nam were among the earliest inhabitants

of present-day Chile. They were met by the Incas from Peru,

who arrived in the north by the mid-15th century. Portuguese

sailor Ferdinand Magellan became the first European to sight

Chilean shores, in 1520, after successfully navigating around

the southern tip of the American continent. Diego de Almagro

claimed Chile as part of the Spanish Empire in 1536, and in

1541 Pedro de Valdivia commenced the Spanish conquest

despite strong resistance by Araucanians in southern Chile.

Chileans now revere many early indigenous warriors, like

Caupolicán and Lautaro, as national heroes.

     Independence and Conflict

Chile began fighting for independence from Spain in 1810.

Although initial revolts were suppressed, Chilean patriots

eventually joined with the armies of José de San Martín in

Argentina. In 1817, San Martín's forces invaded Chile by

crossing the Andes Mountains. The Spanish were quickly

defeated, and one of the revolution's heroes, Bernardo

O'Higgins, became supreme dictator of the new republic.

1
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Opposed in land reform and other reform efforts, O'Higgins

left the country in 1823, and Chilean politics remained

unstable for several years. After 1830, however, stability and

periodic reform allowed Chile to make progress. From 1879

to 1884, Chile fought the War of the Pacific against Peru and

Bolivia. When Chile won the war, it annexed the provinces of

Tarapaca and Antofagasta, in the north, leaving Bolivia

landlocked.

     A civil war in 1891 was followed by less stable

governments and military interventions. Chile returned to

constitutional rule in 1932 with the reelection of president

Arturo Alessandri. During most of the 20th century, Chile

focused on promoting economic growth and addressing social

problems.

     The Rule of Allende and Pinochet

By 1970, many people believed socialism could solve some

of those problems without hindering growth, and soon

Salvador Allende became the first freely elected Marxist

president in South America. But the country soon faced

economic disaster, and in 1973, General Augusto Pinochet led

a military coup, covertly aided by the United States, that

ended Allende's government.

     Backed by the military, Pinochet ruled by decree until, in

1988, he subjected himself to a plebiscite, or national

referendum, to determine if he should continue in power.

Upon losing, he called for elections in December 1989.

Pinochet's choice for president was defeated by the

centrist-left candidate, Patricio Aylwin. Aylwin took office in

1990 as the first elected president since 1970. While

Pinochet's rule was characterized by a dictatorial government

and human-rights abuses—including the torture of 33,000

dissidents and the deaths or disappearances of at least

3,150—Pinochet is credited for building a successful and

productive economy.

     Economic Development and Political Reform

Aylwin built on the economic foundation established by

Pinochet, facilitating Chile's development as one of the most

prosperous Latin American countries. He is credited with

implementing successful anti-poverty programs, securing

greater rights for indigenous groups, and maintaining a

delicate balance between opposing political forces. Later

leaders emphasized more social spending for education and

anti-poverty measures, and they also pursued closer economic

ties with North and South America. Under 2005 constitutional

reforms, Chilean presidents are no longer permitted to serve

two consecutive terms, and they are allowed to fire military

commanders.

     In 2006, Chile elected its first female president, Michelle

Bachelet, whose government continued the work of previous

center-left governments to expose the fate of and compensate

the families of those who disappeared or had been tortured

during the Pinochet regime. Pinochet died in 2006 without

acknowledging his alleged role in the disappearances.

Bachelet was reelected in December 2013, after three years of

right-wing rule by President Sebastián Piñera.

     Protests

In recent years, Chile has been roiled by several major

protests. One of the biggest demonstrations took place in

2011, when hundreds of thousands of students took to the

streets to protest Chile's Pinochet-era education system,

characterized by a high degree of privatization and large

inequities. The Chilean government, especially that of

President Bachelet, responded with education reforms that

aim to lessen the degree of privatization and increase access,

though many believe the reforms do not go far enough. In

2016, hundreds of thousands marched to protest the nation's

privatized pension system, which many Chileans think

benefits the rich while leaving the poor without an adequate

retirement income. As protests continue, expanding access to

education and reforming the pension system remain top

priorities for Chile.

     Recent Events and Trends

• Presidential election: In December 2017, former president

Sebastián Piñera won runoff elections against left-leaning

candidate Alejandro Guillier. Piñera ran on a platform of

free-market economic policies and proposals to create a

public pension fund as well as expand free public education.

• Plastic bag ban: In June 2018, Chile became the first

country in the Americas to ban retail businesses from using

plastic bags. The ban is intended to help protect Chile's

extensive coastline, where many of the country's plastic bags

end up. Chile aims to be a leader on environmental issues,

having made efforts to boost recycling and renewable energy

in recent years.

• Bishop resignation: In June 2018, Pope Francis accepted

the resignation of a handful of Chilean bishops, after all 34 of

the country's bishops offered to resign in the face of a child

sexual-abuse scandal. The Pope apologized earlier in the year

for defending one of the bishops, Juan Barros, who was

accused of covering up sexual abuse. In Chile, around 170

Catholic clergy are being investigated by law enforcement for

sex crimes or for covering them up.

THE PEOPLE 

Population

Chile has one of the lowest growth rates among South

American countries. As a result, Chile’s population is aging.

Most of the population lives in urban areas. More than one

out of every three Chileans lives in the Santiago metropolitan

region. About 89 percent of the people either have European

heritage or are of mixed European-indigenous descent. Some

11 percent are purely indigenous (mostly Mapuche). Many

Chileans have ancestry from Spain, France, Germany,

Switzerland, Croatia, Italy, Russia, Syria, or Lebanon.

Language

Spanish, called Castellano, is the official language. But as in

all South American countries, some terms common to Chile

do not have the same meaning elsewhere. For example, the

word for avocado in Chilean Spanish is palta rather than the

word aguacate, which is used in other Spanish-speaking

countries. Chileans commonly add a suffix (-ito) to words and

names to form diminutives and to show affection. For

example, Chaoito is a “small good-bye,” while Carlitos

means “little Carlos” or “dear Carlos.”

     English is taught in many schools and is understood by
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some Chileans who live in major urban areas and have more

formal education. Small minority groups also speak German

(in southern Chile) and Mapuche. Spanish-speaking Chileans

have borrowed words from both of these languages; examples

include the German kuchen (cake) and the Mapuche pichintún

(a little bit). A Polynesian dialect called Pascuense, or Rapa

Nui, is spoken on Easter Island.

Religion

Eighty-four percent of Chileans profess a Christian faith.

About 67 percent of the population belongs to the Roman

Catholic Church, though society as a whole is becoming more

secular, with younger generations in particular being less

religious. Church attendance is most common on holidays and

special occasions. According to Chile’s constitution, church

and state are separate and religious freedom is guaranteed.

Nevertheless, Catholic groups strongly influence the national

political agenda, including issues surrounding contraception,

abortion, and divorce. The Catholic Church also plays a major

role in charity work and disaster relief throughout the country.

     Most other people belong to various Protestant groups,

which were introduced to the country by English and German

immigrants during the 20th century. In Chile, all Protestants

refer to themselves as Evangelicals, regardless of whether

they are a member of an Evangelical Protestant church. There

is a small Jewish minority, and many indigenous peoples

follow traditional religious beliefs, though many of these

beliefs have been mixed with Catholic practices.

General Attitudes

Although many Chileans are naturally friendly and warm,

they may be shy and reserved when first meeting someone.

They are known for their sharp, witty, and somewhat cynical

sense of humor. For this and their cultural and educational

refinements, they are sometimes called the British of South

America. Chileans are very patriotic and take pride in their

nation's cultural, educational, and economic achievements.

When asked how they view Chile and its future, people

commonly express confidence and optimism. However, their

cynicism might express itself in a slight reservation or a biting

remark about the country, its politics, or its inhabitants.

     The country has a large middle class, and education

enables many poorer people to excel and build a better life,

though the feeling that education should be more accessible to

all of Chile's classes has grown strongly in recent years.

Chileans are a pragmatic people who believe in progress.

Years of human-rights abuses under dictatorships have

created a strong desire for social justice among some citizens,

while others wish to leave the past behind and focus attention

only on the future.

     Chile has a relatively rigid class structure in which

European descendants are granted higher social status than

those of indigenous heritage. People with indigenous

surnames often change their last names in order to avoid

discrimination and improve their chances for employment and

other opportunities.

Personal Appearance

Fashions tend to follow European styles and be quite

sophisticated in urban areas. North American fashions are

also popular, particularly among the youth. Many commercial

entities (banks, department stores, etc.) require their

employees to wear uniforms, usually a stylish suit or dress.

Most individuals take considerable pride in their appearance.

Even in rural areas, where people are not as wealthy, it is

generally considered important to be bathed and neatly

dressed in ironed clothes. Although lower-income people may

wear secondhand clothing from the United States, sloppy or

tattered clothing is considered to be in poor taste. Mapuche

women wear special gowns and handcrafted silver jewelry for

traditional religious ceremonies.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

Greetings in Chile are important because they stress that one

is welcome and recognized. Most Chileans show significant

outward affection to friends and relatives, with the abrazo

being the most common greeting. It consists of a handshake

and hug, supplemented with a kiss to the right cheek for

women and family members. Eye contact is considered

essential when greeting. Traditional verbal greetings include

¿Cómo estás? (How are you?) and Gusto de verte (Nice to

see you). The abrazo is repeated with each individual when

one leaves a small social gathering of friends or family. Chao

(Bye) is a common parting phrase.

     Chileans usually use titles when addressing people. Señor

(Mr.), Señora (Mrs.), and Señorita (Miss) are common for

strangers and acquaintances, as are professional titles, such as

Doctor/a, Director/a, Profesor/a. When speaking with the

elderly or other respected people, one uses Don and Doña

with their first name to show special respect and familiarity.

Chileans, more than other Latin Americans, address others

with the formal usted (you) more often than with the familiar

tú.

     It is customary for a person to bear two family names; the

last name is the mother's family name and the second-to-last

name is the father's family name. Chileans either go by their

full name or use their father's family name, which is the

official surname. Therefore, a person named José Felipe

Correa Péres, for example, could use his full name or be

addressed as Señor Correa. As in other Latin American

countries, married women retain their father's family name

rather than use that of their husband's.

Gestures

Respect and courtesy are generally valued traits. Eye contact

and correct posture are considered important during

conversation. Yawns are usually suppressed or politely

concealed with the hand. Items are handed, not tossed, to

other people. Chileans point with puckered lips rather than

with the index finger. An upturned palm with the index finger

or all fingers motioning toward oneself (the gesture used in

the United States for beckoning) is the gesture to pick a fight

in Chile. Beckoning is done with a slight nod of the head

while looking at the individual being beckoned.
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Visiting

Visits are typically planned ahead, though spontaneous visits

are not considered impolite. Guests wait outside the door of a

home until invited inside. Hosts usually offer something to eat

or drink; refusing is offensive. Dinner guests may bring a gift

of flowers, chocolates, good wine, or (in lower-income areas)

bread for the host family. Guests invited to lunch might offer

to bring a dessert, such as cookies or ice cream. Chileans

appreciate guests who show genuine interest in their family,

especially their children.

     Chileans generally consider people to be more important

than schedules, and punctuality is not stressed. People may

arrive 30 minutes late or even later to a dinner appointment or

scheduled visit. However, punctuality is more closely

observed in the workplace.

Eating

Chileans eat the main meal at midday and a lighter meal

between 8 and 10 p.m. Chileans typically take time to

converse with those they are with at lunchtime, whether at

home or at work. Afternoon teatime (onces) is customarily

taken around 5 or 6 p.m. At teatime, beverages, small

sandwiches, and cookies or cakes are served. The tradition of

teatime is slowly fading in urban areas, however. Chileans

generally converse freely at the table. The hostess or host is

often complimented on the meal. People eat in the continental

style, with the fork held in the left hand and the knife in the

right. They keep both hands above the table at all times. It is

considered impolite to leave directly after eating; instead,

guests stay for conversation.

     In a restaurant, a server can be summoned with a raised

finger; checks are not brought to the table until requested. It is

traditionally considered bad manners to eat food while

walking in public. However, as fast food increases in

popularity, this habit is changing.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

On average, couples in both urban and rural areas have one or

two children, making Chilean families some of the smallest in

Latin America. This shrinking family size is related to Chile’s

high education rates and increasingly secular society. The

family unit in Chile encompasses the extended family, with

relatives often living close to each other and interacting

frequently. This is especially true in rural areas. Holidays and

birthdays are generally celebrated together, and most children

spend significant time with their grandparents, aunts, uncles,

and cousins while growing up.

     Throughout Chile, children tend to live with their parents

until they marry. It is considered inappropriate for a young

woman, especially, to move out on her own before marriage,

though attitudes are changing somewhat among middle-class

families. Ideally, married or cohabitating couples would have

their own residences, but some cannot afford this and so live

together in one of their parents’ homes. This situation has the

added benefit of grandparents (especially grandmothers)

being able to more easily assist with child care while parents

are at work. Nearly all Chileans maintain close relationships

with their grandparents throughout their lives.

     Parents and Children

Adult children, especially daughters, are expected to look

after their elderly parents. Most retired Chileans cannot live

off of their pensions alone and require financial assistance

from their families as they age and their health deteriorates.

The wealthy may choose private retirement homes to care for

their elderly, but only as a last resort for parents requiring

specialized medical care.

     In middle-class urban households, children's schoolwork is

considered a higher priority than is helping out around the

house. Children may be watched during the day by a nanny,

as many middle-class families employ women from southern

Chile or Peru to provide full-time child care and

housekeeping for a relatively low monthly wage. In

lower-income urban and rural areas, children typically start

looking after themselves at a young age, while their parents

work. Girls help their mothers in the kitchen, care for

siblings, and perform other tasks beginning around age six.

Boys do less around the house, but they do help their fathers

repair things and assist with some errands.

     Gender Roles

In families where a father is present, he is considered the head

of the household, but the mother generally has considerable

influence on decisions. Employed women who are unable to

afford hired help usually retain primary responsibility for

looking after the house and children. Female-headed

households are not uncommon, especially among lower

socioeconomic groups, in which men often move to other

areas of the country in search of work.

     While men have tended to dominate private and public life

in the past, recent years have seen a change in attitudes about

women in the home and in the professional world, and their

presence in leadership roles is increasing. Chile elected its

first female president in 2006 and reelected her in 2013.

Nevertheless, the integration of women into the workforce

has been relatively slow. About 51 percent of women are

formally employed, which is one of the lowest rates in Latin

America. Furthermore, the positions that women hold are

concentrated in sectors such as services, trade, and

manufacturing, which require fewer skills and offer lower

pay. Even when women do the same work as men, they do

not generally receive equal wages.

     Recent legal reforms have given women full legal equality,

though this standard is not always reached in practice. In

2017, abortion was legalized in cases of rape or when a

woman's or baby's life is at risk. More than a third of women

in relationships have experienced some form of domestic

violence. Growing awareness of the problem is helping to

combat it.

Housing

Urban and Rural

Apartment living is common in the larger cities. Nearly all

urban homes have access to electricity and drinking water,

though poor families struggle to pay the bills and so

sometimes have their utilities shut off. Rural homes are
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usually made of adobe and topped with red-clay roof tiles.

Some of these homes have no access to water or electricity.

     Exteriors and Interiors

The exteriors of homes are often painted in bright colors.

Most houses have fences around them. These offer privacy,

security, and, at times, aesthetic appeal. Many of these fences

were built in the Pinochet era, when, as part of a progress

movement, people were provided with funds to build them.

Some of these are attractive cement structures that conceal a

dilapidated house.

     Interiors are generally decorated with trinkets and

knickknacks; ceramic figures—usually religious icons—and

stuffed animals are especially popular. Television sets may be

kept in a bedroom, while the living room is reserved for

visiting. Clothes are hung out to dry on the patios that are

commonly located behind houses.

     Economic Circumstance

Among lower-income groups, extended families often live in

separate houses located on the same lot. As children marry

and have families of their own, they often build their own

rooms by adding on to their parents' homes. Chile has an

extensive public housing system, which helps young people

move into, and eventually own, their own homes. Sometimes

the homes are very basic, consisting of nothing more than a

front room, a kitchen, and a bathroom. Occupants must

construct the rest of the home themselves (few hire a

contractor), using wood, cinderblock, or cement. Families

may initially use plywood, the cheapest option, for walls and

later upgrade to cinderblock or cement. Homes often grow

with families, as additional rooms are added to the back or to

an additional floor. Wealthier homes may have two floors,

several bathrooms and bedrooms, a tiled patio, and the latest

in furnishings and amenities.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Young people begin dating in groups by the time they are 14

and individually by 16. Couples typically meet through

mutual friends, through neighbors, or at school. After dating

casually for a number of weeks or months, they usually enter

into more formal, committed relationships. Popular dating

activities include going to the movies, dancing, and spending

time at each other’s homes watching television, listening to

music, and socializing with family members. Despite

Catholic-influenced social expectations of abstinence,

premarital sex is not uncommon.

     Marriage in Society

Though the number of cohabitating couples is slowly

increasing, marriage remains an important institution, with

most Chileans still expecting to marry and the majority doing

so. People tend to marry in their late twenties or early thirties.

Common-law marriage does not exist in Chile, though civil

unions for cohabitating couples, including same-sex couples,

were legalized in 2015.

     Engagement

Couples often date from one to three years before getting

engaged. Many consider it important to finish their education

before marrying. A few conservative Catholic families still

hold special engagement ceremonies attended by family and

close friends, where the couple's rings are blessed by a priest.

However, the majority of Chileans simply announce their

engagement after a private proposal.

     Weddings

A civil wedding ceremony often is followed by a traditional

Christian (usually Catholic) ceremony. Only parents, siblings,

and the closest of friends attend the civil ceremony, with two

of the guests acting as witnesses. Those invited to church

ceremonies generally include all extended family members,

friends, and acquaintances.

     Typically, a smaller number (depending on finances,

anywhere from some 20 to 300 people) is invited to the

reception that follows. In rural areas, traditional foods such as

empanadas (meat, vegetable, or cheese turnovers) are served;

asados (barbecues) are often popular and may feature a pig,

goat, or cow killed for the occasion. A wide variety of dishes

are served at urban celebrations, which are commonly are

held at the home of the bride or at a hotel, restaurant, or

reception hall. Drinks, a wedding cake, and speeches are

common at these events as well. The newly married couple

traditionally starts the dancing off with a waltz.

     In the past, the father of the bride paid for wedding

expenses; today, both sets of parents typically split the costs,

and sometimes the couple themselves pay for everything.

Most urban couples go on a honeymoon afterward, which

varies according to budget; travel to local beaches and resorts

are more affordable than trips to the Caribbean and Miami,

which are popular among the wealthy.

     Divorce

Though divorce is not recognized by the Catholic Church, a

2004 law legalized it for the first time in Chile. As a result,

many couples who had previously separated formalized their

split. Divorce is now common and widely accepted by

society.

Life Cycle

Birth

According to tradition, a pregnant woman should fulfill her

antojos (cravings) in order to keep her baby healthy and

happy. Though today few women believe that antojos affect a

baby, they remain a popular excuse to get a treat. Pregnancy

and birth are cause for celebration. After giving birth, women

typically spend a couple days in the hospital, where close

family members visit them. Once they return home, they are

often assisted by a mother or sister for a few days, if not

longer. Visiting friends bring flowers for the mother and gifts

for the baby (often new clothes). Most parents, no matter how

religious, have their babies christened before the baby is a

year old. The baby is dressed in white for the event, which

takes place at a church. Afterward, the parents and baby's

godparents throw a big party attended by relatives.

     Generous labor laws with respect to maternity leave

suggest the importance Chileans place on having and rearing

children. Maternity leave extends for 18 weeks, all of which

is paid; however, the many women who work in the informal

market—as vendors, domestic workers, and the like—are not

entitled to any leave at all. Men are entitled to five working

days of paternity leave, which most take advantage of.

     Milestones
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Unlike much of Latin America, a girl’s 15th birthday is not

especially significant in Chile. In general, birthdays are

celebrated at home with family and perhaps a few friends.

Adults may organize asados (barbecues) and drink alcoholic

beverages as part of the celebration. Some well-to-do families

organize lunch or dinner with family and friends in a favorite

restaurant. Legally, Chileans are considered adults when they

turn 18 and can start drinking alcohol, voting, and driving.

However, children are not typically treated as fully

independent adults by their parents until they move out on

their own.

     Death

A person's death is marked by large gatherings of friends and

family. A velorio (wake) generally takes place in the home of

the deceased's family, where relatives keep watch over the

body until burial. During that time, friends and acquaintances

pass by to express their condolences. Funerals consist of

speeches by those close to the deceased—for example, an

immediate family member, a best friend, and a boss. In rural

areas, several people may share thoughts and memories about

the deceased. The burial must occur within 24 to 48 hours

after death, and the mourners will often travel to the cemetery

in procession. Sometimes they walk, and other times they go

in cars or on buses. At the graveside, mourners express their

emotions and speak publicly about the deceased and the ways

in which the person will be missed. In some circles, cremation

is an increasingly acceptable alternative to burial. It is

common to recognize the anniversary of death and All Souls’

Day by visiting the gravesites of loved ones and, at times,

picnicking there with the family.

Diet

Many national dishes are prepared with fish, seafood,

chicken, beef, beans, potatoes, eggs, and corn. Different

regions feature different foods and dishes, but some favorites

include empanadas de horno (meat turnovers with beef,

hard-boiled eggs, onions, olives, and raisins), pastel de choclo

(a baked meal of beef, chicken, onions, corn, eggs, and

spices), cazuela de ave (chicken soup), ensalada chilena (cold

tomato-and-onion salad), porotos granados (butter-bean

soup) and seafood casseroles and stews. Sopaipillas, which

are made from a deep-fried pumpkin dough sprinkled with

sugar, tend to be associated with Chile’s rainy southern

regions, so they are considered a special treat for rainy days.

Manjar, made by boiling an unopened can of sweetened

condensed milk for hours, is a favorite bread spread and

baking ingredient. Beverages usually are served at room

temperature. Chile is well known for its wines; pisco (grape

brandy) is the national drink.

Recreation

Sports

Fútbol (soccer) is the most popular sport. The national team

is followed closely; entire families will gather for televised

matches and may take to the streets to celebrate if an

important match is won, especially against rival nations such

as Brazil and Argentina. Soccer is also played across the

country at school and in urban and rural areas alike. In cities,

basketball is gaining in popularity, and residents also enjoy

swimming, tennis, and cycling. However, sports facilities are

lacking in low-income neighborhoods. Mapuche men play

chueca, an ancient game somewhat similar to hockey that is

played with wooden sticks on a grass field.

     Leisure

In their leisure time, Chileans enjoy going to movie theaters,

watching rented films at home, and watching television.

Popular shows include morning programs; variety, talk, and

reality shows; and Mexican, Argentine, Brazilian, and

Chilean soap operas. People also like attending music

concerts and regional carnivals, dancing, going to parks,

hiking, and socializing with friends and family in general.

Young adults frequent karaoke bars on the weekend and

enjoy video games. Card games and gambling are popular

among some segments of the population. Weekend or

holiday asados (barbecues), which feature a variety of meats

and poultry, are frequent social gatherings.

     Rodeos, which are popular in southern and rural areas,

feature cowboys (huasos), who wear handwoven ponchos and

straw hats. A rodeo's main event consists of a pair of huasos

skillfully guiding their horses to trap a steer against a padded

arena wall; points are earned for the portion of the steer that is

pinned. Huasos also race horses.

     Vacation

During the summer months when children are out of school

(January–February), vacations to the coast are common.

Northern beaches are popular for their sunny weather and

warmer water. Chileans enjoy fishing and, in some areas,

surfing. Also popular are national parks, lakes, rivers, and hot

springs. Those with fewer resources may spend time with

relatives who live in small towns in the south or in the

countryside, while wealthier Chileans enjoy traveling abroad,

often to Argentina or Brazil.

The Arts

Of its cultural arts, Chile is best known for poetry. Two poets

received the Nobel Prize for literature, Gabriela Mistral

(1945) and Pablo Neruda (1971). In 2011, famed Chilean poet

Nicanor Parra received the highest literary honor in the

Spanish-speaking world, the Cervantes Prize, for his body of

work. Isabel Allende and other contemporary Chilean authors

are internationally known. 

     European music and art are popular. Performing groups

and museums enjoy patronage in larger cities. Traditional arts

are a source of inspiration to contemporary artists and

musicians. Textile and pottery designs of indigenous peoples

are frequently integrated into modern designs. Chilean music

and dance reflect both Spanish and native heritage. A

courtship dance called the cueca is the national dance.

Tonadas (Chilean folk music) has been influential in political

and social reform. European and native instruments, such as

the accordion, guitar, guitarrón (a 25-string guitar), piano,

harp, and rabel (similar to a fiddle), are used to create a

unique sound.

Holidays

Chile's holidays include New Year's Day (1 January), Easter,

Labor Day (1 May), Naval Battle of Iquique (21 May),

Independence Day (18 September), Armed Forces Day (19
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September), Día de la Raza (or Day of the Race, 12 October),

All Saints' Day (1 November), and Christmas (25 December).

     Patriotic Holidays

Independence Day commemorates the formation of Chile’s

first national government in 1810. People celebrate the

holiday at parks, where they eat empanadas (meat, vegetable,

or cheese turnovers), drink chicha (a sweet drink made with

fermented grapes), and dance the cueca (the national dance)

to guitar music. On Armed Forces Day, a long military parade

is attended by thousands of Chileans of all ages.

     Día de la Raza

The holiday that takes place on 12 October, called Columbus

Day in the United States, is officially called Día del

Descubrimiento de Dos Mundos (Discovery of Two Worlds

Day) but colloquially known as Día de la Raza (Day of the

Race) in an effort to give recognition to the importance of

Chile’s indigenous groups. Many indigenous groups,

however, claim that there is nothing to celebrate on this date

and instead call it Día de la Resistencia Indígena, or

Indigenous Resistance Day. The occasion is marked by

official and non-official ceremonies throughout the country

and is celebrated by Chileans of all different ethnic origins.

     All Saint's Day

All Saints’ Day is an important traditional holiday. On this

day, people across the country make a point of visiting

cemeteries, where they pay homage to their deceased loved

ones and leave flowers on their graves. Families may travel

long distances to spend the first and second days of

November in their towns of origin, visiting relatives and

going to local cemeteries in a group.

     Christmas Season

In many ways, Christmas is celebrated just like in North

America, complete with Christmas trees and Santa Claus, but

some activities are different because Christmas takes place

during summer in Chile. Families often hold outdoor asados

(barbecues) the day before and open their gifts at midnight.

Although Christmas is a family holiday, Chileans consider

New Year's the most important time for family gatherings.

The holiday is often celebrated with fireworks.

     Regional Celebrations

Many celebrations in Chile tend to be linked to religious

festivities, such as those with Catholic and Aymara roots in

the northern highlands. The most famous of these is the Fiesta

de La Tirana, which honors the Virgin Mary in a colorful

three-day carnival attended by Aymara people who travel

from many small towns across the region to attend. Other

celebrations are rooted in old national or regional traditions,

like La Minga in Chiloé, which involves the community

pitching in to physically transport wooden houses or churches

from one location to another when needed. In rural parts of

central Chile, the threshing season and wine harvest are

celebrated.

SOCIETY 

Government

Structure

Chile is a presidential republic and a multiparty democracy.

The president is elected to one four-year term and serves as

head of state and head of government. The National Congress

has two houses: the Senate (43 members) and the Chamber of

Deputies (155 members). Senate members serve eight-year

terms and half are reelected every four years, while members

of the Chamber of Deputies serve four-year terms. Members

of both houses are elected by popular vote. The legislature is

located in the city of Valparaíso, though Santiago is the

country's capital. The country is divided into 16

administrative regions.

     Political Landscape

Multiple political parties are represented in the legislature.

However, political parties usually fail to gain a majority of

seats, so coalitions are typically needed to gain and maintain

power. Traditionally, Chile's center-left and center-right

coalitions have dominated politics. The ruling coalition is the

center-right Let's Go Chile. However, former president

Michelle Bachelet's center-left New Majority coalition

dissolved in 2018, leaving Chile without a center-left

coalition. The left-wing Broad Front coalition has recently

gained influence.

     Inspired by political unrest in the Middle East, Chileans,

especially the youth, demanded reforms in education,

transportation, and energy policy throughout 2011 and

beyond. The government has been enacting education

reforms; however, a significant and vocal portion of the

population disapproves of the nature and speed of

implementation of these reforms. More recently, Chile's

privatized pension system, which many believe fails to

provide ordinary Chileans with an adequate retirement

income, has become a major political issue.

     Government and the People

The government generally respects constitutionally

guaranteed rights like freedom of speech, religion, and

education. Elections are generally considered free and fair.

Even though Chile now has mixed-gender polling stations,

most polling sites remain segregated by gender, as was long

the law and custom in Chile. Under the old law, eligible

voters were fined if they did not participate in elections; many

people avoided registering altogether. Since 2012, however,

voting has been voluntary, and voters are automatically

registered at age 18. Consequently, voter turnout has fallen

sharply in recent elections, with less than half of eligible

voters participating.

Economy

Chile's economy is one of the strongest in Latin America,

though it is not highly diversified and relies heavily on

mining. It has seen steady growth for several years, even in

the face of the global downturn and natural disasters, though

lower copper prices have slowed growth rates recently. The

nation's foreign debt has decreased steadily, and the country

enjoys considerable foreign investment. Chileans enjoy fairly

good access to the health care, educational, and economic

resources necessary for a decent standard of living. The

country's innovative private sector pension system has

generated substantial savings, though, critics argue, at the cost

of livable pensions for most retirees.

     Chile is the world's largest producer of copper, which
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accounts for about a fifth of government revenue. Fresh fruit,

fish products, and wood products are all important to the

economy as well. Chile has actively sought to expand its

export market through international free-trade agreements and

was the first South American country to join the OECD

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development).

     The government has developed a wide range of programs

to help the poor. These include extending special

small-business loans, investing in the poorest schools, and

building permanent homes for low-income families. More

recently, the government has raised corporate taxes in order to

enact education and healthcare reforms. The percentage of the

population living below the poverty line has fallen, though the

income disparity between the rich and the poor in Chile

remains among the greatest in the world. The currency is the

Chilean peso (CLP).

Transportation and Communications

Public transportation in Chile is efficient, although many

roads remain unpaved. Traffic in Santiago is heavy and can

be hazardous. Smog and other pollution problems sometimes

result in school and business closures as the use of cars is

restricted. The government has worked to implement stricter

emissions test requirements and reduce industrial pollution,

but progress has been slow. Santiago has a subway, and

elsewhere, private bus systems provide inexpensive travel in

and between cities. Colectivos, or small cars that run on a

predetermined route, provide another important mode of

public transportation. Private cars are becoming more

common. Trucks, motorcycles, and bicycles are used in rural

areas to travel longer distances. Several airports serve

domestic and international travelers.

     A satellite system, cable television, and other

technological advances have helped Chile increase

communications and improve television and radio service

throughout the country. Cellular phone use is ubiquitous.

Hundreds of commercial radio stations deliver news to the

population. Internet use is on the rise in both urban and rural

areas. The mail system is modern and efficient.

Education

Structure

Schooling is compulsory for 12 years (primary and secondary

levels). Preschool, which begins at age 4 and is optional, is

followed by primary school (ages 6–13) and then secondary

school (14–17). A majority of Chile’s students attend private

schools, most of which are publicly subsidized. Some private

schools are religious, but all must adhere to a national

curriculum. Technical secondary educational institutions offer

commercial and industrial training. Most parents send their

children to the closest schools because they lack information

about the schools and the cost of transportation is prohibitive.

     Access

The quality of public education is low compared to that

offered by private schools. Some of Chile’s state-subsidized

private schools, especially those with religious ties, offer

good educations, but others seek to maximize profits at the

expense of student outcomes. Many students were transferred

to these types of schools when prolonged public school

protests in 2011 and beyond temporarily shut down many

public schools. In response to these protests and growing

dissatisfaction with the cost and quality of Chilean education,

the government has worked to end state subsidization of

for-profit private schools, eliminate school fees, standardize

and equalize school selection policies, and improve access to

higher education.

     About 93 percent of children finish primary school, with

most going on to secondary school. Secondary graduation

rates are high. This can be explained in part by a 2003

increase made to the number of mandatory years in school

and the rigorous enforcement of such requirements. If

school-aged youth are found on the street during school

hours, they may be picked up by police officers and their

records examined by social workers; children without a

responsible adult guardian will be taken into custody of the

state. Additionally, families identified as at risk of having

their children drop out of school are enrolled in programs that

reward them with cash grants for each child who attends

school regularly and who earns above-average grades.

     School Life

Students in all schools wear uniforms, which can be

expensive. Chilean history, Spanish, and math are the focus of

school curriculum, though there is a growing effort to teach

English as well. Public school classes tend to be lecture based

and focus primarily on memorization. Tests and collaborative

assignments are common; however, academic expectations

are not rigorous and students spend little time studying at

home. Parents make sure children reach major deadlines but

do not typically have time to actively supervise routine

homework. Cheating is fairly commonplace, though it is a

punishable offense. Textbooks and photocopies are beginning

to give way to more modern technologies. At public schools,

teachers and students maintain formal relationships, whereas

interactions between these groups tend to be more casual at

private schools. Graduations from primary and secondary

institutions are important formal events.

     Higher Education

Students must take a standardized national exam to gain

admittance to institutions of higher education; those from

lower-income families often lack the resources necessary to

succeed on this test. Tuition costs are prohibitively expensive

for most, though government funding is available to a small

portion of high-achieving and low-income students, and in

recent years student loans have become available to some.

Middle-class families value education, viewing it as the way

to a better life; they often make great economic sacrifices in

order to pay for their children's educations.

     There are many universities in Santiago alone; these

include two prestigious schools: the University of Chile and

the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile. Other universities

are found throughout the country. In an attempt to satisfy the

growing demand for higher education, several private

universities were created in the 1980s, but due to deficiencies

in accreditation and less rigorous entrance requirements, their

quality varies dramatically and graduates may struggle.

Technical institutes also provide advanced training.

Health
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Chile has a free public healthcare system, which offers

extensive coverage and is available to all citizens. Costly

private health care is available to those who can afford it. As

the economy and middle class grows, more people opt for

private care in order to avoid the long wait times associated

with the public system. Chileans enjoy increasingly good

health, and infant mortality rates have dropped substantially.

Water is potable in most areas. Typhoid fever and air

pollution, particularly in Santiago, remain public health

threats. Obesity-related problems such as heart disease and

type 2 diabetes are growing concerns.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of Chile, 1732 Massachusetts Avenue NW,

Washington, DC 20036; phone (202) 785-1746; web site

chile.gob.cl/estados-unidos/en. Chile Travel, web site

chile.travel/en.

Country and Development Data

Capital Santiago

Population 17,925,262 (rank=64)

Area (sq. mi.) 291,932 (rank=37)

Area (sq. km.) 756,102

Human Development Index 38 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 65 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $24,600

Adult Literacy 98% (male); 97% (female)

Infant Mortality 7 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 76 (male); 82 (female)

Currency Chilean peso
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Briefing sheet
Editor: Sofia Ramirez

Forecast Closing Date: March 25, 2019

Political and economic outlook

The president, Sebastián Piñera of the centreright Chile Vamos (CV) coalition, will focus on
boosting real GDP growth while pursuing a broadly centrist policy path. Mr Piñera will face a
divided Congress, which will slow policymaking and raise the risk of gridlock.
Political debate will focus on pension reform, tax reform, immigration, security and delivering a
more equitable society, given persistently high income inequality.
The government will seek to narrow the fiscal deficit in order to halt rising levels of public debt.
This will occur via spending restraint, supported by rising copper prices.
GDP growth will slow from 4% in 2018 to 3.2% in 2019 and to 2.7% in 2020, given a global
slowdown amid a bilateral US-China trade war. Higher copper prices and stronger external
demand will lead to a recovery thereafter.
The central bank will implement monetary tightening in a more gradual and cautious manner in
2019, given a more dovish Federal Reserve (Fed, the US central bank). After easing in 2020,
tightening will resume in 2021-23 as the global and local economy picks up.
The Economist Intelligence Unit expects the peso to strengthen later in the forecast period,
owing to higher copper prices and a tightening of domestic monetary policy, although it will
remain vulnerable to swings in global investor sentiment and copper prices.
Higher copper prices and lower oil prices will narrow the current-account deficit to 1.9% of GDP
by 2020. As oil prices recover it will widen slightly thereafter. Foreign direct investment and
other capital inflows will comfortably cover the deficit.

Key indicators
 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth (%) 4.0 3.2 2.7 3.3 3.2 3.0

Consumer price inflation (av; %) 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.7 3.0 3.0

Government balance (% of GDP) -1.7 -1.4 -1.4 -1.3 -1.0 -0.8

Current-account balance (% of GDP) -3.1 -2.8 -1.9 -2.5 -2.6 -2.5

Money market rate (av; %) 2.5 3.4 3.3 4.1 4.5 4.5

Unemployment rate (%) 6.9 6.4 7.2 7.6 8.0 7.9

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av) 641.2 680.0 684.0 668.6 660.5 659.6
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
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Key changes since January 21st

Following the higher than expected current-account deficit in 2018, we are revising our forecast
for the deficit in 2019, to 2.8% of GDP from 2.6%, and in 2020, to 1.9% from 1.6%. Yet, this will
still be narrower than last year (3.1% of GDP), owing to higher copper prices.

The month ahead

April 5th—Economic activity index data for February: Economic activity growth eased in
January, growing by 0.3% in seasonally adjusted, month-on-month terms and by 2.4% year on
year. Data for February will show the direction of the first quarter.
TBC— Approval of tax reform: The Piñera government presented a tax reform to Congress in
September 2018 that aims to simplify the tax code, particularly for small- and medium-sized
enterprises, and also offer incentives for investment. The bill will require opposition support to
pass because of Chile's fractured legislature.

Major risks to our forecast
Scenarios, Q1 2019 Probability Impact Intensity

Global trade war hits Chile's trade and domestic economic activity High High 16

Strike action increases under new labour code, increasing labour costs High Moderate 12

A sharp slowdown in China hurts Chilean exports and lowers copper

prices
Moderate High 12

Collapse of centre-left/centre-right coalitions causes a realignment of

political forces
Moderate High 12

Legislative gridlock occurs amid fractured Congress Moderate High 12

Note. Scenarios and scores are taken from our Risk Briefing product. Risk scenarios are potential

developments that might substantially change the business operating environment over the coming two

years. Risk intensity is a product of probability and impact, on a 25-point scale.
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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Outlook for 2019-23

Political stability
The centreright Chile Vamos (CV) government, led by Sebastián Piñera, faces a tricky task in
balancing its desire for reform with the need for negotiation with a fractured legislature. Its
priorities are reviving economic growth, modernising the tax and pension systems, and reducing
red tape to stoke investment, but reforms will be piecemeal and centrist because any shift too far
to the right would be met by resistance in Congress. A change in the election process has led to a
more proportional political system, ending the traditional dominance of two (centre-left and
centre-right) coalitions in the 2017 elections and replacing it with broader political representation.
As a result, no coalition presently holds a majority in either the Chamber of Deputies (the lower
house) or the Senate (the upper house).

The centreleft opposition coalition, Nueva Mayoría, has failed so far to recover from its 2017
electoral defeat, with no clear leadership or consensus among the parties on how to approach
Mr Piñera's government. Although the coalition remains formally intact, its members do not
always work in unison. Left-wing elements have vowed to oppose the administration, while those
in the centre have flirted with being more co-operative. However, support from factions in the
opposition is likely to come only on an ad-hoc basis. As a result, the legislative agenda should
move more slowly than in the past, as policy differences between and within Chile's two big
coalitions will become more apparent after decades of relative policy consensus. Moreover, the
risk of political gridlock will increase later in Mr Piñera's term as the economy slows. Polls already
show his approval ratings falling from 44% in February to 37% in March, the lowest in his current
presidential term.

One crucial issue that Mr Piñera is looking to tackle is immigration reform, which could bolster his
popularity. Mr Piñera's planned reform of Chile's outdated immigration system, announced in April
2018, should stem the flow of immigrants (largely from Haiti and Venezuela), and curb rising anti-
immigrant sentiment, which has been inflamed by perceptions of increased crime and strains on
public services. Pushback from the opposition could slow the reform's approval, but The
Economist Intelligence Unit expects it to be approved.

Mr Piñera has taken a progressive stance on indigenous rights, including constitutional
recognition for the Mapuche, Chile's largest indigenous group, which should gain cross-coalition
support. Progress in this area should help to ease a slow-burning conflict in Chile's southern
regions. The risk of renewed protests in other areas will persist, especially regarding education
and pensions, but we do not believe that potential demonstrations will reach the same intensity as
in Mr Piñera's last term in office (201014), as the government is likely to continue with a more
conciliatory approach.

Election watch
Presidential and legislative elections were last held in late 2017. The next elections to take place
will be regional and municipal elections in October 2020. Traditionally, the coalition that wins
these has gone on to win the presidential and legislative elections the following year; the next
presidential and legislative elections will take place in late 2021. Although it is too early to say
who will win the next presidential election, there has been alternation between the left and right
since 2010. Consecutive presidential re-election is prohibited.
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International relations
While the Piñera government will maintain generally solid relations with the US and with other
Latin American countries, it will also seek to deepen ties with Asia, and particularly with China, as
a means of accelerating economic growth and investment in 2019-23. Chile will seek to improve
ties with the region through the Pacific Alliance, an integration project that also includes Peru,
Colombia and Mexico, and Mercosur (the Southern Cone customs union, whose members are
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay). Relations with neighbouring Bolivia will remain
complicated, as border disputes cloud relations. Chile will continue to condemn the undemocratic
Venezuelan regime.

Policy trends
The Piñera government has continued with broadly sound macroeconomic policymaking.
However, initial expectations of progress on businessfriendly reforms under Mr Piñera are
starting to waver, given little concrete progress so far amid an increasingly complicated political
environment. Bearing in mind a more challenging economic environment for 2019-20, as economic
growth prospects for China, the US and Europe weaken, we believe that Mr Piñera will seek to
make better progress on his economic reform agenda to try to bolster domestic growth. These
reforms include tax reform, by which the Piñera government aims to stimulate private investment
by better integrating the corporate and personal income tax regimes introduced by the previous
president, Michelle Bachelet (201418). Mr Piñera hopes to push the bill through Congress by mid
2019 so that it can be included in the 2020 budget. Although we expect tax reform to pass, there
will be opposition from those on the left of the political spectrum that believe that the reforms will
fuel inequality, and the bill will therefore face some resistance.

A pension reform bill is also awaiting approval by Congress. The reform aims to improve the
country's pension system—amid public pressure—by upping employer contributions in hopes of
reducing employee costs. We assume that some kind of pension reform will eventually pass,
given its importance as a political issue, but debate could well be drawn out for over a year.

The government is also working to address weaknesses in productivity by creating new
incentives for entrepreneurship and innovation, and by cutting red tape. To do the latter it will
seek to reduce paperwork, move more processes online and ease the process of establishing small
businesses. One of Chile's key policy challenges remains the diversification of its economy away
from the dominant copper industry—a central reason why the government is pushing for
productivity reforms and integration with the global economy.

As part of its drive to increase productivity, Mr Piñera's government is also discussing reforms to
education and healthcare, including universal free pre-schooling. In mid-2018 Congress approved
the creation of the new Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, which will advise the
president on improving science-related policies and increasing investment in research and
development (which was just 0.4% of GDP in 2016, compared with an OECD average of 2.5%).

Mr Piñera is also placing a greater emphasis on infrastructure. His public investment plans aim to
improve inter-urban transport nationwide and increase the rural presence of fibre-optic and
wireless internet. He will also increase political autonomy for regional governments to better direct
local investment. The Chilean government recently created a US$9bn fund and a new state-owned
company, Fondo de Infraestructura, to manage capital for its array of future infrastructure
projects.

Energy policy will remain high on the agenda, as Chile, an oil importer, suffers from high costs and
vulnerability to energy shortages; further tax incentives for investors in renewables are likely. The
government is likely to continue the controversial use of hydroelectric power in southern Chile.
Greater concern about the environment and better regulation have spurred investment in non-
conventional renewables; these types of renewable sources are expected to make up 20% of the
energy generation matrix by 2020 (the current level is 17%). Mr Piñera has proposed aiming for
75% from all renewable sources by 2030, and 100% by 2040.
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Fiscal policy
Chile has typically had the capacity to run countercyclical fiscal policy, owing to its prudent rules-
based policymaking. Nonetheless, we expect the fiscal deficit to narrow during the 2019-23
forecast period, despite a gradual economic slowdown in 2019-20, reflecting reforms to the fiscal
rule. This rule sets a structural surplus target based on certain economic assumptions, including
projected copper prices and longterm potential GDP growth. The finance minister, Felipe Larraín,
wants to improve the framework, as consistent overestimation of economic growth and the long-
term copper price in recent years has allowed for higher levels of spending and weakened the
public finances. On this basis, Mr Larraín has announced fiscal austerity measures for the
government and state-owned companies. Current plans envisage the elimination of a combined
US$5bn (around 1.8% of estimated 2018 GDP) from expenditure over four years.

Given the gradual nature of the cuts, the government's plan appears credible, and we believe that
this will help to narrow the deficit over the forecast period—a process that will be further
supported by higher forecast copper prices. The fiscal deficit will narrow from 1.7% of GDP in
2018, to 1.4% in 2019. Assuming that fiscal austerity proceeds as expected and copper prices
materialise as forecast (we envisage annual average copper prices of US$3.37/lb in 2019-23), we
expect a narrowing of the fiscal deficit to 0.8% of GDP by 2023. Faster consolidation will be
precluded by weaker revenue growth in the face of a slowdown in global GDP in 2019-20, a
consequence of a US-China trade war.

Public-sector debt will rise from an estimated 26.1% of GDP in 2018 to 27.1% of GDP in 2021, but
will not rise thereafter as the primary deficit narrows. Only 19% of central government debt is
external. The government is unlikely to face difficulties in accessing financing: its five-year credit
default swap rate was just 45 basis points in midMarch—the lowest among Latin America's large
economies, and well below the emerging-market average. In the event of a shock, the government
could tap reserves held in its economic and social stabilisation fund, which stood at US$14.3bn in
January, and a pension reserve fund, valued at US$9.9bn.

Monetary policy
We expect the policy rate to rise by 50 basis points over 2019, to 3.5% by year-end, before cuts
are made in 2020 to counter a global slowdown. A renewed tightening cycle amounting to another
100 basis points will materialise in 2021-22, taking the policy rate to just under 5%, which is a
moderately positive level in real terms. In January the Banco Central de Chile (BCCh, the central
bank) raised the policy rate to 3%, while also pointing to a more gradual and cautious tightening
cycle, given external risks such as the global economic slowdown, financial market volatility, and a
more dovish Federal Reserve (the US central bank). On this basis, we have revised our
expectations for three increases over 2019 to two. The BCCh will keep a close eye on economic
activity, unemployment and inflation. Should any of these come in below target, the pace of
monetary tightening could be even slower than we currently expect.
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International assumptions
 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Economic growth (%)

US GDP 2.9 2.3 1.5 1.7 2.0 1.8

OECD GDP 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.9

World GDP 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.8

World trade 4.4 3.3 2.8 3.8 3.9 4.0

Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)

US CPI 2.4 2.2 1.4 2.2 2.1 1.8

OECD CPI 2.5 2.3 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1

Manufactures (measured in US$) 5.1 2.6 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.0

Oil (Brent; US$/b) 71.1 66.0 60.5 69.8 75.6 75.0

Non-oil commodities (measured in US$) 1.8 -2.5 4.5 2.4 1.4 0.8

Copper (US cents/lb) 296.1 298.7 322.6 350.0 355.0 357.0

Financial variables

US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %) 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.5 2.9

Ps:US$ (av) 641.22 679.97 684.03 668.59 660.47 659.65
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Economic growth
Solid economic fundamentals support reasonably firm mediumterm growth prospects, but Chile’s
open economy exposes it to global developments, particularly changes in prices and demand for
commodities—minerals (mainly copper) account for about 50% of goods exports, and the country
depends heavily on imported oil. As such, we forecast that real GDP growth will slow to 3.2% in
2019 and 2.7% in 2020 as the external environment becomes less supportive. In particular, the
bilateral US—China trade war will weigh on demand in both countries, with knockon effects for
trade partners such as Chile. A recovery in US growth and rising copper prices will support
annual average GDP growth of 3.2% in 2021-23. Although such rates represent a significant
improvement from 2014-17, growth will be about half the rate posted during the
commodities boom.

Private consumption growth will be supported by low real interest rates—particularly with slower
monetary tightening—and falling unemployment. Fiscal austerity will keep government
consumption growth muted. Investment will continue to grow, supported by public investment
projects and resurgent copper investment as prices recover; nonetheless, investment growth will
remain below the levels seen during the commodities super-cycle. External demand for copper and
Chilean pulp, paper and fruit exports, particularly from Asia, will make the external sector a net
contributor to GDP.

A recovery in industrial activity experienced in 2018 has since lost momentum and activity,
particularly manufacturing, will remain tepid in 2019-20 as the external environment worsens.
Mining output will put a floor on the downward trend, supported by higher copper prices.
Construction activity will be supported by investment in commercial projects and public works.
Growth in services will be reasonable, aided by Chile’s advanced retail, shipping and transport
sectors, a growing tourism sector, and the country’s role as a regional hub for business and
financial services. Barring weather-related shocks, growth in agriculture will remain strong in 2019-
23, supported by growing Asian demand for Chilean fresh fruit.

Economic growth
% 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

GDP 4.0 3.2 2.7 3.3 3.2 3.0

Private consumption 4.0 3.7 3.2 2.6 2.7 3.1

Government consumption 2.2 2.1 3.0 3.5 3.0 2.7

Gross fixed investment 4.6 7.0 3.5 3.2 3.1 2.8

Exports of goods & services 5.1 3.4 1.9 2.4 4.4 4.6

Imports of goods & services 7.6 3.2 2.7 1.1 3.1 3.2

Domestic demand 4.5 4.1 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.6

Agriculture 5.7 3.7 3.5 3.5 4.7 4.1

Industry 4.3 4.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.2

Services 3.9 2.8 3.0 3.5 3.3 2.8
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

Inflation
Despite signs that monetary tightening will be less sharp in 2019 than initially expected, we
nevertheless expect consumer price inflation to remain contained, owing to a relatively strong
peso resulting from higher copper prices. February consumer price inflation fell to 1.7% from 1.8%
in January, hitting its lowest level since March 2018 and below the mid-point of the central bank's
2-4% target range. As such, we expect inflation to accelerate only slightly in the short term, from
2.1% at end-2018 to a forecast 2.7% at end-2019. Lower inflation so far this year has been driven
by a fall in the price of energy and food products. However, the prices that are more sensitive to
the activity gap continue their gradual rise. We expect inflation to remain firmly within the 2-4%
target range in 2020-23, reflecting the impact of a weaker economy in 2020 in particular, and strong
confidence in the inflation-targeting framework, which helps to contain inflation expectations in
the event of supply shocks.
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Exchange rates
As has been evident in recent months, the currency will remain vulnerable to shifts in copper
prices and global risk sentiment. Nevertheless, we expect moderately high copper prices and firmer
external demand for Chile's exports to support the peso over the forecast period. The peso is
forecast to strengthen slightly in 2019 as local monetary tightening narrows interest-rate
differentials with the US. This will bring the peso from Ps695.7:US$1 at end-2018 to Ps676.9:US$1
at end-2019. Despite some weakening in 2020 amid lower global growth, rising copper prices will
support the peso in 2021-23, averaging Ps659.5:US$1. The BCCh will have access to ample
international reserves (US$38.7bn in February), with which to prevent excessive fluctuations, tied
particularly to shifts in copper prices.

External sector
The current-account deficit will narrow in 2019-20 as higher copper prices cause the trade surplus
to grow. The deficit will then widen slightly up to 2023 owing to a widening of the primary income
deficit—based on higher external debt payments—that will keep the deficit moderate at an
average of 2.5% of GDP across the forecast period. As a percentage of GDP, the trade surplus will
gradually widen, from 1.4% of GDP in 2019 to an average of 1.7% of GDP in 2020-23. The services
deficit, meanwhile, will remain roughly stable, averaging 1.2% of GDP in 2019-23 owing to steady
tourist flows. The secondary income (transfers) surplus will decline slightly as a share of GDP
compared with previous years, reflecting higher outward workers' remittance flows due to a rise in
inward migration.

Inward foreign direct investment (FDI) will rise in nominal terms in 2019 from recent lows in 2016-
18. The increase in FDI will be supported by a recovery in copper prices (the mining sector
typically accounts for a large proportion of inward FDI flows), as well as renewed business
confidence under the Piñera government. Nevertheless, as a percentage of GDP, inward FDI will
remain below its highs of 2005-15, reflecting the post-commodity-boom era. Net portfolio inflows
are expected to remain elevated in 201923. Chile’s deep, open financial system will support high
debt and equity-investment inflows in the medium term. Foreign-exchange reserves are forecast to
rise to US$47.6bn by end-2023, remaining roughly stable in terms of import cover, averaging
5.3 months.

Forecast summary
Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)

 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth 4.0 3.2 2.7 3.3 3.2 3.0

Gross fixed investment growth 4.6 7.0 3.5 3.2 3.1 2.8

Industrial production growth 4.4c 3.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.7

Copper production ('000 tonnes) 5,855 5,943 6,062 6,152 6,245 6,338

Unemployment rate (av) 6.9 6.4 7.2 7.6 8.0 7.9

Consumer price inflation (av) 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.7 3.0 3.0

Consumer price inflation (end-period) 2.1 2.7 2.2 2.9 3.2 3.0

Lending rate (av; %) 4.2 5.5 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.5

Central government balance (% of GDP) -1.7 -1.4 -1.4 -1.3 -1.0 -0.8

Exports of goods fob (US$ bn) 75.5 77.9 81.9 85.5 91.5 98.2

Imports of goods fob (US$ bn) 70.8 73.6 75.8 80.7 86.1 91.1

Current-account balance (US$ bn) -9.2 -8.4 -6.1 -8.4 -9.5 -9.6

Current-account balance (% of GDP) -3.1 -2.8 -1.9 -2.5 -2.6 -2.5

External debt (year-end; US$ bn) 195.4c 206.0 216.4 227.4 238.4 248.4

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av) 641.2 680.0 684.0 668.6 660.5 659.6

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period) 695.7 676.9 685.7 658.3 662.2 657.9

Exchange rate Ps:€ (av) 759.0 810.9 834.5 810.7 817.3 816.3

Exchange rate Ps:¥ (av) 5.82 6.10 6.30 6.38 6.57 6.87
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
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Quarterly forecasts
Quarterly forecasts             
 2018    2019    2020    

 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr

GDP             

% change, quarter on quarter 1.1 0.6 0.2 1.3 0.8 0.6 1.1 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6

% change, year on year 5.2 5.0 2.8 3.3 2.9 2.9 3.8 3.4 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.2

Private consumption             

% change, quarter on quarter 1.4 1.0 0.5 0.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

% change, year on year 3.5 4.8 4.1 3.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Government consumption             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

% change, year on year 2.7 2.8 1.9 1.7 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Gross fixed investment             

% change, quarter on quarter 1.9 1.4 0.8 1.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

% change, year on year 2.3 5.7 5.1 5.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Exports of goods & services             

% change, quarter on quarter 2.2 -0.6 -0.2 1.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

% change, year on year 9.0 7.5 1.3 2.9 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Imports of goods & services             

% change, quarter on quarter 3.3 3.3 -2.6 2.7 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

% change, year on year 5.4 10.5 8.0 6.7 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Domestic demand             

% change, quarter on quarter 1.6 1.3 0.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

% change, year on year 4.3 5.6 4.7 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.7

% change, year on year 2.0 2.1 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.8 3.0 3.5 3.4 3.0 2.6 2.3

Producer prices             

% change, quarter on quarter 0.1 2.7 -1.2 0.3 -0.2 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

% change, year on year 5.9 8.2 3.8 1.9 1.6 -0.7 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.5

Exchange rate Ps:US$             

Average 601.9 620.9 663.2 678.8 669.9 689.5 683.3 677.2 682.0 683.3 685.4 685.4

End-period 605.3 648.0 661.5 695.7 679.7 686.4 680.2 676.9 682.7 684.4 685.4 685.7

Interest rate (%; av)             

Money market rate 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.0 3.0

Long-term bond yield 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4
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Data and charts

Annual data and forecast
 2014a 2015a 2016a 2017a 2018a 2019b 2020b

GDP        

Nominal GDP (US$ bn) 260.5 243.9 250.3 277.6 298.2 300.9 316.0

Nominal GDP (Ps bn) 148,585 159,535 169,426 180,147 191,183 204,575 216,167

Real GDP growth (%) 1.7 2.3 1.6 1.5 4.0 3.2 2.7

Expenditure on GDP (% real change)        

Private consumption 2.7 2.1 2.6 3.0 4.0 3.7 3.2

Government consumption 3.8 4.7 7.2 4.4 2.2 2.1 3.0

Gross fixed investment -5.0 -0.4 -1.3 -2.7 4.6 7.0 3.5

Exports of goods & services 0.3 -1.8 0.5 -1.2 5.1 3.4 1.9

Imports of goods & services -6.5 -1.2 0.9 4.8 7.6 3.2 2.7

Origin of GDP (% real change)        

Agriculture 0.2 6.3 2.3 1.8 5.7 3.7 3.5

Industry 0.5 0.9 -0.2 -0.2 4.3 4.0 2.0

Services 2.6 2.8 2.4 1.6 3.9 2.8 3.0

Population and income        

Population (m) 17.6 17.8 17.9 18.1 18.2 18.3 18.5

GDP per head (US$ at PPP) 22,972 22,776 23,499 24,686 25,967 27,057 28,153

Recorded unemployment (av; %) 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.9 6.4 7.2

Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)        

Public-sector revenue 20.5 20.9 20.7 20.8 21.9 22.2 22.1

Public-sector expenditure 22.1 23.1 23.4 23.5 23.5 23.6 23.5

Public-sector balance -1.6 -2.1 -2.7 -2.7 -1.7 -1.4 -1.4

Gross public debt 15.0 17.3 21.0 24.5 26.1 26.4 26.9

Prices and financial indicators        

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period) 607.38 707.34 667.29 615.22 695.69 676.86 685.75

Consumer prices (end-period; %) 4.7 4.4 2.7 2.3 2.1 2.7 2.2

Producer prices (av; %) 3.2 -1.2 -0.7 9.8 4.9 0.8 2.4

Stock of money M1 (% change) 13.3 13.9 3.1 10.7 9.8 9.7 8.1

Stock of money M2 (% change) 8.9 12.0 7.0 5.1 11.2 3.7 6.7

Money market interest rate (av; %) 3.8 3.1 3.5 2.7 2.5 3.4 3.3

Current account (US$ m)        

Trade balance 6,466 3,427 4,863 7,359 4,668 4,293 6,115

 Goods: exports fob 75,065 62,034 60,719 68,859 75,452 77,914 81,906

 Goods: imports fob -68,599 -58,609 -55,855 -61,500 -70,784 -73,621 -75,790

Services balance -3,730 -3,575 -3,314 -3,395 -3,996 -4,416 -4,105

Primary income balance -8,896 -6,988 -6,510 -10,953 -11,733 -10,674 -10,472

Secondary income balance 2,117 1,820 1,282 1,450 2,411 2,433 2,397

Current-account balance -4,288 -5,648 -3,960 -5,964 -9,158 -8,364 -6,065

External debt (US$ m)        

Debt stock 152,200c 157,764c 164,491c 184,217c 195,421c 206,005 216,359

Debt service paid 30,955c 29,813c 27,662c 33,316c 43,285c 42,594 41,559

 Principal repayments 27,397c 25,145c 23,634c 28,877c 37,585c 35,926 34,939

 Interest 3,558c 4,668c 4,028c 4,440c 5,700c 6,668 6,620

International reserves (US$ m)        

Total international reserves 40,447 38,641 40,493 38,982 39,859 38,457 39,140
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
Sources: Banco Central de Chile, Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas, IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Quarterly data
 2017    2018    

 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr

Central government finance (Ps bn)         

Revenue 9,381 9,815 9,027 9,250 10,231 10,646 9,915 10,987

Expenditure 9,650 9,941 10,729 12,100 10,428 10,728 10,711 13,075

Balance -269 -127 -1,702 -2,850 -197 -81 -796 -2,088

Output         

GDP at constant 2003 prices (Ps bn) 36,250 36,569 37,403 37,714 38,141 38,386 38,447 n/a

GDP at constant 2003 prices (% change,

year on year)
-0.5 0.7 2.4 3.2 5.2 5.0 2.8 n/a

Industrial production index (2000=100) 113.4 109.4 110.1 115.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Industrial production (% change, year on

year)
-0.7 -3.5 -0.3 2.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Employment, wages and prices         

Employment (end-period; '000) 8,195 8,212 8,290 8,407 8,379 8,382 8,333 8,466

Employment (% change, year on year) 1.4 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.1 0.5 0.7

Unemployment rate (% of the labour

force)
6.4 6.9 6.7 6.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices (Dec 2008=100) 97.2 97.6 97.7 98.4 99.2 99.7 100.3 100.8

Consumer prices (% change, year on

year)
2.8 2.3 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.7 2.4

Wholesale prices (Nov 2007 = 100) 105.0 105.6 108.8 111.1 111.2 114.3 112.9 n/a

Wholesale prices (% change, year on

year)
8.7 7.9 11.6 10.8 5.9 8.2 3.8 n/a

Financial indicators         

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av) 655.2 664.1 642.7 633.4 601.9 620.9 663.2 678.8

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period) 662.7 663.2 636.9 615.2 605.3 648.0 661.5 695.7

Deposit rate (av; %) 3.4 2.9 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.7 n/a

Lending rate (av; %) 5.0 4.7 4.4 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.0 n/a

M2 (end-period; Ps bn) 118,677121,089124,333126,093132,330132,208134,596140,228

M2 (% change, year on year) 4.3 5.6 6.3 5.1 11.5 9.2 8.3 11.2

Stockmarket index (end-period, Dec

1980=100)
23,968 23,787 26,682 27,981 27,736 26,843 26,886 25,950

Stockmarket index (% change, year on

year, US$ terms)
26.5 20.3 37.7 46.4 26.7 15.5 -3.0 -18.0

Sectoral trends         

Manufacturing production index (%

change, year on year)
-1.5 -1.9 -0.6 0.2 0.9 6.7 -0.4 2.8

Copper production (metal content; ‘000
tonnes)

1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.4 n/a n/a n/a

Foreign trade (US$ m)         

Exports fob 15,427 16,225 18,259 18,926 19,151 18,891 18,477 18,938

Imports fob -15,513 -15,517 -16,624 -17,605 -17,434 -18,580 -18,951 -20,039

Trade balance -85 708 1,636 1,321 1,718 311 -474 -1,101

Foreign payments (US$ m)         

Merchandise trade balance 1,053 1,770 1,939 2,597 2,951 1,482 -70 305

Services balance -709 -1,012 -725 -949 -782 -1,165 -999 -1,050

Primary income balance -2,266 -2,813 -2,966 -3,334 -2,935 -3,367 -2,729 -3,209

Net transfer payments 326 356 274 495 429 802 859 320

Current-account balance -1,596 -1,699 -1,478 -1,191 -337 -2,248 -2,939 -3,634

Reserves excl gold (end-period) 39,012 38,904 37,728 38,971 38,092 36,976 37,123 39,849
Sources: Banco Central de Chile, Boletín Mensual Ministerio de Hacienda; Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas; Sociedad de
Fomento Fabril; IMF, International Financial Statistics.

Monthly data
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av)

2017 661.19 643.21 661.20 655.74 671.54 665.15 658.17 644.24 625.54 629.55 633.77 636.92

2018 605.53 596.84 603.45 600.55 626.12 636.15 652.41 656.25 680.91 676.84 677.61 681.99

2019 677.06 656.30 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
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Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period)

2017 648.87 645.19 662.66 664.28 675.31 663.21 651.58 628.36 636.85 636.49 642.41 615.22

2018 604.42 589.15 605.26 605.74 628.33 647.95 638.79 675.38 661.50 693.31 669.43 695.69

2019 666.76 649.92 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Real effective exchange rate (2000=100; CPI-basis)

2017 89.50 91.09 88.55 88.73 86.37 86.34 86.40 87.17 88.65 89.49 89.32 88.61

2018 91.39 92.05 91.38 92.22 91.28 91.02 89.38 89.86 87.52 87.79 88.12 87.97

2019 87.77 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Budget revenue (Ps bn)

2017 3,480 2,896 3,005 5,475 1,548 2,792 2,764 3,228 3,034 3,000 2,985 3,265

2018 3,757 3,283 3,191 6,144 1,375 3,127 3,058 3,499 3,359 3,441 3,116 4,430

2019 3,795 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Budget expenditure (Ps bn)

2017 2,924 2,902 3,824 3,176 3,225 3,540 3,358 3,538 3,834 3,212 3,265 5,623

2018 3,058 3,134 4,236 3,479 3,449 3,800 3,363 3,414 3,934 3,599 3,405 6,071

2019 3,143 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Budget balance (Ps bn)

2017 556 -6 -819 2,299 -1,677 -748 -594 -309 -799 -212 -280 -2,358

2018 699 149 -1,045 2,665 -2,074 -672 -306 85 -575 -158 -289 -1,641

2019 652 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M1 (% change, year on year)

2017 2.5 3.2 5.4 7.2 8.8 10.3 10.3 11.9 11.9 11.5 10.7 10.7

2018 12.9 11.9 13.3 11.9 14.4 12.2 9.8 12.2 11.9 12.4 9.8 9.8

2019 8.5 9.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (% change, year on year)

2017 4.6 4.3 4.3 4.3 5.1 5.6 5.2 7.6 6.3 3.6 4.8 5.1

2018 8.7 8.8 11.5 10.7 11.5 9.2 9.7 10.1 8.3 11.9 11.9 11.2

2019 8.3 8.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Economic activity (% change, year on year)

2017 0.6 -0.8 -1.2 0.5 1.0 0.8 2.2 2.4 2.8 2.7 3.2 3.6

2018 4.2 5.1 6.5 5.3 5.1 4.5 3.2 2.6 2.6 3.4 3.7 2.7

2019 2.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Industrial production (% change, year on year)

2017 -3.4 -0.2 1.4 -9.8 1.0 -1.4 3.1 0.3 -4.2 2.1 7.5 -1.0

2018 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Retail sales volume (% change, year on year)

2017 4.3 0.3 8.0 0.3 6.6 4.8 4.5 6.6 4.3 4.1 6.1 5.3

2018 5.6 4.3 4.6 7.3 3.4 7.2 0.2 5.5 1.7 8.0 -0.1 1.6

2019 0.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Unemployment rate (% of the labour force)

2017 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.7 7.0 7.0 6.9 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.5 6.4

2018 6.5 6.7 6.9 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.1 7.1 6.8 6.7

2019 6.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Monetary policy rate (end-period; %)

2017 3.25 3.25 3.00 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50

2018 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 2.75 2.75

2019 3.00 3.00 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Deposit rate (av; %)

2017 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.8

2018 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.9

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Lending rate (av; %)

2017 5.0 5.2 4.8 4.5 5.0 4.4 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.0 4.4

2018 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.4 4.4

2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

IGPA Stockmarket index (end-period, Dec 1980=100)

2017 20,989 21,811 23,968 24,089 24,355 23,787 25,313 25,727 26,682 28,028 25,167 27,981

2018 29,420 28,132 27,736 28,699 27,626 26,843 27,360 26,590 26,886 25,979 25,966 25,950

2019 27,317 26,797 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)

2017 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.5 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.3

2018 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.1

2019 1.8 1.7 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
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Wholesale prices (av; % change, year on year)

2017 9.3 9.0 7.7 7.5 7.8 8.3 10.0 12.5 12.3 14.9 9.5 8.3

2018 6.5 6.3 5.0 6.3 8.1 10.1 5.3 1.6 4.5 3.0 1.7 1.0

2019 -0.2 1.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Total exports fob (US$ m)

2017 5,355 4,847 5,226 4,972 5,567 5,686 5,716 6,295 6,248 6,200 6,241 6,485

2018 6,378 6,557 6,216 6,199 6,290 6,401 6,346 6,237 5,895 6,759 6,106 6,074

2019 6,420 5,779 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Total imports fob (US$ m)

2017 5,209 4,735 5,569 4,773 5,122 5,623 5,337 5,914 5,373 5,753 5,865 5,987

2018 5,817 5,394 6,223 5,815 6,432 6,334 6,109 6,939 5,903 7,355 5,990 6,694

2019 5,946 5,549 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Trade balance (US$ m)

2017 146 112 -343 200 445 63 379 382 875 447 376 498

2018 561 1,164 -7 385 -142 68 237 -702 -9 -596 116 -620

2019 474 230 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ m)

2017 39,873 39,700 39,012 38,951 38,840 38,904 38,399 38,932 37,728 39,257 37,901 38,971

2018 38,696 38,381 38,092 37,325 37,270 36,976 37,564 36,770 37,123 37,445 39,554 39,849

2019 38,896 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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Annual trends charts
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Quarterly trends charts
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Monthly trends charts
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Comparative economic indicators

Basic data

Land area

756,946 sq km

Population

18.3m (2017 official estimate)

Main regions
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Population in ’000 (2012)

Santiago metropolitan área: 7,057

Bío Bío: 2,073

Valparaíso: 1,772

Maule: 1,020

La Araucanía: 970

O’Higgins: 894

Climate

Temperate; dry in the north, wet in the south

Weather in Santiago (altitude 520 metres)

Hottest month, January, 1229°C; coldest month, June, 314°C (average daily minimum and
maximum); driest month, February, 2 mm average rainfall; wettest month, June, 84 mm average
rainfall

Language

Spanish

Measures

Metric system

Currency

1 peso (Ps) = 100 centísimos. Exchange rates in 2018: Ps641.2:US$1 (average); Ps695.7:US$1 (year
end)

Time

4 hours behind GMT

Public holidays 2019

January 1st (New Year's Day); April 19th (Good Friday); April 20th (Holy Saturday); May 1st
(Labour Day); May 21st (Navy Day/Battle of Iquique); July 1st (St Peter and St Paul); July 16th
(Our Lady of Mount Carmel); August 15th (The Assumption); September 18th (Independence
Day); September 19th (Army Day); October 12th (Meeting of Two Worlds/Columbus Day);
November 1st (All Saints’ Day); November 1st (Reformation Day); December 8th (Immaculate
Conception); December 25th (Christmas Day)
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Political structure

Official name

Republic of Chile

Form of government
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Presidential system, based on 1980 constitution

The executive

The president, elected for a period of four years, is head of state and appoints the cabinet

National legislature

Bicameral legislature (Congress): a Senate (the upper house), comprising 43 members elected for
eight years and partly renewed every four years; and a Chamber of Deputies (the lower house),
with 155 members who are elected every four years

Legal system

The 21 Supreme Court judges are appointed by the president from lists submitted by the Supreme
Court, and are confirmed by a two-thirds majority in the upper house; the Supreme Court appoints
16 regional courts of appeal and members of the lower courts

National elections

Presidential and legislative were last held in late 2017, and are next due in 2021; Chileans will next
go to the polls for municipal elections in October 2020

National government

Sebastián Piñera, a member of the Renovación Nacional party and the head of the Chile Vamos
coalition, was elected in 2017 and took office in March 2018 for a four-year term

Main political organisations

Government: Chile Vamos (CV) coalition, comprising Renovación Nacional (RN), the Unión
Demócrata Independiente (UDI) and Evolución Política (Evópoli).

Opposition: Nueva Mayoría (NM) coalition, comprising the Partido Socialista, the Partido Radical
Socialdemócrata, the Partido por la Democracia, the Partido Comunista and allies. Frente Amplio
coalition comprises Revolución Democrática, the Partido Humanista and allies. The Partido
Demócrata Cristiano has split from the NM coalition.

Key ministers

President: Sebastián Piñera

Secretarygeneral of the government: Cecilia Pérez

Secretary-general of the presidency: Gonzalo Blumel

Agriculture: Antonio Walker

Defence: Alberto Espina

Economy: José Ramón Valente

Education: Marcela Cubillos

Energy: Susana Jiménez

Environment: Carolina Schmidt

Finance: Felipe Larraín

Foreign affairs: Roberto Ampuero

Health: Emilio Santelices

Housing & urbanism: Cristián Monckeberg

Interior & public security: Andrés Chadwick

Justice: Hernán Larraín

Labour: Nicolás Monckeberg
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Mining: Baldo Prokurica

National assets: Felipe Ward

National council of culture & the arts: Consuelo Valdés Chadwick

National service for women: Isabel Plá

Public works: Juan Andrés Fontaine

Social development: Alfredo Moreno

Sports: Pauline Kantor

Transport & telecommunications: Gloria Hutt

Central bank president

Mario Marcel

Chile 22
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

Lee McClenny

Ambassador to Paraguay
Term of Appointment: 02/2018 to present

Lee McClenny was sworn in as U.S. Ambassador to the Republic of Paraguay on February 20, 2018. Mr. McClenny 
is a career Foreign Service Officer, who joined the U.S. diplomatic service in 1986. 

Ambassador McClenny most recently served as Chargé d’Affaires at the U.S. Embassy in Caracas, from July 2014 
until December 2017. Immediately prior, he served as Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Kuala Lumpur. 
His other overseas assignments include a tour as principal officer in Montreal, as well as postings at the U.S. 
embassies in Manila, London, Guatemala City, Belgrade, and Ottawa. He has held assignments at the National 
Security Council, the Foreign & Commonwealth Office, and NATO. 

Ambassador-designate McClenny is a recipient of the Presidential Meritorious Service Award, Superior Honor Award, 
and Meritorious Honor Award. He speaks Spanish, French, and some Serbo-Croat and Russian. 

A native of San Francisco, Ambassador-designate McClenny enjoyed an itinerant childhood, growing up in several 
cities around the United States and abroad. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Washington, in 
Seattle, and is a graduate of the Department’s Senior Seminar. 
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

U.S. Relations With Paraguay
BUREAU OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE AFFAIRS
Fact Sheet
September 28, 2018

More information about Paraguay is available on the Paraguay Page (http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/pa/)
and from other Department of State publications and other sources listed at the end of this fact 
sheet.

U.S.-PARAGUAY RELATIONS

The United States established diplomatic relations with Paraguay in 1861, approximately fifty years after Paraguay 
declared independence from Spain. Post-independence, Paraguay experienced a mix of coups, civil war, and 
dictatorships, with a more recent transition to civilian leadership and democratic elections. The United States 
supports the consolidation of Paraguay's democracy and continued economic reform—the cornerstones of 
cooperation among countries in the hemisphere. 

The United States-Paraguay partnership is founded upon a long history of cooperation, strong common interests, an 
important bilateral trade relationship, and mutual respect between our governments and people. Paraguay is a 
partner in hemispheric initiatives to improve counter-narcotics cooperation; protect intellectual property rights; and to 
combat money laundering, trafficking in persons, and other illicit cross-border activities. Paraguay has taken steps to 
combat illegal activity in the tri-border area it shares with Argentina and Brazil. It also participates in antiterrorism 
programs and fora with its neighbors and the United States. 

The United States looks to Paraguay, which has tropical forest and riverine resources, to engage in hemispheric 
efforts to ensure sustainable development. 

U.S. Assistance to Paraguay

The U.S. Government aids the Government of Paraguay in stemming corruption, creating jobs, reducing rural 
poverty, and countering international criminal organizations operating in the country. A particular emphasis is placed 
on supporting vulnerable groups such as women, girls, indigenous peoples, and youth. U.S. assistance is aimed at 
improving the stability and security of Paraguay by strengthening democratic institutions and the rule of law, 
increasing economic opportunities, encouraging a more efficient business environment, and institutionalizing 
democratic reforms. 

Bilateral Economic Relations
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Paraguay has a small but rapidly growing open economy with a strong macroeconomic position and the potential for 
continued growth over the next decade. Major drivers of economic growth in Paraguay are the agriculture, retail, and 
construction sectors. There is a large subsistence sector and a large underground re-export sector, including the 
import of goods from Asia and the United States for re-export to neighboring countries. U.S.-Paraguay goods trade 
was $2.7 billion in 2017. U.S. exports to Paraguay include machinery, agricultural equipment, mineral fuels, toys, and 
sporting goods. U.S. imports from Paraguay include sugar, food oils, animal products, and wood products. 

The United States is one of the largest foreign investors in Paraguay. More than a dozen U.S. multinational firms 
have subsidiaries in Paraguay, including firms in the computer, agro-industrial, telecom, banking, and other service 
industries. More than 80 U.S. businesses have agents or representatives in Paraguay. Paraguay and the United 
States discuss investment and trade priorities under a new Trade and Investment Framework Agreement, a bilateral 
mechanism to advance common investment and trade objectives. 

Paraguay's Membership in International Organizations

Paraguay and the United States belong to a number of the same international organizations, including the United 
Nations, Organization of American States, International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and the World Trade 
Organization. Both countries also share a partnership through 100,000 Strong in the Americas, which seeks to 
increase the number of U.S. students studying across the Western Hemisphere to 100,000. Our delegations 
cooperate on human rights in international fora such as the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the 
UN Human Rights Council. 

Bilateral Representation

Principal U.S. embassy officials are listed in the Department's Key Officer’s List
(https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf). 

Paraguay maintains an embassy (http://www.mre.gov.py/Sitios/Home/Index/embaparusa/)in the United States at 
2209 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008 (tel. 202-483-6960). 

More information about Paraguay is available from the Department of State and other sources, some of which are 
listed here: 

Department of State Paraguay Page (http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/pa/)
Department of State Key Officers List (http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf)
CIA World Factbook Paraguay Page (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-
factbook/geos/pa.html)
U.S. Embassy (https://py.usembassy.gov/)
USAID Paraguay Page (https://www.usaid.gov/paraguay)
History of U.S. Relations With Paraguay (http://history.state.gov/countries/paraguay/)
Human Rights Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/)
International Religious Freedom Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/drl/irf/rpt/index.htm)
Trafficking in Persons Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/index.htm)
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BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Paraguay is a landlocked country in central South America

that is slightly smaller than Iraq or the U.S. state of

California. Over one-third of the country is forest or

woodlands, although that amount is dwindling, as

deforestation is a significant problem. About 12 percent of the

land is suitable for cultivation. There are some hilly areas, but

few high elevations.

     The Río Paraguay (Paraguay River) divides the country

into two regions. In the northwest lies the sparsely settled arid

region known as the Gran Chaco, or simply Chaco. Near the

river, the Chaco is mostly wetlands. Southeast of the river is

the fertile Paraná Plateau, where the main population and

agricultural centers are located. The plateau is subtropical and

has a hot, humid, and rainy climate.

     Because Paraguay is south of the equator, the country's

seasonal changes are opposite those in the Northern

Hemisphere. The warm season is from September through

May, when temperatures usually fall between 75 to 100°F (24

to 38°C). The cooler rainy season is from June through

August, with temperatures ranging between 50 and 75°F (10

to 24°C).

History

Indigenous Peoples and Colonization

What is now Paraguay was occupied by several tribal groups

thousands of years before Europeans arrived. The largest and

most dominant group were the Guaraní, who lived primarily

in the eastern and southern areas of what is today Paraguay

and beyond. The Guaraní inhabited small villages, hunting,

growing crops, and at times waging war with neighboring

groups. Spanish explorers came to Paraguay in 1524 and

established Asunción in 1537. Colonial rule lasted until the

19th century.

     Independence and War

Paraguay peacefully gained independence in 1811, and José

Gaspar Rodríguez de Francia established the first in a long

line of dictatorships. He closed the country to the outside

world and ruled until his death in 1840.

     The next ruler, Carlos Antonio López, began modernizing

the country. But in 1865, his son and successor Francisco

Solano López took Paraguay into the War of the Triple

Alliance against Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay. Ultimately,

Paraguay lost the war (1870), along with 55,000 square miles

(142,450 square kilometers) of territory and at least half of its

total population, including some two-thirds of its adult male

population. Foreign troops stayed until 1876, and Paraguay

remained politically unstable for another generation.

     In 1932, Paraguay waged the three-year Chaco War with

Bolivia over a territorial dispute. Although Paraguay gained

two-thirds of the disputed Chaco territory, even more of the

country's male population died and the war seriously

weakened Paraguay's economy.

     Dictatorship and Democracy

Various dictators and one elected president ruled until 1954,

when General Alfredo Stroessner, commander of the army,

took control of the Paraguayan government and established a

long-term dictatorship. Although his tenure brought some

economic development (mainly in the form of three

1
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hydroelectric dams), his government was responsible for

human-rights violations, corruption, and oppression.

     A coup in 1989 ousted Stroessner, and the coup's leader,

General Andrés Rodríguez, was elected president. President

Rodríguez restored civil rights, legalized political parties, and

promised not to serve past 1993. He was the first leader to

successfully implement many democratic reforms. A new

constitution was ratified in June 1992. Rodríguez's

administration helped Paraguay emerge from its isolation

under decades of dictatorship to join in regional and

international organizations.

     The nation's commitment to democracy was tested during

an attempted coup in 1996. General Lino Oviedo, who led the

coup, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. He ran for the

presidency from his prison cell until a Supreme Court ruling

forced him to withdraw his candidacy. His running mate,

Raúl Cubas, ran in his place and won in 1998. Oviedo later

fled the country, was returned to Paraguay, and served

additional prison time for his involvement in the attempted

coup. His conviction was eventually overturned by the

Supreme Court, which allowed him to run for president in

2008. He lost the election and was killed in a helicopter crash

while running again in 2013.

     Lugo's Impeachment

Between 1999 and 2012 there were three more presidents, the

third of which was Fernando Lugo. Lugo's election in 2008

ended 60 years of Colorado Party rule. However, Lugo's term

was cut nine months short when he was rapidly impeached by

Paraguay's senate in June 2012 under the pretext of

misconduct related to a clash between police and squatters

that left 17 people dead. Though the ouster of the unpopular

of Lugo was technically legal, Paraguay faced regional

economic and political isolation as a result of the senate's

move. Fernando Lugo was replaced by his vice president,

Federico Franco, who served until conservative Horacio

Cartes won 2013 elections, bringing the Colorado Party back

to power.

     Recent Events and Trends

• Election amendment: In April 2017, Paraguay's lower

house, the Chamber of Deputies, rejected an amendment

passed by the Chamber of Senators the month before that

would have allowed President Cartes to run for reelection in a

country that has had a one-term presidential limit in place

since 1989. The passage of the amendment by the Chamber of

Senators had been met by violent protests in which one

demonstrator was killed by police.

• New president: In April 2018, ruling Colorado Party

candidate Mario Abdo Benítez won the presidency in a close

election. The right-wing politician is the son of a key figure in

former Paraguayan dictator Alfredo Stroessner's government.

• Malaria elimination: In July 2018, the World Health

Organization announced that Paraguay has eliminated

malaria, becoming the first country in the Americas to do so

in half a century. The achievement has been attributed to

quick detection and analysis of cases of the disease. The

elimination comes at a time when malaria is on the rise in

several other countries in the Americas.

THE PEOPLE 

Population

Paraguay is the most ethnically homogeneous country in

South America, partially due to its many years of virtual

isolation. As much as 95 percent of the population is mestizo,

or of mixed Spanish and indigenous heritage. A small number

of indigenous tribes also live in the country; mostly around

Asunción or in northern Paraguay. These native groups

include the Guaraní, Aché, and Macá. Descendants of

German, Italian, French, and British immigrants have

assimilated into mestizo society. Some Koreans, Japanese,

other Asians, and Arabs also reside in Paraguay, but they

have not assimilated into Paraguayan culture. A small number

of Mennonites, mostly around Filadelfia and in settlements

found in the Chaco region, maintain a distinct lifestyle based

on their European agricultural heritage. Roughly 30 percent

of the population is younger than age 15.

Language

Paraguay has two official languages: Spanish and Guaraní.

Spanish is the language of government, urban commerce, and

most schooling, but Guaraní is the common language. In fact,

Paraguay is the only country in the Americas where the

majority of the population speaks the same indigenous

language. In rural areas, some people speak only Guaraní,

although many adults cannot read or write it. To remedy this,

schools now teach students pure Guaraní as it is expressed in

literature. Most people also speak or understand Spanish.

     Paraguayans mix many Guaraní words with Spanish, and

many of their vocabulary words differ from those of other

Spanish-speaking countries. Jopará is a slang dialect that

combines Spanish and Guaraní and is used informally

throughout Paraguay. They generally use the vos rather than

the tú form for informal address.

     Portuguese is spoken along the Brazilian border.

Paraguay's Spanish is called Castellano (Castilian), not

Español.

Religion

About 90 percent of Paraguayans are Roman Catholic.

Catholic rituals and holidays play an important role in society.

However, various Protestant and other Christian churches also

have members in Paraguay. Mennonites immigrated to

Paraguay in large numbers in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, founding semi-autonomous colonies (colonias),

which they still inhabit today. Paraguayan women tend to be

more religious than men. Many rural people mix Christian

beliefs and traditional beliefs in their worship. Few rural areas

have a full-time priest. Instead, people in rural areas hire a

priest to come for special occasions such as baptisms,

weddings, and religious holidays.

General Attitudes

Most Paraguayans are proud of being Paraguayan. They

consider their country the heart of South America (el corazón

de Sudamerica). Paraguayans often define themselves by

three aspects of their culture: speaking Guaraní, eating

mandioca (cassava), and drinking yerba (herb) tea.

Paraguayans say that Spanish is the language of the head, but

Guaraní is the language of the heart. Mandioca is served at
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nearly every meal. Yerba tea has been part of the culture for

hundreds of years. Mate (MAH-tay) leaves are made into a

mildly stimulating yerba tea. Served cold, it is called tereré.

Served hot, it is mate.

     Paraguay is generally a traditional society. Property,

beauty, virility, money, status, and large families tend to be

valued. Social connections beyond the family are considered

very important as well. Paraguayans often describe

themselves as a "nation of friends," as one's friends are often

relied upon for social, educational, legal, and economic

advancement and favors. Paraguayans also typically value

humor as a trait that cannot be taken from them (during

historical conflicts, for instance) and that is not limited by

their country's small size or economic status.

     Most Paraguayans strive for tranquilidad (tranquility).

Deviations from traditional values and loud, disruptive

behavior are not appreciated. Although most people are very

welcoming, generations of isolation and wars with

neighboring countries mean much of the population lacks

experience with diverse groups. For example, the mestizo

population tends to look down on people with darker skin

tones, and there may be negative attitudes toward unfamiliar

religions or cultures. This historic and sometimes

self-imposed isolation has also developed in many

Paraguayans a self-reliant attitude they tend to be very proud

of.

     Paraguayans do not appreciate stereotypes about poverty

and inferiority in developing countries; they are proud of their

particular heritage. At the same time, many feel that other

countries take advantage of their nation.

Personal Appearance

North American and European fashions are worn throughout

Paraguay. Cleanliness tends to be emphasized; even the

poorest people usually have clean clothing, and if shoes are

worn, they are clean shoes. In many rural areas, children

especially may go barefoot except in the coldest winter

weather.

     During summer months, shorts are common casual wear,

except among older adults. Men generally do not wear

sandals in public, though flip-flops are standard in relaxed

social settings or at home for both men and women. Teenage

girls often wear revealing clothing, while teenage boys

commonly wear athletic gear. Clothing is often lightweight;

cotton is a popular fabric. Paraguayans tend to bundle up

during even relatively minor periods of cold, wearing

sweaters, heavy winter coats, wool hats, and gloves. Urban

men wear slacks and a shirt for working, but suits and ties are

less common because of the hot climate. Rural men wear

work clothes, often secondhand clothing from the United

States or other countries, and a hat when farming. A common

style of clothing is ao po'i, a loosely woven cotton fabric with

handstitched lines.

     Women generally pay particular attention to their

appearance, regardless of economic conditions. Styled hair,

manicured nails, jewelry, and makeup are popular in cities but

less common in rural areas. Older rural women nearly always

wear dresses or skirts, while younger women wear more

modern attire. Society generally considers beauty an

important quality in women.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

Spanish greetings, such as Mucho gusto (Pleased to meet

you), are often used with strangers or for formal situations.

Acquaintances might use less formal Spanish, such as Hola.

¿Cómo estás? (Hi. How are you?), but friends and relatives

more often use Guaraní greetings. The most common phrase

is ¿Mba'eichapa? (pronounced “m-buy-ay-SHA-pah”), which

means “How are you?” The reply is almost always Iporã (Just

fine).

     In the countryside, it is friendly and polite to call out a

greeting to a friend passing one's house. People also greet one

another as they pass on the street, whether walking, riding a

bicycle, or driving a horse-drawn cart. Rather than saying

Hola (Hello) though, in this case people more often say Adiós

(Good-bye), but drop the s and hold out the o.

     Except in the workplace, men and women nearly always

shake hands when greeting, even if for the second or third

time in a day. Friends greeting for the first time in a day (if at

least one is a woman) will usually kiss each other on each

cheek as well as shake hands. Rural women are more likely to

pat the other's arm than kiss. When departing, most people

repeat whatever gesture they used in greeting.

     Urban, usually middle-aged, men are addressed

respectfully by last name, often accompanied by Don. For

women, Doña customarily accompanies the first name. Using

a person's professional title also shows respect. Young people

refer to each other by first name. In rural areas, campesinos

(farmers) commonly address one another by first name,

preceded by Ña (for women) or Karai (for men).

     Paraguayans often greet a respected elder by holding their

hands in prayer position and waiting for the elder to bless

them by making the sign of the cross (a gesture made by

tracing two perpendicular lines in the air, representing a

Christian cross).

Gestures

Perhaps the most common hand gesture is a "thumbs up"

(referred to as al pelo), which expresses anything positive or

encouraging. A person uses the gesture when saying Al pelo

(meaning that everything is good) or Iporã (meaning "Just

fine") or when answering a question. Wagging a vertical

index finger means a strong "no" or "I don't think so." One

beckons by waving all fingers of the hand with the palm

facing out or down.

     Paraguayans are soft-spoken; they do not shout to get

someone's attention. If making a "tssst tssst" sound does not

work, a Paraguayan might whistle or run after the person.

Paraguayan men and children usually give up their bus seats

to older men or women, pregnant women, or women with

babies. Seated bus passengers usually offer to hold packages

or children for standing passengers.

Visiting

Paraguayans visit one another often. Unannounced visits are
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common and welcome. To make one's presence known at a

home, one claps at the gate. It is impolite to enter the yard

until invited. When visiting someone, it is common to request

permission to enter a yard, home, or office by saying Permiso

(Permission) and waiting for the response of Adelante (Go

ahead). The large apartment buildings common to urban areas

are equipped with intercoms that allow visitors to announce

their presence.

     Paraguayans enjoy hosting friends and new acquaintances.

Guests usually are offered refreshments. If the hosts are

eating a meal or drinking tereré (cold herbal tea), they will

usually invite visitors to join in. Otherwise, guests might be

offered a soft drink (in the city), coffee, juice, or water. Fruit

is commonly offered in rural areas. Hosts only give tereré to

unannounced visitors if they want them to stay a while.

People often drink the tea from a common guampa (container,

usually made of wood, cattle horns, or gourds) through a

bombilla (metal straw). The host passes the guampa to one

person, who drinks and returns the container to the host, who

makes another portion for the next person. Participants enjoy

this important social custom while relaxing and conversing.

     People often congregate in plazas to relax, chat, and eat.

Urban residents like to invite friends to their homes for a

meal; rural people generally extend invitations only for

special occasions. Guests need not be punctual; being late is

accepted and more comfortable for all involved. Guests may

be traveling from a variety of distances under a variety of

circumstances, so it is accepted that people arrive when they

can. Invited dinner guests might bring a gift of wine, beer, or

a dessert. Guests usually are expected to stay after a meal for

conversation and tea. If guests have traveled a long distance

or face a difficult journey home, they will generally be

expected to stay the night.

Eating

Mealtimes and eating habits vary according to region and

family. Rather than sit down to a daily family meal, rural

people often eat when they can. Farmers might eat lunch in

their fields, for example, rather than go home. Urban families

usually eat their main meal together. Traditionally, the main

meal is lunch and normally extends from around 11:30 a.m. to

1 p.m. However, if members of the family cannot return from

work or school for lunch, they may have a larger evening

meal together. In urban areas, dinner tends to be eaten quite

late, sometimes close to 10 p.m. or later.

     Many people drink mate (hot herbal tea) first thing in the

morning and shortly before going to bed. People take breaks

for tereré (cold herbal tea) a few times a day, often at 9 a.m.,

11 a.m., 3 p.m., and 5 p.m. Many people add yuyos

(pronounced "jew-jos," plants meant to add health benefits

and flavor) to their mate or tereré.

     Guests usually receive their plates of food fully served.

They may take additional portions from serving dishes on the

table. Not finishing one's food is considered an insult to the

cook. Hosts usually insist their guests take second helpings.

Proper etiquette is important in formal situations, including

not placing hands in the lap (they rest on the table edge) and

waiting for the hosts to begin eating. Few people, especially

in rural areas, drink during meals. Drinks are often offered or

served after the meal, along with coffee for the adults.

     The asado (barbecue) is a popular family gathering

throughout the country. Beef is the main meat served at an

asado, as Paraguay is one of the region's primary producers

and exporters of cattle. Hosts take pride in having their own

styles of preparing beef for these occasions.

     Street vendors sell food on urban streets; eating or

drinking in public is common. In restaurants, one rarely buys

a drink for oneself; one orders a large pitcher for all at the

table. Additional rounds are ordered by other diners. When

eating a snack or small meal around other people,

Paraguayans customarily offer to share their food. Declining

the offer is not considered impolite. In rural restaurants,

service is included in the bill and tips are not expected, as

they are in urban areas.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

Paraguayan society centers on the extended family. Two to

three children is the norm. Single-parent families are

common, and children nearly always live with the mother,

who may have children with multiple fathers. In many cases,

a mother and her children will live with the mother's parents,

who help in providing child care as well as financial support.

Children born out of wedlock are generally well accepted in

the community. When women remarry, their children

typically call their stepfather Tio (Uncle). Many people move

to urban areas or foreign countries to work, often leaving their

children to be cared for by grandparents.

     Parents and Children

Most children are well behaved and polite. It is common for

children to live with their parents until they marry. After

children marry, families sometimes build an extra room onto

the house for the new couple to live in, if not a small, separate

house on the property, called a casita (little house). Three or

four generations might live in one home or on one plot of land

in both urban and rural places. Adult children, especially

daughters, usually care for their aging parents.

     Gender Roles

The father generally heads the family, and the mother usually

takes care of the household. However, many women work

outside the home in order to supplement the family income,

whether they live with their husbands or are single and live

with their parents. In all, some 58 percent of women are

formally employed. Other women engage in paid work inside

the home; for example, they might bake bread for a nearby

corner store or take in laundry to do. Most rural women, like

the men, are involved in agriculture.

Housing

Rural

Most rural families have electricity, satellite television,

modern cellular phones, and radios but may not have other

modern conveniences such as indoor plumbing. Water for

drinking and cooking may come from wells and is either hand

drawn or pumped by electric pumps into the kitchen. In the
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most remote and poor areas, including some indigenous

villages, local streams provide a family's water as well as a

place to do laundry and bathe. Rural families live in simple

wooden or brick homes with dirt or brick floors and straw or

tin roofs. People keep their doors and windows open

throughout the day to combat the heat and to welcome

visitors. Most families own a dog as protection for the home.

     Urban

Most urban homes are made of concrete or brick and have

tiled floors and traditional red-tile roofs. Nearly all homes in

Asunción and other urban areas have running water and

electricity. Many urban Paraguayans also have internet

connections and cable or satellite television. Electric water

heaters are starting to gain popularity over showers that are

heated by manually turning on an electric unit located on the

showerhead. In urban shantytowns, shelters are made from

cardboard or tin, often with satellite television dishes attached

to their roofs.

     Interiors and Exteriors

Traditional Catholic families may display small religious

statues, artwork, rosary beads, and candles in a corner of the

living room or bedroom. Patios and balconies are common

and are usually furnished and decorated with plants,

providing a comfortable place to relax outside. Women take

great pride in their patios and front yards because this is

where guests come to drink tereré (cold herbal tea) and

socialize. Most visits take place entirely in the front yard and

patio, which are nearly always equipped with a barbeque pit

or grill used for asados (barbecues).

Dating and Marriage

Most Paraguayan young women have an elaborate party,

called a fiesta de quince, at age 15 to celebrate becoming a

señorita, or young woman. Poorer families may pool their

resources through a community party that celebrates every

girl in the village who turned 15 that year. Dating may have

been done informally prior to the fiesta de quince, but after it,

formal dates are allowed.

     In addition to school and church, young people get to

know one another at community fiestas, large family

gatherings, dances, and so forth. It is generally acknowledged

that before any serious dating takes place, a young man

should have permission from a young woman's parents to date

her.

     Many years ago, it was traditional that as a couple started

to date, the young man could only see the young woman on

traditional visiting days (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and

Sunday) in the family home, always with one parent close by.

Then later in the relationship, a relative of the young woman

might chaperone the couple. In urban areas today, these

customs have all but died out, but they may still be

encountered among very religious families or in more remote

rural areas.

     Dating among teens tends to be casual and sometimes

includes getting together with a group of friends. Malls are

popular date sites in cities, while in both urban and rural areas

social clubs host dances and parties that are also popular. In

rural areas, many dates may occur at either the young man's

or woman's family home.

     In more tradition-bound families, parents generally expect

to approve marriage partners. This is rarely the case today in

urban areas, however. For a marriage to be legal, the wedding

must be performed civilly. In addition, couples may have a

church wedding. Paraguayan church weddings are elaborate

and expensive affairs. Same-sex marriage is not legally

recognized in Paraguay.

     Many couples enter into common-law relationships,

especially when they have had children together. Others have

children together but do not live together. Infidelity is

widespread and generally accepted, particularly for men.

Life Cycle

Birth

In rural areas, babies are born at local government-run health

clinics or at home with the help of a midwife. In cities, most

women give birth in hospitals, where they are also attended to

by midwives. Catholic babies are baptized soon after birth.

Some children are named after the saint on whose day they

were born. A child's first birthday is cause for a large

celebration.

     Death

When a person dies, his or her body is kept in the family's

home until burial (typically the next day). Relatives, friends,

and neighbors come to the home to pay their final respects.

After funeral services are held, the funeral party joins in a

procession to the cemetery. Friends and relatives of Catholic

families are invited to pray the novena (nine days of

consecutive prayer) for the deceased. After the prayer, the

family of the deceased usually provides snacks, such as

candy, cookies, or chipa (hard cheese bread). The last day of

the novena is celebrated with a large lunch.

     Paraguayan cemeteries typically have mausoleums instead

of underground graves. These mausoleums are typically built

to be large enough to hold entire families. Cemeteries are

located on the highest ground in the area so that the dead will

be closer to God.

Diet

Breakfast usually consists of cocido (a hot drink of mate,

cooked sugar, and milk) or coffee, in addition to bread with

margarine and fruit spread, rolls, and pastries. The most

important staple foods include mandioca (cassava), sopa

Paraguaya (cornbread baked with cheese, onions, and

sometimes meat), chipa (hard cheese bread), tortillas, and 

empanadas (deep-fried meat or vegetable turnovers). Breads

and cakes may be baked in a traditional clay oven called a

tatakua.

     Small rural gardens provide campesino (farmer) families

with tomatoes, onions, carrots, garlic, squash, watermelon,

cabbage, and other produce. Surrounding trees and bushes

provide fruit. Meat and poultry are commonly eaten. Beef is a

typical part of the adult diet. Paraguayans also eat chicken

and freshwater fish dishes. Pork and goat are less common.

Recreation

Sports

Soccer is the most popular sport in Paraguay—both to watch

and to play. Volleyball is also a common participation sport.
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Men often play sports in the evenings. Many enjoy tennis and

basketball. Golf is popular among the wealthy, with numerous

golf courses found in larger urban areas. Women generally

did not play sports in the past, but recently more have started

participating, with soccer and volleyball being the most

popular.

     Leisure

Urban people might go to the theater, the movies, or to other

cultural events. Large shopping malls found in urban areas are

very popular, especially in the summertime, when the

air-conditioning offers a welcome relief from the heat. Most

households have televisions, and families enjoy watching

sports, the news, movies, and soap operas. Local radio

broadcasts are popular. Rural and urban people alike relax by

drinking tereré (cold herbal tea) and mate (hot herbal tea) and

visiting each other.

     Outside spots such as small-town plazas or urban

neighborhood parks are popular gathering places for visiting

with friends, biking, or bringing children to enjoy

playgrounds. Most Paraguayan homes are also designed with

large outdoor patios called quinchos, which are used for

entertaining or simply relaxing with the family. People also

socialize with friends and family in the outdoor seating areas

most restaurants and cafés offer.

The Arts

Arts reflect the people's Spanish and Guaraní heritage.

Paraguay's famous ñandutí lace is known for its intricate and

delicate designs. Other popular crafts include wood and stone

carving, pottery, and embroidery. Several groups have been

formed to preserve Guaraní culture.

     Popular music tends to have Western influences and

includes Latino polkas and ballads. The bottle dance is often

accompanied by Paraguayan polka music. Dancing is a

popular form of recreation and shows heavy influence from

Spain. Young people tend to enjoy music with a distinct beat

(techno, rap, etc.). The Paraguayan harp is a famous

instrument.

Holidays

Paraguayans celebrate New Year's Day (1 January), Epiphany

(6 January), Carnaval (a week of parades and parties in

February), Heroes' Day (1 March), Semana Santa (Holy

Week before Easter), Labor Day (1 May), Independence Day

(14–15 May), Mother's Day (15 May), the Chaco Armistice

(12 June), Día de la Amistad (Friendship Day, 30 July),

Founding of Asunción City (15 August, celebrated with large

parades), Día de los Niños (Children's Day, 16 August),

Constitution Day (25 August), Victory of Boquerón (29

September), Columbus Day (12 October), All Saints' Day (1

November), Virgin of Caacupé (8 December), and Christmas.

Semana Santa is the most important holiday period and is a

week for family gatherings.

SOCIETY 

Government

Paraguay is a presidential republic divided into 17

departamentos (departments) and the capital city. It is headed

by a president who is elected to one five-year term, without

the possibility of reelection. The president is head of state and

head of government. Legislators in the 45-seat Chamber of

Senators and 80-seat Chamber of Deputies are elected to

five-year terms as well. The voting age is 18; the law requires

that adults vote until age 75. Paraguay's principal political

parties are the Colorado Party and the Authentic Radical

Liberal Party. The presidential palace, the seat of government,

is located in Asunción, the largest city and capital.

Economy

Many Paraguayans work in the country's large informal

sector, which centers on the resale of consumer goods.

Paraguay's formal economy is based primarily on

agriculture, though the services sector is becoming

increasingly important in major cities. Most rural families

grow cotton, sugarcane, soybeans, or corn as their primary

cash crops. Soybeans are mainly grown on large-scale

corporate farms owned by foreigners or multinational

corporations and are a top agricultural export. Beef is another

important export; cattle are raised on expansive ranches

usually owned by foreigners.

     Paraguay also earns significant income from the sale of

excess hydroelectric power generated from its two large

hydroelectric dams; the country sells most of the power it

generates, making it one of the largest electricity exporters in

the world.

     The economy grew between 2003 and 2008 thanks to an

increased international demand for commodities but was hurt

by drought and the global recession in 2008. However, the

economy has recovered and grown strongly since 2014.

     A small wealthy class has most of the nation's assets, and

most economic opportunities are available only to urban

residents. Almost a quarter of the population lives below the

poverty line, though there is a growing and vocal middle

class. Rural families commonly send one or more members to

other countries to work.

     Political instability, foreign debt, and lack of infrastructure

inhibit economic progress. Other challenges include lack of a

trained workforce and relatively high unemployment.

Deforestation has effectively ruined the potential for a

sustainable timber industry, though there is some promise in

large-scale eucalyptus tree farming operations. Land

redistribution, economic diversification, and foreign

investment are needed to improve conditions.

     In an effort to boost foreign investment and strengthen

regional economic activity, Paraguay helped found the

Mercosur trade bloc, which also includes as full members

Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, and Venezuela. Paraguay's

currency is the guaraní (PYG).

Transportation and Communications

Paraguay has a national highway system consisting of some

paved highways between all cities and most large towns.

Streets within urban areas are normally paved or made of

cobblestones. Most rural roads are unpaved and may become

impassable after a heavy rain.

     Buses serve as the main form of public transportation
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throughout the country. Buses are often crowded, especially

during rush hours, and the vehicles tend to be run down and

rather unreliable. However, the government has increased

spending on public transit, and more modern and efficient

buses are starting to be phased into service.

     Taxis are available throughout most of Paraguay. Many

people in both urban and rural areas own motorcycles, which

are affordable to purchase and operate. Cars, once owned

exclusively by wealthier urban residents, are becoming

increasingly common, and traffic in cities is a growing

problem.

     Horse-drawn carts are common in the countryside (and

may still be seen occasionally in cities). Rural inhabitants also

ride horses or walk to where they need to go. Ox-drawn carts

are sometimes used to haul heavy items.

     There are several Paraguayan television channels, which

transmit without charge throughout the country. Private

providers offer additional cable and satellite options, which

include foreign programming from places like the United

States and Europe. Both AM and FM radio stations broadcast

throughout the country.

     Most people do not have landline telephones, as cellular

phones have all but replaced them. Mobile service is available

countrywide through multiple providers. Wireless internet

connections are available in all urban areas at stores,

restaurants, hotels, and malls; many rural businesses offer it

as well. Most people access the internet on personal electronic

devices. High-speed connections are also available in most

urban areas and are beginning to be available in smaller towns

and rural areas as well.

Education

Structure

Public education is mandatory from grades one through nine

and is provided free of charge, but students must buy

uniforms and supplies and attendance is not strictly enforced.

Primary school is six years, with an additional three years of

lower secondary school after that, followed by three years of

upper secondary. Schools are often crowded. To

accommodate all of their students, most schools offer two

schedules a day, with some students attending in the morning

and some in the afternoon.

     School Life

By law, instruction is required to be exclusively in Spanish,

but since many rural children only speak Guaraní, sometimes

lessons are taught in that language, especially in lower grades.

Common subjects include reading and grammar in both

Spanish and Guaraní, science, social studies, math, and

health. Private schools and large urban schools often offer art

classes, computer training, and music lessons as well.

     Most children (about 89 percent) complete primary school.

Enrollment drops slightly in secondary schools. Opportunities

for those who finish school are limited, and many either work

in the fields or migrate to other countries to find work. The

official literacy rate does not reflect reality in rural areas,

where the literacy rate is substantially lower.

     Higher Education

There are some institutions of higher learning, but only a

small percentage of the population attends college.

Competition to get into the two national universities, which

provide free higher education, is intense, and few families can

afford the private universities that have opened in recent

years.

Health

The healthcare system includes both public and private

hospitals and clinics. In the public system, these include large

regional hospitals, specialty hospitals, and satellite clinics that

are located in most cities and towns. The smaller the town,

the smaller the clinic. Rural health clinics may be staffed only

a few days a week by a nurse, who refers cases to a larger

clinic or hospital as needed. To access government-provided

health care, one must pay up front or participate in the

low-cost public healthcare insurance program.

     The private healthcare system consists of large corporate

providers and individual doctors who run their own practices

and clinics. In rural areas, private-practice doctors routinely

make house calls. The private healthcare system offers

first-class care but is often priced out of the reach of most

Paraguayans.

     Rural people often use traditional herbs and cures to treat

minor ailments. These are normally provided by traditional

healers called curanderos, who take a holistic approach to

health. Even many rich Paraguayans rely heavily on these

healers and put great faith in their traditional approach.

     While Paraguayans value cleanliness, unsanitary

conditions such as poor sewage systems contribute to poor

health. Malnutrition affects children. Severe dental problems

afflict a majority of the population. Other major issues

include cardiovascular disease, parasites, and pneumonia.

Mosquito-borne diseases such as dengue have been a problem

in recent years; as a result, mosquito control is a major effort

throughout the country.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of Paraguay, 2209 Massachusetts Avenue NW,

Washington, DC 20008; phone (202) 483-6960; web site

www.mre.gov.py/Sitios/Home/Index/embaparusa/ENG.

Country and Development Data

Capital Asunción

Population 7,025,763 (rank=104)

Area (sq. mi.) 157,048 (rank=59)

Area (sq. km.) 406,752

Human Development Index 110 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 104 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $9,800

Adult Literacy 95% (male); 93% (female)

Infant Mortality 19 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 75 (male); 80 (female)

Currency Guaraní
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Briefing sheet
Editor: Mohini Gupta

Forecast Closing Date: January 24, 2019

Political and economic outlook

The president, Mario Abdo of the right-wing Partido Colorado (PC), succeeded Horacio Cartes
as president in August 2018 following a close election. The PC retains control of the Senate
(without a majority); fragmentation in Congress will stall legislation.
The Economist Intelligence Unit expects Mr Abdo to slow the market-oriented reform agenda of
Mr Cartes. However, he will retain a broadly orthodox economic policy stance during his five-
year term.
The economy will expand by 3.5% of GDP in 2019, before slowing to 3.3% in 2020, owing to a
slowdown in the US and global economy that year. Growth will pick up to 4.2% in 2022-23, as
global growth recovers.
After widening to an estimated 1.4% of GDP in 2018 owing to electorally driven spending, the
fiscal deficit is expected to stabilise in 2019 at 1.5% of GDP, the limit of the current fiscal rule.
We expect some slippage in the latter years of the 2019-23 forecast period.
Barring supply-side shocks affecting food and fuel prices, annual inflation will remain
comfortably within the 2-6% range targeted by the Banco Central del Paraguay (the
central bank).
We expect the guaraní to depreciate moderately in 201923 to G6,209.7:US$1 by 2023, although
real appreciation will continue.

Key indicators
 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth (%) 4.0 3.5 3.3 3.8 4.1 4.2

Consumer price inflation (av; %) 4.0 3.6 3.2 3.9 4.0 4.3

Government balance (% of GDP) -1.3 -1.4 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.4

Current-account balance (% of GDP) 2.0 2.9 2.7 1.6 1.5 1.3

Money market rate (av; %) 6.0 7.1 6.8 7.1 7.5 8.0

Unemployment rate (%) 6.5 6.5 7.0 6.5 6.5 7.5

Exchange rate G:US$ (av) 5,730.9 5,824.1 5,937.6 5,962.4 6,039.9 6,209.7
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
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Key changes since October 29th

We have revised our estimate of real GDP growth in 2018 to 4% (up from 3.8%) owing to
exceptionally high performance of the economy in the first half of 2018 (at an average rate of
5.7%) followed by a deceleration in the third quarter.
Owing to downward revisions in our forecasts for international oil prices in 2019-23, we now
expect the trade surplus to average of 1.2% of GDP (up from 1% previously).
We now expect the current-account surplus to stand at 2.5% of GDP (down from 1.6% of GDP)
in 2018-20 before narrowing to an average of 1.5% of GDP in 2021-23 owing to higher
international prices of oil (Paraguay is a heavy oil importer).

The quarter ahead

March 29th—GDP results (Q4):. We expect real GDP growth to gather pace in the fourth
quarter of 2018, aided by the normalisation of electric power generation and return to adequate
weather conditions (that led to a slowdown in Q3). Private and government consumption
should remain the principal drivers of the economy.
March 29th—Balanceofpayments data (Q4): The current-account registered a deficit of 3.5%
of GDP in the third quarter (down from a surplus of 2.9% of GDP in the second quarter) as a
result of a deterioration in the trade balance.

Major risks to our forecast
Scenarios, Q4 2018 Probability Impact Intensity

Fractious legislature obstructs government agenda Very high High 20

Judicial corruption scandals upset the balance of power Moderate
Very

high
15

Congress overturns public-private partnership legislation, jeopardising

contracts
High Moderate 12

Shocks, including vulnerability of the agriculture sector to bad weather,

produce another recession
Moderate High 12

Slow development of ParaguayParaná waterway acts as a drag on
exports

Moderate High 12

Note. Scenarios and scores are taken from our Risk Briefing product. Risk scenarios are potential

developments that might substantially change the business operating environment over the coming two

years. Risk intensity is a product of probability and impact, on a 25-point scale.
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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Outlook for 2019-23

Political stability
Mario Abdo of the right-wing Partido Colorado (PC) succeeded Horacio Cartes (2013-18), also of
PC, as the president on August 15th, and will serve a five-year term. In a closer than expected
presidential race in April, Mr Abdo won 48.9% of the vote, defeating Efraín Alegre of the centrist
Partido Liberal Radical Aútentico (PLRA), who ran in coalition with the leftwing Frente Guasú
(FG). In the legislative elections the PC retained control of most governorships and the Chamber
of Deputies (the lower house), but failed to achieve a majority in the 45-seat Senate (the upper
house), where it secured 17 seats, compared with the PLRA's 13 and the FG's six. Lacking a clear
government programme, the new president will mainly focus on maintaining stability and his
party's hold on power by establishing corporatist ties.

The first concern for Mr Abdo is to manage the PC's tendency towards internal sectarianism. The
new president has dedicated himself to weaving alliances within the PC in order to secure his
position with legislators. After four months of his presidency, Mr Abdo had successfully
attracted important allies from Mr Cartes's camp, including the governor of the department of
Itapúa, Juan Alberto Schmalko; the governor of Misiones, Carlos Arrechea; and that of Caazapá,
Pedro Verón. However, the president will still have to forge ties with key position holders in the
administration to establish his dominance ahead of the PC's internal elections in 2020.

The president has outlined employment creation, health, infrastructure and education as the main
priorities of his presidency. However, Mr Abdo is yet to clearly articulate his government
programme and The Economist Intelligence Unit expects the status quo to prevail with respect to
public policy to a great extent. The cancellation of the public-private partnership (PPP) on the
modernisation of the Asunción airport, on October 12th 2018, suggests that Mr Abdo will temper
his predecessor's pro-market reforms. During Mr Cartes's term, opposition from Mr Abdo and from
parts of the PLRA and the FG led to periodic instances of legislative gridlock over expansionary
public spending, employing PPPs on infrastructure projects and seeking foreign financing. In
addition, the new president's decision to fill his cabinet with leading PC figures suggests that he
will place political stability ahead of major policy reforms. However, Mr Abdo will face challenges
to his promised reform of the judiciary—which has recently been affected by corruption scandals
—and this is a potential flashpoint for instability. On a more positive note, the president's term so
far has seen improvements in the fight against smuggling, organised crime and the narcotics trade
following the arrests of high profile criminals and some of their political backers, including a
former senator, Óscar González Daher, and a deputy of the PC, Ulises Quintana, on corruption
charges.

Outside of party politics, urban and rural inequality will continue to be an important driver of anti-
government sentiment. Students will continue to protest against poor-quality secondary and
higher education, and campesinos (subsistence farmers) will co-ordinate periodic strike action to
call for wide-ranging land reform. Stubbornly high rural poverty, weak guerrilla insurgency by the
Ejército del Pueblo Paraguayo, a Marxist rebel group, and violent crime related to drugtrafficking
(the latter two almost entirely confined to pockets in the north-east) will not disrupt external
investment in rural agribusiness and manufacturing. Failure to do more about corruption sustains
the risk that this will fuel opposition to the government.

Election watch
Elections were held on April 22nd 2018 to choose the country's president, 17 departmental
governorships, the entirety of the respective state legislatures and both houses of Congress. All
appointments are for five-year terms. The next national elections will be held in 2023. In the
meantime, the PLRA may attempt to renew its leadership in the aftermath of Mr Alegre's second
consecutive defeat in a presidential race (he also ran in 2013). The FG is likely to remain under the
leadership of a former president, Fernando Lugo (2008-12). Smaller parties, especially around the
capital, Asunción, may gain force. Among these, the progressive Partido Revolucionario
Febrerista—led by Mario Ferreiro, the popular mayor of Asunción—stands out.
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International relations
Mr Abdo is unlikely to replicate Mr Cartes’s active foreign policy agenda towards economic ties.
Through its membership of Mercosur, the Southern Cone customs union, Paraguay will continue
to experience rapid growth in its maquila (domestic assembly for re-export) industry, owing to
exports to Brazil. The country's ties to Brazil—Paraguay's largest exports destination—were
further strengthened on December 21st as Mr Abdo and the outgoing Brazilian president, Michel
Temer, signed an understanding with the aim of developing the construction of two bridges that
will join both countries.

Mr Abdo will be hesitant to support protracted negotiations for an EU-Mercosur free-trade
agreement. Similarly, he has so far shown little inclination to join the regional attempts at isolating
and denouncing Venezuela's increasingly authoritarian regime. Although efforts will be
diminished, we expect that the incoming administration will, to some extent, continue Mr Cartes’s
attempts at building foreign relations, which included trips to Europe and the launching of an
annual Paraguay-EU investment forum.

The administration's relationship with the US and Israel soured as Mr Abdo relocated Paraguay's
Israeli embassy from Jerusalem (the Israeli capital, where it was moved during the end of
Mr Cartes's term) back to Tel Aviv. However, on January 23rd, Paraguay was one of the first
countries to recognise the interim presidency of Juan Guaidó in Venezuela, which aligned with US
foreign policy on the matter and is expected to alleviate any tensions between the two countries.

Democracy Index: Paraguay
The Economist Intelligence Unit's Democracy Index for 2018 ranks Paraguay 70th out of 167
countries, placing it in the "flawed democracy" category. Paraguay's relatively poor overall score
mainly reflects the fact that for 61 years (until 2008), the country was continuously ruled by the
Partido Colorado (PC), including during the dictatorship of Alfredo Stroessner (1954-89). Even
after democracy was restored in 1989, the PC's strong electoral machine, coupled with the
country's weak political culture, has allowed the party to remain in power since then, barring one
opposition government that came into office in 2008 but was cut short in June 2012 by the
impeachment of the then president, Fernando Lugo (2008-12). The current president, Mario Abdo,
who took office on August 15th 2018, also belongs to the PC and has faced criticism for defending
achievements of the former dictator's regime.

Political jostling continues as a mainstay

Democratic culture in Paraguay has proved relatively resilient since 2012. In March 2017 the
former president, Horacio Cartes (2013-18), reached an understanding with the leftist coalition
PLRAFG that would allow him to alter the constitution and amend the Senate’s procedural rules
to would allow him to run for re-election in April 2018. However, Mr Cartes's push to lift
constitutional term limits was vehemently opposed by his own party, the PC, leading to inflamed
political tension. Further moves by Mr Cartes to take a Senate seat, even though he was already
constitutionally entitled to a non-voting seat, was blocked by strong opposition from within his
own party. Since taking office, Mr Abdo has been tasked with weaving alliances within the PC
and across party lines in order to avoid political gridlock at the cost of policy making.

Political tussling remains a mainstay of Paraguayan politics, as exemplified by the rival factions of
Mr Abdo and Mr Cartes within the same political party. Despite frequent fighting, institutional
rules have remained mostly intact, showing that the country's democracy is gradually maturing.

Democracy Index
 Regime type Overall score Overall rank

2018 Flawed democracy 6.24 out of 10 70 out of 167

2017 Flawed democracy 6.31 out of 10 =71 out of 167

2016 Flawed democracy 6.27 out of 10 72 out of 167

Institutional growth has stalled and mistrust of the
political class is high
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Although Mr Abdo has outlined primary healthcare, education and infrastructure as the main
priorities of his presidency, he still has not set a firm government plan in his five months of tenure.
Given his party's lack of a majority in the Senate and the factionalism within the PC, Mr Abdo has
so far prioritised building alliances over policy making. In addition, his decision to reverse his
predecessor's moves on several occasions has stalled the progress on the governance front.
For instance, he chose to cancel two development projects—a publicprivate partnership for the
modernisation of the Asunción airport and the controversial Metrobus project. The president has
also yet to move forward on the institutional problems facing the country regarding land tenures,
the fiscal system and corruption. This stagnation on the policy front has dragged down the
functioning of government score. Furthermore, the first half of the year saw periods of legislative
gridlock, under the presidency of Mr Cartes, who had trouble pushing his reform agenda, as
traditionalist elements within the PC blocked most advances.

Perceptions of widespread corruption and impunity have resulted in the population displaying
minimal trust towards the political class. As such, scores for political participation and political
culture remain low. In late 2016 members of the PC, the opposition and the judiciary became
embroiled in a still-ongoing scandal around potential interference in the judicial system. The
scandal weakened the public's faith in both the political class and the judiciary. According to the
2018 Latinobarómetro survey, support to democracy in the country reduced from 59% in 2017 to
40% in 2018, while 87% of the survey respondents believed that the country is governed by a few
powerful groups for their own benefit.

Meanwhile, the Ejército Popular Paraguayo, a small guerrilla group, has continued to make some
small-scale attacks against security forces and continues to pose a security risk. The risks to
institutions and public security from organised, drug-related crime in the tri-border areas with
Argentina and Brazil pose an even greater threat.

Democracy Index 2018 by category
(On a scale of 0 to 10)

Electoral

process

Functioning of

government

Political

participation

Political

culture
Civil liberties

8.75 5.71 5.00 4.38 7.35

A free white paper containing the full index and detailed methodology can be downloaded from
www.eiu.com/democracy2018.

Note on methodology

There is no consensus on how to measure democracy, and definitions of democracy are
contested. Having free and fair competitive elections, and satisfying related aspects of political
freedom, is the sine qua non of all definitions. However, our index is based on the view that
measures of democracy that reflect the state of political freedom and civil liberties are not "thick"
enough: they do not encompass sufficiently some crucial features that determine the quality and
substance of democracy. Our index therefore also includes measures of political participation,
political culture and functioning of government, which are, at best, marginalised by other
measures.

Our index of democracy covers 167 countries and territories. The index, on a 0-10 scale, is based
on the ratings (0, 0.5 or 1) for 60 indicators grouped in five categories: electoral process and
pluralism; civil liberties; functioning of government; political participation; and political culture.
Each category has a rating on a 0-10 scale, and the overall index of democracy is the simple
average of the five category indices.

The category indices are based on the sum of the indicator scores in the category, converted to a
0-10 scale. Adjustments to the category scores are made if countries do not score a 1 in the
following critical areas for democracy:

whether national elections are free and fair;
the security of voters;
the influence of foreign powers on government; and
the capability of the civil service to implement policies.

If the scores for the first three questions are 0 (or 0.5), one point (or 0.5 points) is deducted from
the index in the relevant category (either electoral process and pluralism or the functioning of
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government). If the score for question 4 is 0, one point is deducted from the functioning of
government category index.

The index values are used to place countries within one of four types of regime:

full democracies—scores greater than 8;
flawed democracies—scores greater than 6, and less than or equal to 8;
hybrid regimes—scores greater than 4, and less than or equal to 6;
authoritarian regimes—scores less than or equal to 4.

Policy trends
We expect Mr Abdo to broadly maintain Mr Cartes's orthodox macroeconomic agenda, but he is
unlikely to pursue the kind of structural reform that Mr Cartes attempted—and only partially
accomplished—owing to resistance from unions, the leftwing opposition and the PC’s more
traditional elements.

Although the traditional PC elements that support Mr Abdo were highly critical of Mr Cartes’s
willingness to increase external borrowing and his attempts at improving infrastructure via PPPs,
we do not expect Mr Abdo to abandon such schemes entirely. However, he has already cancelled
two such projects—the controversial metrobus project and the modernisation of the Asunción
airport. He has clarified that he does not oppose PPP schemes and believes that "smaller" projects
should be prioritised. Similarly, foreign financing may be pivoted towards multilateral funding and
away from privately held bonds. Some progress is likely in infrastructure, but it will remain
inadequate for the needs of business in 2019-23, and progress on reform of inefficient public
ministries and state-run firms will prove elusive. Although Mr Abdo is less likely to attempt
structural reforms, he will also face less resistance in the legislature and courts than his
predecessor.

Major changes to tax policy are unlikely, as Mr Abdo and his spokesmen have dismissed both the
introduction of a tax on soy exports as well as increases to the 10% flat income tax. Instead,
Mr Abdo has stated a preference for focusing on widening the tax base and cracking down on
evasion.

The government will remain relatively open to foreign investment in natural resources, and recent
reforms to mining legislation are intended to increase the sector’s attractiveness to foreign
companies. Paraguay is also seeking to improve the terms governing hydroelectric facilities
shared with Argentina and Brazil, which could help to develop the industrial sector as Paraguay
makes better use of its huge electricity resources. However, the complex and long-term nature of
the contracts (the Itaipú dam contract with Brazil runs until 2023; the Yacyretá dam contract
expired in 2014 and is still being renegotiated) means that substantial progress is unlikely
before 2023.
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Fiscal policy
On January 7th Mr Abdo promulgated the G80.2trn (US$13.2bn) budget for the fiscal year 2019
(January-December), which marks an 8.9% year-on-year rise in public spending. The
administration plans to adhere to the fiscal responsibility regulation that limits the fiscal deficit to
1.5% of GDP. However, Mr Abdo's ambitious plans for healthcare and infrastructure make him
appear less committed to adhering to the law. That said, in the past, the executive has employed a
combination of vetoes and under-execution of budgets to meet its targets and we expect the
administration to incur an average fiscal deficit of 1.5% of GDP in 2019-23. According to the Banco
del Paraguay (BCP, the central bank), the fiscal deficit narrowed to 1.3% of GDP in 2018. As such,
and despite future attempts at reforming the tax system, we forecast that revenue growth will
remain sluggish when compared with GDP, rising marginally from 14.1% of GDP in 2018 to 14.7%
of GDP in 2023, as a result of a slow increase in compliance. Although expenditure amounted to
13.3% of GDP in 2018, we expect it to steadily rise to an annual average 15.9% of GDP in 2019-23.

Structural weaknesses will remain unaddressed, including high levels of labour informality that
will keep tax revenue low in GDP terms, despite recent reforms introducing a personal income tax.
We do not expect Mr Abdo to reverse the improvements achieved in fiscal controls and budget
formulation in recent years. The government's ability to finance the deficit should remain ample,
even in the context of rising global interest rates. Since Mr Cartes came into office, Paraguay has
used foreign capital markets extensively, issuing US$3.4bn in external bonded debt. Although
investors were happy to take on risky higher yield debt in the past, the current tighter conditions
complicate new issuance to a certain extent.

Monetary policy
On December 21st the BCP kept its monetary policy interest rate at 5.25%, in the context of a
moderate pace of economic expansion following relatively positive economic indicators in Brazil,
despite a continued contraction in Argentina's growth trajectory. Monetary policy is expected to
remain relatively accommodative in the short term. However, room for easing is limited, given
an economy that seems to be operating close to capacity and recent increases in global interest
rates—which we expect will continue into 2019. Paraguay's economy is not substantially
integrated into international financial flows but is moderately dollarised (around half of deposits
and loans are in foreign currency). Therefore, as the US raises rates, fear of financial and
exchange-rate volatility will make the BCP take a more contractionary approach from the second
half of 2019 and into 2020. In line with looser US policy, we then expect rate reductions in 2020-21,
before tightening in the US contributes to a similar trend in Paraguay.

International assumptions
 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Economic growth (%)

US GDP 2.9 2.3 1.3 1.7 2.0 1.8

OECD GDP 2.3 1.9 1.5 1.8 2.0 1.9

World GDP 3.0 2.8 2.5 2.9 2.9 2.9

World trade 4.3 3.4 2.8 4.0 3.7 3.9

Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)

US CPI 2.6 2.4 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.8

OECD CPI 2.6 2.6 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1

Manufactures (measured in US$) 6.2 3.7 2.8 2.6 3.7 3.0

Oil (Brent; US$/b) 71.1 66.0 60.5 69.8 75.6 75.0

Non-oil commodities (measured in US$) 1.9 -1.1 3.9 2.0 1.5 0.6

Financial variables

US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %) 2.1 2.9 2.3 2.3 2.8 3.2

US$:€ (av) 1.18 1.19 1.22 1.21 1.24 1.24

¥:US$ (av) 110.43 110.18 109.10 104.88 100.46 96.08
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Economic growth
We estimate that GDP growth will reach 4% (up from our previous forecast of 3.8%) in 2018 owing
to robust domestic demand growth—specifically in private consumption and government
expenditure. We expect this trend to reverse in 2019-20, although domestic demand will continue
to drive GDP expansion. We also expect the moderate trade surplus to be maintained in 2018. After
2019 growth will begin to slow, declining to a low of 3.3% in 2020, reflecting a US slowdown that
will also have an impact on growth in neighbouring Argentina and Brazil. Given agriculture's
strong influence on the economy via investment, exports and second-round effects
on consumption, major risks to the forecast include harvest failures, logistical difficulties and
adverse climatic factors including drought and flooding.

Progress towards greater economic diversification is being made, but won't materialise within our
forecast period. In the meantime, Paraguay's reliance on agriculture and agro-industry will
continue to expose the economy to weather and commodity price shocks. In 2012-17 the
agricultural sector accounted for an annual average 12% of GDP (more than doubling the Latin
American average of around 5% of GDP). The sector is subject to the vagaries of weather and
developments in the global economy that affect demand and prices for commodities, and has been
responsible for a series of boom-and-bust cycles in the country in recent years. We currently
assume that output of soybeans, a crucial crop, will rise, with earnings supported by a gradual
recovery in international prices.

Economic growth
% 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

GDP 4.0 3.5 3.3 3.8 4.1 4.2

Private consumption 5.0 3.5 2.8 4.0 4.5 4.5

Government consumption 6.0 4.0 3.0 3.1 3.5 2.8

Gross fixed investment 6.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.5

Exports of goods & services 5.5 4.0 2.5 5.0 3.5 4.5

Imports of goods & services 5.5 5.0 2.0 4.5 4.3 5.3

Domestic demand 3.9 3.9 3.2 3.6 4.5 4.5

Agriculture 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Industry 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

Services 4.2 3.1 3.0 4.0 4.7 4.8
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

Inflation
We continue to expect inflation, which eased to 3.2% in December owing to a decline in
international oil prices, to remain around the middle of the BCP's target range of 2-6% over the
forecast period. Our expectation reflects the effectiveness of the inflation-targeting scheme
implemented by the BCP, which has succeeded in anchoring inflation despite various shocks to
the exchange rate—the most recent coming in late April and May. Our forecasts assume that
inflation will average around 3.8% in 2019-23. Given Paraguay's vulnerability to supply-side
shocks as a small, open economy, there are some risks to this forecast, including weather-related
disruptions to supply, faster currency depreciation and higher oil prices than currently forecast.

Exchange rates
The guaraní weakened in the second half of 2018 amid greater risk aversion to global markets and
rising interest rates in the US. In 201923 we expect the guaraní to largely remain on a depreciating
trend, although real appreciation, seen since 2012, will continue. We expect the exchange rate to
be around G6,355:US$1 by end-2023. Risks to our forecast include the possibility of a sharp
deterioration in the terms of trade (for example, if soybean prices fall alongside a dramatic increase
in oil prices) and inflation significantly overshooting our forecasts.
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External sector
The changes to our forecast reflect revisions to our expectations for international oil prices in
2019-23. We estimate that the current-account surplus will narrow to 2% of GDP in 2018 (down
from a surplus of 3.5% in 2017) owing to increasing international oil prices—Paraguay is a net oil
importer and there has been an observed deceleration in exports growth in 2018. We expect the
current-account surplus to average 2.8% of GDP annually in 2019-20 as a result of significantly
lower oil prices. The trade surplus will narrow in 2020, amid slower US and global growth that will
slightly depress demand for Paraguyan exports in Argentina and Brazil. We expect it to narrow
further in 2022-23, owing to higher import demand on the back of a recovery in the global
economy and higher international prices of oil. We then expect the trade balance to stabilise at the
end of 2023 on the back of growing maquila exports and stable growth of staple agricultural
exports.

The primary income balance will remain negative in 2019-23, averaging 2.5% of GDP annually,
owing to interest repayments and profit repatriation. Workers' remittances will support a stable
secondary income balance that will average 2.1% of GDP annually. Healthy inflows of both
financing and foreign direct investment will allow international reserves to continue to grow, from
US$7.9bn at end-2018 to US$9.5bn by end-2023. However, growth will be at weaker rates than in
recent years; coverage ratios will fall slightly but remain solid, with import cover standing at
slightly over six months in 2023.

Forecast summary
Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)

 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth 4.0 3.5 3.3 3.8 4.1 4.2

Gross agricultural production growth 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Gross fixed investment growth 6.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.5

Unemployment rate (av) 6.5 6.5 7.0 6.5 6.5 7.5

Consumer price inflation (av) 4.0 3.6 3.2 3.9 4.0 4.3

Consumer price inflation (end-period) 3.2 3.9 3.0 4.6 4.0 4.3

Lending interest rate 16.2 16.5 17.0 16.0 16.5 17.5

Central government balance (% of GDP) -1.3 -1.4 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.4

Exports of goods fob (US$ bn) 14.0 14.5 15.1 16.2 17.5 18.5

Imports of goods fob (US$ bn) 12.7 12.8 13.5 15.2 16.5 17.7

Current-account balance (US$ m) 833 1,312 1,275 797 810 740

Current-account balance (% of GDP) 2.0 2.9 2.7 1.6 1.5 1.3

External debt (year-end; US$ m) 17,289.9 17,668.2 18,571.7 19,879.7 21,016.8 22,145.7

Exchange rate G:US$ (av) 5,731 5,824 5,938 5,962 6,040 6,210

Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period) 6,013 6,029 6,109 6,126 6,229 6,355

Exchange rate G:€ (av) 6,771 6,945 7,244 7,229 7,474 7,684

Exchange rate G:BrR (av) 1,571 1,539 1,543 1,528 1,533 1,556
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
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Data and charts

Annual data and forecast
 2014a 2015a 2016a 2017a 2018b 2019c 2020c

GDP        

Nominal GDP (US$ bn) 40.3 36.2 36.1 39.3 42.2 44.7 46.6

Nominal GDP (G trn) 179.7 188.2 204.4 220.8 241.8 260.4 276.4

Real GDP growth (%) 4.9 3.1 4.3 5.2 4.0 3.5 3.3

Expenditure on GDP (% real change)        

Private consumption 3.7 4.0 2.7 5.5 5.0 3.5 2.8

Government consumption 4.2 5.4 1.5 1.6 6.0 4.0 3.0

Gross fixed investment 8.8 -4.1 3.6 5.8 6.0 5.0 3.0

Exports of goods & services 4.3 2.5 8.4 8.5 5.5 4.0 2.5

Imports of goods & services 5.3 -2.5 0.9 16.4 5.5 5.0 2.0

Origin of GDP (% real change)        

Agriculture 4.9 -0.4 3.3 4.9 3.0 4.0 4.0

Industry 5.6 3.9 6.8 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.5

Services 5.9 3.7 2.8 6.2 4.2 3.1 3.0

Population and income        

Population (m) 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1

GDP per head (US$ at PPP) 11,685 12,193 12,569 12,941 13,457 14,005 14,661

Recorded unemployment (av; %) 6.0 5.8 6.5 7.0b 6.5 6.5 7.0

Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)        

Central government budget revenue 13.9 14.1 13.9 14.1 14.0 14.0 14.3

Central government budget expenditure 15.5 15.5 15.0 15.2 15.3 15.5 15.8

Central government budget balance -1.6 -1.3 -1.1 -1.1 -1.3 -1.4 -1.5

Net public debt 13.8 16.5 17.7 18.3 18.2 18.6 19.2

Prices and financial indicators        

Exchange rate G:US$ (av) 4,462 5,205 5,671 5,619 5,731 5,824 5,938

Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period) 4,626 5,807 5,767 5,631 6,013 6,029 6,109

Consumer prices (end-period; %) 4.2 3.1 3.9 4.5 3.2 3.9 3.0

Stock of money M1 (% change) 9.2 3.7 7.7 16.8b 10.0 9.0 5.0

Stock of money M2 (% change) 9.4 5.8 10.7 15.4b 10.5 10.5 6.5

Lending interest rate (av; %) 21.2 19.7 18.1 16.0b 16.2 16.5 17.0

Current account (US$ m)        

Trade balance 928 699 2,071 1,702 1,303 1,708 1,599

 Goods: exports fob 12,869 10,849 11,688 12,990 13,955 14,518 15,119

 Goods: imports fob -11,941 -10,150 -9,617 -11,288 -12,652 -12,811 -13,519

Services balance -124 -155 -96 -94 -146 -127 -83

Primary income balance -1,461 -1,361 -1,474 -1,216 -1,214 -1,235 -1,248

Secondary income balance 606 672 775 823 891 967 1,006

Current-account balance -51 -145 1,276 1,215 833 1,312 1,275

External debt (US$ m)        

Debt stock 16,495 16,125 16,225 16,063b 17,290 17,668 18,572

Debt service paid 3,066 1,967 1,416 1,926b 1,942 2,326 1,966

 Principal repayments 2,779 1,592 964 1,490b 1,359 1,631 1,357

 Interest 286 375 451 436b 583 695 609

International reserves (US$ m)        

Total international reserves 6,986 5,939 6,881 7,877 7,980 8,199 8,239
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. c Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Quarterly data
 2017    2018    

 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr

Government finance (G m)         

Revenue 6,595.97,628.88,189.78,626.8 6,669.9 8,859.0 8,523.88,453.1

Expenditure 6,238.16,682.06,713.28,546.6 6,952.6 7,481.7 7,378.89,005.2

Balance 357.8 946.71,476.4 80.2 -282.7 1,377.4 1,145.0 -552.1

Prices         

Consumer prices, Asunción (December
2007=100)

96.8 97.6 98.0 99.4 101.0 101.4 101.9 103.2

Consumer prices (% change, year on year) 2.3 3.3 4.1 4.7 4.3 3.9 4.0 3.8

Producer prices (Dec 1995=100) 117.9 117.6 118.6 120.1 120.9 121.0 121.8 n/a

Producer prices (% change, year on year) 3.5 3.8 3.4 2.2 2.5 2.9 2.6 n/a

Financial indicators         

Exchange rate G:US$ (av) 5,653 5,578 5,602 5,643 5,578 5,624 5,786 n/a

Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period) 5,638 5,560 5,657 5,590 5,548 5,703 5,895 n/a

M1 (end-period; G bn) 24,603 24,661 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M1 (% change, year on year) 12.6 14.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (end-period; G bn) 49,701 50,331 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (% change, year on year) 13.3 14.2 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Registered foreign trade (US$ m)         

Exports fob 3,411.62,857.43,786.23,341.2 3,490.4 3,593.7 3,224.2 n/a

Soybeans 889.9 462.6 491.0 288.9 798.3 787.4 381.1 n/a

Imports cif
-

2,606.2

-

2,617.8

-

3,051.7

-

3,248.5

-

3,053.0

-

3,054.2

-

3,358.3
n/a

Trade balance 805.5 239.6 734.5 92.7 437.4 539.5 -134.1 n/a

Foreign payments (US$ m)         

Reserves excl gold (end-period) 7,211 7,411 7,489 7,536 8,152 7,841 7,373 n/a
Sources: Banco Central del Paraguay, Informe Económico Mensual; IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Monthly data
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Exchange rate G:US$ (av)

2016 5,907 5,792 5,695 5,568 5,619 5,639 5,560 5,518 5,558 5,633 5,773 5,786

2017 5,754 5,677 5,529 5,570 5,591 5,572 5,551 5,596 5,659 5,642 5,656 5,631

2018 5,620 5,584 5,532 5,546 5,642 5,685 5,723 5,780 5,855 5,954 5,936 n/a

Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period)

2016 5,933 5,723 5,629 5,571 5,709 5,589 5,544 5,528 5,555 5,723 5,840 5,767

2017 5,777 5,465 5,638 5,572 5,597 5,560 5,555 5,655 5,657 5,637 5,669 5,590

2018 5,610 5,565 5,548 5,552 5,735 5,703 5,734 5,834 5,895 5,994 5,933 n/a

Real effective exchange rate (2000=100; CPI-based)

2016 103.6 104.8 103.9 103.1 101.8 101.2 101.3 101.3 101.3 99.8 99.6 101.1

2017 99.9 100.3 103.0 102.2 102.2 102.7 102.7 100.9 99.2 101.0 101.1 101.5

2018 100.2 100.2 101.9 102.3 104.3 106.5 106.8 107.6 109.4 105.6 106.0 105.4

M1 (% change, year on year)

2016 1.6 2.0 1.9 -0.1 0.4 -0.5 0.1 3.1 5.0 7.4 8.2 7.7

2017 10.5 10.4 12.6 14.0 12.3 14.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2018 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (% change, year on year)

2016 3.0 2.8 3.7 1.1 2.4 2.1 3.4 5.6 6.6 8.2 8.9 9.7

2017 12.0 11.6 13.0 14.3 12.2 14.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2018 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Guaraní lending rate (av; %)
2016 18.8 18.8 18.4 18.8 18.1 18.3 18.1 17.5 17.9 17.8 17.6 16.9

2017 18.6 18.3 17.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2018 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)

2016 5.2 5.1 4.8 4.4 3.5 4.6 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.6 4.3 3.9

2017 1.9 2.3 2.8 3.6 3.4 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.2 5.0 4.6 4.5

2018 4.7 4.1 4.1 3.7 3.5 4.4 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.2

Producer prices (av;% change, year on year)

2016 5.9 6.1 6.3 5.0 4.5 5.0 4.9 4.5 3.9 4.4 5.3 4.1

2017 3.6 3.8 3.3 4.3 3.9 3.2 3.0 3.4 3.7 2.6 1.9 2.0

2018 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.7 3.0 3.1 3.0 2.7 2.3 3.0 2.8 n/a

Exports fob (US$ m)

2016 849.4 946.5 1088.9 1014.6 1053.7 1089.9 1085.9 1080.7 1072.5 948.3 918.6 835.1

2017 899.7 1114.3 1397.7 1062.1 989.5 805.8 1405.5 1238.8 1141.9 1209.8 1141.4 990.1

2018 978.0 1117.6 1394.8 1290.2 1259.3 1044.2 1152.5 1019.7 1052.0 1301.4 1214.7 997.2

Imports cif (US$ m)

2016 726.4 703.4 751.8 707.8 764.0 773.8 731.7 916.6 931.7 846.9 929.8 1005.2

2017 859.7 796.1 950.4 842.5 904.8 870.4 969.6 1101.7 980.4 1069.6 1067.7 1111.2

2018 1075.9 964.7 1012.5 1096.7 990.7 966.9 1105.2 1199.1 1054.0 1226.6 1143.1 1082.4

Trade balance fob-cif (US$)

2016 123.0 243.1 337.2 306.8 289.7 316.1 354.3 164.1 140.8 101.3 -11.2 -170.1

2017 40.0 318.3 447.2 219.6 84.6 -64.7 435.9 137.1 161.5 140.2 73.7 -121.2

2018 -97.9 152.9 382.3 193.5 268.6 77.4 47.3 -179.4 -2.0 74.9 71.6 -85.2

Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ m)

2016 5,445 5,275 6,047 6,228 6,284 6,272 6,233 6,293 6,389 6,325 6,322 6,579

2017 6,499 6,578 7,211 7,215 7,307 7,411 7,414 7,452 7,489 7,368 7,414 7,536

2018 7,533 7,567 8,152 8,226 8,014 7,841 7,855 7,588 7,373 7,223 7,267 n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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Annual trends charts
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Monthly trends charts
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Comparative economic indicators

Basic data

Land area

406,752 sq km

Population

6.8m (2016, official estimate)

Main towns
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Population in ’000 (2012 census)

Asunción (capital): 513

Ciudad del Este: 223

San Lorenzo: 203

Luque: 170

Capiatá: 154

Lambaré: 120

Climate

Subtropical

Weather in Asunción (altitude 139 metres)
Hottest month: January, 2235°C (average daily minimum and maximum); coldest month: June, 12
22°C; driest month: August, 38 mm average rainfall; wettest month: December, 157 mm average
rainfall

Languages

Guaraní and Spanish

Measures

Metric system and local measures, including:

1 barril = 96.9 litres

1 libra = 0.46 kg

1 arroba = 11.5 kg

1 quintal = 100 kg

Currency

Guaraní (G); average exchange rates in 2017: G5,619:US$1

Time

4 hours behind GMT (April-September); 3 hours behind GMT (October-March)

Public holidays

January 1st (New Year's Day); March 1st (Heroes' day); April 18th (Maundy Thursday); April
19th (Good Friday); May 1st (Labour Day); May 14-15th (Independence Day); June 12th (Chaco
Armistice); August 15th (Founding of Asunción); September 29th (Boquerón Battle Victory Day);
December 8th (Virgen of Caacupé Day); December 25th (Christmas Day), December 31st (New
Year's Eve)
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Political structure

Official name

Republic of Paraguay

Form of government
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Presidential

The executive

The president, the highest executive power, is directly elected for a five-year term and appoints a
Council of Ministers

Head of state

Horacio Cartes took office in August 2013 for a five-year term.

National legislature

Bicameral Congress, comprising a 45-member Senate (the upper house) and 80-member Chamber
of Deputies (the lower house)

Legal system

Series of courts of first instance, with the Supreme Court at the apex

National elections

Most recent elections: April 22nd 2018 (presidential and congressional, plus departmental
governors and councillors); next elections: 2023 (presidential and congressional, plus
departmental governors and councillors)

National government

The government is led by Mr Cartes's Partido Colorado (PC).

Main political organisations

PC; Partido Liberal Radical Auténtico (PLRA); Frente Guasú (FG); Partido Democrático
Progresista; Avanza País; Partido Patria Querida (PPQ); Partido Unión Nacional de Ciudadanos
Éticos (UNACE); Partido Encuentro Nacional (PEN)

Key ministers

President: Horacio Cartes

Cabinet chief: Juan Carlos López Moreira

Agriculture & livestock: Mario León

Defence: Diógenes Martínez

Education & culture: Raúl Aguilera

Finance: Lea Gimenez

Foreign affairs: Eladio Loizaga

Industry & trade: Gustavo Leite

Interior: Ariel Martínez

Justice: Ever Martínez

Labour & social security: Guillermo Sosa

Public health: Carlos Morínigo

Public works: Ramón Jiménez Gaona

Women: Luz Ibarra

Central Bank president

Carlos Gustavo Fernández Valdovinos
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Recent analysis
Generated on April 3rd 2019

The following articles have been written in response to events occurring since our most recent forecast was
released, and indicate how we expect these events to affect our next forecast. 

Politics

Forecast updates

Anti-Maduro international coalition at an impasse

February 28, 2019: International relations

Event

The regime headed by Nicolás Maduro succeeded in violently stopping most humanitarian aid
from entering Venezuela via Colombia and Brazil on February 23rd. Responses from the
international community have showcased the divisions across those opposing the government of
Mr Maduro.

Analysis

On February 24th pro-regime paramilitaries and security forces attacked convoys carrying aid.
At the time of writing, the reported death toll varies between five and over 20. The regime had
warned that it considered the opposition-co-ordinated aid efforts an "invasion", and that it would
repel them.

The violent outcome is not, thus, surprising. To some extent, the opposition may have expected
the violent repression to spark an international incident, further damaging the regime's
international image and potentially yielding some sort of international action against the regime.
However, this is yet to happen.

Juan Guaidó, the leader of the opposition and selfappointed interim president, personally
travelled to Colombia to meet with the Lima Group, a regional alliance of anti-Maduro
governments. Mr Guaidó once again secured the recognition of the Lima Group as legitimate
president, but crucially the group also declared itself against the use of force, calling again for a
peaceful transition. This sentiment was echoed by Caribbean nations (most notably the Carribean
Community and the Dominican Republic, where the last failed opposition-regime talks took place)
and some European nations (most notably Spain). On the other side of the divide is the US, which
continues to tout "military action" as a viable alternative. The US called for a meeting of the UN
Security Council on February 26th, where most speakers were flatly against such military action.
The US has called for another UN meeting for February 28th. 

Mr Guaidó is now outside of Venezuela and will meet the Brazilian president, Jair Bolsonaro, on
February 28th. He hopes to turn Brazil's opinion around after the vice-president, Hamilton
Mourão, rejected the possibility of military action. Mr Guaidó has stated that he plans on
returning to Venezuela, where he is at risk of arrest, as he was banned by the regime from leaving
the country. This may provide a new flashpoint in the coming days,

Impact on the forecast

The regime benefits from the lack of a co-ordinated external opposition, especially relative to the
coordination and support for Mr Guaidó exhibited up to February 23rd. We retain our forecast of
regime pragmatists and the opposition forming a transitional administration, but recognise the
significant risks of other scenarios.
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Judiciary blocks Cartes’s Senate aspirations
March 14, 2019: Political stability

Event

On March 8th the judiciary blocked the former president, Horacio Cartes (2013-18) of the ruling
Partido Colorado (PC), from taking up a full voting seat in the Senate (the upper house of
Congress).

Analysis

The judge, Rolando Duarte, rejected Mr Cartes's plea for the Senate seat (which he won in the
general election in April 2018) on constitutional grounds: former presidents are given lifelong
membership in the Senate without a vote. This marks another setback to Mr Cartes's influence
within the PC.

Mr Cartes is involved in an ongoing dispute with the current president, Mario Abdo, which has
hindered governability and the president's policy agenda. In fact, a major challenge for Mr Abdo
is to manage the PC's tendency towards internal sectarianism. However, in recent months the
president has successfully attracted important allies from Mr Cartes's camp, including the
governors of the departments of Itapúa (Juan Alberto Schmalko), Misiones (Carlos Arrechea), and
Caazapá (Pedro Verón). Beyond party lines, the president has woven alliances with members of
the main opposition party, Partido Liberal Radical Auténtico (PLRA). One of the PLRA's most
prominent figures, Blas Llano, has supported Mr Cartes in the past. This support will be crucial in
the passage of anti-money-laundering legislation ahead of the upcoming visit of the Financial
Task Force on Latin America (a regional organisation that implements global standards against
money-laundering and terror financing).

Mr Abdo will have to forge ties with major stakeholders in the administration to secure his
position with legislators ahead of the PC's internal elections in 2020. There are currently eight
candidates for the position of party president. Although Mr Cartes has decided not to run, he has
endorsed the former education minister, Enrique Riera (2016-18). Owing to Mr Abdo's limited
influence on party dynamics, he will depend on the support of two seasoned politicians: a former
president, Nicanor Duarte Frutos (200308) and the vicepresident, Hugo Velázquez. Accusations
of corruption against both will hinder public perception of Mr Abdo's anti-corruption stance.
Nevertheless, his supporters in the PC are positioned to win in the internal party elections, which
will weaken Mr Cartes's support.

Impact on the forecast

We expect Mr Cartes's popularity to decline steadily over the course of Mr Abdo's term. This will
give Mr Abdo greater room to pursue major policy reforms. However, as Mr Abdo is yet to define
his government programme, the status quo will prevail with respect to public policy.

Economy

Forecast updates

Consumer prices remain stable in January

February 19, 2019: Inflation

Event

Consumer prices remained unchanged in month-on-month terms in January, according to the
Banco Central del Paraguay (BCP, the central bank). Annual inflation stood at 2.4%, which marks a
decline compared with 3.2% in December 2018. Inflation remained at the lower end of the BCP's 2-
6% target range.

Analysis
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The observed stability in the consumer price index was primarily driven by the offsetting effect of
lower fuel prices on higher prices of food and durable goods. The government reduced the
administered prices of oil in January (down by 3.1% in month-on-month terms) in line with
international oil prices (down by 14% in year-on-year terms). As a spill-over effect, the prices of
public transportation remained relatively stable during the month. In year-on-year terms,
transportation prices were up by 7.3%, while prices also rose in services related to health,
personal care and hygiene, school transport, tourism, and housing costs.

By contrast, food prices showed a slightly upward trend owing to higher prices of beef and its
substitutes, as a result of reduced inventories following the holiday season in December. In
addition, the nationally mandated period for vaccinating cattle falls between January and March,
which results in a further shortage of meat supplies. Meanwhile, dairy products saw lower prices
because of increased supply of raw milk (the principal input of the sector) due to a benign winter.

January 2019 inflation

(% change; non-seasonally adjusted)

 Month on month Year on year Annual rate

Consumer price index 0.0 2.4 0.0

Food & non-alcoholic beverages 0.5 -1.0 6.2

Alcoholic beverages & tobacco -0.2 -2.3 -2.4

Clothing & footwear 0.1 1.3 1.2

Housing, water, electric/gas & others -0.2 4.1 -2.3

Furniture & decorative accessories 0.0 2.8 0.0

Healthcare 0.2 2.0 2.4

Transportation -0.6 6.7 -7.4

Communications 0.0 0.7 0.0

Recreational & cultural services 0.4 3.2 4.8

Education 0.0 5.3 0.0

Restaurant & hotels 0.0 3.0 0.0

Diverse goods & services 0.4 3.4 4.7

Source: Banco Central del Paraguay

Appreciation of the guaraní with respect to the Argentine peso and the Brazilian Real (Argentina
and Brazil are major trading partners) in January has reduced local prices of imported durable
goods, and the BCP's core inflation index (which excludes fruit, vegetables, fuel and services with
regulated prices), grew by 2.4% year on year, down from 2.6% in December.

Looking ahead, we continue to expect inflation to remain around the middle of the BCP's target
range over the forecast period, which reflects effective implementation of the BCP's inflation-
targeting scheme despite various shocks to the exchange rate. Given Paraguay's vulnerability to
supply-side shocks as a small, open economy, there are some risks to this forecast, including
weather-related disruptions to supply, faster currency depreciation and higher oil prices than
currently forecast.

Impact on the forecast

The recent data release was in line with our expectations, thus our inflation forecasts remain
unchanged. We continue to expect that inflation will average 3.8% in 2019-23, barring higher than
expected fuel prices.
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Trade balance registers surplus in January

February 28, 2019: External sector

Event 

According to the Banco Central del Paraguay (BCP, the central bank), the goods trade account
registered a surplus of US$31m in January—a turnaround from a deficit of US$97m in the year
earlier period. The data reflect a downward trend in imports alongside an increase in exports.

Analysis

The value of imports fell sharply in year-on-year terms, by 10%, partially owing to the appreciation
of the guaraní against the Argentinian peso and the Brazilian Real (Argentina and Brazil are major
trading partners) in January, which reduced local prices of imported durable goods. In fact, in
year-on-year terms, imports from Argentina and Brazil declined by 28% and 14% respectively
during the period. As a result, the values of imported consumer goods, such as electrical
appliances, automobiles and printers, were down by roughly 13%. Similarly, both capital goods
imports and imports of intermediate goods destined for re-exports fell, by 25% and 48%
respectively. Although price effects played a significant role in import declines, import volumes of
consumer durable goods and food products also showed a downward trend.  

The trade balance was also boosted by a 2% increase in the value of merchandise exports in
January. This was primarily driven by a sharp rise in soybean exports (which almost tripled in
year-on-year terms), mainly to Argentina and Brazil. Exports of maize, wheat, sugar and
furnishings also increased during the month. By contrast, exports of soybean meals and oil
registered decreases (down by 41% and 14%, respectively)—partially offsetting the impact of
higher soybean exports. Exports of beef and meat to Russia, Brazil and Chile (down by 13%) also
observed sharp declines owing to weaker international prices and to supply constraints (as the
nationally mandated period for vaccinating cattle falls between January and March, which
typically leads to shortages of beef during this period).

Looking ahead, we expect the trade surplus to widen in 2019 before narrowing slightly in 2020,
amid relatively slower US and global growth that will slightly depress demand for Paraguayan
exports. Barring dramatic changes in the international prices of oil and soybeans, a sizeable trade
surplus will continue to be supportive of Paraguay's external position. 

Impact on the forecast

Owing to the better than expected performance of merchandise trade at the beginning of the year,
we will be revising our forecasts for growth in net exports upward. 
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BCP cuts policy rate amid benign inflationary trends

March 26, 2019: Monetary policy outlook

Event

At its February meeting the monetary policy committee (Ceoma) of the Banco Central de Paraguay
(BCP, the central bank) cut the reference rate by 25 basis points to 5%, owing to downward
inflationary trends.

Analysis

The Ceoma's decision to cut rates slightly was unexpected by most analysts surveyed by the
BCP. In its minutes, the BCP committee noted growth in domestic demand in late 2018 and falling
inflation, and reiterated that inflation is likely to remain below the mid-point of the BCP's inflation
target of 2-6% in the medium term.

Inflation has been stable in the first two months of 2019, with consumer prices rising 0.6% month
on month in February after remaining static in January; annual inflation rose slightly to 2.7%, up
from 2.4%. In February price increases for some foods, durable goods, lodging and education
were mitigated somewhat by falling prices for meat. It seems likely that full-year inflation will
remain steady (the EIU's baseline forecast is 3.6%), giving the BCP space to maintain an
accommodative stance in terms of monetary policy in the coming months.

It seems unlikely that the BCP will reduce the policy rate further in 2019. Domestic activity is
unlikely to expand dramatically amid a somewhat weaker growth outlook. The BCP's indicator of
economic activity, a proxy for GDP, fell by 0.2% year on year in December, reflecting a fall in
output in industry, energy and services sectors, and bringing full-year economic activity to 3.7%
(below our estimate of 4%). Drought in the early months of 2019 during the sowing season is
likely to negatively impact the crucial soybean crop, damaging export earnings and bringing
knock-on effects on domestic demand, meaning that inflation remains stable. However, increases
in global interest rates—notably in the Federal Reserve (the US central bank) rate—will also raise
fears of financial and exchange-rate volatility. As a result, we expect the BCP to take an
expansionary approach in 2020 and loosen rates in line with US policy thereafter.

Impact on the forecast:

We continue to expect that inflation will average around 3.8% in 2019-23. However, faster than
expected depreciation, weather-related disruptions to food supplies, and volatility in global oil
prices pose downside risks to our current forecast.
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IMF completes Article IV consultation

March 28, 2019: Economic growth

Event

In early March the IMF completed an Article IV assessment of Paraguay's economy. The report
highlighted poor infrastructure, low tax revenue and the ongoing dependence of the economy on
agriculture as factors that cloud the country's medium-term outlook.

Analysis

The Fund welcomed progress that has been made on a range of economic and financial stability
criteria since a banking crisis in 2003. For instance, agricultural exports have multiplied by
five times and the area of crop cultivation by 2.5 times; dependence on income from hydroelectric
power generation has declined significantly; and the contribution of services to GDP has risen to
50% over the past 15 years. In addition, total external debt of the private and public sectors has
fallen from 200% of GDP to roughly 40% of GDP. On the policy front, recent initiatives to simplify
small and medium-sized enterprise registration and bankruptcy, reduce red tape and digitise
government services were commended, along with the revival of the Comisión Nacional de la
Competencia (an anti-monopoly agency).

However, the Fund's outlook for 2019 mirrors its concerns for the medium- and long-term outlook.
Although it expects inflation to remain stable in 2019 (falling below the mid-point of the central
bank's target range of 2-6%; in line with our forecast), early indications of drought will adversely
impact soybean harvest—a major source of export earnings—limiting growth. This will be partially
mitigated by a mild recovery in tourism and cross-border trade. However, domestic demand
growth is uncertain as government investment plans remain unclear.

The Fund recommends a structural shift from the economy's dependence on agriculture and
hydroelectric exports. In addition, there is an urgent need for attracting private investment by
improving the business climate. However, the government's ability to implement change will
continue to be restricted by low revenue. The Fund praised the government's commitment to the
fiscal responsibility law, while noting that headline tax rates are low and effective tax rates lower—
personal income tax at 10% yields just 0.1% of GDP. The Fund recommends reducing tax
exemptions and deductions and shifting government disbursements away from wages towards
infrastructure and social spending, and looks forward to the findings of a new expenditure review
commission.

Impact on the forecast

The dampened growth outlook for 2019, and uncertain medium-term outlook, support our forecast
of GDP growth falling to 3.5% in 2019 (down from an estimated 3.8% in 2018) and averaging 3.9%
across 2020-23.
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

Joseph N. Mondello

Ambassador to Trinidad and Tobago
Term of Appointment: 07/02/2018 to present 

President Trump appointed Joseph N. Mondello as U.S. Ambassdor to Trinidad and Tobago on July 2, after the full 
Senate confirmed him on June 28, 2018. 

Before becoming Ambassador, Mr. Mondello enjoyed a long and distinguished political career. He served as 
chairman of the Nassau County, New York Republican Committee for 30 years and chaired the New York Republican 
State Committee from 2006 to 2009. He served as a councilman for Hempstead, New York, from 1979 through 1987, 
after which he was appointed Hempstead Presiding Supervisor until 1993. In that capacity, Mr. Mondello served as 
the chief executive officer for the nation’s largest township. One of his proudest achievements was steering 
Hempstead through the recession of the late 1980s and early 1990s by cutting costs, reducing the size of the town 
workforce, and holding the line on taxes without resorting to reductions in public services. Mr. Mondello served as 
Chairman of the Board and President for Nassau Downs from 1993 through 1997. In 1994, he worked as Chairman 
of New York State Governor George Pataki’s transition team responsible for overseeing the first transition to a 
Republican administration in New York State in nearly three decades. 

Service as a Nassau County probation officer inspired him to attend The New England School of Law from 1966 to 
1969. While there, he was named to the law review after his first semester (an honor rarely accorded a freshman) 
and received the New England School of Law’s American Jurisprudence Award in criminal law. After passing the bar, 
he co-founded the law firm of Flaum, Imbarrato and Mondello and went on to serve as Assistant District Attorney in 
the Complaint, Felony and Trial Bureaus as well as a Special Agent in the Office of Naval Intelligence. He is currently 
“of counsel” at Berkman, Henoch, Peterson and Peddy. 
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The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site as a portal for information 
from the U.S. State Department.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an endorsement of the views or privacy 
policies contained therein.
Note: documents in Portable Document Format (PDF) require Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 or higher to view, download 
Adobe Acrobat Reader (http://get.adobe.com/reader/).

Outside of work, Mr. Mondello is active in important civic groups. He is a charter member and former orator and 
member of the Board of Directors, Sons of Italy, Marco Polo Lodge; Ushers Society of St. Bernard’s Roman Catholic 
Church (where he is also a lector at Sunday Mass); Epsilon Sigma Fraternity of Hofstra University; Ancient Order of 
Hibernians; Knights of Columbus, Holy Innocents Council (4th Degree); the Knights of the Holy Sepulcher; Long 
Island Area Development Association; the Levittown Chamber of Commerce and the Uniondale Hispanic Association. 

Mr. Mondello’s military record includes service in the Air National Guard from 1955 to 1956, service in the Army as 
infantry corporal from 1956 to 1958, and service as a former Deputy Commander of the New York Guard, in which he 
holds the rank of Major General. 

Mr. Mondello earned his bachelor of arts from Hofstra College in 1962. He worked as a teacher in the East Meadow 
school system and has served as an adjunct professor of government at Hofstra University. 

Mr. Mondello was born in Brooklyn. 
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U.S. Department of State
Diplomacy in Action

U.S. Relations With Trinidad and Tobago
BUREAU OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE AFFAIRS
Fact Sheet
February 15, 2018

More information about Trinidad and Tobago is available on the Trinidad and Tobago Page
(http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/td/) and from other Department of State publications and other sources 
listed at the end of this fact sheet.

U.S.-TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO RELATIONS

The United States and Trinidad and Tobago enjoy cordial relations based on a shared commitment to democracy, 
mutually beneficial trade, and close security cooperation via the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative (CBSI). The two 
countries have an extradition and mutual legal assistance treaty as well as agreements on maritime cooperation and 
tax information exchange. A large numbers of U.S. citizens and permanent residents of Trinbagonian origin live in the 
United States (mostly in New York and Florida), which keeps cultural ties strong. About 145,000 U.S. citizens visit 
Trinidad and Tobago on vacation or for business every year, and more than 11,500 American citizens are residents. 

U.S. Assistance to Trinidad and Tobago

The U.S. Government provides technical assistance to the Government of Trinidad and Tobago through a number of 
existing agreements. A Customs Advisory Team from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security works with the 
Ministry of Finance. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention collaborates with the Ministry of Health and 
regional partners to strengthen HIV/AIDS programs and to build public health capacity to combat mosquito-borne 
viruses by improving laboratory systems and services. Trinidad and Tobago plays a key role in the Caribbean Basin 
Security Initiative (CBSI), the U.S. government’s regional citizen security and development program. The U.S. 
Embassy’s extensive cultural, sports, education and preventing violent extremism programs and exchanges 
strengthened the bilateral relationship, increased economic opportunities for youth, increased their leadership skills, 
and encouraged them to continue their education and give back to their communities. 

Bilateral Economic Relations

The United States is Trinidad and Tobago’s largest trading partner. In 2016, Trinidad and Tobago exported $3 billion 
of goods to the United States and imported $2.3 billion of goods and services from the United States, generating a 
trade deficit in goods of $615 million for the United States. Economic agreements between the United States and 
Trinidad and Tobago include a Bilateral Investment Treaty (1996), a MOU Concerning Protection of Intellectual 
Property Rights (1994), and a Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation (1970). Trinidad’s leading export to 
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the United States is liquefied natural gas. It also exports products from its downstream energy industry, such as 
chemicals and fertilizers. Top exported products from the United States to Trinidad and Tobago include oilfield 
equipment, industrial machines, and various consumer goods and food items. 

Trinidad and Tobago's Membership in International Organizations

Trinidad and Tobago and the United States belong to a number of the same international organizations, including the 
United Nations, Organization of American States, International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and World Trade 
Organization. 

Bilateral Representation

Principal U.S. embassy officials are listed in the Department's Key Officers List
(http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf). 

Trinidad and Tobago maintains an embassy in the United States at 1708 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (tel. 202-467-6490). Anthony Phillips-Spencer is the Ambassador of Trinidad and Tobago to the United 
States. 

More information about Trinidad and Tobago is available from the Department of State and other sources, some of 
which are listed here: 

Department of State Trinidad and Tobago Page (http://www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/td/)
Department of State Key Officers List (http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/111812.pdf)
CIA World Factbook Trinidad and Tobago Page (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-
factbook/geos/td.html)
U.S. Embassy (https://tt.usembassy.gov/)
History of U.S. Relations With Trinidad and Tobago (http://history.state.gov/countries/trinidad-and-tobago)
Human Rights Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/)
International Religious Freedom Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/drl/irf/rpt/index.htm)
Trafficking in Persons Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/index.htm)
Narcotics Control Reports (http://www.state.gov/j/inl/rls/nrcrpt/index.htm)
Investment Climate Statements (http://www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ics/index.htm)
U.S. Census Bureau Foreign Trade Statistics (http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/index.html)
Export.gov International Offices Page (http://export.gov/worldwide_us/index.asp)
Travel Information (https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en.html)
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Republic of

Trinidad and Tobago

BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Trinidad and Tobago is a two-island republic in the Caribbean

Sea, just 7 miles (11 kilometers) off the coast of Venezuela.

Trinidad is the larger island at 1,864 square miles (4,828

square kilometers), while Tobago is just 116 square miles

(300 square kilometers). Together, the islands are half the size

of Jamaica and slightly larger than the U.S. state of Rhode

Island.

     Once a part of the South American continent, the islands

were divided from Venezuela through tectonic movement in

ancient times. The islands are still home to many plants and

animals that are native to South America. For example, the

national bird, the scarlet ibis, breeds mainly in Suriname and

Venezuela but spends much of its life on the islands.

     Trinidad has some hills and low mountains but is mostly

covered by plains. Tobago is a volcanic island of mainly hills

and low mountains, with a narrow strip of plains running

along the coast. The highest mountain in the country is

Trinidad's Cerro del Aripo, which rises to more than 3,000

feet (940 meters).

     The nation has a tropical climate, with an average annual

temperature of 78°F (25.5°C). Temperatures remain relatively

stable all year, but the islands experience a dry season from

January to early June and a wet season from late June through

December. During the wet season, rainstorms are frequent but

usually short, and although about 75 percent of the annual

rainfall comes during this season, sunshine is also common.

Tobago is slightly cooler and drier than Trinidad.

History

First Inhabitants

The first inhabitants of Trinidad and Tobago came from a

variety of tribes related to those in South America at the time.

The two main tribes were the Caribs and the Arawaks, who

are thought to have inhabited the Caribbean for up to six

thousand years before Europeans arrived. The warlike Caribs

greatly reduced the numbers of the Arawak population, but

the dominance of the Caribs ended with the arrival of

European settlers. Despite the Caribs' fierce resistance to

colonization, Europeans eventually enslaved many of the

indigenous inhabitants. Colonizers largely wiped out both

tribes, and most of the survivors were gradually assimilated.

Few identifiable descendants of the original tribes are left on

the islands.

     Colonization

Christopher Columbus sighted Trinidad in 1498 and claimed

the island for Spain, calling it La Isla de la Trinidad (“Island

of the Holy Trinity”). However, because Trinidad had no

gold, the Spaniards paid little attention to the area, and it was

nearly a hundred years before the first permanent Spanish

settlement was established. Few attempts were made to

colonize Tobago until much later, but the island did change

hands between colonial powers more than 20 times.

     In the late 18th century, in an effort to boost Trinidad’s

population, Spain offered land grants on the island to

Catholics in exchange for oaths of allegiance to the Spanish

king. An influx of French Catholics established sugar and

cocoa plantations there. However, Spain reaped few rewards

from the deal, as Britain captured Trinidad in 1797 and

gained final control of Tobago in 1814.
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     Both French and English plantations made heavy use of

slave labor during this time, and after slavery was abolished

in the 1830s, the English brought thousands of indentured

laborers from India to serve on the islands. Today, most

residents of Trinidad and Tobago are descendants of either

African slaves or East Indian laborers.

     Independence

In the 1880s, Tobago's economy began to falter, and the

British combined the two islands into one colony. The

Depression of the 1930s spawned a labor movement, which

soon led to demands for greater self-determination on a

national scale. The British granted universal suffrage in 1946,

and in 1962 the nation gained independence and became a

parliamentary democracy. Trinidad and Tobago became a

republic within the British Commonwealth in 1976.

     Economic and Political Developments

Throughout the 1900s, the country's vast oil industry helped

make the nation one of the richest in the Caribbean, but

fluctuating oil prices have occasionally hurt the economy.

Although political stability has been the norm, a group of

militant Muslims attempted a coup in 1990. They took the

prime minister and 45 other people hostage. After six days

and 24 deaths, the hostages were released. The captors were

imprisoned but eventually released on a technicality.

     Politicians in Trinidad and Tobago sometimes use racial

issues in their campaigns, and voting often follows racial

lines, with much of the black population supporting the

People's National Movement and many East Indians backing

the United National Congress. This trend contributed to a

deadlock in Parliament from 2001 to 2002.

     In May 2010, Kamla Persad-Bessessar became the

country's first female prime minister when her People's

Partnership coalition won a landslide victory in the elections.

In September 2015, legislative elections brought the

opposition People's National Movement back to power, with

Keith Rowley becoming prime minister. Current challenges

facing Trinidad and Tobago include diversifying the economy

to withstand fluctuating oil prices and the closure of the sugar

industry, battling drugs and violence, and promoting the

nation's small but growing tourist industry.

     Recent Events and Trends

• ISIS recruits: In 2017, law enforcement officials in

Trinidad and Tobago continued their work to prevent citizens

from becoming Islamist extremists, traveling to the Middle

East, and joining ISIS. More people per capita from the

islands have joined ISIS than anywhere else in the Western

Hemisphere. Though only a small portion of the population is

Muslim, Islamist extremism is not new to the islands, which

defeated an attempted coup by radical Muslims in 1990.

• First woman president: In March 2018, Paula-Mae

Weekes became Trinidad and Tobago's first woman

president. Weekes, a political independent who was elected in

January 2018 by the country's electoral college, received

bipartisan support from the ruling People's National

Movement and the opposition People's Partnership coalition.

In Trinidad and Tobago, the position of president is largely

ceremonial, though the president does have important

functions, including approving bills before they become law.

• LGBT rights: In April 2018, the Supreme Court of

Trinidad and Tobago struck down a law criminalizing sexual

relations between same-sex partners. Though rarely enforced,

the Sexual Offences Act carried a punishment of up to 25

years in prison for anyone convicted of homosexual activity.

The ruling was a major victory for the LGBT community,

which has long faced discrimination in the country.

THE PEOPLE 

Population

Trinidad and Tobago's population is shrinking, as some

people choose to have fewer children and others emigrate to

North America or Europe. About 95 percent of the population

lives on Trinidad. Tobago has only about 61,000 residents.

     The nation prides itself on its ethnic diversity; inhabitants

have roots in Africa, India, Europe, Asia, and the Middle

East. Most people are either East Indian (35 percent) or black

(34 percent). Twenty-three percent are of mixed race. The rest

of the population is made up of Chinese and other Asians,

whites, and small numbers of Portuguese, Syrians, and

Lebanese. Trinidad is racially diverse, while Tobago's

population is mostly black.

Language

Almost everyone speaks English, the country's official

language. English is used in formal situations and follows

British rules of grammar and spelling. However, other

languages are used informally.

     Many of the older generation speak a French-based creole

language called patois. Trinbagonians also speak an informal

English dialect with French, Spanish, Hindi, and African

influences, which is often difficult for visitors to understand.

Words and phrases include Yuh stickin' (You're moving too

slowly), bowgee (sister-in-law), mamaguy (trying to fool

someone), and jumbie (unpleasant spirit or ghost). Some East

Indians speak a dialect of Hindi. Other minorities speak

French or Spanish, which are taught in schools.

Religion

Most Trinbagonians are Christian, with the largest

denominations being Roman Catholic (22 percent),

Pentecostal (12 percent), Baptists (7 percent), and Anglican (6

percent). Many East Indians on the islands practice Hinduism

(18 percent) and Islam (5 percent). Followers of the Shango

and Spiritual Baptist faiths mix Christian beliefs with

traditional African rituals.

     Although followers of non-Christian religions suffered

systematic discrimination during the colonial era, both

Christian and non-Christian religions flourish on the islands

today. The three major religious holidays—Christmas, Divali,

and Eid al-Fitr—are recognized as state holidays. Most

residents are quite religious and attend church weekly. The

government acknowledges the importance Trinbagonians

place on religion by discussing matters of national interest

with religious leaders from all the nation's faiths. Various

churches do humanitarian work, which includes feeding and

housing the islands' poor.
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General Attitudes

Trinidad sees itself as a vibrant cosmopolitan island, while

Tobago considers itself more relaxed. People on both islands

are known for their friendliness. Residents of

tourism-oriented Tobago tend to be especially welcoming to

visitors. The elderly and members of the clergy are respected.

Trinbagonians tend to be proud of their rich heritage and will

often defend their country in the face of criticism. They tend

to have a relaxed attitude toward punctuality. The phrase Any

time is Trinidad time refers to the fact that Trinbagonians

often arrive well after an event starts, which is not considered

rude.

     The islands' peoples have long been known for their ability

to get along with each other, and all groups refer to

themselves as Trinbagonians (or, more specifically,

Trinidadians or Tobagonians). However, races tend to

associate within their own groups. Racial characteristics such

as skin color are discussed openly.

     Many Trinbagonians see North America and Europe as a

way out of poverty, and many emigrate to these areas seeking

better opportunities. Those who stay on the islands are

familiar with North American culture, as many television

programs are from the United States.

Personal Appearance

Appearance usually matters a great deal to Trinbagonians.

Urban professionals typically wear suits or uniforms and

dress shoes. Schoolchildren also wear uniforms. In casual

situations, people usually wear lightweight clothes. Pants,

T-shirts, and skirts are common. East Indian women often

wear a traditional gown called a sari during festivals.

     U.S. fashions are popular among Trinbagonians. Pants are

more common than shorts. Sleeveless shirts and short skirts

are fairly common. Young people typically wear T-shirts,

jeans, sandals, and sneakers. Because of the high

temperatures, sweaters and long-sleeved shirts are rare.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

It is impolite not to greet someone when one first sees him or

her for the day. Greetings include Good morning, Good night,

Hello, How yuh going?, and Wuh yuh sayin'? (How are you?).

A proper response might be Just cool (I'm doing well). Close

friends may shake hands or hug. When a woman greets a man

or another woman, the two may kiss once on the cheek. Men

and young people may greet with a bounce, in which each

bumps the knuckles of the other's extended fist. It is

customary to ask a friend about his or her health during the

greeting.

     For the most part, first names are used only among family

members. Among friends, nicknames are used more often

than first names; in fact, young friends may not know each

other's first names until they are together in a formal setting,

such as school. Doo doo (sweetheart) is a common term of

endearment used among friends of the opposite sex. It is

proper to address coworkers or strangers with the title Mr.,

Ms., or Mrs., followed by their family name.

Gestures

Trinbagonians tend to be expressive and often use their hands

to emphasize speech. Conversations usually include laughter

and touching, especially between close friends. However,

public displays of affection between romantically involved

individuals are frowned upon. Females and young people

accompanying the elderly often walk hand in hand. On buses,

younger people offer seats to the elderly. A common way to

display disgust, frustration, or disapproval is to make a

tooth-sucking noise known as steupsing. It is rude for a

younger person to do this to an elder.

Visiting

Trinbagonians generally enjoy socializing, and friends often

see one another informally. This kind of socializing is called a

lime and can take place nearly anywhere or at any time.

Liming activities include listening to music, chatting, eating,

drinking, and relaxing.

     Dropping by a home unannounced is acceptable, though if

someone happens to be in the neighborhood of a family

member or friend, a quick phone call to ensure the person is

home is common. In these cases, hosts offer whatever food or

drink has been prepared that day. People often prepare more

food than is necessary in case an unexpected visitor stops by.

Even so, visitors may decline these offers (or just ask for

water) out of consideration of the unplanned nature of their

visit. Friends and family members may also drop by each

other's work places for a short conversation or a lunch date.

Some family members visit each other routinely. For

example, a daughter who has married and no longer lives with

her parents may visit them every Sunday.

     Visitors are told to sit wherever they feel comfortable and

to make themselves at home. Though visits may continue late

into the night, visitors are conscious of overstaying their

welcome and take responsibility for bringing visits to a close.

Hosts usually say farewell to visitors at the gates of their

homes.

     People also generally enjoy socializing outside of the

home. It is common to meet at a restaurant or food court for a

meal. Friends and family also share outings to the beach,

movies, and clubs. When dropping someone off at home after

such an event, it is common for the driver to wait at the gate

of the house until the person is safely inside.

     The greatest number of visits occur around major religious

celebrations of Divali, Eid al-Fitr, and Christmas. Often,

homes will be packed with family and friends during these

times, and unlike at other times of the year, guests generally

bring the host a gift. During Christmastime, people gather to

dance, eat, and play homemade instruments. Groups of

friends may also go paranging (going from house to house

singing Spanish Christmas carols called parang).

Eating

Trinbagonians generally love to cook and eat. In addition to

eating three meals a day, many Trinbagonians snack between

meals. Breakfast may consist of tea or juice with cereal or

bread and cheese, meat (often sausage), or eggs.

Alternatively, local foods such as roti (similar to pita bread),
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talkaree (fried spicy vegetables), doubles (chickpeas and hot

sauce sandwiched between pieces of fried dough), and savory

pies are eaten for breakfast.

     The biggest meal is usually eaten at lunchtime. While

some people bring home-cooked meals to work, most eat at

food courts or restaurants. Some prefer to eat a light lunch in

favor of having a larger meal with the family at dinner. Fast

food is popular among the younger generation, and U.S.

American–style chain restaurants and street vendors selling

local specialties have become very common.

     In formal situations, Trinbagonians eat with a fork in the

left hand and a knife in the right. Asking for second servings

and speaking while eating are common at home or with

friends but rare during formal meals. For formal occasions,

only one serving is taken and conversation is saved for after

the meal.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

The average urban family usually has two or three children,

but rural families may have as many as five. Young and

elderly Trinbagonians receive special care. Members of

extended families commonly live in the same household or in

separate houses located near each other. Young people

usually live with their parents until they marry, though upon

graduation from secondary school or college they may begin

contributing financially to the household. Even married

couples may live with family until the couple is financially

able to move out.

     Parents and Children

Grandmothers, aunts, and other relatives pitch in to help care

for children, and adult children are expected to care for the

elderly. When children are capable of contributing to

household and yard maintenance, they are given these chores.

Economic pressures related to unemployment and low wages

strain relationships in many lower-income families.

     Gender Roles

Black mothers make up the majority of single parents, as

visiting unions and common-law marriage are more common

in the black community than in others. As such, mothers are

usually at the center of black families. Many provide for their

families financially in addition to offering their children

emotional and practical support. However, if a woman is

financially dependent on her husband, she will defer to him

on important decisions related to their children and finances.

     A patriarchal structure is common in East Indian families.

For example, East Indian fathers generally serve as the

financial provider and manage the money. In families of

mixed religions, East Indian children will typically follow the

father's religion.

     Even if women are employed outside the home, they do

most of the household chores and cooking, though men also

may help around the house and maintain the yard. Gender

roles are less strictly defined among younger, well-educated

Trinbagonians. Women fill prominent leadership roles in

business and government. Domestic violence against women

remains a significant problem.

Housing

Interiors and Exteriors

The average home has three bedrooms as well as a living

room, kitchen, dining room, and bathroom. Decorations may

include flower arrangements and paintings, religious imagery,

and family portraits hung on the wall. Nearly all houses are

equipped with a radio and television set. Hammocks located

on front porches may be used for relaxation during the day.

Some houses are painted in muted shades of cream or peach,

while others boast bright blues, reds, and greens.

     Economic Circumstance

The poorest Trinbagonian families sometimes must resort to

squatting on government-owned land in rural areas, where

they erect shacks and attempt to live off the land. Other

low-income families take advantage of subsidized housing

provided by the government. Many of the higher-end homes,

including mansions, are also found in rural areas. Some

wealthy families living in the city build luxurious homes in

the country as a retreat for weekends or holidays.

     Ownership

Although Trinbagonians value home ownership

tremendously, many people rent their homes. Particularly in

urban areas, the costs of buying a home are prohibitive for

most people. One of the reasons for the high price of homes is

that, over the years, wealthy businesspeople have bought up

land and built high-rise apartment buildings, duplexes, and

town houses on it. While expanding the rental market, this

practice has decreased the land available for ordinary

Trinbagonians to build their own homes. Sometimes, large

families will cram into a one- or two-bedroom apartment.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Young people meet at school, church, movies, parties, malls,

or dance clubs, and they begin dating around age 16. Couples

typically start out socializing in groups and begin spending

more time alone as their courtship progresses. As couples

become sexually active, usually in their mid- to late teens,

females are expected to be monogamous, while males may be

more promiscuous.

     Marriage in Society

Most people expect to marry and have children at some point,

but visiting unions, common-law unions, and out-of-wedlock

births are prevalent, especially among black Trinbagonians.

Visiting unions, more common among lower-income families,

are relationships in which a father does not live with the

mother of his children but instead visits each one of his

multiple families occasionally. Common-law unions grant

couples similar rights and obligations to property and

childcare as do formal marriages. However, common-law

unions may be looked down upon socially. Homosexuality is

taboo in Trinbagonian society, and same-sex marriages are

not legally recognized. Because many people never officially

marry, the divorce rate is relatively low.

     Marriages are occasionally still arranged in rural areas and

among members of the East Indian, Chinese, and Syrian

communities. However, it is now more common for the bride
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and groom to simply seek parental approval before marrying.

Muslims usually marry other Muslims and Hindus other

Hindus. Eighteen is the legal age of marriage, though

Muslims may be granted exemptions to marry at age 12 and

Hindus at age 16. The average age of first marriage is the late

twenties for women and early thirties for men.

     Weddings

Many couples are married civilly. Among those who marry in

religious ceremonies, Christian, Muslim, and Hindu customs

are followed, and no additional civil ceremony is required.

Christian couples are married by a priest in a church.

     Hindu weddings include three days of celebration that

begin on a Friday night, when rituals related to purity are

carried out. Saturday features a farewell to singlehood, with

family and friends of the bride and groom gathering for a fun

night of meal preparation and eating. Typical

Indo-Trinidadian fare, such as roti, is served at this meal. The

wedding ceremony takes place on Sunday. The bride wears a

sari and the groom wears a turban and robes. The food served

at the wedding is traditionally eaten on leaves of the Soharie

plant. At Muslim weddings, couples are married by an imam.

Grooms give their brides a mahr (marriage gift) that may take

the form of cash or property.

     No matter the religion, wedding ceremonies are followed

by a reception at a large hall. These are relatively expensive

events, the costs of which several family members may

contribute to. Guests bring gifts for the newlyweds and enjoy

eating, drinking, and dancing. Speeches and toasts are made

and wedding favors distributed. Examples of wedding favors

include fruit cake or candy in boxes, mini champagne glasses,

or ceramic angels—all featuring the couple's name and

wedding date. After this celebration, many couples go on a

honeymoon. Tobago is a popular honeymoon destination.

Cruises and trips to other Caribbean islands or even North

America or Europe are more expensive options.

Life Cycle

Birth

The kinds of life-cycle rituals practiced by Trinbagonians

vary somewhat according to religious affiliation. The friends

of an expectant mother will usually throw her a baby shower

before her baby is born. Hindus whisper a prayer to their

babies upon birth. Muslims pray for their babies while placing

a sweet food (such as honey) in their mouths. Christians

baptize their children a few months after birth. Extended

family and godparents attend the baptismal ceremony, at

which a priest blesses the baby. The ceremony is usually

followed by a celebration, with food and drink served to

family members and friends. Catholic babies may be named

after a saint, while astronomy may guide the naming of Hindu

babies.

     Milestones

The legal age of adulthood is 18, when voting rights and other

privileges are granted. Culturally, many events may mark the

transition to adulthood. High housing costs prevent many

young adults from moving out of their parents' homes, but

those who do so more concretely gain the status of an adult.

Employment, marriage, and the birth of a child signal

adulthood as well, even for those remaining in the parental

home.

     Death

When a Christian Trinbagonian dies, relatives and friends

gather at a wake to pay their respects to the family of the

deceased. Wakes usually include card games (especially All

Fours), liming, a prayer service, and sometimes music. Later,

a funeral is held to celebrate the life of the deceased. After the

funeral, the body is either buried or cremated.

     Rites and ceremonies performed at Hindu funerals free

those in attendance from the pollution of death. After their

completion, the soul of the deceased is dismissed from this

world. Cremation is the standard practice among Hindus;

traditionally this is done on a pyre, but more modern methods

are also used today. After the death of a parent in a Hindu

family, sons (and sometimes close male relatives) participate

in a ritual called tonsure, in which they shave their heads,

leaving a small tuft called a sikha in the center of the head.

     The body of a deceased Muslim person is washed by a

spouse or close family member and traditionally kept at

home, where funeral services are held, until burial. According

to Muslim belief, the body must be buried within 24 hours.

Muslim women do not usually go to the burial site; instead,

they mourn and pray at home.

     In all cases, family members and friends gather at the

homes of the deceased to share simple meals and console

each other.

Diet

Trinbagonians typically prefer chicken with most main

dishes, as it is widely available and cheaper than other types

of meat. Fish, pork, beef, goat, and lamb are less common but

are also popular. Main meals include macaroni pie (macaroni

baked with cheese, butter, and milk), callaloo (a local plant

that is cooked with coconut milk, pepper, and pumpkin),

stewed chicken (chicken simmered in caramelized sugar and

oil), bake (a small, flat bread that is fried instead of baked),

and saltfish (fish cured in salt), which is cooked with

vegetables. Many dishes are served with rice, which is called

pelau when it is prepared with pigeon peas or spanish rice

when it is cooked with vegetables.

     Among the East Indian population, the most common

foods are curried meat and vegetables served with rice or roti.

Roti is similar to pita bread and has gained widespread

popularity as a local fast food. Another popular fast-food

Indian dish is called doubles and consists of chickpeas and

hot sauce sandwiched between pieces of fried dough. Dessert

is not a traditional part of a Trinbagonian meal, but those who

eat it may have local sweet breads, cake, or ice cream. A wide

variety of foreign foods are also available, including Asian,

European, and U.S. cuisines. Meals are accompanied by juice,

soft drinks, or water. Vegetarianism, often for religious

reasons, is fairly widespread.

Recreation

Sports

Cricket is the favorite sport on the islands, and the nation

sends players to the popular West Indies cricket team. The

islands also have their own professional football (soccer)

teams, for both men and women. These teams play
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internationally and are followed closely by local fans. Cricket

and football are also played recreationally. During the dry

season (January through early June), people from various

informal cricket leagues gather to play the sport on pitches

throughout the country. Football matches among friends on

grassy fields are played in any weather. People enjoy boxing

and playing basketball, tennis, and netball (similar to

basketball) as well. Other popular outdoor activities include

cycling, walking, jogging, hiking, and swimming or bathing

(wading in shallow water) at the beach. Water sports are more

common on Tobago, where there is a greater emphasis on

tourism. Motor sports such as drag and circuit racing are

gaining popularity.

     Leisure

In their leisure time, Trinbagonians often enjoy shopping at

malls and watching movies at theaters. A movie is usually

preceded or followed by dining out in a restaurant. Many

people also like to attend government-sponsored cultural

events that are free to the public. In Trinidad, a card game

called All Fours is quite popular. It involves four players on

two teams who use hand signals to communicate the contents

of their hands to each other as they try to accumulate the

highest number of points.

     Young people in the interior of Trinidad often enjoy taking

excursions, in which they are transported to the beach with

family members or friends in a bus that plays loud music and

may stop at numerous bars on the way to and from the coast.

     Vacation

When school is out during July and August, many children

attend summer camps and families go on vacation. Tobago is

the most popular vacation spot among Trinidadians, who can

purchase inexpensive airfare to the island. Tobagonians often

stay on the island as well during vacations, though some

young people enjoy the variety of night life activities

available in Trinidad. Popular activities in Tobago include

spending time on the island's beautiful beaches, touring

Buccoo Reef in glass-bottomed boats, and enjoying

traditional Tobagonian food (such as curried crab and

white-flour dumplings). For shorter vacations, people may

also rent beach houses in remote areas of Trinidad. Middle-

and upper-income families frequently travel to the United

States, Canada, and the United Kingdom to visit family

members who have migrated to those countries.

The Arts

Calypso and soca music are favorites among Trinbagonians.

Calypso is a form of social commentary invented in Trinidad

and sung by performers called calypsonians. Soca is a

mixture of soul music from the United States and calypso

music. Steelpan drums also feature prominently in local

music; they are made from the lids of oil drums that have

been hammered into the shape of an inverted turtle shell.

Local music is most popular during Trinidad and Tobago's

extensive Carnival celebration. Preparations for

Carnival—also known as Mas (short for masquerade)—begin

months in advance, and the festivities culminate a few days

before Lent. People flock to calypso tents to hear the latest

music and to fêtes (parties) to dance to the latest soca

offerings. Calypsonians, soca artists, and steelpan drum bands

compete to be named best in the nation. During the last days

of Carnival, Trinbagonians in elaborate costumes dance

through the streets, accompanied by music.

     There are also strong traditions of art, dance, literature and

theater. Pottery, sculpture, basketry, and leatherwork are

popular crafts. African-inspired arts include stick fighting and

limbo dancing, while common East Indian arts include

traditional singing and playing tassa drums (cone-shaped

drums made of clay and goat skins).

Holidays

National holidays include New Year's Day (1 January);

Indian Arrival Day (30 May), which marks the day in 1845

when the first East Indians arrived in the country; Labor Day

(19 June), which honors the period in the 1930s when the

labor movement was born; Emancipation Day (1 August),

which marks the 1834 abolition of slavery; Independence Day

(31 August), which celebrates the nation's 1962 independence

from Britain; Republic Day (24 September), which

commemorates the day the country became a republic; and

Boxing Day (26 December), which originates from the British

tradition of giving small boxed gifts to employees or the poor

and is now a day to visit friends and relatives.

     Trinbagonians also celebrate a variety of religious public

holidays. Spiritual Baptist Liberation Day (30 March)

commemorates the abolition of a British law forbidding

participation in the African-influenced Spiritual Baptist

religion. Christian holidays include Carnival, Good Friday,

Easter, Corpus Christi, and Christmas (25 December).

     Carnival

Carnival is celebrated the Monday and Tuesday before Ash

Wednesday and is the biggest cultural event of the year

among all segments of the population, no matter their

religion. The festivities attract many tourists and are

characterized by elaborate costumes and calypso, soca, and

steelpan drum shows.

     Eid al-Fitr

The Muslim holiday Eid al-Fitr is a feast at the end of the

Muslim holy month of fasting, which is known as Ramadan.

People prepare for the holiday by buying new clothes,

decorating their houses, and exchanging greeting cards. On

the morning of Eid al-Fitr, Muslims have an early breakfast.

Alms are then distributed to less fortunate citizens, who

gather outside of mosques for the occasion. Friends visit each

other's houses and exchange gifts. Most Trinbagonians,

whatever their religion, cook curry and sawine (a sweet dish

made of milk and vermicelli pasta) on this day.

     Divali

Divali (October or November) is the Hindu festival of lights,

during which the goddess Lakshmi is worshipped. The

holiday emphasizes truth and light triumphing over darkness.

On this day, Hindus conduct prayers called pujas and share a

vegetarian meal with friends. Deyas, clay pots filled with

coconut oil and equipped with a wick, are placed on bamboo

strips and lit. These bamboo strips are bent into beautiful

shapes, and many Trinbagonians drive through Hindu

neighborhoods to admire these bamboo creations. They may

also prepare a meal of curry and light a few of their own 

deyas.
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     Christmas

On Christmas Day, Christians attend church (Catholics go to

Midnight Mass). Among Christians and non-Christians alike,

gifts are exchanged and families and friends share meals that

feature ham, pastelles (corn and meat steamed in a banana

leaf), and black cake (cake made from fruit soaked in brandy).

SOCIETY 

Government

Trinidad and Tobago is a parliamentary democracy. The

position of president is largely ceremonial. The People's

National Movement (PNM) has largely dominated politics

since independence. The People's Partnership coalition,

which in 2010 united the United National Congress (UNC),

the Congress of the People (COP), and some smaller parties,

has gained influence. Parliament consists of the 41-member

House of Representatives and the 31-member Senate. The

voting age is 18.

Economy

The economy of Trinidad and Tobago is one of the

Caribbean's strongest. Although sugar had long been a source

of wealth for the islands, the industry has been sagging for

decades, and 2003 saw the closure of the state-owned sugar

company. The economy is now anchored by oil drilling,

manufacturing, and services. Dependence on oil prices has

tied the economy closely to global price fluctuations. The oil

boom of the early 1970s ended in the late 1980s, leading to

hardship for many locals. The economy began to pick up

again in the mid-1990s and grew substantially between 2000

and 2007 before shrinking slightly in 2009 as a result of the

global economic crisis. Current growth has struggled because

of lower energy prices, but the nation continues to be

attractive to international investors.

     The country has a large energy and industrial sector and is

a major refiner and exporter of oil, natural gas, and

petrochemicals, which together account for 80 percent of the

islands' exports. Asphalt, which is naturally produced at La

Brea Pitch Lake, is another important resource. Agriculture

and tourism also contribute to the economy. The currency is

the Trinidad and Tobago dollar (TTD).

Transportation and Communications

In urban areas, the majority of people use maxi-taxis

(mini-buses) and taxis. Taxis are shared and used mostly by

tourists. The national train system was abolished more than

two decades ago because of maintenance difficulties, but the

public bus system is popular. Many families also own cars,

which are becoming so plentiful that the government is

building and improving roads to accommodate them. Each

island has an international airport.

     The communication system is well developed. Cellular

phone use is widespread and increasing. A variety of

television stations show local and international programs.

Cable television has made U.S. and European culture much

more common on the islands. Many radio stations broadcast

in the country, providing music and talk radio. There are three

daily newspapers and several weekly papers. Much of the

population uses the internet.

Education

Structure

Schooling is compulsory between ages 6 and 11 and free

between ages 6 and 15, after which government funding is

available to students who choose to continue. In addition to

state-owned and operated schools, there exist

government-assisted schools, which are usually run by

religious dominations with financial aid from the government.

Specialized schools offer handicapped children education

through the primary level.

     Many parents send their children ages three to five to

preschool (either government funded or private) to give them

a head start on their educations. While in primary school,

students take the competitive Secondary Assessment

Examination to determine which secondary school they will

attend. After completing five years of secondary education,

some students go on to vocational school, while others enter a

college-prep track. Wealthy families often send their children

to private secondary schools.

     In secondary school, students take two exams that are

modeled after the British education system. The Caribbean

Examinations Council, taken in form (grade) five at age 16 or

17, determines whether students will be admitted to form six.

Those who choose to attend form six then take the Caribbean

Advanced Proficiency Examination, the results of which are

considered for entry at the university level.

     School Life

Secondary students take courses in math, English, foreign

languages (French and Spanish), sciences, and business.

Classroom approaches vary. In rural schools, teaching styles

tend to be traditional. Teachers may adopt authoritative roles

and use blackboards and photocopies to pass on information

to students. Individual assignments dominate. In urban

schools, which tend to have more resources, teachers

incorporate more technology and often assign collaborative

activities. All students are lent textbooks to use each term free

of charge. Outside of the classroom, schools host fund-raising

activities like sports days and bazaars that feature games,

food, and items for sale. School dances are popular among

secondary students.

     Students are highly motivated to pass exams and may

attend after-school or weekend tutoring sessions in their

weaker subject areas. These sessions are paid for by their

parents, who commonly make sacrifices to ensure that their

children achieve the highest level of education possible.

Though both parents in a family typically work outside the

home, they spend time helping their children with homework

throughout primary and secondary grades. Education is

valued and widely recognized as the main means of achieving

social mobility.

     Higher Education

The University of Trinidad and Tobago and the University of

the West Indies as well as technical colleges and teachers

colleges offer higher education. The government pays all

undergraduate tuition and a portion of postgraduate tuition.

Students receiving government funds are technically required
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to work in the country for one to five years (depending on the

amount of money received) upon graduation. However, in

practice, this requirement is not enforced, and due to rising

unemployment on the islands, many graduates move out of

the country to seek jobs. Many returning adult students take

advantage of free university tuition as well.

Health

Health care at government-owned clinics is free to all

citizens. However, it is fairly common for medical equipment

to be in poor condition and for patients to be put on long

waiting lists for elective procedures. Those who can afford it

often seek care in private hospitals, which are much more

modern and which have recently become more common.

Medication costs are high, but the government provides some

medicines for free. Major health concerns include heart

disease, cancer, diabetes, and AIDS.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of Trinidad and Tobago, 1708 Massachusetts

Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036; phone (202) 467-6490;

web site www.foreign.gov.tt/embwashington. Trinidad and

Tobago Tourism, phone (868) 675-7034; web site

www.gotrinidadandtobago.com.

Country and Development Data

Capital Port of Spain

Population 1,215,527 (rank=154)

Area (sq. mi.) 1,980 (rank=165)

Area (sq. km.) 5,128

Human Development Index 65 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 67 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $31,200

Adult Literacy 99% (male); 99% (female)

Infant Mortality 23 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 70 (male); 76 (female)

Currency Trinidad and Tobago dollar
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Briefing sheet
Editor: Tanvir Malik

Forecast Closing Date: February 5, 2019

Political and economic outlook

The People’s National Movement government, led by Keith Rowley, holds a comfortable
parliamentary majority, but rising crime, unemployment and weak government spending will
impair its popularity.
The Economist Intelligence Unit expects efforts to tackle crime and corruption—key concerns
for the population—to continue to be hindered by institutional weaknesses and the country's
geographical location as a transit point for drug-trafficking.
A recovery in the energy sector and spending restraint will narrow the fiscal deficit to 3.8% of
GDP in 2018/19 (October-September). A more rapid narrowing will be precluded by the
government's limited ability to pass tax rises.
The Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago (CBTT) is likely to keep the policy interest rate on
hold in 2019, in line with the Federal Reserve (Fed, the US central bank), to keep the interest-
rate differential with US bonds relatively stable.
Following a four-year recession in 2014-17, a recovery appears to be under way. However, GDP
growth will remain tepid, given the need for fiscal consolidation. Higher natural gas output will
help to boost growth later in our 2019-23 forecast period.
The TT dollar will remain pegged at its current rate of TT$6.77:US$1 throughout the forecast
period. A recovery in gas output and relatively high energy prices will reduce the pressure on
the currency.
Following a recovery in energy prices and output, we expect the current-account surplus to
average 8.2% of GDP in 2019-23. The surplus will narrow slightly in 2020 owing to a drop in oil
prices, before recovering the following year.

Key indicators
 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth (%) 1.4 1.8 1.5 2.1 2.0 2.0

Consumer price inflation (av; %) 1.0c 1.7 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.8

Government balance (% of GDP)d -4.1 -3.8 -3.8 -2.7 -1.7 -1.0

Current-account balance (% of GDP) 7.8 8.1 7.0 8.1 8.4 9.3

Money market rate (av; %) 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.2

Unemployment rate (%) 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.4

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av) 6.77c 6.77 6.77 6.77 6.77 6.77
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Actual. d Fiscal year

October-September.
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Key changes since October 30th

We have revised downward our forecast for the current-account balance, owing to a downward
revision in our forecast for energy prices. We now expect an average surplus of 8.2% of GDP in
2019-23, compared with 9.7% of GDP previously.
We no longer expect the CBTT to increase the policy interest rate in 2019. Monetary policy is
likely to remain on hold, since the Fed has adopted a more cautious approach towards
monetary tightening.
Following a downward revision in our forecast for global oil prices in 2019-23 and a relatively
muted impact of flooding in October 2018 on food prices, we have revised downwards our
average inflation forecast for 2019-23 to 1.8% from 2% previously.

The quarter ahead

March 29th—Monetary policy announcement: The CBTT kept the policy rate unchanged at
5% on December 28th. We expect monetary policy to remain on hold at the next monetary
policy announcement as well, given relatively muted inflation in 2018.

Major risks to our forecast
Scenarios, Q4 2018 Probability Impact Intensity

Fiscal adjustment proves insufficient, complicating the outlook for public

finances
High High 16

Trinidad and Tobago 3
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The "brain drain" of graduates away from Trinidad and Tobago stunts

dynamism and economic growth
High High 16

Violent crime raises security costs and undermines growth High High 16

The TT dollar weakens sharply Moderate
Very

high
15

Fiscal adjustments lead to new taxes High Moderate 12

Note. Scenarios and scores are taken from our Risk Briefing product. Risk scenarios are potential

developments that might substantially change the business operating environment over the coming two

years. Risk intensity is a product of probability and impact, on a 25-point scale.
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Outlook for 2019-23

Political stability
The centreleft People’s National Movement (PNM) government, led by Keith Rowley, has been
in power since September 2015. The PNM has a healthy parliamentary majority and is expected to
stay in power until the next election in 2020. To retain power beyond 2020, it will need to contend
with weak economic growth and rising crime. A prevailing sense that an economic recovery will
not return to the relatively high standards of living that Trinidadians enjoyed for decades will
weigh on the government's popularity. Trinidad will continue to be plagued by high levels of
crime, which will remain an important issue for voters. Drug-trafficking, which is closely linked
to criminal activity, has increased in recent years as the country's open borders have made it
attractive to outside groups. The murder rate continued to increase in 2018, to 37.5 per 100,000, a
4.4% increase relative to 2017. The government recently announced a National Crime Prevention
Programme, which includes the creation of a DNA databank, but efforts to introduce legal reforms
to accelerate the court process and deter violent crime have been stymied by the combative
stance adopted by the opposition United National Congress (UNC). The government will be
unable to put together any broad reforms (a constitutional amendment requires a two-thirds
majority in Parliament) to tackle crime before the end of its term.

The closure of the loss-making refinery operated by Petrotrin, the state-owned oil company, in
September 2018 was a psychological blow to the nation, and a severe political blow to the PNM.
The government hopes to sell the refinery this year, but employees of the refinery who were let go
after the shut-down are unlikely to be reinstated. State institutions remain plagued by corruption
allegations, which is the top issue for most voters. Social protest has been on the rise as job
losses have mounted, and The Economist Intelligence Unit expects this to continue as an
expression of popular discontent as long as growth remains weak. A September 2018 opinion poll
showed that approval for the government is falling and a majority of respondents felt worse-off
than when the government took office.

Election watch
A general election was last held in September 2015 and is not due again until 2020, but the
government can call it earlier. Political support is divided along ethnic lines and most Afro-
Trinidadians (accounting for about 36% of the population) support the PNM. Mr Rowley
strengthened his position as party leader in internal party elections held in September 2018, when
his faction won all party posts. The PNM's chances at the next election will hinge on his ability to
convince swing voters, who will judge the government on economic performance and success in
tackling crime. The opposition UNC, under the leadership of the former prime minister, Kamla
Persad-Bissessar (2010-15), seeks to retain and consolidate its rural, Indo-Trinidadian core
support. Opinion polls show that, despite the unpopularity of the PNM government, more voters
would vote for the PNM than the UNC in an election. If the economy performs to a level below our
forecasts, the UNC's chances of winning will improve. Even if the UNC comes to power in 2020,
we do not expect economic policy to change considerably.
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International relations
The government will maintain cordial relations with the US, the UK, Canada and the EU, and with
Latin American countries that are now the major markets for exports of liquefied natural gas (LNG).
Maintaining good relations with China will also be a high priority, as it is a source of substantial
lending. Trinidad and Tobago will continue to play a leading role in the Caribbean Community
(Caricom)—within which it is by far the largest economy—and an active role in cooperative
initiatives to combat crime and illegal drug-trafficking, alongside the US, the UK and others.

After the head of Venezuela's national assembly, Juan Guaidó, declared himself as that country's
interim president, in line with the constitution, the government of Trinidad and Tobago expressed
its continued support for Nicolás Maduro as the legitimate president and offered to be a mediator
in the dispute. The two countries recently reached an agreement on the sale and transportation of
gas from the Dragon offshore gas field in Venezuela to the Hibiscus offshore platform in Trinidad
and Tobago. Additionally, an agreement on the 10.3trn cu ft Loran-Manatee field, of which
2.7trn cu ft will be allocated to Trinidad and Tobago (equivalent to about 10% of existing
reserves), is pending. The future of these agreements has become uncertain following the recent
developments in Venezuela and the imposition of US sanctions on PDVSA, the Venezuelan state-
owned energy company, which is party to these agreements.

Democracy Index: Trinidad and Tobago
The Economist Intelligence Unit's 2018 Democracy Index ranks Trinidad and Tobago 43rd out of
167 countries, an improvement over its 2017 rank. Trinidad and Tobago continues to be
considered a "flawed democracy", but it is ranked ahead of its Caribbean neighbours, such as
Jamaica, Suriname, Guyana and the Dominican Republic, as well as Latin American countries
including Mexico, Colombia, Argentina and Brazil. Trinidad and Tobago's score has improved
from 2017 owing to an improvement in attitudes towards political participation and democratic
values.

Democracy Index
 Regime type Overall score Overall rank

2018 Flawed democracy 7.16 out of 10 43 out of 167

2017 Flawed democracy 7.04 out of 10 46 out of 167

2016 Flawed democracy 7.10 out of 10 46 out of 167

Electoral processes and civil liberties are well
established

Trinidad and Tobago's ranking is relatively strong, owing greatly to high scores in the electoral
process and civil liberties categories. In these areas Trinidad and Tobago outscores several
higher-ranked countries, owing to regular elections, a stable multi-party system, and lively and
free media. Trinidad and Tobago is one of the oldest democracies in the region, having had
democratically elected governments since 1963, when the country gained independence from the
UK. Trinidad scores relatively well in the functioning of government category, with both the
current and the previous administrations benefiting from a working parliamentary majority.

Persistent concerns over high crime levels

In the political participation and political culture categories Trinidad and Tobago fares much
worse, as a result of low confidence in the main political parties. The failure of successive
governments to tackle violent crime has eroded public perceptions of the government. There were
516 murders in 2018, the highest since 2008, and the murder rate is among the highest in the
region, at 37.5 per 100,000 inhabitants. Murder detection rates are low in the country (16% in 2018)
compared with other Caribbean nations, contributing to a sense of unease about public security
among the population.

Reducing corruption will be a challenging task

The quality of the bureaucracy remains relatively poor, and corruption is widespread. There is a
long history of corruption and mismanagement under successive governments stretching back to
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the colonial period. Despite existing legislation to reduce opportunities for corruption in public
procurement, few investigations have been conducted, which suggests that there is little
determination to enforce it. Enforcement of anti-corruption legislation is the responsibility of the
Anti-Corruption Investigation Bureau (ACIB), which currently operates under the Office of the
Attorney-General and is therefore under the control of the ruling party. Activists have called for
the ACIB to be made independent of the executive, but this proposal has not received political
support. The judiciary has demonstrated its independence on a number of occasions, but clashes
with the executive have undermined public confidence in the country’s institutions.

Democracy Index 2018 by category
(On a scale of 0 to 10)

Electoral

process

Functioning of

government

Political

participation

Political

culture
Civil liberties

9.58 7.14 6.11 5.63 7.35

A free white paper containing the full index and detailed methodology can be downloaded from
www.eiu.com/democracy2018.

Note on methodology

There is no consensus on how to measure democracy, and definitions of democracy are
contested. Having free and fair competitive elections, and satisfying related aspects of political
freedom, is the sine qua non of all definitions. However, our index is based on the view that
measures of democracy that reflect the state of political freedom and civil liberties are not "thick"
enough: they do not encompass sufficiently some crucial features that determine the quality and
substance of democracy. Our index therefore also includes measures of political participation,
political culture and functioning of government, which are, at best, marginalised by other
measures.

Our index of democracy covers 167 countries and territories. The index, on a 0-10 scale, is based
on the ratings (0, 0.5 or 1) for 60 indicators grouped in five categories: electoral process and
pluralism; civil liberties; functioning of government; political participation; and political culture.
Each category has a rating on a 0-10 scale, and the overall index of democracy is the simple
average of the five category indices.

The category indices are based on the sum of the indicator scores in the category, converted to a
0-10 scale. Adjustments to the category scores are made if countries do not score a 1 in the
following critical areas for democracy:

whether national elections are free and fair;
the security of voters;
the influence of foreign powers on government; and
the capability of the civil service to implement policies.

If the scores for the first three questions are 0 (or 0.5), one point (or 0.5 points) is deducted from
the index in the relevant category (either electoral process and pluralism or functioning of
government). If the score for question 4 is 0, one point is deducted from the functioning of
government category index.

The index values are used to place countries within one of four types of regime:

full democracies—scores greater than 8;
flawed democracies—scores greater than 6, and less than or equal to 8;
hybrid regimes—scores greater than 4, and less than or equal to 6;
authoritarian regimes—scores less than or equal to 4.
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Policy trends
Improving energy prices are likely to help the government's policy goal of fiscal consolidation,
since Trinidad is a net energy exporter, but this will still depend on a combination of asset sales,
expenditure restraint and tax reform. The government will struggle to implement significant tax
increases, given local objections to such measures. In addition, transfer pricing and other
marketing arrangements with energy companies have reduced the government's take from LNG
revenue, which will present a challenge for the government in finding alternative sources of
revenue.

An underlying problem in Trinidad and Tobago's energy-driven economy is dwindling oil
reserves, although natural gas reserves have remained stable, owing to new discoveries. The
government will still seek to diversify the economy away from its dependence on hydrocarbons,
but low levels of government investment—given the need for fiscal consolidation—mean that
such efforts will fall short. On the energy front, despite significant new reserve discoveries, such
as the 2trn cu ft of gas in the Savannah and Macadamia wells off the south-east coast of Trinidad,
most production from new discoveries will only come on stream in 2020. Overall low prices,
combined with high costs and risk levels in deepwater exploration, will dampen exploration efforts.
Gas supply constraints are likely to continue, since imports from the Dragon gas field in Venezuela
are unlikely to come online before 2021, but the scope for new downstream projects will be limited
until then. A US$1bn dimethyl ether and methanol project is expected to start production in the
first quarter of 2019. This would be the first new downstream project agreement since 2006. The
government also announced that it would shut down the refining operations of Petrotrin, the
state-owned oil company, to focus the company's resources on exploration and production
activities. This may result in a modest recovery in oil production in the medium term.

Fiscal policy
According to the government's revised estimates, the fiscal deficit was 4.1% of GDP in 2017/18.
This was largely owing to the sale of bonds worth TT$4bn (US$590m), backed by assets held
by the newly established National Investment Fund (NIF)—a holding company for the
government's share of CL Financial, which is a failed conglomerate that the government bailed
out in 2009. We expect a narrowing of the deficit in 2018/19, assuming that the government is able
to raise exceptional revenues from the sale of another tranche of NIF bonds. However, if these
one-off revenue measures do not come through, there is a risk that the deficit will widen instead.
The deficit will continue to narrow from 2020/21 to 2022/23, as higher natural gas output boosts
revenues.

Recurrent fiscal deficits will lift the public debt (estimated at 66.5% of GDP at end-2018, excluding
debt issued for sterilisation purposes), to a peak of 69.6% of GDP by 2020, after which it will
gradually decline to 67.3% by 2023. We do not expect the government to have too much difficulty
financing annual shortfalls with net external and domestic borrowing, notwithstanding a rise in
global financing costs. The sovereign last issued on international markets in July 2016, with a
US$1bn bond at a reasonably low yield of 4.5%. We expect another bond issuance of US$1bn in
2019, owing to large financing needs for debt repayments due next year. The sovereign also has
access to US$6bn (as at end-September 2018) in savings in the state-owned Heritage and
Stabilisation Fund.
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Monetary policy
Given muted inflation and growth expectations and a pause in monetary policy tightening in the
US, the Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago (CBTT) is likely to keep the benchmark repurchase
policy rate unchanged in 2019. The policy rate was maintained at 5% in December 2018.
Policymakers will remain sensitive to the risk of capital outflows and will continue to watch
the interest-rate differential between domestic and US assets. A monetary policy easing cycle is
likely to begin from 2020. Private-sector credit growth accelerated in 2018 to 5% and overall credit
growth should continue at a moderate pace in the medium term, supported by monetary policy
easing later in the forecast period. We expect the CBTT to maintain the exchange-rate peg at
TT$6.77:US$1 throughout the forecast period, as a forecast increase in energy exports will help to
raise the supply of foreign exchange and reduce pressure on the central bank's foreign reserves.

International assumptions
 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Economic growth (%)

US GDP 2.9 2.3 1.3 1.7 2.0 1.8

OECD GDP 2.3 1.9 1.5 1.8 2.0 1.9

World GDP 3.0 2.8 2.5 2.9 2.9 2.9

World trade 4.3 3.4 2.8 4.0 3.7 3.9

Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)

US CPI 2.6 2.4 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.8

OECD CPI 2.6 2.6 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1

Manufactures (measured in US$) 6.2 3.7 2.8 2.6 3.7 3.0

Oil (West Texas Intermediate; US$/b) 64.8 59.7 54.6 62.9 68.2 67.7

Non-oil commodities (measured in US$) 1.9 -1.1 3.9 2.0 1.5 0.6

Financial variables

US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %) 2.1 2.9 2.3 2.3 2.8 3.2

US$:€ (av) 1.18 1.19 1.22 1.21 1.24 1.24

¥:US$ (av) 110.43 110.18 109.10 104.88 100.46 96.08
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Economic growth
We expect real GDP growth to accelerate to 1.8% in 2019, after a modest recovery to an estimated
1.4% in 2018, following four years of contraction. Real GDP growth will decelerate somewhat in
2020, amid a forecast slowdown in the US. A number of new gas projects will come on stream in
2020 and growth will improve to an average of 2% a year in 2021-23.

Private consumption growth will expand but will remain modest in 2019-23, given fiscal
adjustments. Government consumption will suffer from consolidation efforts and remain
constrained throughout the forecast period. Both exports and imports will remain high as new gas
production comes on stream.

On the supply side, output in the local LNG and petrochemicals sectors will be dampened by
constraints on gas supply. Over half of Trinidad's gas exports currently go to Latin American
markets—which will remain important—where delivered prices are above the US Henry Hub
benchmark. Natural gas supplied to the local market has for some years been below the volumes
needed to fully utilise existing LNG and petrochemicals plants. Gas supply has increased since the
Juniper facility off the south-east coast of Trinidad came on stream in late 2017. A recovery in gas
output will gradually lift downstream industries. Manufacturing export activities will remain
constrained by feeble demand from the Englishspeaking Caribbean (the sector’s largest export
market). Output from the construction sector, locally oriented manufacturing and distribution will
all be hit by fiscal constraints and weak household demand, but a modest recovery is expected
in 2019.

Economic growth
% 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

GDP 1.4 1.8 1.5 2.1 2.0 2.0

Private consumption 0.9 1.6 1.7 2.2 1.8 1.9

Government consumption -2.0 -1.0 -1.0 2.0 1.0 1.5

Gross fixed investment 1.3 1.8 1.6 3.0 2.0 2.5

Exports of goods & services 4.3 4.1 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.5

Imports of goods & services 4.8 4.5 4.2 4.9 4.3 4.0

Domestic demand 0.5 1.2 1.3 2.2 1.7 1.9

Agriculture -1.0 0.9 0.4 1.1 1.1 1.1

Industry 0.4 3.0 1.0 1.9 1.5 1.5

Services -1.6 1.3 0.9 1.3 1.6 1.6
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

Inflation
We forecast that inflation will accelerate to 1.9% by end-2019, as demand-side pressures increase,
although these will remain relatively muted. A quasi-peg of the currency at TT$6.77:US$1 will
continue to anchor inflation. A withdrawal of fuel subsidies in the 2018/19 budget is likely to
increase volatility in prices, as changes in global oil prices will feed through to domestic
transportation prices. The economy will remain exposed to supply-side inflationary pressures,
particularly related to foodstuffs. The greatest risk to our forecast is from weather-related shocks,
which would hit food supply and boost prices.
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Exchange rates
We expect the CBTT to keep the exchange rate fixed at TT$6.77:US$1 throughout the forecast
period. Weaker oil prices from 2014 hit energy export earnings and contributed to the erosion of a
large foreign-reserves cushion, accumulated during the energy boom. However, an improvement
in oil prices (although these will remain lower than during the boom) and higher natural
gas production will slow the pace of decline, easing currency pressures. The foreign-exchange
market remains tight and the central bank has to draw on reserves to meet commercial demand, but
pressure on reserves should lessen as recovery in the energy sector improves inflows of foreign
exchange in the medium term. We expect foreign reserves to decline to US$6.7bn (around seven
months of import cover) by end-2019.

If international energy prices decline again, policymakers may allow the TT dollar to weaken in
order to bolster the external position and prevent a sharp decline in reserves; however, this is not
our central forecast. Policymakers will want to avoid any brusque movements in the exchange rate,
as these would rattle confidence and prompt volatility, given the inconsistent nature of foreign-
currency flows into the country's relatively small economy (with multinationals injecting large
quantities of foreign exchange into the economy sporadically and in large individual payments).

External sector
We expect the current-account surplus to widen marginally in 2019, to 8.1% of GDP, up from an
estimated surplus of 7.8% of GDP in 2018. The surplus will narrow to 7% of GDP in 2020, owing to
a drop in energy prices, before recovering to an average of 8.6% in 2021-23. Relatively higher
energy prices and output will keep the trade balance in surplus, at an average of 21% of GDP. The
services balance will remain in deficit as growth in shipping costs outpaces tourism income.
Meanwhile, the primary income deficit will remain below its historical average as profit remittances
by foreign energy firms are affected by the price cycle.

Barring a sharp adjustment in the currency, international reserves will continue to fall, from
US$7.9bn in October 2018 to US$6.4bn by 2023, before they stabilise around that level. This
implies a decline in import cover, from an estimated eight months in 2018 to about six months by
2023, which is still high compared with other Caribbean countries. The balance of payments for
2017 shows large outflows, to the tune of US$2.9bn, which are unaccounted for and simply
included as "other capital flows". This indicates that some external imbalances remain, which is
also reflected in the tight foreign-exchange market and declining reserves.
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Forecast summary
Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)

 2018a 2019b 2020b 2021b 2022b 2023b

Real GDP growth 1.4 1.8 1.5 2.1 2.0 2.0

Industrial production growth 0.4 3.0 1.0 1.9 1.5 1.5

Gross agricultural production growth -1.0 0.9 0.4 1.1 1.1 1.1

Unemployment rate (av) 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.4

Consumer price inflation (av) 1.0c 1.7 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.8

Consumer price inflation (end-period) 1.1c 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.8

Treasury bill rate 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0

Central government balance (% of GDP) -4.1 -3.8 -3.8 -2.7 -1.7 -1.0

Exports of goods fob (US$ bn) 12.1 12.2 11.7 13.1 14.1 14.8

Imports of goods fob (US$ bn) 7.2 7.3 7.2 7.8 8.4 8.7

Current-account balance (US$ bn) 1.8 1.9 1.7 2.1 2.2 2.5

Current-account balance (% of GDP) 7.8 8.1 7.0 8.1 8.4 9.3

External debt (year-end; US$ bn) 9.6 10.1 10.5 11.1 11.3 11.9

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av) 6.77c 6.77 6.77 6.77 6.77 6.77

Exchange rate TT$:¥100 (av) 6.13c 6.14 6.20 6.45 6.74 7.04

Exchange rate TT$:€ (endperiod) 7.76c 8.25 8.22 8.29 8.42 8.42

Exchange rate TT$:SDR (end-period) 9.43c 9.62 9.65 9.72 9.84 9.86
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Actual.
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Data and charts

Annual data and forecast
 2014a 2015a 2016a 2017b 2018b 2019c 2020c

GDP        

Nominal GDP (US$ m) 27,200 24,402 22,304 22,079a 22,656 23,477 24,259

Nominal GDP (TT$ m) 174,327 155,625 148,745 149,685a 153,398 158,842 164,144

Real GDP growth (%) -0.3 1.5 -6.0 -2.3a 1.4 1.8 1.5

Expenditure on GDP (% real change)        

Private consumption -0.9b 8.9b 5.1b -1.0 0.9 1.6 1.7

Government consumption -2.0b 0.5b -4.0b -1.4 -2.0 -1.0 -1.0

Gross fixed investment 4.6b -31.5b -21.0b -2.0 1.3 1.8 1.6

Exports of goods & services -7.3b 26.2b 6.9b -1.0 4.3 4.1 3.5

Imports of goods & services -7.8b 25.2b 14.3b 1.0 4.8 4.5 4.2

Origin of GDP (% real change)        

Agriculture -3.2 20.7 -15.1 -2.8a -1.0 0.9 0.4

Industry -1.4 -2.5 -9.0 -3.0a 0.4 3.0 1.0

Services 1.6 3.8 -1.5 -1.2a -1.6 1.3 0.9

Population and income        

Population (m) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4

GDP per head (US$ at PPP) 32,958 33,572 31,974 31,558 31,931 32,432 32,849

Recorded unemployment (av; %) 3.3 3.5 3.9 5.0 4.8 4.7 4.6

Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)        

Public-sector balanced -2.6 -1.7 -5.3b -8.5 -4.1 -3.8 -3.8

Public-sector debt interest paymentsd 1.5 1.8 2.0b 2.2 2.9 2.7 2.8

Public-sector primary balanced -1.0 0.1 -3.3b -6.3 -1.1 -1.0 -1.0

Net public debt 42.6 49.6 58.8b 64.0 66.5 68.0 69.6

Prices and financial indicators        

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (end-period) 6.39 6.45 6.75 6.76a 6.78a 6.77 6.77

Consumer prices (end-period; %) 8.2 1.5 3.1 1.3a 1.1a 1.9 1.9

Stock of money M1 (% change) 18.9 -7.3 2.6 8.0 3.0 10.0 9.0

Stock of money M2 (% change) 9.6 0.0 4.1 6.2 4.2 11.2 10.8

Lending interest rate (av; %) 7.5 8.2 9.0 9.0a 9.3 8.5 8.0

Current account (US$ m)        

Trade balance 7,045 3,884 1,197 3,519a 4,901 4,905 4,538

 Goods: exports fob 14,965 11,414 8,285 9,970a 12,096 12,210 11,733

 Goods: imports fob -7,919 -7,530 -7,089 -6,452a -7,195 -7,305 -7,194

Services balance -1,300 -1,751 -1,811 -2,089a -2,491 -2,313 -2,120

Primary income balance -1,725 -242 -302 171a -680 -721 -753

Secondary income balance -17 -38 56 49a 30 23 26

Current-account balance 4,003 1,853 -860 1,649a 1,760 1,894 1,692

External debt (US$ m)        

Debt stock 6,627b 6,937b 9,538b 9,504 9,577 10,144 10,509

Debt service paid 539b 537b 727b 1,499 1,279 1,695 827

 Interest 357b 360b 549b 570 600 665 645

Debt service due 539b 537b 727b 1,499 1,279 1,695 827

International reserves (US$ m)        

Total international reserves 11,971 10,381 9,995 8,892a 7,492 6,708 6,527
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. c Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. d Fiscal year

October-September.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Quarterly data
 2017    2018    

 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr

Central government finance (TT$ m)         

Current revenue 8,563 9,467 n/a 9,038 9,509 10,619 n/a n/a

Current expenditure 12,406 11,701 n/a 9,157 11,583 10,942 n/a n/a

Current balance -3,843 -2,234 n/a -119 2,075 -323 n/a n/a

Capital revenue 93.1 2.7 n/a 7.4 1.6 62.9 n/a n/a

Capital expenditure & net lending 687 712 n/a 117 836 1,266 n/a n/a

Overall balance -4,436.4 -2,943.1 n/a -228.4 -2,908.4 -1,347.8 n/a n/a

Employment and prices         

Employment ('000) 611.0 603.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Unemployment rate (% of the labour force) 4.5 5.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices (2000=100) 106.1 106.1 106.4 106.9 107.0 107.2 107.6 108.0

Consumer prices (% change, year on year) 3.0 1.7 1.2 1.6 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1

Petroleum prices (US$/barrel)a 51.8 48.2 48.2 55.4 62.9 67.9 69.7 58.8

Financial indicators         

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av) 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (end-period) 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8

Bank rate (end-period; %) 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 5.0 n/a n/a

Deposit rate (av; %) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 n/a n/a

Lending rate (av; %) 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 n/a n/a

Treasury bill rate (av; %) 1.0 1.2 1.7 1.4 1.1 1.4 n/a n/a

M1 (end-period; TT$ bn) 44.00 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M1 (% change, year on year) -2.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (end-period; TT$ bn) 111.13 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (% change, year on year) 0.1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Sectoral trends         

Crude oil production ('000 barrels/day) 74.3 72.0 70.4 70.6 68.2 66.6 n/a n/a

Foreign reserves (US$ m)         

Reserves excl gold (end-period) 9,550 9,192 8,967 8,812 8,439 8,249 7,898 n/a
a WTI, proxy for Trinidad crude mix.
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, Data Centre Haver Analytics.
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Monthly data
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av)

2016 6.46 6.52 6.59 6.63 6.67 6.67 6.70 6.74 6.74 6.75 6.78 6.78

2017 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78

2018 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.78 6.76 6.75 6.76 6.75 6.77

Exchange rate TT$:US$ (end-period)

2016 6.47 6.55 6.58 6.64 6.65 6.66 6.71 6.72 6.74 6.75 6.75 6.75

2017 6.76 6.75 6.77 6.77 6.79 6.79 6.79 6.77 6.76 6.75 6.76 6.76

2018 6.75 6.76 6.76 6.76 6.76 6.76 6.78 6.74 6.76 6.74 6.76 6.78

Deposit rate (av; %)

2016 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

2017 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

2018 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Lending rate (av; %)

2016 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00

2017 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00

2018 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.13 n/a n/a n/a n/a

M1 (end-period; % change, year on year)

2016 -2.9 0.4 2.8 3.7 3.0 0.3 -1.8 -1.9 -0.6 5.2 4.1 2.6

2017 -1.4 -1.4 -2.5 -1.5 -1.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2018 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

M2 (end-period; % change, year on year)

2016 1.1 2.7 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.1 3.8 2.8 3.1 3.3 4.0 4.1

2017 2.3 1.3 0.1 -0.8 -2.1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

2018 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)

2016 2.4 3.5 3.3 3.7 3.6 3.4 2.8 3.1 2.9 2.4 2.8 3.1

2017 3.6 2.6 2.7 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.6 1.8 1.3

2018 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1

Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ m)

2016 10,187 10,057 9,912 9,772 10,011 9,905 9,784 10,604 10,347 10,224 10,137 9,923

2017 9,766 9,534 9,550 9,503 9,410 9,192 9,201 9,171 8,967 8,974 8,811 8,812

2018 8,735 8,544 8,439 8,555 8,401 8,249 8,186 8,054 7,898 7,859 n/a n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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Annual trends charts
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Monthly trends charts
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Comparative economic indicators

Basic data

Land area

5,128 sq km, of which Trinidad covers 4,827 sq km and Tobago 301 sq km

Population

1.35m (2016; IMF data)
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Main towns

Population in ’000, 2011 national census report

Port of Spain (capital): 37.1

Largest administrative divisions:

Tunapuna/Piarco: 215.1

Couva/Tabaquite/Talparo: 178.4

San Juan/Laventille: 157.3

Diego Martin: 103.0

Princes Town: 102.4

Penal/Débé: 89.4

Siparia: 86.9

Climate

Tropical

Weather

Hottest month, May, 2232°C; coldest month, January, 2131°C (average daily minimum and
maximum); driest month, February, 41 mm average rainfall; wettest month, August, 246 mm
average rainfall

Language

English

Measures

Conversion to the metric system has now been completed. However, US and imperial units remain
in use, and are used as standard by the energy sector

Currency

Trinidad and Tobago dollar (TT$) = 100 cents. Average exchange rate in 2017: TT$6.77:US$1

Time

4 hours behind GMT

Public holidays

January 1st (New Year's); March 4th-5th (Carnival); March 30th (Spiritual Baptist Liberation Day);
April 19th (Good Friday); April 21st (Easter Monday); May 30th (Indian Arrival Day); June 5th
(Eid-ul-Fitr, end of Ramadan); June 19th (Labour Day); June 20th (Corpus Christi); August 1st
(Emancipation Day); August 31st (Independence Day); September 24th (Republic Day); October
27th (Diwali); December 25th (Christmas Day) and December 26th (Boxing Day).
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Political structure

Official name

Republic of Trinidad and Tobago

Form of government

Unitary state, with some degree of regional autonomy for Tobago

The executive

The prime minister appoints a cabinet, which is responsible to parliament

Head of state

President elected by an electoral college comprising all members of parliament, currently Anthony
Carmona

National legislature

Bicameral parliament: 41-member directly elected House of Representatives (the lower house); 31-
member Senate (the upper house), comprising members nominated by the prime minister, the
leader of the opposition and the president, and appointed by the president; parliament sits for
five years

Regional legislature

The Tobago House of Assembly was established in 1980 with certain powers over the island’s
finances, and other delegated policy, planning and administrative responsibilities; it comprises 12
elected members; in addition, six members are appointed by the majority party and one by the
minority party
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Legal system

A full system of regional and appellate courts, with the appeals court at the apex of domestic
courts; final appellate power rests with the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the UK

National elections

Next national elections due by 2020

Main political organisations

Government: People’s National Movement (PNM)

Opposition: People’s Partnership (PP) coalition, consisting of the United National Congress
(UNC), Tobago Organisation of the People (TOP), Congress of the People (COP), National Joint
Action Committee (NJAC) and the Movement for Social Justice (MSJ)

Key ministers

Prime minister: Keith Rowley

President: Paula-Mae Weekes

Attorney-general: Faris Al-Rawi

Education: Anthony Garcia

Energy & energy industries: Franklin Khan

Finance & economy: Colm Imbert

Foreign & Caricom affairs: Dennis Moses

Health: Terrence Deyalsingh

Housing & urban development: Keith Rowley

Justice & legal affairs; & prime minister's office: Stuart Young

National security: Edmund Dillon

Planning & development: Camille Robinson-Regis

Rural development & Local government: Kazim Hosein

Sports and youth affairs: Shamfa Cudjoe

Tourism: Randall Mitchell

Trade, investment & communication: Paula Gopee-Scoon

Utilities: Robert Le Hunte

Works & transport: Rohan Sinanan

Central Bank governor

Alvin Hilaire
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Recent analysis
Generated on April 3rd 2019

The following articles have been written in response to events occurring since our most recent forecast was
released, and indicate how we expect these events to affect our next forecast. 

Politics

Forecast updates

Anti-Maduro international coalition at an impasse

February 28, 2019: International relations

Event

The regime headed by Nicolás Maduro succeeded in violently stopping most humanitarian aid
from entering Venezuela via Colombia and Brazil on February 23rd. Responses from the
international community have showcased the divisions across those opposing the government of
Mr Maduro.

Analysis

On February 24th pro-regime paramilitaries and security forces attacked convoys carrying aid.
At the time of writing, the reported death toll varies between five and over 20. The regime had
warned that it considered the opposition-co-ordinated aid efforts an "invasion", and that it would
repel them.

The violent outcome is not, thus, surprising. To some extent, the opposition may have expected
the violent repression to spark an international incident, further damaging the regime's
international image and potentially yielding some sort of international action against the regime.
However, this is yet to happen.

Juan Guaidó, the leader of the opposition and selfappointed interim president, personally
travelled to Colombia to meet with the Lima Group, a regional alliance of anti-Maduro
governments. Mr Guaidó once again secured the recognition of the Lima Group as legitimate
president, but crucially the group also declared itself against the use of force, calling again for a
peaceful transition. This sentiment was echoed by Caribbean nations (most notably the Carribean
Community and the Dominican Republic, where the last failed opposition-regime talks took place)
and some European nations (most notably Spain). On the other side of the divide is the US, which
continues to tout "military action" as a viable alternative. The US called for a meeting of the UN
Security Council on February 26th, where most speakers were flatly against such military action.
The US has called for another UN meeting for February 28th. 

Mr Guaidó is now outside of Venezuela and will meet the Brazilian president, Jair Bolsonaro, on
February 28th. He hopes to turn Brazil's opinion around after the vice-president, Hamilton
Mourão, rejected the possibility of military action. Mr Guaidó has stated that he plans on
returning to Venezuela, where he is at risk of arrest, as he was banned by the regime from leaving
the country. This may provide a new flashpoint in the coming days,

Impact on the forecast

The regime benefits from the lack of a co-ordinated external opposition, especially relative to the
coordination and support for Mr Guaidó exhibited up to February 23rd. We retain our forecast of
regime pragmatists and the opposition forming a transitional administration, but recognise the
significant risks of other scenarios.

Analysis
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Caribbean opts for neutrality in Venezuela crisis

February 12, 2019

Venezuela's constitutional crisis has placed many Caribbean countries in a foreign-policy
quandary. Recognition of the interim Venezuelan president, Juan Guaidó, by the US, Canada and
EU countries—as well as the Lima Group of Latin American countries, which includes
Argentina, Brazil and Chile—has put pressure on the Caribbean to follow suit. However, this
will prove challenging for Caribbean countries that either have close connections to the regime
of Nicolás Maduro through humanitarian or patronage networks, or which are concerned about
the potential regional security fallout from the collapse of the Venezuelan government.

The Caribbean response to Mr Guaidó's declared assumption of the presidency on January 23rd
was initially mixed. The lack of consensus over how to approach the constitutional situation in
Venezuela was first indicated in a vote on a motion proposed at a meeting of the Organisation of
American States (OAS) on January 10th, when member states voted on whether to term
Mr Maduro's new term in office legitimate or not. Out of the Caribbean members, Jamaica, St Lucia,
Haiti, the Bahamas and Guyana voted in favour of the OAS resolution deeming Mr Maduro's
second term to be illegitimate. Dominica, St Vincent and the Grenadines, and Suriname voted
against the resolution, while Trinidad and Tobago, St Kitts and Nevis, Antigua and Barbuda,
Barbados, and Belize abstained. The motion was passed.

These formations reflect the extent of diplomatic engagement between the Venezuelan
government and various Caribbean countries. St Vincent and Dominica, both led by left-wing
governments, have been ideologically close to Venezuela since the era of former president, Hugo
Chávez (19992013); despite Venezuela's economic struggles, Venezuela provided humanitarian
and financial aid to Dominica following devastation caused by Hurricane Irma in September 2017.
Cuba, Venezuela's closest ideological and diplomatic ally, has not yet rejoined the OAS following
the lifting of its suspension in 2009. Most other Caribbean countries came to depend on
Venezuelan largesse through Venezuela's PetroCaribe programme, which provided oil at 5-50% of
market value, with concessionary loans to repay the remainder to the Venezuelan government. Out
of PetroCaribe's 17 members, 13 are Caribbean countries.

Declining Venezuelan influence

The OAS voting evidenced the relative decline of Venezuelan influence in recent years.
As Venezuela has entered economic crisis and suffered a rapid decline in its oil production it has
likewise been less able to continue its oil patronage: the Venezuelan government switched to
selling what oil it produces in the markets at international prices. In 2017 Venezuela's oil shipments
through PetroCaribe fell by 40%. Figures are not yet available for 2018, but in mid-2018 Venezuela
announced that it was suspending Petrocaribe oil supplies to Antigua and Barbuda, Belize,
Dominica, El Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua, St Vincent and the Grenadines, and St Kitts and Nevis.

These countries therefore have less economic incentive to support Venezuela. In particular, some
countries are suffering the economic ramifications of having to import oil at market price for the
first time in a decade, creating more negative sentiment towards Venezuela. For example, Haiti's
inflation is rising, in part because of higher fuel and oil import costs, while power blackouts are
becoming increasingly common as the country struggles to pay suppliers.

Beyond these economic considerations, it is also becoming geopolitically more difficult to support
Venezuela. Heavyweight diplomatic recognition by the US, Canada and much of the EU has put
pressure on Caribbean countries to declare in favour of Mr Guaidó, or at least to remain neutral.
However, so far, only the Dominican Republic, Haiti and the Bahamas have formally recognised
Mr Guaidó as president. Cuba continues to recognise Mr Maduro as president, as does Suriname,
Dominica, and St Vincent and the Grenadines. Most other Caribbean countries have for now
remained neutral.

Playing the neutrality card

Given these conflicting geopolitical ties, most Caribbean countries have stopped short of
recognising Mr Guaidó but have instead called for dialogue to end the crisis in Venezuela. The
Caribbean Community (Caricom) held an emergency meeting in late January to discuss its
response as a region to the Venezuelan situation. Following this meeting, 12 Caricom members
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stated their concern about the crisis in Venezuela but also stressed their commitment to non-
interference and non-intervention in the affairs of state of another sovereign country. Caricom
delegates reiterated this stance during a meeting with the UN and a special Caricom-Mexico-
Uruguay international conference held in Montevideo, the Uruguayan capital, on February 7th.

Caricom's stance appears to be to promote non-interference as a means of avoiding potentially
damaging divisions within the regional bloc. However, this stance might not be able to survive
any further escalation of the Venezuelan crisis, such as armed clashes between supporters of the
rival presidents, or any potential US-led military intervention.

The US intervention scenario would pose particular challenges for the Caribbean region, given
deep economic and diplomatic links to the US. Moreover, the US maintains military installations in
the Caribbean that could potentially be used to support any military action, such as installations
in Puerto Rico and a Cooperative Security Location in Curaçao and Aruba. Any use of these
facilities could spark fierce criticism within the Caribbean.

Between a rock and a hard place

The Caribbean's extensive links to Venezuela, and dependence and close ties with the US, mean
that the region is deeply concerned with the outcome of the current crisis, and particularly those
islands closest to Venezuela. Curaçao, Aruba, and Trinidad and Tobago, for example, can expect
illegal migration from Venezuela to increase the longer that the political impasse continues. Should
the regime hold on despite US sanctions on the oil trade, the region could also see an increase in
drug-trafficking as the Venezuelan regime ramps up other sources of income. This could further
destabilise a region already suffering from extraordinarily high rates of violence.

At present, the majority of countries (except Cuba) appear happy to speak through Caricom and
preserve the appearance of a common regional stance. This is likely to fragment if Venezuela's
crisis is prolonged, with the US likely to put increasing pressure on Caricom to declare in favour of
Mr Guaidó. However, Caricom will be wary of supporting regime change, especially given the
example of an abortive coup against Mr Chávez in 2002, the diplomatic and economic ramifications
of which were felt in the Caribbean for years afterwards.

Caribbean murder rate rise highlights security challenges

March 11, 2019

The Caribbean is one of the most murder-ridden regions in the world, according to 2018
murder-rates data reported by the main islands. This reflects a long-running upward trend in
murder and violent crime, often linked to drug-trafficking and gang crime, as well as high levels
of impunity. The Caribbean governments have adopted various tactics to counter high crime
rates, ranging from hardline security crackdowns to more preventative and rehabilitative
measures. However, ongoing fiscal constraints in many islands will continue to hinder efforts to
improve security.

Jamaica experienced the highest murder rate in the region in 2018, with 47 murders per 100,000
inhabitants. This rate was among the highest in the world outside of war zones. Even so, this rate
represented a 22% decline relative to 2017, one of the country's deadliest years. Jamaica, in
particular, has long suffered from a high murder rate. This is particularly concentrated in urban
areas and linked to the country's large and well-armed street gangs, which control their own
territories. As well as extortion and crime, these gangs are also connected to international drug-
trafficking organisations, both in terms of onward distribution out of the Caribbean and locally on
the island.

The government made sustained efforts to reduce violent crime in 2018, including the creation of
Zones of Special Operation, where the military are allowed to assist the police in security
operations. This blanket security presence tactic appears to have worked, deterring some crime
and also facilitating the arrest of several major drug figures. However, the government may
struggle to maintain this momentum in 2019 as the gangs react to displacement, potentially setting
up operations in new areas. The government's strategy is particularly focused on ensuring that
tourist areas remain relatively secure, in order to protect the important tourism industry, which
may constrain the ability of the security forces to secure and hold territory in other areas.
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Mixed performance across the region

The Bahamas, a popular destination for US and European tourists, had the third-highest murder
rate in the region, at 40 murders per 100,000 population. Trinidad and Tobago was close behind,
with 37.5 murders per 100,000.

Unlike in Jamaica, the trend is worsening in Trinidad, with 2018 being the most violent year on
record bar 2008. This in part owes to the worsening economic and political crisis in neighbouring
Venezuela, with Trinidad lying just 11 km off the Venezuelan coast at its closest point. With the
worsening of that country's crisis, drug-trafficking activity has increased, including transportation
through Trinidad. However, the majority of that territory's violence is concentrated in the main
urban areas of Trinidad, while the smaller island of Tobago (where most tourist resorts in the
country are located) is generally safer.

The security forces have mounted repeated efforts to crack down on the criminal gangs operating
across the country. These have included targeted operations to arrest gang leaders, as well as a
blanket security presence in specified areas, supported by tougher legislation on violent crime
and gang membership. However, these initiatives have resulted in only temporary improvements
in security, with the gangs either moving to new areas or simply moving back in once the security
presence is relaxed.

As with Jamaica, the security forces in Trinidad and Tobago have limited capacity to sustain a
lengthy crackdown, and gangs are becoming used to the pattern of crackdown and subsequent
withdrawal, allowing them to adapt their operations accordingly. Moreover, the impunity rate is
relatively high, meaning that the tougher legislation provides only a limited deterrent for criminals.
A slow judicial system and a lack of success in converting arrests into prosecutions mean that
gang members arrested during crackdowns are frequently released without charge within a matter
of days.

Out of the other Caribbean countries that have reported murder rates for 2018, the Dominican
Republic has the lowest rate, at 10.4 murders per 100,000 inhabitants. This will come as good news
to the government, given the importance of tourism to the country. The government will hope that
mounting political unrest in neighbouring Haiti does not spill over into the Dominican Republic in
the form of rising petty and violent crime.

Overall trend appears to be rising crime levels

Although many other Caribbean countries and territories do not regularly release murder-rate
data, there is clearly a trend towards high murder rates in the largest economies. As well as drug-
trafficking, a key driver for this is a lack of economic development, with many economies
remaining over-dependent on tourism and financial services. Despite ongoing efforts to diversify,
this is unlikely to shift significantly in 2019, maintaining pressure on reducing crime rates.

In addition, weaker expected economic growth in key tourist source markets in North America and
Europe in 2019 is likely to weigh on the Caribbean tourism sector, reducing security force funding
and encouraging more people to engage in criminal activity. This trend will be exacerbated by
ongoing international pressure to clean up the region's opaque financial sectors, which will reduce
money flows into these countries and weigh on overall revenues. Furthermore, the crisis in
Venezuela is likely to continue to be a source of instability in the Caribbean basin. As such, the
drivers behind violent crime will remain the same in 2019, maintaining pressure on governments to
improve the situation, but without the prospect of greater funding with which to do so. We
therefore expect no significant reduction in crime in 2019-20; rather, we expect crime and homicide
rates to worsen.
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Economy

Forecast updates

Energy sector outlook is moderately optimistic

February 18, 2019: Fiscal policy outlook

Event

The prime minister, Keith Rowley, has used his speech at the annual energy conference hosted by
The Energy Chamber of Trinidad and Tobago to state that the prospects of the energy sector are
likely to improve in 2019-20.

Analysis

The outlook for gas is more encouraging than for petroleum. Mr Rowley stated that natural gas
production is expected to recover to 3.9m cu ft/day in 2019 from a low point of 3.3m cu ft/d in 2017.
Natural gas production is expected to stabilise at around 4m cu ft/d in 2020-23. However, this is
less than the peak level of natural gas output seen in 2010-12.

Oil production declined to a record low of just 66,000 barrels/day (b/d) in 2018, down from 92,000
b/d in 2011. Two-thirds of oil production comes under Heritage Petroleum, which is the successor
to the exploration and production arm of Petrotrin, the state oil company. Petrotrin was
restructured and its refinery was shut down in September 2018. Mr Rowley stated that, owing to a
reallocation of capital to production activities, there would be a modest increase in oil production.
BP, a British oil and gas company, declared in December 2018 that its Ruby field, offshore from
Trinidad, could be exploited commercially with expected production of 10,000 b/d. This will boost
government revenue. Mr Rowley also indicated that the government would like Petrotrin's
shuttered refinery to reopen under new ownership, with a June 2019 target date for selecting a
successful bidder.

Following initial meetings with BP and Shell, a British-Dutch energy company, in April 2018
negotiations are in progress to increase government revenue from liquefied natural gas (LNG)
production, with the government aiming to procure an additional US$118m annually. Mr Rowley
stated that the negotiations are likely to be concluded in the first quarter of 2019.

Lifting natural gas production will reduce gas supply curtailments to petrochemicals and LNG
plants throughout the forecast period and some improvement in government revenue is also
expected. The government remains optimistic about the sale and transportation of natural gas
from the Dragon off-shore gas field in Venezuela to the Hibiscus offshore platform in Trinidad and
Tobago, but progress is highly unlikely in the current political climate, as Venezuela is mired in a
constitutional crisis and there is a high risk of regime change.

Impact on the forecast

Our forecast remains unchanged, as our forecasts already account for a gradual increase in natural
gas production in 2019-20.
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Real GDP grows by 1.9% in 2018

March 28, 2019: Economic growth

Event

According to provisional data from the national statistics office, (CSO), real GDP grew by 1.9%
year on year in 2018.

Analysis

This marks an end to the recession in 2016 and 2017, when real GDP contracted by 6.5% and 1.9%
respectively. However, real GDP has not yet recovered to its pre-recession level. According to the
Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago's analysis of the CSO data, GDP growth in 2018 was entirely
due to the energy sector, which grew by 2.4%. The GDP of the non-energy sector remained
stagnant in year-on-year terms in 2018.

In sectoral terms, the manufacturing sector as a whole grew by 9%, with manufacture of
petrochemicals growing by 12.1%. This largely owed to increased production of natural gas,
which alleviated the input constraint for methanol and ammonia plants to some extent. Refining
activities also grew by 5.7%, despite the closure of the Petrotrin refinery in November 2018, most
likely owing to increased liquefied natural gas production. However, output in the agriculture,
forestry and fishing sector declined by 15.6% and this may have been partly because of excessive
flooding across Trinidad in October 2018. However, manufacturing of food, beverages and
tobacco products increased by 5.6%. Most of the services subsectors only grew weakly, in the 1-
2% range, indicating that the economic recovery remained limited to the energy sector and
associated services. Output in the construction sector fell by 3.3%, probably owing to fiscal
constraints and weak household demand.

The outlook for real GDP growth in 2019 remains positive and economic growth is likely to
accelerate modestly. The energy sector will drive growth. Gas production started at the Angelin
offshore natural gas project operated by BP, a British oil and gas company, at the end of February.
This will boost natural gas output, with knock-on positive effects on downstream petrochemical
industries. However, the restructuring of the Petrotrin refinery and continued fiscal consolidation
efforts will prevent faster acceleration in growth, particularly in construction and other
domestically oriented manufacturing. An expected slowdown in economic growth in the US and
weakness in the Latin America region as a whole, which are the main export markets for natural
gas and petrochemical exports, will also weigh on growth.

Impact on the forecast 

Although economic growth in 2018 was faster than we expected, we maintain our forecast for real
GDP growth to remain stable at 1.8% in 2019. 
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Rear Admiral John C. Ring
Joint Task Force Guantanamo Commander

    Rear Adm. John Ring is a native of San Diego and was commissioned
 in 1988 through the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps, University

 of Arizona after receiving a Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Political
Science. He holds a Masters in Strategic Studies from the Air

 Command and Staff College and in Public Administration from Auburn
University. He was designated as a naval flight officer (NFO) in
May1990.

Ring’s command tours include USS Nimitz (CVN 68), USS Comstock
 (LSD 45) and the Black Eagles of Carrier Airborne Early Warning

Squadron (VAW) 113.

Bio Photo (Photo by Sgt Clinton Glenn)
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Ring served at sea with VAW-123 on board USS America (CV-66)
 during Operation Iraqi Freedom. He was selected to serve as the Air

 Defense Officer on board USS Chancellorsville (CG-62) and USS Port
 Royal (CG-73) where he qualified in Surface Warfare. Additional sea

 duty assignments include VAW-112, Carrier Strike Force Training
Pacific and as the executive officer of USS Nimitz.

Ashore, his assignments included Carrier Airborne Early Warning Weapons School (CAEWWS), Joint Theater
Air and Missile Defense Office (JTAMDO), Joint Staff, J8 Directorate where he worked Ballistic Missile
Defense

 issues and was aircraft carrier requirements officer for Commander, Naval Air Forces, Atlantic. Previously, Ring
served as the executive assistant to the director, Air Warfare (OPNAV N98).

Ring’s awards include the Legion of Merit, Defense Meritorious Service Medal, Meritorious Service Medal,
 Strike Flight Air Medals, Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medals and other various personal and

 campaign medals. Ring was recognized as Hawkeye NFO of the Year and awarded the Navy and Marine
Association peer selected leadership award.
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Joint Task Force Guantanamo conducts safe, humane, and legal detention 
operations and supports legal and administrative proceedings in order to protect 

the United States and its interests. 

MISSION OVERVIEW

JOINT TASK FORCE COMPONENTS:
Headquarters Element
Joint Detention Group
Joint Medical Group

Maritime Security Group
Base Engineer Emergency Force

The JTF is comprised of:
Military members

Government employees
Civilian contractors

The JTF military service members are composed of: 
     U.S. Army, Army National Guard, and Army Reserve 

 U.S. Air Force and Air Force National Guard 
 U.S. Navy and U.S. Navy Reserve 

 U.S. Coast Guard Reserve 
 U.S. Marine Corps 
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DETENTION   OPERATIONS

The United States and its coalition partners are engaged in an armed conflict with international 
terrorist organizations and their affiliates. During the course of this conflict, U.S. and allied forces have 
captured individuals fighting as enemy combatants. Detention of enemy combatants in active hostilities is 
not an act of punishment, it is a matter of security, military necessity, and has long been recognized as 
legitimate under international law. Detaining enemy combatants prevents them from returning to the 
battlefield and engaging in further armed attacks against the U.S., allied forces, and civilians. The Joint Task 
Force mission is aligned with American values in that it provides safe, humane, and legal care of Law 
of Armed Conflict detainees who would otherwise be dedicated to harming the United States and its 
citizens.

JTF Guantanamo complies with U.S. law and international agreements as specificed in 42 USC § 
21D, Detainee Treatment Act, as well as the provisions of Common Article III of the Geneva Convention.

Detainees are provided clothes and personal care items Librarians catalogue available books for detainees Food available in the communal area

Detainee communal recreational area 

3

  Conditions and treatment of detainees are regularly reviewed by U.S. authorities and the International 
Committee of the Red Cross. A comprehensive assessment conducted by the Obama Administration 
concluded that Guantanamo met all requirements of U.S. law and continually works to exceed standards and 
make conditions as humane as possible subject to security requirements (Walsh Report).
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DETENTION OPERATIONS

Medical professionals provide dental care for detainees Meals are prepared to a detainee’s individual requests Detainees have common areas for activities

CAMP V
  Camp V is a maximum security facility that was opened in 2004. One wing was renovated 
into medical spaces that include an outpatient clinic, a multi-service ward and a behavioral health 
unit, all of which opened in March of 2018. During the same time frame, the Joint Medical 
Group relocated the Detainee Medical Center (DMC) from Camp Delta to a location within the 
perimeter of Camps V and VI. The DMC includes an acute care unit, operating room,
x-ray room and administrative spaces.

CAMP VI
  Camp VI was completed in October 2006. The detention facility can be configured for medium 
or maximum security. It is a climate controlled facility that offers communal-living conditions for 
detainees as well as outdoor recreation areas. A medical facility with two medical exam rooms and a 
dental exam room is located within Camp VI to provide immediate medical and dental care. 

FUTURE PLANS
  The Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint Staff have advised USSOUTHCOM that Camp 
operations at Guantanamo must remain for the next 25 years.
  As we shift from an expeditionary to a steady-state mission, the requirements needed to 
successfully complete that mission must be highlighted. Future facilities must meet the needs of an 
aging detainee population and must be built with a steady-state mindset.
 Most facilities were constructed to temporary/expeditionary standards, designed and built for 
limited lifespans. As we transition to a steady-state mission, we will maintain and update facilities 
and infrastructure to ensure our ability to provide safe, humane care and custody to Law of Armed 
Conflict detainees until directed otherwise. 4

  DoD is committed to the safe, humane and legal care and custody of detainees in accordance with 
U.S. law and international obligations. Camp X-Ray, a 2002 temporary detention facility for migrants, 
was used for law of armed conflict detention operations from January to April 2002 while new 
facilities were being built. These facilities, Camps I through IV, were replaced by the modern 
structures incorporating outdoor recreation areas in 2004 (Camp V) and 2006 (Camp VI). 
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HUMANE TREATMENT

DETAINEES AT GTMO ARE PROVIDED WITH:
• Three meals per day that meet cultural and dietary requirements and accommodate special requests
• Air-conditioned shelter, to include beds, mattresses, sheets, running water, and toilets
• Clothing, including shoes, and hygiene items, such as toothbrushes, toothpaste, soap, and shampoo
• The opportunity to worship, including prayer beads, rugs, and copies of the Quran in their native
languages
• The means to send and receive mail
• Video calls with family
• Access to satellite TV, indoor and outdoor communal recreation, art and language classes
• The detainee library offers more than 33,000 items including books and movies. Magazines and
newspapers are provided. Items range from picture books to doctorate-level materials printed in
more than 19 different languages. The library is staffed by two  full-time civilian librarians and one
military librarian who provides reading materials to detainees on a weekly basis.
• Full-time onsite medical staff and access to medical care.

5

Multiple copies of books are available for detaineesVarious forms of physical activities are available for detainees
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CULTURAL  CONSIDERATIONS
Detainees have the opportunity to pray five times each day. Prayer times are posted for the 

detainees, and arrows are painted on the ground in each cell as well as in communal areas so the 
detainees know the direction to Mecca. Once prayer call sounds, detainees are given time to practice 
their faith. 

The guard force strives to ensure detainees are not interrupted during the 20 minutes following the 
prayer call, even if detainees are not involved in religious activity. Detainee medical appointments 
and other activities are scheduled mindful of the prayer call schedule.

Extended prayer times are recognized and supported during religious holidays. Every detainee at 
JTF-GTMO is given a personal copy of the Quran. Measures are in place throughout the facility to 
ensure the Quran is handled appropriately in accordance with religious customs and practices. 

JTF-GTMO recognizes Islamic holy periods, like Ramadan, by modifying meal schedules in 
observance of religious requirements. DoD personnel deployed to JTF-GTMO receive cultural training 
to ensure they understand Islamic traditions and have access to a dedicated JTF cultural advisor.

Prayer is observed five times a day

LEGAL SUPPORT
JTF-GTMO provides support to legal and administrative proceedings including Military 

Commissions, Federal habeas cases, and the Periodic Review Board process. Support includes 
coordinating priviledged phone calls and meetings between detainees and their legal 
representatives. JTF-GTMO also supports a comprehensive legal mail pick-up and delivery system 
to facilitate correspondence related to litigation. Each of these processes respect attorney-client 
confidentiality in accordance with applicable U.S. law, military regulation, court orders, and ethical 
standards.

6
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INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS
  The International Committee of the Red Cross is a neutral and independent humanitarian 
organization that visits people detained in connection with armed conflicts worldwide. The aim of 
such visits is to monitor the conditions of detention and treatment of detainees. ICRC represent-
atives visit GTMO quarterly and have access to all of the detainees and facilities used by them. The 
ICRC facilitates the exchange of news between the detainees and their families via written Red Cross 
Messages and phone or video calls. ICRC communications with entities worldwide are based on the 
principle of confidentiality. For this reason, DoD does not publicly discuss confidential ICRC reports.

The health and welfare of detainees is a primary mission of the Joint Task Force medical staff. The 
Joint Medical Group is responsible for the care of all detainees regardless of disciplinary status, level 
of cooperation, or legal status. 

Medical facilities are equipped with several inpatient beds, a physical therapy area, pharmacy, 
radiology department, dental treatment suites, central sterilization area and a single-bed operating 
room. More serious medical conditions can be treated at Naval Hospital Guantanamo Bay. Specialists 
are brought to Guantanamo on a regular basis, and whenever required for emergency cases, to provide 
routine care that is not part of the normal capabilities of the Joint Medical Group.

Detainees at JTF-GTMO are provided with immunizations which would have been unavailable to 
most in their home countries. Detainees have been provided life-changing care such as prosthetic 
limbs. In addition to the detainee medical center, Camp V has a facility for dedicated behavioral 
health care. The Behavioral Health Unit provides personnel on staff who are available to provide 
psychiatric support services 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

 As we look toward the future, we are exploring ways to provide adequate care for a healthy, aging 
population, with varying levels of mobility, by making appropriate modifications to existing facilities. 
With these modifications, we plan to use the best practices with Federal Bureau of Prisons, such as 
widening doors, emplacing ramps and grab bars to provide mobility enhancements, for example. 

MEDICAL  CARE

Medical professionals provide routine care for detainees Medical facility reserved exclusively for detainee needs

7
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DETAINEE  PROGRAMS

These include recreation, communal prayers, family 
phone calls, video calls, and mail. Mail and Red Cross 
messages are delivered regulary. 

DETAINEE LIBRARY:
More than 33,000 items

19,953+ books
1,112 magazines

3,857+ DVDs
337+ video games

7,987 CDs
19 different languages

Detainees can have up to 10 items at a time. 
Newspapers are distributed weekly.

Detainee Seminar Program class

SOCIAL PROGRAMS:

Detainees may participate in the recreational art program at their discretion 

INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION:

 The detainee library provides materials that encompass 19 different languages such as Arabic, 
Pashto, English, French, Spanish, and Russian. The library consists of books, magazines, DVDs, CDs, 
video games, and more. The Detainee Seminar Program is taught by contract employees. All 
seminars are taught year round in Arabic. The program includes the following classes: Arabic/
English, art, nutrition/fitness, general education, reading music, horticulture, and business/finance.

Library offers more than 33,000 items

8

  The detainee art program, along with Khan 
Academy, language, and other general education 
classes, are designed to provide intellectual 
outlets for the detainees. Detainees can sign up 
for and attend these classes.
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GUARD   FORCE

Our Troopers highlight professionalism through consistent execution of our standard operating 
procedures. Troopers adhere to standard operating procedures in all aspects of detention 
operations. In addition, standardization teams conduct internal audits to ensure that procedures are 
followed. The Joint Detention Group leadership provides daily, on-site supervision and leadership. 
The American people should be extraordinarily proud of the professionalism and discipline of our 
Troopers who perform their duties under especially demanding conditions. These fine men and 
women continue to uphold the highest standards as they execute their duties. 

Troopers stand ready to respond to detainee needs U.S. Coast Guard Maritime Security Detachment on patrol

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

Standards and teamwork ensure safe and secure conditionsMeals are delivered three times daily

9
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PRE-JTF- GTMO HISTORY

JTF-GTMO HISTORY

1992: Operation Sea Signal established to prepare for mass migration of refugees from Haiti and Cuba
1994: Operation Sea Signal leads to creation of Joint Task Force 160. Responsible for housing and 
processing more than 40,000 migrants awaiting repatriation or parole to U.S. Camp X-Ray established 
to segregate migrants who committed serious crimes.
1996: Operation Sea Signal ends; Camp X-Ray no longer in use.
1998 August: Attacks on U.S. Embassies in Kenya.
2000 October: Attack on USS Cole.
2001 September: Attacks on World Trade Center, Pentagon and United Flight 93. Authorization for Use 
of Military Force.
2001 December: Joint Task Force 160 reactivated; Camp X-Ray prepared as a temporary location for 
detention operations.
2002 January: First detainees are brought to Guantanamo Bay and housed in Camp X-Ray. International 
Committee of the Red Cross makes its first visit; ICRC continues quarterly visits.
2002 February: Joint Task Force 170 created as intelligence task force to work side-by-side with Joint 
Task Force 160.
2002 April: Construction completed on new 410-bed Camp Delta (Camps I, II, III).
2002 April: Detainees moved from the temporary Camp X-Ray facility to Camp Delta, a more permanent 
detention center; Camp X-Ray closed.
2002 November: Joint Task Force 160 and 170 merge to create Joint Task Force Guantanamo. 

2003 February: Camp IV opens; provides communal living to allow compliant detainees broader 
freedom.
2004 May: Camp V opens, providing a modern state-of-the-art maximum security facility. 
2004 August: Camp Echo completed, used as a legal visitation/detainee transitional center. 
2006 October: Camp Iguana occupied, used as a minimum security communal camp.
2006 December: Camp VI opens.
2006 (over a period of months):  Camps I-IV no longer used for detainee operations.
2008 March: Expeditionary Legal Complex completed.
2009 January: President Obama signs Executive Order directing determination of appropriate 
disposition of detainees in order to facilitate closure of detention facility.
2009 February: Walsh Report Issued.
2010 January: Holder Report Issued.
2011 November: Abd al Rahim al-Nashiri arraigned under U.S. military commissions.  
2012 May: 9/11 Five arraigned under U.S. military commissions.  
2013 January: Camp Iguana closed.
2016 August: Detainees from Camp V consolidated into Camp VI. Camp V renovations begin. 
2017 August:  Camp Iguana deconstruction.
2018 March: Detainee Medical Center and Camp V medical wing open.

10
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HISTORY OF NAVAL STATION GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA
Established in 1903, U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay (NSGB) is the oldest overseas military installation and the 

only one in a communist country. Located on the southeast corner of Cuba, in the Oriente Province, the installation is 
approximately 400 air miles from Miami, Florida. The primary mission of the naval station is to serve as a strategic logistics 
base for the Navy’s Atlantic Fleet, allied, and partner navies; support counternarcotic operations in the Caribbean; 
provide contingency logistics; and support migrant operations.

In February 1903, the United States leased 45 square miles of land and water at Guantanamo Bay for use as a coaling 
(fueling) station. The treaty was finalized and the document ratified by both governments and signed in Havana in 
December 1903. A 1934 treaty reaffirmed the lease granting Cuba and her trading partners free access through the 
bay, payment of $2,000 in gold per year, equating to $4,085 today, and a requirement that both the U.S. and Cuba must 
mutually consent to terminate the lease.

U.S. diplomatic relations with Cuba were cut on January 3, 1961 by President Dwight D. Eisenhower shortly prior to 
John F. Kennedy’s inauguration on January 20, 1961. At that time, many Cubans sought refuge on the base. U.S. Marines 
and Cuban militiamen began patrolling opposite sides of the base’s 17.4-mile perimeter fence line. Today, U.S. Marines 
and Cuba’s “Frontier Brigade” still man fence line posts 24 hours a day. 

In October 1962, family members of service personnel stationed here and various base employees were evacuated to 
the United States as President John F. Kennedy announced the presence of Soviet missiles in Cuba. The announcement 
began the Cuban Missile Crisis and resulted in a naval quarantine of the island until the Soviet Union removed the 
missiles 13 days later. Evacuees were allowed to return to the base by Christmas that same year. Another crisis arose 
just 14 months later on February 6, 1964 when Castro cut off water and supplies to the base in retaliation for several 
incidents in which Cuban fishermen were fined by the U.S. Government for fishing in Florida waters. Since then, NSGB 
has been self-sufficient with the Naval Station desalination plant producing on average one million gallons of water and 
between 15 and 19 Megawatts hours of electricity daily.

In 1991, the Naval Station’s original mission expanded as some 56,000 Haitian refugees and 8,000 Cuban migrants 
passed through the installation. The refugees fled Haiti after a violent coup brought on by political and social upheaval in 
their country. The Naval Station received the Navy Unit Commendation and Joint Meritorious Unit Award for its efforts.

In May 1994, Operation Sea Signal began and the Naval Station was tasked to support Joint Task Force 160 in providing 
humanitarian assistance to thousands of Haitian and Cuban migrants. In late August and early September 1994, 2,200 
family members and civilian employees were evacuated from the base as the migrant population climbed to more than 
45,000 and the Pentagon began preparing to house up to 60,000 migrants on the base. In October 1995, family members 
were authorized to return, marking an end to family separations. The last Haitian migrants departed November 1, 1995. 
The last of the Cuban migrants left the base on January 31, 1996. An immediate effort began to restore base facilities 
for family use, including a child development center, a youth center, two schools, and Sunday school. Additionally, the 
revitalization of Boy and Girl Scout Camps and the Guantanamo Bay Youth Activities, a free sports program for children, 
was enacted.

11
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During “Operation Sea Signal,” a number of migrant camps were set up at “Radio Range,” the site of the Naval Station’s 
radio antennas on the south side of the base. These would be the future site of a more permanent detainee facility. To 
identify the camps, a name was designated to each to correspond with the phonetic alphabet used for official military 
“radio” communication (Camp Alpha, Camp Bravo, up to Camp Golf). When additional sites were established on the 
north side of the base, names were designated using the opposite end of the alphabet, including Camp X-Ray. Camp 
X-Ray is the only camp site on the northern side of the base and is no longer used.

Following Sea Signal, NSGB retained the migrant operations mission. The base has also conducted two contingency
migrant operations: Operation Marathon in October 1996 and Present Haven in February 1997. These short-fused 
events involved the interception of Chinese migrants being smuggled into the United States.

After 52 years of service, NSGB’s Fleet Training Group relocated to Mayport, Florida, in July 1995. One month later, the 
Naval Station’s Shore Intermediate Maintenance Activity disestablished after 92 years of service.

The most recent addition to the base is Southern Command’s Joint Task Force-Guantanamo. Following the attacks on 
New York and the Pentagon on September 11th, 2001, JTF-GTMO was formed to support the War on Terrorism detainee 
mission.

Mission and Vision
U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay serves as a strategic logistics base for the Navy’s Atlantic Fleet, allied, and partner 

navies; supports counternarcotic operations in the Caribbean; provides contingency logistics; and supports migrant 
operations. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay is essential to national maritime strategy and is the cornerstone of joint U.S. 
military and governmental operations in the U.S. Southern Command area of operations. Naval Station Guantanamo 
Bay continually strengthens our nation’s ability to maneuver from the sea and provides regional humanitarian relief 
through quality logistical support of fleet, federal agencies, and the joint service community operating in the Caribbean. 
Naval Station Guantanamo Bay’s unique location optimizes U.S. response to catastrophic regional events. Naval 
Station Guantanamo Bay stands on the front lines of Caribbean regional security initiatives through direct support of 
counternarcotic operations, counter-terrorism, and contingency migrant efforts.

Facilities
At NSGB, the Outer Harbor is used by the U.S. Navy and the Inner Harbor serves as a Cuban commercial port. The 

Outer Harbor includes that portion of Guantanamo Bay from the entrance north to Palma Point (approximately 19° 
58’ 24”N). The major naval facilities are contained within Corinaso Cove from Corinaso Point to Radio Point. There 
are two piers available, varying in length from 400-900 ft. with depths alongside from 20 to 35 ft. One wharf provides 
accommodations up to 1,050 ft. with depths to 38 ft. Piers and wharves range from 6 to 10 ft. in height above mean sea 
level. It should be noted that dredge depths decrease along some piers, therefore dredge width may be minimal and 
maneuvering is consequently difficult. Berths and anchorages at NSGB are assigned by the Port Services Officer. The 
Outer Harbor also has naval anchorage areas for deep-draft vessels. Pilots are available and required for ships engaged 
in commercial trade, but are not compulsory for ships of the U.S. Navy. Tugs (normally two available) and other harbor 
services may be arranged through Port Control. Emergency harbor services are available 24 hours a day.

HISTORY OF NAVAL STATION GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA
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HISTORY OF NAVAL STATION GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA
Two airfields are located within the naval complex. Leeward Point Field on the west side is an active naval airfield. 

McCalla Airfield, on the east side of the harbor entrance, is inactive.
In early 2005, four white wind turbines began operating on John Paul Jones Hill, the base’s highest point, named after 

the Revolutionary War naval hero. The turbines stand 80 meters (262 ft.) high and feature three blades. Each turbine is 
anchored in a giant block of concrete, through which 22 soil anchors are drilled into the mountain to a depth of 30 to 40 
feet deep. The automated turbines are rated to withstand winds of up to 140 miles per hour.

GEOGRAPHY
• Located in the Orient Province on the southeast corner of Cuba, the base is about 400 air miles from Miami,

Florida.
• Land area: Approximately 45 square miles (28,817 acres).
• Fence Line: 17.4 miles of security fence is guarded by U.S. Marines.
• Guantanamo Bay is a 46 ft. deep natural harbor, enabling ships to move close to shore. The base is divided into two

areas by the 2 1/2 mile-wide bay.
• Guantanamo Bay is the largest bay on the extreme south coast of Cuba and affords anchorage for deep-draft ships.

The bay is a pouch-shaped indentation about 12 miles long in a northeast-southwest direction and about 6 miles
across at its greatest width. Guantanamo Valley, a low, hilly district, extends westward from the bay along the
Sierra Maestra. The deep bay is sheltered by the nearby Cuzco Hills (elevations to 495 ft.) to the south and east
and by mountains to the north.

UTILITIES:
• No utilities are received from the government of Cuba. The base is self-sufficient.
• Desalination plant produces on average of 1 million gallons of water per day.
• Power plant produces 15 to 19 MW of electricity based on daily demand.
• Wind Turbines and Solar Farm contribute to electricity production.
• On average 2-3 percent of the base’s electric energy per day comes from the Naval Station’s four 262 ft. tall,

three-blade turbines. Each of the turbines produces 950 kilowatts of electricity.

MAJOR UNITS AND TENANT COMMANDS:
• Marine Corps Security Force Company Guantanamo Bay
• United States Naval Hospital Guantanamo Bay
• Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Southeast, Public Works Department
• Defense Media Activity Operations Guantanamo Bay
• Department of Defense Education Activity – W.T. Sampson Schools
• Naval Atlantic Meteorology and Oceanography Command Detachment Naval Media Center Detachment
• Fleet & Industrial Supply Center (FISC), Jacksonville Detachment, Guantanmo Bay
• Naval Supply Systems Fleet Logistics Center Jacksonville, Guantanamo Bay site
• Naval Computer and Telecommunications Area Master Station Atlantic (NCTAMS)
• Personnel Support Detachment Guantanamo
• Joint Task Force Guantanamo
• Office of Military Commissions
• U.S. Coast Guard Air Station Miami, Aviation Detachment Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (USCG AVDT)

13
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DoD Official Web Site DefenseGov – www.defense.gov 
Official DoD portal that features top stories and links to U.S. military information online

DoD News Releases – www.defense.gov/news/news-releases
Comprehensive list of DoD news releases from the previous 30 days, with a link to an archive that dates back to 1994

DoD News Transcripts – www.defense.gov/News/Transcripts 
Comprehensive list of transcripts from briefings and significant interviews from the previous 30 days, with a link to
an archive that dates back to 1994

DoD Military Commissions – www.mc.mil/cases/militarycommissions.aspx 
DoD coverage of detainee cases with background information of the case

Military Commissions – www.mc.mil/cases/courtcalendar.aspx 
Information on military commissions court calendar

Joint Task Force – Guantanamo – www.jtfgtmo.southcom.mil/News/Articles
Joint Task Force – Guantanamo home page that includes news reports

U.S. Southern Command – www.southcom.mil
U.S. Southern Command  home  page  that  includes  news  releases,  testimony  transcripts,  and  other information 
concerning detainees at Guantanamo Bay

CNIC Naval Station Guantanamo Bay - https://cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnrse/installations/ns_guantanamo_bay.html

DOD OFFICIAL WEBSITES

Joint Task Force - Guantanamo

Public Affairs Office: 757- 458-9927
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I

My fellow Americans:

� e American people elected me to make America great again. I promised that my Administration would 
put the safe� , interests, and well-being of our citizens fi rst. I pledged that we would revitalize the American 
economy, rebuild our military, defend our borders, protect our sovereignty, and advance our values. 

During my first year in office, you have witnessed my America First foreign policy in action. We are 
prioritizing the interests of our citizens and protecting our sovereign rights as a nation. America is 
leading again on the world stage. We are not hiding from the challenges we face. We are confronting 
them head-on and pursuing opportunities to promote the securi�  and prosperi�  of all Americans. 

� e United States faces an extraordinarily dangerous world, fi lled with a wide range of threats that have 
intensified in recent years. When I came into office, rogue regimes were developing nuclear weapons 
and missiles to threaten the entire planet. Radical Islamist terror groups were fl ourishing. Terrorists had 
taken control of vast swaths of the Middle East. Rival powers were aggressively undermining American 
interests around the globe. At home, porous borders and unenforced immigration laws had created a host 
of vulnerabilities. Criminal cartels were bringing drugs and danger into our communities. Unfair trade 
practices had weakened our economy and exported our jobs overseas. Unfair burden-sharing with our allies 
and inadequate investment in our own defense had invited danger from those who wish us harm. Too many 
Americans had lost trust in our government, faith in our future, and confidence in our values.

Nearly one year later, although serious challenges remain, we are charting a new and very di� erent course.

We are rallying the world against the rogue regime in North Korea and confronting the danger posed 
by the dictatorship in Iran, which those determined to pursue a flawed nuclear deal had neglected. We 
have renewed our friendships in the Middle East and partnered with regional leaders to help drive out 
terrorists and extremists, cut off their financing, and discredit their wicked ideology. We crushed 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) terrorists on the battlefields of Syria and Iraq, and will continue 
pursuing them until they are destroyed. America’s allies are now contributing more to our common 
defense, strengthening even our strongest alliances. We have also continued to make clear that the United 
States will no longer tolerate economic aggression or unfair trading practices.

At home, we have restored confidence in America’s purpose. We have recommitted ourselves to 
our founding principles and to the values that have made our families, communities, and society so 
successful. Jobs are coming back and our economy is growing. We are making historic investments in 
the United States military. We are enforcing our borders, building trade relationships based on fairness 
and reciprocity, and defending America’s sovereignty without apology.

T H E  W H I T E  HOUS E

W A S H I N G T O N ,  D C
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II

The whole world is lifted by America’s renewal and the reemergence of American leadership. After one 
year, the world knows that America is prosperous, America is secure, and America is strong. We will bring 
about the be� er future we seek for our people and the world, by confronting the challenges and dangers 
posed by those who seek to destabilize the world and threaten America’s people and interests. 

My Administration’s National Security Strategy lays out a strategic vision for protecting the American 
people and preserving our way of life, promoting our prosperity, preserving peace through strength, 
and advancing American inf luence in the world. We will pursue this beautiful vision—a world
of strong, sovereign, and independent nations, each with its own cultures and dreams, thriving side-
by-side in prosperity, freedom, and peace—throughout the upcoming year. 

In pursuit of that future, we will look at the world with clear eyes and fresh thinking. We will promote 
a balance of power that favors the United States, our allies, and our partners. We will never lose sight of 
our values and their capacity to inspire, uplift, and renew. 

Most of all, we will serve the American people and uphold their right to a government that prioritizes 
their security, their prosperity, and their interests. This National Security Strategy puts America First.

President Donald J. Trump

� e White House
December 2017
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Introduction

An America that is safe, prosperous, and free at home is an America with the 
strength, confi dence, and will to lead abroad. It is an America that can pre-
serve peace, uphold liber� , and create enduring advantages for the American 
people. Pu� ing America fi rst is the du�  of our government and the foun-
dation for U.S. leadership in the world.

A strong America is in the vital interests of not only the American people, but 
also those around the world who want to partner with the United States in 
pursuit of shared interests, values, and aspirations.

� is National Securi�  Strategy puts America fi rst. 

An America First National Security 
Strategy is based on American prin-
ciples, a clear-eyed assessment of U.S. 

interests, and a determination to tackle the chal-
lenges that we face. It is a strategy of principled 
realism that is guided by outcomes, not ideology. 
It is based upon the view that peace, securi� , and 
prosperity depend on strong, sovereign nations 
that respect their citizens at home and cooper-
ate to advance peace abroad. And it is grounded 
in the realization that American principles are 
a lasting force for good in the world.

“We the People” is America’s source of strength. 

� e United States was born of a desire for life, lib-
erty, and the pursuit of happiness—and a convic-
tion that unaccountable political power is tyr-
anny. For these reasons, our Founders crafted and 
ratified the Constitution, establishing the repub-
lican form of government we enjoy today. The 
Constitution grants our national government not 
only specified powers necessary to protect our 
God-given rights and liberties but also safeguards 
them by limiting the government’s size and scope, 

separating Federal powers, and protecting the 
rights of individuals through the rule of law. All 
political power is ultimately delegated from, and 
accountable to, the people. 

We protect American sovereignty by defending 
these institutions, traditions, and principles that 
have allowed us to live in freedom, to build the nation 
that we love. And we prize our national heritage, for 
the rare and fragile institutions of republican gov-
ernment can only endure if they are sustained by a 
culture that cherishes those institutions.

Liber�  and independence have given us the fl our-
ishing society Americans enjoy today—a vibrant 
and confident Nation, welcoming of disagree-
ment and differences, but united by the bonds 
of history, culture, beliefs, and principles that 
define who we are. 

We are proud of our roots and honor the wisdom of 
the past. We are commi� ed to protecting the rights 
and digni�  of every citizen. And we are a nation of 
laws, because the rule of law is the shield that pro-
tects the individual from government corruption 
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and abuse of power, allows families to live with-
out fear, and permits markets to thrive.

Our founding principles have made the United 
States of America among the greatest forces for 
good in history. But we are also aware that we 
must protect and build upon our accomplish-
ments, always conscious of the fact that the inter-
ests of the American people constitute our true 
North Star. 

America’s achievements and standing in the world 
were neither inevitable nor accidental. On many 
occasions, Americans have had to compete with 
adversarial forces to preserve and advance our 
security, prosperity, and the principles we hold 
dear. At home, we fought the Civil War to end slav-
ery and preserve our Union in the long strug-
gle to extend equal rights for all Americans. In 
the course of the bloodiest century in human his-
tory, millions of Americans fought, and hun-
dreds of thousands lost their lives, to defend lib-
er�  in two World Wars and the Cold War. America, 
with our  allies and partners, defeated fascism, 
imperialism, and Soviet communism and elimi-
nated any doubts about the power and durability 
of republican democracy when it is sustained by 
a free, proud, and unified people. 

The United States consolidated its military 
victories with political and economic triumphs 
built on market economies and fair trade, dem-
ocratic principles, and shared security partner-
ships. American political, business, and military 
leaders worked together with their counterparts 
in Europe and Asia to shape the post-war order 
through the United Nations, the Marshall Plan, the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and 
other institutions designed to advance our shared 
interests of securi� , freedom, and peace. We recog-
nize the invaluable advantages that our strong rela-
tionships with allies and partners deliver. 

Following the remarkable victory of free nations in 
the Cold War, America emerged as the lone super-

power with enormous advantages and momen-
tum in the world. Success, however, bred com-
placency. A belief emerged, among many, that 
American power would be unchallenged and self–
sustaining. The United States began to drift. We 
experienced a crisis of confidence and surren-
dered our advantages in key areas. As we took 
our political, economic, and military advan-
tages for granted, other actors steadily imple-
mented their long-term plans to challenge America 
and to advance agendas opposed to the United 
States, our allies, and our partners. 

We stood by while countries exploited the interna-
tional institutions we helped to build. � ey subsi-
dized their industries, forced technology transfers, 
and distorted markets. These and other actions 
challenged America’s economic securi� . At home, 
excessive regulations and high taxes stifl ed growth 
and weakened free enterprise—history’s great-
est antidote to poverty. Each time government 
encroached on the productive activities of private 
commerce, it threatened not only our prosperity 
but also the spirit of creation and innovation that 
has been key to our national greatness.

A Competitive World
The United States will respond to the growing 
political, economic, and military competitions we 
face around the world. 

China and Russia challenge American power, infl u-
ence, and interests, a� empting to erode American 
security and prosperity. They are determined to 
make economies less free and less fair, to grow 
their militaries, and to control information and 
data to repress their societies and expand their 
influence. At the same time, the dictatorships of 
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the 
Islamic Republic of Iran are determined to desta-
bilize regions, threaten Americans and our allies, 
and brutalize their own people. Transnational 
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threat groups, from jihadist terrorists to transna-
tional criminal organizations, are actively trying 
to harm Americans. While these challenges dif-
fer in nature and magnitude, they are fundamen-
tally contests between those who value human 
dignity and freedom and those who oppress 
individuals and enforce uniformity.

These competitions require the United States 
to rethink the policies of the past two decades—poli-
cies based on the assumption that engagement with 
rivals and their inclusion in international insti-
tutions and global commerce would turn them 
into benign actors and trustworthy partners. For 
the most part, this premise turned out to be false. 

Rival actors use propaganda and other means to try 
to discredit democracy. � ey advance anti-Western 
views and spread false information to create divi-
sions among ourselves, our allies, and our partners. 
In addition, jihadist terrorists such as ISIS and 
al-Qa’ida continue to spread a barbaric ideology 
that calls for the violent destruction of governments 
and innocents they consider to be apostates. � ese 
jihadist terrorists attempt to force those under 
their inf luence to submit to Sharia law.

America’s military remains the strongest in the 
world. However, U.S. advantages are shrinking 
as rival states modernize and build up their con-
ventional and nuclear forces. Many actors can 
now field a broad arsenal of advanced missiles, 
including variants that can reach the American 
homeland. Access to technology empowers and 
emboldens otherwise weak states. North Korea—a 
country that starves its own people—has spent 
hundreds of millions of dollars on nuclear, chem-
ical, and biological weapons that could threaten 
our homeland. In addition, many actors have 
become skilled at operating below the thresh-
old of military conflict—challenging the United 
States, our allies, and our partners with hostile 
actions cloaked in deniabili� . Our task is to ensure 
that American military superiority endures, and 

in combination with other elements of national 
power, is ready to protect Americans against 
sophisticated challenges to national security. 

The contest over information accelerates these 
political, economic, and military competitions. 
Data, like energy, will shape U.S. economic prosper-
ity and our future strategic position in the world. 
The ability to harness the power of data is fun-
damental to the continuing growth of America’s 
economy, prevailing against hostile ideologies, 
and building and deploying the most effective 
military in the world. 

We learned the di�  cult lesson that when America 
does not lead, malign actors fi ll the void to the dis-
advantage of the United States. When America 
does lead, however, from a position of strength 
and confi dence and in accordance with our inter-
ests and values, all benefi t. 

Competition does not always mean hostility, nor 
does it inevitably lead to conflict—although none 
should doubt our commitment to defend our inter-
ests. An America that successfully competes is the 
best way to prevent confl ict. Just as American weak-
ness invites challenge, American strength and con-
fidence deters war and promotes peace. 

An America First 
National Securi�  Strategy 
The competitions and rivalries facing the United 
States are not passing trends or momentary prob-
lems. They are intertwined, long-term challenges 
that demand our sustained national a� ention and 
commitment. 

America possesses unmatched political, eco-
nomic, military, and technological advantages. 
But to maintain these advantages, build upon our 
strengths, and unleash the talents of the American 
people, we must protect four vital national inter-
ests in this competitive world.
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First , our fundamenta l responsibil ity is to 
protect the American people, the homeland, 
and the American way of life. We will strengthen 
control of our borders and reform our immigra-
tion system. We will protect our critical infrastruc-
ture and go after malicious cyber actors. A layered 
missile defense system will defend our homeland 
against missile a� acks. And we will pursue threats 
to their source, so that jihadist terrorists are 
stopped before they ever reach our borders. 

Second, we will promote American prosperity. 
We will rejuvenate the American economy for 
the benefit of American workers and companies. 
We will insist upon fair and reciprocal economic 
relationships to address trade imbalances. The 
United States must preserve our lead in research 
and technology and protect our economy from 
competitors who unfairly acquire our intellec-
tual property. And we will embrace America’s 
energy dominance because unleashing abundant 
energy resources stimulates our economy. 

Third, we will preserve peace through strength 
by rebuilding our military so that it remains pre-
eminent, deters our adversaries, and if necessary, 
is able to fight and win. We will compete with all 
tools of national power to ensure that regions of 
the world are not dominated by one power. We 
will strengthen America’s capabilities—includ-
ing in space and cyberspace—and revitalize oth-
ers that have been neglected. Allies and partners 
magnify our power. We expect them to shoul-
der a fair share of the burden of responsibil-
ity to protect against common threats.

Fourth, we will advance American inf luence 
because a world that supports American inter-
ests and reflects our values makes America more 
secure and prosperous. We will compete and lead 
in multilateral organizations so that American 
interests and principles are protected. America’s 
commitment to liber� , democracy, and the rule of 
law serves as an inspiration for those living under 

� ranny. We can play a catalytic role in promoting 
private-sector-led economic growth, helping aspir-
ing partners become future trading and security 
partners. And we will remain a generous nation, 
even as we expect others to share responsibili� .

Strengthening our sovereignty—the first duty of 
a government is to serve the interests of its own 
people—is a necessary condition for protecting 
these four national interests. And as we strengthen 
our sovereignty we will renew confidence in our-
selves as a nation. We are proud of our history, 
optimistic about America’s future, and confident 
of the positive example the United States o� ers to 
the world. We are also realistic and understand 
that the American way of life cannot be imposed 
upon others, nor is it the inevitable culmination 
of progress. Together with our allies, partners, 
and aspiring partners, the United States will pur-
sue cooperation with reciprocity. Cooperation 
means sharing responsibilities and burdens. 
In trade, fair and reciprocal relationships ben-
efit all with equal levels of market access and 
opportunities for economic growth. An America 
First National Security Strategy appreciates that 
America will catalyze conditions to unleash eco-
nomic success for America and the world. 

In the United States, free men and women have 
created the most just and prosperous nation in 
history. Our generation of Americans is now 
charged with preserving and defending that 
precious inheritance. This National Security 
Strategy shows the way. 
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P I L L A R  I

Protect the American People, 
the Homeland, and 

the American Way of Life

“We will defend our country, protect our communities, 

and put the safe�  of the American people fi rst.”

P R E S I D E N T  D O N A L D  J .  T R U M P  |  J U LY  2 0 1 7 

This National Security Strategy begins 
with the determination to protect the 
American people, the American way 

of life, and American interests. Americans have 
long recognized the benefi ts of an interconnected 
world, where information and commerce f low 
freely. Engaging with the world, however, does 
not mean the United States should abandon its 
rights and duties as a sovereign state or compro-
mise its security. Openness also imposes costs, 
since adversaries exploit our free and demo-
cratic system to harm the United States. 

North Korea seeks the capabili�  to kill millions of 
Americans with nuclear weapons. Iran supports 
terrorist groups and openly calls for our destruc-
tion. Jihadist terrorist organizations such as ISIS 
and al-Qa’ida are determined to a� ack the United 
States and radicalize Americans with their hate-
ful ideology. Non-state actors undermine social 
order through drug and human trafficking net-
works, which they use to commit violent crimes 
and kill thousands of American each year.

Adversaries target sources of American strength, 
including our democratic system and our econ-

omy. They steal and exploit our intellectual prop-
erty and personal data, interfere in our political 
processes, target our aviation and maritime sec-
tors, and hold our critical infrastructure at risk. 
All of these actions threaten the foundations of 
the American way of life. Reestablishing lawful 
control of our borders is a first step toward pro-
tecting the American homeland and strengthen-
ing American sovereignty.

We must prevent nuclear, chemical, radiological, 
and biological a� acks, block terrorists from reach-
ing our homeland, reduce drug and human traf-
ficking, and protect our critical infrastructure. 
We must also deter, disrupt, and defeat poten-
tial threats before they reach the United States. 
We will target jihadist terrorists and transna-
tional criminal organizations at their source and 
dismantle their networks of support.

We must also take steps to respond quickly to meet 
the needs of the American people in the event of 
natural disaster or attack on our homeland. We 
must build a culture of preparedness and resilience 
across our governmental functions, critical infra-
structure, and economic and political systems. 
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Secure U.S. Borders 
and Territory
State and non-state actors place the safety of the 
American people and the Nation’s economic 
vitality at risk by exploiting vulnerabilities 
across the land, air, maritime, space, and cyber-
space domains. Adversaries constantly evolve 
their methods to threaten the United States and 
our citizens. We must be agile and adaptable.

Defend Against Weapons 
of Mass Destruction (WMD)

� e danger from hostile state and non-state actors 
who are trying to acquire nuclear, chemical, radio-
logical, and biological weapons is 
increasing. The Syrian regime’s 
use of chemical weapons against 
its own citizens undermines 
international norms against 
these heinous weapons, which 
may encourage more actors to 
pursue and use them. ISIS has 
used chemical weapons in Iraq 
and Syria. Terrorist groups con-
tinue to pursue WMD-related 
materials. We would face grave 
danger if terrorists obtained 
inadequately secured nuclear, 
radiological, or biological material . 

As missiles grow in numbers, types, and effec-
tiveness, to include those with greater ranges, 
they are the most likely means for states like 
North Korea to use a nuclear weapon against 
the United States. North Korea is also pursuing 
chemical and biological weapons which could 
also be delivered by missile. China and Russia 
are developing advanced weapons and capabil-
ities that could threaten our critical infrastruc-
ture and our command and control architecture.

Priori�  Actions

ENHANCE MISSILE DEFENSE: The United States 
is deploying a layered missile defense system 
focused on North Korea and Iran to defend our 
homeland against missile attacks. This system 
will include the ability to defeat missile threats 
prior to launch. Enhanced missile defense is 
not intended to undermine strategic stabil-
ity or disrupt longstanding strategic relation-
ships with Russia or China.

DETECT AND DISRUPT WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION: 

At our borders and within our territory, we will 
bolster efforts to detect nuclear, chemical, radio-
logical, and biological agents and keep them from 
being used against us. We will also better inte-

grate intelligence, law enforce-
ment, and emergency manage-
ment operations to ensure that 
frontline defenders have the 
right information and capabili-
ties to respond to WMD threats 
from state and non-state actors. 

ENHANCE COUNTERPROLIFERATION 

MEASURES: Building on decades 
of  i n it iat ive s ,  we w i l l  aug-
m e n t  m e a s u r e s  t o  s e c u r e , 
el i m i n ate ,  a nd prevent t he 
spread of WMD and related 
materials, their delivery sys-

tems, technologies, and knowledge to reduce 
the chance that they might fall into the hands 
of hostile actors. We will hold state and non-
state actors accountable for the use of WMD. 

TARGET WMD TERRORISTS: We will direct coun-
terterrorism operations against terrorist WMD 
specialists, fi nanciers, administrators, and facilita-
tors. We will work with allies and partners to detect 
and disrupt plots.

Strengthening control 

over our borders and 

immigration system is 

central to national securi� , 

economic prosperi� , and 

the rule of law. 
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Combat Biothreats and Pandemics 

Biological incidents have the potential to cause 
catastrophic loss of life. Biological threats to the 
U.S. homeland—whether as the result of deliberate 
a� ack, accident, or a natural outbreak—are growing 
and require actions to address them at their source. 

Naturally emerging outbreaks of viruses such as 
Ebola and SARS, as well as the deliberate 2001 
anthrax attacks in the United States, demon-
strated the impact of biological threats on national 
security by taking lives, generating economic 
losses, and contributing to a loss of confidence in 
government institutions.

Advancements in life sciences that benefit our 
health, economy, and socie�  also open up new ave-
nues to actors who want to cause harm. Dedicated 
state actors are likely to develop more advanced 
bioweapons, and these capabilities may become 
available to malicious non-state actors as well. 

Priori�  Actions 

DETECT AND CONTAIN BIOTHREATS AT THEIR SOURCE: 

We will work with other countries to detect 
and mitigate outbreaks early to prevent the 
spread of disease. We will encourage other coun-
tries to invest in basic health care systems and 
to strengthen global health security across the 
intersection of human and animal health to pre-
vent infectious disease outbreaks. And we will 
work with partners to ensure that laboratories 
that handle dangerous pathogens have in place 
safety and security measures.

SUPPORT BIOMEDICAL INNOVATION: We will protect 
and support advancements in biomedical inno-
vation by strengthening the intellectual prop-
erty system that is the foundation of the biomedi-
cal industry.

IMPROVE EMERGENCY RESPONSE: At home, we will 
strengthen our emergency response and uni-

fied coordination systems to rapidly character-
ize outbreaks, implement public health contain-
ment measures to limit the spread of disease, 
and provide surge medical care—including 
life-saving treatments. 

Strengthen Border Control 
and Immigration Policy 

Strengthening control over our borders and 
immigration system is central to national secu-
rity, economic prosperity, and the rule of law. 
Terrorists, drug traffickers, and criminal car-
tels exploit porous borders and threaten U.S. 
security and public safety. These actors adapt 
quickly to outpace our defenses. 

The United States affirms our sovereign right to 
determine who should enter our country and 
under what circumstances. The United States 
understands the contributions immigrants have 
made to our Nation throughout its history. Illegal 
immigration, however, burdens the economy, 
hurts American workers, presents public safety 
risks, and enriches smugglers and other criminals. 

� e United States recognizes that decisions about 
who to legally admit for residency, citizenship, or 
otherwise are among the most important a coun-
try has to make. The United States will continue 
to welcome lawful immigrants who do not pose 
a security threat and whose entry is consistent 
with the national interest, while at the same time 
enhancing the screening and vetting of travelers, 
closing dangerous loopholes, revising outdated 
laws, and eliminating easily exploited vulnera-
bilities. We will also reform our current immi-
gration system, which, contrary to our national 
interest and national securi� , allows for random-
ized entry and extended-family chain migration. 
Residency and citizenship determinations should 
be based on individuals’ merits and their ability 
to positively contribute to U.S. socie� , rather than 
chance or extended family connections.
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Priori�  Actions

ENHANCE BORDER SECURITY: We will secure our 
borders through the construction of a bor-
der wall, the use of multilayered defenses and 
advanced technology, the employment of addi-
tional personnel, and other measures. The U.S. 
Government will work with foreign partners to 
deter, detect, and disrupt suspicious individuals 
well before they enter the United States.

ENHANCE VETTING: The U.S. Government will 
enhance vetting of prospective immigrants, ref-
ugees, and other foreign visitors to identify indi-
viduals who might pose a risk to national secu-
rity or public safety. We will set higher security 
standards to ensure that we keep dangerous peo-
ple out of the United States and enhance our 
information collection and analysis to identify 
those who may already be within our borders. 

ENFORCE IMMIGRATION LAWS:  We will enforce 
immigration laws, both at the border and in the 
interior, to provide an e� ective deterrent to illegal 
immigration. � e apprehension and swift removal 
of illegal aliens at the border is critical to an e� ective 
border security strategy. We must also increase 
efforts to identify and counter fraud in the immi-
gration process, which undermines the integrity 
of our immigration system, exploits vulnerable 
individuals, and creates national security risks. 

BOLSTER TR ANSPORTATION SECURIT Y: We wil l 
improve information sharing across our gov-
ernment and with foreign partners to enhance 
the security of the pathways through which peo-
ple and goods enter the country. We will invest in 
technology to counter emerging threats to our avi-
ation, surface, and maritime transportation sec-
tors. We will also work with international and 
industry partners to raise security standards.

Pursue � reats 
to � eir Source
There is no perfect defense against the range of 
threats facing our homeland. That is why America 
must, alongside allies and partners, stay on the 
offensive against those violent non-state groups 
that target the United States and our allies.

� e primary transnational threats Americans face 
are from jihadist terrorists and transnational crim-
inal organizations. Although their objectives di� er, 
these actors pose some common challenges. First, 
they exploit our open society. Second, they often 
operate in loose confederations and adapt rapidly. 
� ird, they rely on encrypted communication and 
the dark web to evade detection as they plot, recruit, 
fi nance, and execute their operations. Fourth, they 
thrive under conditions of state weakness and prey 
on the vulnerable as they accelerate the break-
down of rules to create havens from which to plan 
and launch a� acks on the United States, our allies, 
and our partners. Fifth, some are sheltered and 
supported by states and do their bidding.

Defeat Jihadist Terrorists

Jihadist terrorist organizations present the most 
dangerous terrorist threat to the Nation. America, 
alongside our allies and partners, is fi ghting a long 
war against these fanatics who advance a totali-
tarian vision for a global Islamist caliphate that 
justifies murder and slavery, promotes repres-
sion, and seeks to undermine the American way 
of life. Jihadist terrorists use virtual and physical 
networks around the world to radicalize isolated 
individuals, exploit vulnerable populations, and 
inspire and direct plots.

Even after the territorial defeat of ISIS and al-Qa’ida 
in Syria and Iraq, the threat from jihadist terror-
ists will persist. � ey have used ba� lefi elds as test 
beds of terror and have exported tools and tactics 
to their followers. Many of these jihadist terror-
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ists are likely to return to their home countries, 
from which they can continue to plot and launch 
a� acks on the United States and our allies. 

The United States also works with allies and 
partners to deter and dis-
r upt other foreig n ter ror-
i s t  g r ou p s  t h a t  t h r e a t e n 
t h e  h o m e l a n d — i n c l u d -
ing Iranian-backed groups 
such as Lebanese Hizballah. 

Priori�  Actions 

DISRUPT TERROR PLOTS: We will 
enhance intelligence shar-
ing domestically and with for-
eign partners. We will give 
ou r f ront l i ne defenders —
including homela nd secu-
rity, law enforcement, and intelligence profes-
sionals—the tools, authorities, and resources to 
stop terrorist acts before they take place. 

TAKE DIRECT ACTION: The U.S. military and other 
operating agencies will take direct action against 
terrorist networks and pursue terrorists who 
threaten the homeland and U.S. citizens regard-
less of where they are. � e campaigns against ISIS 
and al-Qa’ida and their a�  liates demonstrate that 
the United States will enable partners and sus-
tain direct action campaigns to destroy terrorists 
and their sources of support, making it harder for 
them to plot against us.

ELIMINATE TERRORIST SAFE HAVENS: Time and ter-
ritory allow jihadist terrorists to plot, so we will 
act against sanctuaries and prevent their reemer-
gence, before they can threaten the U.S. home-
land. We will go after their digital networks and 
work with private industry to confront the chal-
lenge of terrorists and criminals “going dark” and 
using secure platforms to evade detection.

SEVER SOURCES OF STRENGTH: We will disrupt the 
fi nancial, materiel, and personnel supply chains of 
terrorist organizations. We will sever their fi nanc-
ing and protect the U.S. and international fi nancial 
systems from abuse. We will degrade their abili�  

to message and attract poten-
tial recruits. This includes 
combating the evil ideology 
of jihadists by exposing its 
falsehoods, promoting count-
er-narratives, and amplify-
ing credible voices. 

SHARE RESPONSIBILIT Y:  Our 
allies and partners, who are 
also targets of terrorism, will 
continue to share responsi-
bility in fighting these bar-
baric groups. We will help our 
partners develop and respon-
sibly employ the capacity to 

degrade and maintain persistent pressure against 
terrorists and will encourage partners to work 
independently of U.S. assistance. 

COMBAT RADICALIZATION AND RECRUITMENT IN 

COMMUNITIES: The United States rejects bigotry 
and oppression and seeks a future built on our val-
ues as one American people. We will deny vio-
lent ideologies the space to take root by improving 
trust among law enforcement, the private sector, 
and American citizens. U.S. intelligence and home-
land security experts will work with law enforce-
ment and civic leaders on terrorism prevention and 
provide accurate and actionable information about 
radicalization in their communities. 

Dismantle Transnational 
Criminal Organizations 

The United States must devote greater resources 
to dismantle transnational criminal organiza-
tions (TCOs) and their subsidiary networks. Some 
have established global supply chains that are 

We will give our frontline 

defenders—including homeland 

securi� , law enforcement, and 

intelligence professionals—

the tools, authorities, and 

resources to stop terrorist acts 

before they take place. 
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comparable to Fortune 500 corporations. Every 
day they deliver drugs to American communities, 
fuel gang violence, and engage in cybercrime. � e 
illicit opioid epidemic, fed by drug cartels as well 
as Chinese fentanyl traffickers, kills tens of thou-
sands of Americans each year. � ese organizations 
weaken our allies and partners too, by corrupting 
and undermining democratic institutions. TCOs 
are motivated by profi t, power, and political infl u-
ence. They exploit weak governance and enable 
other national security threats, including terror-
ist organizations. In addition, some state adver-
saries use TCOs as instruments of national power, 
offering them territorial sanctuary where they 
are free to conduct unattributable cyber intru-
sions, sabotage, theft, and political subversion.

Priori�  Actions 

IMPROVE STRATEGIC PLANNING AND INTELLIGENCE: 

We will establish national-level strategic intelli-
gence and planning capabilities 
to improve the ability of agen-
cies to work together to combat 
TCOs at home and abroad.

DEFEND COMMUNITIES: We will 
deny TCOs the ability to harm 
Americans. We will support 
public health efforts to halt the 
growth of illicit drug use in the 
United States, expand national 
and community-based preven-
tion efforts, increase access to 
evidenced-based treatment for 
addiction, improve prescrip-
tion drug monitoring, and provide training on 
substance use disorders for medical personnel. 

DEFEND IN DEPTH : U.S. agencies and foreign 
partners will target TCO leaders and their sup-
port infrastructure. We will assist countries, par-
ticularly in the Western Hemisphere, to break 
the power of these organizations and networks. 

COUNTER CYBER CRIMINALS: We will use sophisti-
cated investigative tools to disrupt the ability of 
criminals to use online marketplaces, crypto-
currencies, and other tools for illicit activities. 
� e United States will hold countries accountable 
for harboring these criminals. 

Keep America Safe 
in the Cyber Era
America’s response to the challenges and oppor-
tunities of the cyber era will determine our future 
prosperi�  and securi� . For most of our history, the 
United States has been able to protect the home-
land by controlling its land, air, space, and mari-
time domains. Today, cyberspace offers state and 
non-state actors the ability to wage campaigns 
against American political, economic, and secu-
rity interests without ever physically crossing 
our borders. Cyberattacks offer adversaries low-

cost and deniable opportunities 
to seriously damage or disrupt 
critical infrastructure, cripple 
American businesses, weaken 
ou r Fe dera l  net work s ,  a nd 
attack the tools and devices that 
Americans use every day to com-
municate and conduct business. 

Critical infrastructure keeps our 
food fresh, our houses warm, 
our trade f lowing, and our cit-
izens productive and safe. The 
vulnerability of U.S. critical 
infrastructure to cyber, phys-

ical, and electromagnetic attacks means that 
adversaries could disrupt military command and 
control, banking and fi nancial operations, the elec-
trical grid, and means of communication. 

Federal networks also face threats. � ese networks 
allow government agencies to carry out vital func-
tions and provide services to the American peo-

America’s response 

to the challenges and 

opportunities of the cyber 

era will determine 

our future prosperi�  

and securi� . 
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ple. The government must do a better job of pro-
tecting data to safeguard information and the 
privacy of the American people. Our Federal net-
works must be modernized and updated. 

In addition, the daily lives of most Americans rely 
on computer-driven and interconnected technolo-
gies. As our reliance on computers and connectiv-
ity increases, we become increasingly vulnerable 
to cyberattacks. Businesses and individuals must 
be able to operate securely in cyberspace.

Security was not a major consideration when the 
Internet was designed and launched. As it evolves, 
the government and private sector must design 
systems that incorporate prevention, protec-
tion, and resiliency from the start, not as an after-
thought. We must do so in a way that respects free 
markets, private competition, and the limited but 
important role of government in enforcing the 
rule of law. As we build the next generation of dig-
ital infrastructure, we have an opportuni�  to put 
our experience into practice. 

The Internet is an American invention, and it 
should reflect our values as it continues to trans-
form the future for all nations and all genera-
tions. A strong, defensible cyber infrastructure 
fosters economic growth, protects our liberties, 
and advances our national security. 

Priori�  Actions 

IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE RISK: To improve the secu-
rity and resilience of our critical infrastruc-
ture, we will assess risk across six key areas: 
national securi� , energy and power, banking and 
finance, health and safety, communications, and 
transportation. We will assess where cyberat-
tacks could have catastrophic or cascading con-
sequences and prioritize our protective efforts, 
capabilities, and defenses accordingly. 

BUILD DEFENSIBLE GOVERNMENT NETWORKS: We will 
use the latest commercial capabilities, shared ser-
vices, and best practices to modernize our Federal 
information technology. We will improve our abil-
i�  to provide uninterrupted and secure communi-
cations and services under all conditions. 

DETER AND DISRUPT MALICIOUS CYBER ACTORS: 

The Federal Government will ensure that those 
charged with securing critical infrastructure have 
the necessary authorities, information, and capa-
bilities to prevent attacks before they affect or 
hold at risk U.S. critical infrastructure. � e United 
States will impose swift and costly consequences 
on foreign governments, criminals, and other 
actors who undertake signifi cant malicious cyber 
activities. We will work with allies and friends to 
expand our awareness of malicious activities. A 
stronger and more resilient critical infrastructure 
will strengthen deterrence by creating doubt in our 
adversaries that they can achieve their objectives. 

IMPROVE INFORMATION SHARING AND SENSING:

The U.S. Government will work with our critical 
infrastructure partners to assess their informa-
tional needs and to reduce the barriers to informa-
tion sharing, such as speed and classification lev-
els. We will also invest in capabilities that improve 
the ability of the United States to attribute cyber-
a� acks. In accordance with the protection of civil 
liberties and privacy, the U.S. Government will 
expand collaboration with the private sector so that 
we can be� er detect and a� ribute a� acks. 

DEPLOY LAYERED DEFENSES: Since threats transit 
globally, passing through communications back-
bones without challenge, the U.S. Government will 
work with the private sector to remediate known 
bad activities at the network level to improve 
the security of all customers. Malicious activ-
ity must be defeated within a network and not be 
passed on to its destination whenever possible. 
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Promote American
Resilience 
Despite our best efforts, our government cannot 
prevent all dangers to the American people. We 
can, however, help Americans remain resilient in 
the face of adversity. Resilience includes the abil-
ity to withstand and recover rapidly from delib-
erate attacks, accidents, natural disasters, as well 
as unconventional stresses, shocks, and threats 
to our economy and democratic system. In the 
event of a disaster, Federal, state, and local agen-
cies must perform essential functions and have 
plans in place to ensure the continuation of our 
constitutiona l form of government . 

Reducing risk and building more resilient com-
munities are the best ways to protect people, prop-
erty, and taxpayer dollars from loss and disrup-
tion. Through risk-informed investments, we will 
build resilient communities and infrastructure 
to protect and benefi t future generations. 

Should tragedy strike, the U.S. Government will 
help communities recover and rebuild. Citizens 
must be confi dent in our government, but also rec-
ognize that response and recovery begins with 
individuals and local communities. In difficult 
times, the true character of the American peo-
ple emerges: their strength, their love, and their 
resolve. Our fi rst responders selfl essly run toward 
danger, and volunteers rally to the aid of neigh-
bors when disaster strikes. 

A democracy is only as resilient as its people. An 
informed and engaged citizenry is the fundamen-
tal requirement for a free and resilient nation. For 
generations, our society has protected free press, 
free speech, and free thought. Today, actors such 
as Russia are using information tools in an a� empt 
to undermine the legitimacy of democracies. 
Adversaries target media, political processes, fi nan-
cial networks, and personal data. The American 
public and private sectors must recognize this and 

work together to defend our way of life. No exter-
nal threat can be allowed to shake our shared 
commitment to our values, undermine our sys-
tem of government, or divide our Nation.

Priori�  Actions 

IMPROVE RISK MANAGEMENT: The United States will 
improve its ability to assess the threats and haz-
ards that pose the greatest risks to Americans 
and will prioritize resources based on the high-
est risks. 

BUILD A CULTURE OF PREPAREDNESS: This Admin-
istration will take steps to build a culture of pre-
paredness, informing and empowering commu-
nities and individuals to obtain the skills and 
take the preparatory actions necessary to become 
more resilient against the threats and hazards 
that Americans face.

IMPROVE PLANNING: State and local governments 
must conduct realistic exercises that test exist-
ing plans to make sure that they are sound and 
can be executed. Agencies from all levels of gov-
ernment must coordinate be� er and apply lessons 
learned from exercises to pinpoint the areas and 
capabilities that require improvement. 

INCENTIVIZE INFORMATION SHARING: To improve the 
coordination among the private sector and all lev-
els of government that is needed to improve resil-
ience, we must make a stronger commitment to 
protecting sensitive information so that all part-
ners actively identify and share vulnerabilities 
and work collaboratively to reduce them. 
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Promote American Prosperity

“Economic securi�  is national securi� .”

P R E S I D E N T  D O N A L D  J .  T R U M P  |  N O V E M B E R  2 0 1 7 

A strong economy protects the American 
people, supports our way of life, and sus-
tains American power. American work-

ers thrive when they are free to innovate, develop 
and access our abundant natural resources, and 
operate in markets free from excessive regula-
tions and unfair foreign trade practices. A grow-
ing and innovative economy allows the United 
States to maintain the world’s most powerful mili-
tary and protect our homeland.

We must rebuild our economic strength and 
restore confidence in the American economic 
model. Over decades, American factories, com-
panies, and jobs moved overseas. After the 2008 
global fi nancial crisis, doubt replaced confi dence. 
Risk-aversion and regulations replaced investment 
and entrepreneurship. � e recovery produced ane-
mic growth in real earnings for American workers. 
� e U.S. trade defi cit grew as a result of several fac-
tors, including unfair trading practices. 

For 70 years, the United States has embraced a 
strategy premised on the belief that leadership 
of a stable international economic system rooted 
in American principles of reciprocity, free mar-
kets, and free trade served our economic and 
security interests. Working with our allies and 
partners, the United States led the creation of 
a group of financial institutions and other eco-
nomic forums that established equitable rules 
and built instruments to stabilize the interna-

tional economy and remove the points of friction 
that had contributed to two world wars. 

That economic system continues to serve our 
interests, but it must be reformed to help American 
workers pros per,  protec t  ou r i n novat ion , 
and ref lect the principles upon which that sys-
tem was founded. Trading partners and inter-
national institutions can do more to address 
trade imbalances and adhere to and enforce the 
rules of the order.

Today, American prosperity and security are 
challenged by an economic competition play-
ing out in a broader strategic context. The United 
States helped expand the liberal economic trad-
ing system to countries that did not share our val-
ues, in the hopes that these states would liber-
alize their economic and political practices and 
provide commensurate benefits to the United 
States. Experience shows that these countries dis-
torted and undermined key economic institu-
tions without undertaking significant reform of 
their economies or politics. � ey espouse free trade 
rhetoric and exploit its benefits, but only adhere 
selectively to the rules and agreements.

We welcome all economic relationships rooted in 
fairness, reciproci� , and faithful adherence to the 
rules. � ose who join this pursuit will be our clos-
est economic partners. But the United States will 
no longer turn a blind eye to violations, cheating, 
or economic aggression. We must work with like-
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minded allies and partners to ensure our princi-
ples prevail and the rules are enforced so that our 
e c on om ie s  pr o s p e r. 

The United States will pursue 
an economic strategy that reju-
venates the domestic economy, 
benefits the American worker, 
revitalizes the U.S. manufactur-
ing base, creates middle-class 
jobs, encourages innovation, pre-
serves technological advantage, 
safeguards the environment, 
and achieves energy dominance. 
Rebuilding economic strength 
at home and preserving a fair 
and reciprocal international 
economic system will enhance 
our security and advance pros-
perity and peace in the world.

Rejuventate the 
Domestic Economy
Economic challenges at home demand that we 
understand economic prosperity as a pillar of 
national security. Despite low unemployment 
rates and stock market gains, overall economic 
growth has, until recently, been anemic since 
the 2008 recession. In the past five years, gross 
domestic product (GDP) growth hovered barely 
above two percent, and wages stagnated. Taxes 
increased, and health insurance and prescrip-
tion drug costs continued to rise, albeit at a slower 
pace. Education costs climbed at rates far above 
inflation, increasing student debt. Productivity 
growth fell to levels not seen in decades. 

Signifi cant government intrusion in the economy 
slowed growth and job creation. Regulatory and 
corporate tax policies incentivized businesses to 
invest overseas and disadvantaged American com-
panies against foreign competitors. Excessive reg-

ulation burdened small businesses. Banking regu-
lations squelched new bank formation and caused 
hundreds of small banks to close. Regulation 

decreased credit availability to 
consumers and decreased prod-
uct choice. Excessive environ-
mental and infrastructure reg-
ulations impeded American 
energ y trade and the devel-
opment of  new i n f ra st r uc -
t u re project s . 

Moreover, the poor state of our 
physical infrastructure stulti-
fied the economy, reduced the 
profitability of American small 
businesses, and slowed the pro-
ductivity of American workers. 
America’s digital infrastructure 
also fell behind. Improvements 

in bandwidth, better broadband connectiv-
ity, and protection from persistent cyberattacks 
are needed to support America’s future growth. 
Economic and personal transactions are depen-
dent upon the “.com world,” and wealth creation 
depends on a reliable, secure Internet. 

The Administration is dedicated to rejuvenat-
ing the U.S. economy, unleashing the potential of 
all Americans, and restoring confidence in our 
free market system. Promoting American pros-
perity makes America more secure and advances 
American infl uence in the world.

Priori�  Actions 

REDUCE REGULATORY BURDENS: Departments and 
agencies will eliminate unnecessary regulations 
that stifl e growth, drive up costs for American busi-
nesses, impede research and development, dis-
courage hiring, and incentivize domestic busi-
nesses to move overseas. We will balance our 
reduction in regulations with adequate protec-
t ions a nd oversight . 

Rebuilding economic 

strength at home and 

preserving a fair and 

reciprocal international 

economic system will 

enhance our securi�  and 

advance prosperi�  and 

peace in the world.
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PROMOTE TAX REFORM: This Administration will 
work with the Congress to create a simpler, fairer, 
and pro-growth tax code that encourages the 
creation of higher wage jobs and gives middle-
income families tax relief. Reduced business 
tax rates and a territorial system for foreign sub-
sidiary earnings will improve the competitive-
ness of American companies and encourage their 
return to the United States. 

IMPROVE AMERICAN INFRASTRUCTURE: Federal, state, 
and local governments will work together with pri-
vate industry to improve our airports, seaports 
and waterways, roads and railways, transit sys-
tems, and telecommunications. � e United States 
will use our strategic advantage as a leading natu-
ral gas producer to transform transportation and 
manufacturing. We will improve America’s digital 
infrastructure by deploying a secure 5G Internet 
capability nationwide. These improvements will 
increase national competitiveness, benefi t the envi-
ronment, and improve our quali�  of life.

REDUCE THE DEBT THROUGH FISCAL 

RESPONSIBILITY: The national 
debt, now over $20 trillion, pres-
ents a grave threat to America’s 
long-term prosperity and, by 
extension, our national securi� . 
By restraining Federal spending, 
making government more effi-
cient, and by modernizing our 
tax system and making our busi-
nesses globally competitive, our 
economy will grow and make the 
existing debt more serviceable. 

S U P P O R T  E D U C A T I O N  A N D 

A P P R E N T I C E S H I P  P R O G R A M S : 

We will support apprenticeships and work-
f o r c e  d e v e l o p m e n t  p r o g r a m s  t h a t  p r e -
p a r e  A m e r i c a n  w o r k e r s  f o r  h i g h - w a g e 
manufacturing and science, technology, engi-
neering, and mathematics (STEM) jobs of the 
21st  century.

Promote Free, Fair, 
and Reciprocal Economic 
Relationships
For decades, the United States has allowed unfair 
trading practices to grow. Other countries have 
used dumping, discriminatory non-tariff barri-
ers, forced technology transfers, non-economic 
capacity, industrial subsidies, and other support 
from governments and state-owned enterprises to 
gain economic advantages. 

Today we must meet the challenge. We will address 
persistent trade imbalances, break down trade 
barriers, and provide Americans new opportuni-
ties to increase their exports. The United States 
will expand trade that is fairer so that U.S. work-
ers and industries have more opportunities to 
compete for business. We oppose closed mercan-
tilist trading blocks. By strengthening the inter-
national trading system and incentivizing other 

cou nt r ies to embrace m a r-
ket-friendly policies, we can 
enhance our prosperi� .

� e United States distinguishes 
between economic competition 
with countries that follow fair 
and free market principles and 
competition with those that act 
with little regard for those prin-
ciples. We will compete with 
like-minded states in the eco-
nomic domain—particularly 
where trade imbalances exist—
while recognizing that compe-
tition is healthy when nations 

share values and build fair and reciprocal rela-
tionships. The United States will pursue enforce-
ment actions when countries violate the rules 
to gain unfair advantage. The United States will 
engage industrialized democracies and other like-
minded states to defend against economic aggres-

� e Administration is 

dedicated to rejuvenating 

the U.S. economy, 

unleashing the potential 

of all Americans, and 

restoring confi dence in our 

free market system.
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sion, in all its forms, that threatens our com-
mon prosperity and security.

Priori�  Actions

ADOPT NEW TRADE AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENTS 

AND MODERNIZE EXISTING ONES: The United States 
will pursue bilateral trade and investment agree-
ments with countries that commit to fair and recip-
rocal trade and will modernize existing agree-
ments to ensure they are consistent with those 
principles. Agreements must adhere to high stan-
dards in intellectual property, digital trade, agri-
culture, labor, and the environment. 

COUNTER UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES: The United 
States will counter all unfair trade practices that 
distort markets using all appropriate means, 
from dialogue to enforcement tools. 

COUNTER FOREIGN CORRUPTION: Using our eco-
nomic and diplomatic tools, the United States will 
continue to target corrupt foreign officials and 
work with countries to improve their ability to 
fight corruption so U.S. companies can compete 
fairly in transparent business climates. 

WORK WITH LIKE-MINDED PARTNERS: The United 
States will work with like-minded partners to pre-
serve and modernize the rules of a fair and recip-
rocal economic order. Together we will emphasize 
fair trade enforcement actions when necessary, as 
well as multinational efforts to ensure transpar-
ency and adherence to international standards 
within trade and investment projects. 

FACILITATE NEW MARKET OPPORTUNITIES: � e United 
States will partner with countries as they build 
their export markets, promote free market com-
petition, and incentivize private sector growth. 
We will expand U.S. trade and investment oppor-
tunities and increase the market base for U.S. 
goods and services.

Lead in Research, Technology, 
Invention, and Innovation
The United States will build on the ingenuity 
that has launched industries, created jobs, and 
improved the quality of life at home and abroad. 
To maintain our competitive advantage, the 
United States will prioritize emerging technolo-
gies critical to economic growth and securi� , such 
as data science, encryption, autonomous tech-
nologies, gene editing, new materials, nanotech-
nology, advanced computing technologies, and 
artificial intelligence. From self-driving cars to 
autonomous weapons, the fi eld of artifi cial intelli-
gence, in particular, is progressing rapidly. 

� e United States must continue to a� ract the inno-
vative and the inventive, the brilliant and the bold. 
We will encourage scientists in government, aca-
demia, and the private sector to achieve advance-
ments across the full spectrum of discovery, from 
incremental improvements to game-changing 
breakthroughs. We will nurture a healthy inno-
vation economy that collaborates with allies and 
partners, improves STEM education, draws on an 
advanced technical workforce, and invests in ear-
ly-stage research and development (R&D). 

Priori�  Actions

U N DE RSTAN D WORLDWIDE SCIE NCE AN D TECH -

NOLOGY (S&T) TRENDS: To retain U.S. advantages 
over our competitors, U.S. Government agencies 
must improve their understanding of worldwide 
S&T trends and how they are likely to influence—
or undermine—American strategies and programs. 

ATTRACT AND RETAIN INVENTORS AND INNOVATORS: 

The U.S. Government must improve our collab-
oration with industry and academia and our 
recruitment of technical talent. We will remove 
barriers to the full use of talent across Federal 
agencies, and increase incentives for hiring and 
retaining Federal STEM employees. Initiatives 
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will include rapid hiring, swift adjudication of 
national security clearances, and offers of com-
petitive salaries. We must create easier paths 
for the f low of scientists, engineers, and technol-
ogists into and out of public service. 

LEVERAGE PRIVATE CAPITAL AND EXPERTISE TO BUILD 

AND INNOVATE: The U.S. Government will use pri-
vate sector technical expertise and R&D capabili-
ties more e� ectively. Private industry owns many 
of the technologies that the government relies 
upon for critical national security missions. The 
Department of Defense and other agencies will 
establish strategic partnerships with U.S. compa-
nies to help align private sector R&D resources to 
priority national security applications. 

RAPIDLY FIELD INVENTIONS AND INNOVATIONS: The 
United States must regain the element of surprise 
and field new technologies at the pace of mod-
ern industry. Government agencies must shift 
from an archaic R&D process to an approach that 
rewards rapid fielding and risk taking. 

Promote and Protect 
the U.S. National Securi�  
Innovation Base
America’s business climate and legal and regu-
latory systems encourage risk taking. We are a 
nation of people who work hard, dream big, and 
never give up. Not every country shares these 
characteristics. Some instead steal or illicitly 
acquire America’s hard-earned intellectual prop-
erty and proprietary information to compensate 
for their own systemic weaknesses. 

Every year, competitors such as China steal U.S. 
intellectual property valued at hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars. Stealing proprietary technol-
ogy and early-stage ideas allows competitors to 
unfairly tap into the innovation of free societ-
ies. Over the years, rivals have used sophisticated 

means to weaken our businesses and our econ-
omy as facets of cyber-enabled economic war-
fare and other malicious activities. In addition to 
these illegal means, some actors use largely legit-
imate, legal transfers and relationships to gain 
access to fields, experts, and trusted foundries 
that fill their capability gaps and erode America’s 
long-ter m competit ive adva nt ages . 

We must defend our National Securi�  Innovation 
Base (NSIB) against competitors. The NSIB is 
the American network of knowledge, capabili-
ties, and people—including academia, National 
Laboratories, and the private sector—that turns 
ideas into innovations, transforms discoveries 
into successful commercial products and com-
panies, and protects and enhances the American 
way of life. � e genius of creative Americans, and 
the free system that enables them, is critical to 
American security and prosperity. 

Protecting the NSIB requires a domestic and inter-
national response beyond the scope of any indi-
vidual company, industry, university, or govern-
ment agency. The landscape of innovation does 
not divide neatly into sectors. Technologies that 
are part of most weapon systems often originate 
in diverse businesses as well as in universities and 
colleges. Losing our innovation and technologi-
cal edge would have far-reaching negative implica-
tions for American prosperi�  and power. 

Priori�  Actions 

UNDERSTAND THE CHALLENGES: � e U.S. Government 
will develop a capabili�  to integrate, monitor, and 
better understand the national security implica-
tions of unfair industry trends and the actions of 
our rivals. We will explore new ways to share this 
information with the private sector and academia 
so they be� er understand their responsibilities in 
curtailing activities that undercut America’s NSIB. 

PROTECT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: � e United States 
will reduce the illicit appropriation of U.S. pub-
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lic and private sector technology and technical 
knowledge by hostile foreign competitors. While 
maintaining an investor-friendly climate, this 
Administration will work with the Congress to 
strengthen the Commi� ee on Foreign Investment 
in the United States (CFIUS) to ensure it addresses 
current and future national 
securi�  risks. � e United States 
will prioritize counterintel-
ligence and law enforcement 
activities to curtail intellectual 
property theft by all sources 
and will explore new legal and 
regulatory mechanisms to pre-
vent and prosecute violations. 

T I G H T E N  V I S A  P R O C E D U R E S : 

The United States will review 
visa procedures to reduce economic theft by 
non-traditional intelligence collectors. We will 
consider restrictions on foreign STEM stu-
dents from designated countries to ensure 
that intellectual property is not transferred 
to our competitors, while acknowledging the 
importance of recruiting the most advanced tech-
nical workforce to the United States. 

PROTECT DATA AND UNDERLYING INFRASTRUCTURE:

The United States will expand our focus beyond 
protecting networks to protecting the data on 
those networks so that it remains secure—both at 
rest and in transit. To do this, the U.S. Government 
wil l encourage practices across companies 
and universities to defeat espionage and theft. 

Embrace Energy Dominance
For the fi rst time in generations, the United States 
will be an energy-dominant nation. Energy dom-
inance—America’s central position in the global 
energy system as a leading producer, consumer, and 
innovator—ensures that markets are free and U.S. 
infrastructure is resilient and secure. It ensures 

that access to energy is diversifi ed, and recognizes 
the importance of environmental stewardship. 

Access to domestic sources of clean, affordable, 
and reliable energy underpins a prosperous, 
secure, and powerful America for decades to come. 

Unleashing these abundant 
energy resources—coal, natural 
gas, petroleum, renewables, and 
nuclear—stimulates the econ-
omy and builds a foundation for 
future growth. Our Nation must 
take advantage of our wealth in 
domestic resources and energy 
efficiency to promote competi-
tiveness across our industries. 

The United States also anchors 
the North American energy sys-

tem, which is one of the most highly integrated in 
the world. Our vibrant cross-border energy trade 
and investment are vital for a robust and resilient 
U.S. economy and energy market. We are com-
mitted to supporting energy initiatives that will 
attract investments, safeguard the environment, 
strengthen our energy security, and unlock the 
enormous potential of our shared region. 

Climate policies will continue to shape the global 
energy system. U.S. leadership is indispensable 
to countering an anti-growth energy agenda that 
is detrimental to U.S. economic and energy secu-
ri�  interests. Given future global energy demand, 
much of the developing world will require fossil 
fuels, as well as other forms of energy, to power their 
economies and lift their people out of pover� . � e 
United States will continue to advance an approach 
that balances energy security, economic develop-
ment, and environmental protection. The United 
States will remain a global leader in reducing tradi-
tional pollution, as well as greenhouse gases, while 
expanding our economy. � is achievement, which 
can serve as a model to other countries, fl ows from 
innovation, technology breakthroughs, and energy 
efficiency gains, not from onerous regulation.

For the fi rst time in 

generations, the United 

States will be an energy-

dominant nation. 
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As a growing supplier of energy resources, technol-
ogies, and services around the world, the United 
States will help our allies and partners become 
more resilient against those that use energy to 
coerce. America’s role as an energy exporter will 
also require an assessment of our vulnerabilities 
and a resilient American infrastructure. 

Finally, the Nation’s long-term energy security 
future rests with our people. We must invest in our 
future by supporting innovation and R&D, includ-
ing through the National Laboratories.

Priori�  Actions

REDUCE BARRIERS: � e United States will promote 
clean and safe development of our energy resources, 
while limiting regulatory burdens that encum-
ber energy production and constrain economic 
growth. We will streamline the Federal regula-
tory approval processes for energy infrastructure, 
from pipeline and export terminals to container 
shipments and gathering lines, while also ensuring 
responsible environmental stewardship. 

PROMOTE EXPORTS: The United States will pro-
mote exports of our energy resources, technolo-
gies, and services, which helps our allies and part-
ners diversify their energy sources and brings 
economic gains back home. We will expand our 
export capaci�  through the continued support of 
private sector development of coastal terminals, 
allowing increased market access and a greater 
competitive edge for U.S. industries. 

ENSURE ENERGY SECURITY: The United States will 
work with allies and partners to protect global 
energy infrastructure from cyber and physical 
threats. The United States will support the diver-
sification of energy sources, supplies, and routes 
at home and abroad. We will modernize our stra-
tegic petroleum stocks and encourage other 
countries to develop their own—consistent with 
their national energy security needs. 

ATTAIN UNIVERSAL ENERGY ACCESS: The United 
States will seek to ensure universal access to 
affordable, reliable energy, including highly effi-
cient fossil fuels, nuclear, and renewables, to 
help reduce poverty, foster economic growth, 
and promote prosperity. 

FURTHER AMERICA’S TECHNOLOGICAL EDGE: We will 
improve America’s technological edge in energy, 
including nuclear technology, next-generation 
nuclear reactors, better batteries, advanced com-
puting, carbon-capture technologies, and opportu-
nities at the energy-water nexus. � e United States 
will continue to lead in innovative and efficient 
energy technologies, recognizing the economic 
and environmental benefi ts to end users. 
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Preserve Peace 
Through Strength

“As long as I am President, the servicemen and women who defend our 
Nation will have the equipment, the resources, and the funding they need to 
secure our homeland, to respond to our enemies quickly and decisively, and, 
when necessary, to fi ght, to overpower, and to always, always, always win.”

P R E S I D E N T  D O N A L D  J .  T R U M P  |  D E C E M B E R  2 0 1 7 

A central continuity in history is the con-
test for power. The present time period 
is no different. Three main sets of chal-

lengers—the revisionist powers of China and 
Russia, the rogue states of Iran and North Korea, 
and transnational threat organizations, particu-
larly jihadist terrorist groups—are actively com-
peting against the United States and our allies 
and partners. Although differing in nature and 
magnitude, these rivals compete across politi-
cal, economic, and military arenas, and use tech-
nology and information to accelerate these con-
tests in order to shift regional balances of power 
in their favor. These are fundamentally political 
contests between those who favor repressive sys-
tems and those who favor free societies. 

China and Russia want to shape a world antithetical 
to U.S. values and interests. China seeks to displace 
the United States in the Indo-Pacifi c region, expand 
the reaches of its state-driven economic model, 
and reorder the region in its favor. Russia seeks to 
restore its great power status and establish spheres 
of inf luence near its borders. The intentions of 
both nations are not necessarily fi xed. � e United 

States stands ready to cooperate across areas of 
mutual interest with both countries. 

For decades, U.S. policy was rooted in the belief 
that support for China’s rise and for its integra-
tion into the post-war international order would 
liberalize China. Contrary to our hopes, China 
expanded its power at the expense of the sov-
ereignty of others. China gathers and exploits 
data on an unrivaled scale and spreads features 
of its authoritarian system, including corrup-
tion and the use of surveillance. It is building the 
most capable and well-funded military in the 
world, after our own. Its nuclear arsenal is grow-
ing and diversi� ing. Part of China’s military mod-
ernization and economic expansion is due to its 
access to the U.S. innovation economy, includ-
ing America’s world-class universities.

Russia aims to weaken U.S. infl uence in the world 
and divide us from our allies and partners. Russia 
views the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) and European Union (EU) as threats. Russia 
is investing in new military capabilities, includ-
ing nuclear systems that remain the most signifi-
cant existential threat to the United States, and in 
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destabilizing cyber capabilities. � rough modern-
ized forms of subversive tactics, Russia interferes 
in the domestic political a� airs of countries around 
the world. The combination of Russian ambition 
and growing military capabilities creates an unsta-
ble frontier in Eurasia, where the risk of conflict 
due to Russian miscalculation is growing. 

� e scourge of the world today is a small group of 
rogue regimes that violate all principles of free 
and civilized states. The Iranian regime spon-
sors terrorism around the world. It is developing 
more capable ballistic missiles and has the poten-
tial to resume its work on nuclear weapons that 
could threaten the United States and our part-
ners. North Korea is ruled as a ruthless dictator-
ship without regard for human dignity. For more 
than 25 years, it has pursued nuclear weapons 
and ballistic missiles in defi ance of every commit-
ment it has made. Today, these missiles and weap-
ons threaten the United States and our allies. � e 
longer we ignore threats from countries deter-
mined to proliferate and develop weapons of mass 
destruction, the worse such threats become, and 
the fewer defensive options we have. 

The United States continues to wage a long war 
against jihadist terrorist groups such as ISIS and 
al-Qa’ida. These groups are linked by a common 
radical Islamist ideology that encourages vio-
lence against the United States and our partners 
and produces misery for those under their control. 
Although the United States and our partners have 
infl icted defeats on ISIS and al-Qa’ida in Syria and 
Iraq, these organizations maintain global reach 
with established branches in strategic locations. 
The threat from jihadist terrorists will persist, 
even as we intensify efforts to prevent attacks on 
Americans, our allies, and our partners. 

Protecting American interests requires that we 
compete continuously within and across these 
contests, which are being played out in regions 
around the world. The outcome of these con-

tests will inf luence the political, economic, and 
military strength of the United States and our 
allies and partners.

To prevail, we must integrate all elements of 
America’s national power—political, economic, and 
military. Our allies and partners must also con-
tribute the capabilities, and demonstrate the will, 
to confront shared threats. Experience suggests 
that the willingness of rivals to abandon or forgo 
aggression depends on their perception of U.S. 
strength and the vitali�  of our alliances. 

The United States will seek areas of cooperation 
with competitors from a position of strength, fore-
most by ensuring our military power is second 
to none and fully integrated with our allies and 
all of our instruments of power. A strong mili-
tary ensures that our diplomats are able to oper-
ate from a position of strength. In this way we can, 
together with our allies and partners, deter and if 
necessary, defeat aggression against U.S. interests 
and increase the likelihood of managing competi-
tions without violent confl ict and preserving peace. 

Renew America’s 
Competitive Advantages
The United States must consider what is endur-
ing about the problems we face, and what is new. 
The contests over inf luence are timeless. They 
have existed in varying degrees and levels of inten-
sity, for millennia. Geopolitics is the interplay of 
these contests across the globe. But some condi-
tions are new, and have changed how these com-
petitions are unfolding. We face simultaneous 
threats from different actors across multiple are-
nas—all accelerated by technology. The United 
States must develop new concepts and capabili-
ties to protect our homeland, advance our pros-
peri� , and preserve peace. 
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Since the 1990s, the United States displayed a great 
degree of strategic complacency. We assumed that 
our military superiori�  was guaranteed and that 
a democratic peace was inevitable. We believed 
that liberal-democratic enlargement and inclu-
sion would fundamentally alter 
the nature of international rela-
tions and that competition would 
give way to peaceful cooperation. 

I n s t e a d  o f  b u i l d i n g  m i l i -
tary capacity, as threats to our 
national security increased, 
the United States dramatically 
cut the size of our military to 
the lowest levels since 1940. 
Instead of developing import-
ant capabilities, the Joint Force 
entered a nearly decade long 
“procurement holiday” during 
which the acquisition of new 
weapon systems was severely 
limited. The breakdown of the 
Nation’s annual Federal budgeting process, exem-
plified by sequestration and repeated continu-
ing resolutions, further contributed to the ero-
sion of America’s military dominance during a 
time of increasing threats.

Despite decades of efforts to reform the way that 
the United States develops and procures new weap-
ons, our acquisition system remained sclerotic. 
The Joint Force did not keep pace with emerg-
ing threats or technologies. We got less for our 
defense dollars, shortchanging American tax-
payers and warfi ghters. 

We also incorrectly believed that technology could 
compensate for our reduced capaci� —for the abil-
i�  to fi eld enough forces to prevail militarily, con-
solidate our gains, and achieve our desired polit-
ical ends. We convinced ourselves that all wars 
would be fought and won quickly, from stand-off 
distances and with minimal casualties. 

In addition, after being dismissed as a phenom-
enon of an earlier century, great power competi-
tion returned. China and Russia began to reassert 
their infl uence regionally and globally. Today, they 
are fi elding military capabilities designed to deny 

America access in times of cri-
sis and to contest our ability to 
operate freely in critical com-
mercial zones during peacetime. 
In short, they are contesting our 
geopolitical advantages and try-
ing to change the international 
order in their favor.

Moreover, deterrence today 
i s  s ig n i f ic a nt ly  mor e c om-
plex to achieve than during the 
Cold War. Adversaries stud-
ied the American way of war 
and began investing in capabil-
ities that targeted our strengths 
and sought to exploit perceived 
weaknesses. The spread of accu-
rate a nd inexpensive weap -

ons and the use of cyber tools have allowed state 
and non-state competitors to harm the United 
States across various domains. Such capabili-
ties contest what was until recently U.S. domi-
nance across the land, air, maritime, space, and 
cyberspace domains. They also enable adversar-
ies to a� empt strategic a� acks against the United 
States—without resorting to nuclear weapons—in 
ways that could cripple our economy and our abil-
i�  to deploy our military forces. Deterrence must 
be extended across all of these domains and must 
address all possible strategic attacks. 

In addition, adversaries and competitors became 
adept at operating below the threshold of open 
military conf lict and at the edges of interna-
tional law. Repressive, closed states and orga-
nizations, although brittle in many ways, are 
often more agile and faster at integrating eco-
nomic, military, and especially informational 
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means to achieve their goals. They are unencum-
bered by truth, by the rules and protections of pri-
vacy inherent in democracies, and by the law of 
armed conflict. They employ sophisticated politi-
cal, economic, and military campaigns that com-
bine discrete actions. They are patient and con-
tent to accrue strategic gains over time—making 
it harder for the United States and our allies to 
respond. Such actions are calculated to achieve 
maximum effect without provoking a direct mil-
itary response from the United States. And as 
these incremental gains are realized, over time, 
a new status quo emerges. 

� e United States must prepare for this � pe of com-
petition. China, Russia, and other state and non-
state actors recognize that the United States often 
views the world in binary terms, with states being 
either “at peace” or “at war,” when it is actually an 
arena of continuous competition. Our adversar-
ies will not fi ght us on our terms. We will raise our 
competitive game to meet that challenge, to pro-
tect American interests, and to advance our values. 

Our diplomatic, intelligence, military, and eco-
nomic agencies have not kept pace with the changes 
in the character of competition. America’s mili-
tary must be prepared to operate across a full spec-
trum of confl ict, across multiple domains at once. 
To meet these challenges we must also upgrade 
our political and economic instruments to operate 
across these environments. 

Bureaucratic inertia is powerful. But so is the tal-
ent, creativity, and dedication of Americans. By 
aligning our public and private sector efforts we 
can field a Joint Force that is unmatched. New 
advances in computing, autonomy, and manufac-
turing are already transforming the way we fi ght. 
When coupled with the strength of our allies and 
partners, this advantage grows. The future that 
we face is ours to win or lose. History suggests 
that Americans will rise to the occasion and that 
we can shift trends back in favor of the United 
States, our allies, and our partners. 

Renew Capabilities
Given the new features of the geopolitical envi-
ronment, the United States must renew key capa-
bilities to address the challenges we face. 

Military

U.S. military strength remains a vital compo-
nent of the competition for inf luence. The Joint 
Force demonstrates U.S. resolve and commit-
ment and provides us with the ability to fight 
and win across any plausible conflict that threat-
ens U.S. vital interests. 

The United States must retain overmatch—
the combination of capabilities in suff icient 
scale to prevent enemy success and to ensure 
that America’s sons and daughters will never 
be in a fair fight. Overmatch strengthens our 
diplomacy and permits us to shape the inter-
national environment to protect our interests. 
To retain military overmatch the United States 
must restore our ability to produce innovative 
capabilities, restore the readiness of our forces for 
major war, and grow the size of the force so that it 
is capable of operating at sufficient scale and for 
ample duration to win across a range of scenarios. 

We must convince adversaries that we can and 
will defeat them—not just punish them if they 
a� ack the United States. We must ensure the abil-
ity to deter potential enemies by denial, convinc-
ing them that they cannot accomplish objectives 
through the use of force or other forms of aggres-
sion. We need our allies to do the same—to modern-
ize, acquire necessary capabilities, improve read-
iness, expand the size of their forces, and affirm 
the political will to win. 
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Priori�  Actions  

MODERNIZATION: Ensuring that the U.S. military 
can defeat our adversaries requires weapon sys-
tems that clearly overmatch theirs in lethality. 
Where possible, we must improve existing systems 
to maximize returns on prior investments. In other 
areas we should seek new capa-
bilities that create clear advan-
tages for our military while 
posing costly dilemmas for our 
adversaries. We must elimi-
nate bureaucratic impediments 
to innovation and embrace less 
expensive and time-intensive 
commercial off-the-shelf solu-
tions. Departments and agen-
cies must work with industry to 
experiment, prototype, and rap-
idly field new capabilities that 
can be easily upgraded as new 
technologies come online. 

ACQUISITION: The United States will pursue new 
approaches to acquisition to make better deals 
on behalf of the American people that avoid 
cost overruns, eliminate bloated bureaucra-
cies, and stop unnecessary delays so that we can 
put the right equipment into the hands of our 
forces. We must harness innovative technolo-
gies that are being developed outside of the tradi-
tional defense industrial base. 

CAPACITY: The size of our force matters. To deter 
conf lict and, if deterrence fails, to win in war, 
the Nation must be able to f ield forces capa-
ble of operating in sufficient scale and for ample 
duration to defeat enemies, consolidate mili-
tary gains, and achieve sustainable outcomes 
that protect the American people and our vital 
interests. The United States must reverse recent 
decisions to reduce the size of the Joint Force 
and grow the force while modernizing and 
ensuring readiness. 

IMPROVE READINESS: � e United States must retain 
a ready force that is capable of protecting the home-
land while defending U.S. interests. Readiness 
requires a renewed focus on training, logistics, 
and maintenance. We must be able to get to a the-
ater in time to shape events quickly. This will 
require a resilient forward posture and agile 

global mobility forces. 

RETAIN A FULL-SPECTRUM FORCE:

The Joint Force must remain 
capable of deterring and defeat-
ing the full range of threats to the 
United States. The Department 
of Defense must develop new 
operational concepts and capa-
bilities to win without assured 
dominance in air, maritime, 
land, space, and cyberspace 
doma ins, includ ing aga inst 
those operating below the level 
of conventional military con-

flict. We must sustain our competence in irregu-
lar warfare, which requires planning for a long-
term, rather than ad hoc, fight against terrorist 
networks and other irregular threats. 

Defense Industrial Base

A healthy defense industrial base is a critical ele-
ment of U.S. power and the National Security 
Innovation Base. The ability of the military to 
surge in response to an emergency depends on 
our Nation’s ability to produce needed parts and 
systems, healthy and secure supply chains, and a 
skilled U.S. workforce. The erosion of American 
manufacturing over the last two decades, how-
ever, has had a negative impact on these capa-
bilities and threatens to undermine the ability 
of U.S. manufacturers to meet national security 
requirements. Today, we rely on single domes-
tic sources for some products and foreign supply 
chains for others, and we face the possibili�  of not 
being able to produce specialized components for 
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the military at home. As America’s manufactur-
ing base has weakened, so too have critical work-
force skills ranging from industrial welding, to 
high-technology skills for cybersecuri�  and aero-
space. Support for a vibrant domestic manufactur-
ing sector, a solid defense industrial base, and resil-
ient supply chains is a national priority.

Priori�  Actions 

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM: We will evaluate the 
strengths and weaknesses of our defense indus-
trial base, including the identification of materi-
als essential to national security, contingencies 
that could affect supply chains, and technologies 
that are likely to be critical for the future. 

ENCOURAGE HOMELAND INVESTMENT: The United 
States will promote policies and incentives 
that return key national security industries 
to American shores. Where possible, the U.S. 
Government will work with industry partners to 
strengthen U.S. competitiveness in key technolo-
gies and manufacturing capabilities. In addition, 
we will reform regulations and processes to facili-
tate the export of U.S. military equipment.

PROTECT AND GROW CRITICAL SKILLS: The United 
States must maintain and develop skilled trades 
and high-technology skills through increased 
support for technical college and apprentice-
ship programs. We will support STEM efforts, 
at the Federal and state levels, and target national 
security technology areas. 

Nuclear Forces

Nuclear weapons have served a vital purpose in 
America’s National Security Strategy for the past 
70 years. They are the foundation of our strat-
egy to preserve peace and stability by deterring 
aggression against the United States, our allies, 
and our partners. While nuclear deterrence strat-
egies cannot prevent all conflict, they are essen-

tial to prevent nuclear a� ack, non-nuclear strategic 
attacks, and large-scale conventional aggression. 
In addition, the extension of the U.S. nuclear deter-
rent to more than 30 allies and partners helps to 
assure their security, and reduces their need to 
possess their own nuclear capabilities.

Following the Cold War, the United States reduced 
investments in our nuclear enterprise and reduced 
the role of nuclear weapons in our strategy. Some 
parts of America’s strategic nuclear Triad of bomb-
ers, sea-based missiles, and land-based missiles are 
over 30 years old, and much of our nuclear infra-
structure dates to the World War II era. At the same 
time, however, nuclear-armed adversaries have 
expanded their arsenals and range of delivery sys-
tems. The United States must maintain the credi-
ble deterrence and assurance capabilities provided 
by our nuclear Triad and by U.S. theater nuclear 
capabilities deployed abroad. Significant invest-
ment is needed to maintain a U.S. nuclear arsenal 
and infrastructure that is able to meet national 
securi�  threats over the coming decades. 

Priori�  Actions 

SUSTAIN U.S. NUCLEAR WEAPONS: The United States 
will sustain a nuclear force structure that meets 
our current needs and addresses unanticipated 
risks. The United States does not need to match 
the nuclear arsenals of other powers, but we must 
sustain a stockpile that can deter adversaries, 
assure allies and partners, and achieve U.S. objec-
tives if deterrence fails. 

MODE R NIZE U . S .  N UCLE AR FORCES AN D IN FR A-

STRUCTURE: We will modernize our nuclear enter-
prise to ensure that we have the scientific, engi-
neering, and manufacturing capabilities nec-
essary to retain an effective and safe nuclear 
Triad and respond to future national secu-
rity threats. Modernization and sustainment 
require investing in our aging command and 
control system and maintaining and growing 
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the highly skilled workforce needed to develop, 
manufacture, and deploy nuclear weapons.

MAINTAIN STABLE DETERRENCE: To avoid miscalcu-
lation, the United States will conduct discussions 
with other states to build predictable relation-
ships and reduce nuclear risks. We will consider 
new arms control arrangements if they contribute 
to strategic stability and if they are verifiable. We 
will not allow adversaries to use threats of nuclear 
escalation or other irresponsible nuclear behav-
iors to coerce the United States, our allies, and   
our partners. Fear of escalation will not prevent 
the United States from defending our vital inter-
ests and those of our allies and partners. 

Space 

The United States must maintain our leadership 
and freedom of action in space. Communications 
and fi nancial networks, military and intelligence 
systems, weather monitoring, navigation, and 
more have components in the space domain. As 
U.S. dependence on space has increased, other 
actors have gained access to space-based systems 
and information. Governments and private sector 
fi rms have the abili�  to launch satellites into space 
at increasingly lower costs. � e fusion of data from 
imagery, communications, and geolocation ser-
vices allows motivated actors to access previously 
unavailable information. � is “democratization of 
space” has an impact on military operations and 
on America’s abili�  to prevail in confl ict. 

Many countries are purchasing satellites to sup-
port their own strategic military activities. Others 
believe that the abili�  to a� ack space assets o� ers 
an asymmetric advantage and as a result, are pur-
suing a range of anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons. 
The United States considers unfettered access to 
and freedom to operate in space to be a vital inter-
est. Any harmful interference with or an attack 
upon critical components of our space archi-
tecture that directly affects this vital U.S. inter-

est will be met with a deliberate response at a 
time, place, manner, and domain of our choosing.

Priori�  Actions

ADVANCE SPACE AS A PRIORITY DOMAIN: America’s 
newly re-established National Space Council, 
chaired by the Vice President, will review America’s 
long-range space goals and develop a strategy that 
integrates all space sectors to support innova-
tion and American leadership in space. 

PROMOTE SPACE COMMERCE: The United States will 
simplify and update regulations for commer-
cial space activity to strengthen competitiveness. 
As the U.S. Government partners with U.S. com-
mercial space capabilities to improve the resil-
iency of our space architecture, we will also con-
sider extending national security protections to 
our private sector partners as needed. 

MAINTAIN LEAD IN EXPLORATION: To enable human 
exploration across the solar system and to bring 
back to Earth new knowledge and opportuni-
ties, we will increase public-private partnerships 
and promote ventures beyond low Earth orbit 
with allies and friends. 

Cyberspace

Malicious state and non-state actors use cyberat-
tacks for extortion, information warfare, disinfor-
mation, and more. Such a� acks have the capabili�  
to harm large numbers of people and institutions 
with comparatively minimal investment and a 
troubling degree of deniability. These attacks can 
undermine faith and confidence in democratic 
institutions and the global economic system. 

Many countries now view cyber capabilities 
as tools for projecting inf luence, and some use 
cyber tools to protect and extend their autocratic 
regimes. Cyberattacks have become a key feature 
of modern conflict. The United States will deter, 
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defend, and when necessary defeat malicious 
actors who use cyberspace capabilities against the 
United States. When faced with the opportunity 
to take action against malicious actors in cyber-
space, the United States will be risk informed, but 
not risk averse, in considering our options.

Priori�  Actions

I M P ROVE AT TR I B UTIO N ,  ACCO U NTAB I L IT Y,  AN D 

RESPONSE: We will invest in capabilities to sup-
port and improve our ability to attribute cyber-
attacks, to allow for rapid response. 

ENHANCE CYBER TOOLS AND EXPERTISE: We will 
improve our cyber tools across the spectrum of 
conf lict to protect U.S. Government assets and 
U.S. critical infrastructure, and to protect the 
integrity of data and information. U.S. depart-
ments and agencies will recruit , train, and 
retain a workforce capable of operating across 
this spectrum of activity. 

I M P ROVE I NTEG R ATI O N AN D AG I L IT Y:  We w i l l 
improve the integration of authorities and pro-
cedures across the U.S. Government so that 
cyber operations against adversaries can be 
conducted as required. We will work with the 
Congress to address the challenges that continue 
to hinder timely intelligence and information 
sharing, planning and operations, and the devel-
opment of necessary cyber tools. 

Intelligence 

America’s ability to identify and respond to geo-
strategic and regional shifts and their political, eco-
nomic, military, and securi�  implications requires 
that the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) gather, 
analyze, discern, and operationalize information. 
In this information-dominant era, the IC must con-
tinuously pursue strategic intelligence to antic-
ipate geostrategic shifts, as well as shorter-term 
intelligence so that the United States can respond 
to the actions and provocations of rivals. 

The ability of the United States to modernize 
our military forces to overmatch our adversar-
ies requires intelligence support. Intelligence is 
needed to understand and anticipate foreign doc-
trine and the intent of foreign leaders, prevent tac-
tical and operational surprise, and ensure that 
U.S. capabilities are not compromised before 
they are fielded. In addition, virtually all mod-
ern weapon systems depend upon data derived 
from scientifi c and technical intelligence. 

� e IC, as well as the law enforcement communi� , 
offer unique abilities to defend against and miti-
gate threat actors operating below the threshold of 
open confl ict. Both communitites have exception-
ally strong liaison relationships throughout the 
world, allowing the United States to cooperate with 
allies and partners to protect against adversaries.

Priori�  Actions 

IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING: To prevent the theft of 
sensitive and proprietary information and main-
tain supply chain integri� , the United States must 
increase our understanding of the economic pol-
icy priorities of our adversaries and improve 
our ability to detect and defeat their attempts to 
commit economic espionage. 

HARNESS ALL INFORMATION AT OUR DISPOSAL: The 
United States will, in concert with allies and part-
ners, use the information-rich open-source envi-
ronment to deny the ability of state and non-state 
actors to attack our citizens, conduct offensive 
intelligence activities, and degrade America’s 
democratic institutions. 

FUSE INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS: � e United States 
will fuse our analysis of information derived from 
the diplomatic, information, military, and eco-
nomic domains to compete more effectively on 
the geopolitical stage.
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Diplomacy and Statecraft 

Competitive Diplomacy

Across the competitive landscape, America’s dip-
lomats are our forward-deployed political capa-
bility, advancing and defending America’s inter-
ests abroad. Diplomacy catalyzes the political, 
economic, and societal connections that create 
America’s enduring alignments and that build 
positive networks of rela-
t ionsh ips w it h pa r tners . 
Diplom ac y sust a i n s d ia-
logue and fosters areas of 
cooperation with compet-
itors. It reduces the risk of 
costly miscommunication. 

Diplom ac y is  i nd ispen s-
able to identify and imple-
m e n t  s o l u t i o n s  t o  c o n -
f licts in unstable regions 
of the world short of mili-
tary involvement. It helps to 
galvanize allies for action 
and marshal the collective 
resources of l ike-minded 
n a t i o n s  a n d  o r g a n i z a -
tions to address shared problems. Authoritarian 
states are eager to replace the United States 
where the United States withdraws our diplo-
mats and closes our outposts. 

We must upgrade our diplomatic capabil i-
ties to compete in the current environment and 
to embrace a competitive mindset. Effective 
diplomacy requires the efficient use of limited 
resources, a professional diplomatic corps, modern 
and safe facilities, and secure methods to commu-
nicate and engage with local populations. 

Priori�  Actions 

PRESERVE A FORWARD DIPLOMATIC PRESENCE: Our 

diplomats must be able to build and sustain rela-

tionships where U.S. interests are at stake. Face-

to-face diplomacy cannot be replaced by tech-

nology. Relationships, developed over time, 

create trust and shared understanding that the 

United States calls upon when confronting secu-

rity threats, responding to crises, and encour-

aging others to share the 

bu rden for  t ack l i n g t he 

world’s challenges. We must 

enable for wa rd-deployed 

field work beyond the con-

fines of diplomatic facilities, 

including partnering with 

military colleagues in con-

flict-affected states.

ADVANCE AMERICAN INTERESTS: 

I n t he on goi n g c ont e s t s 

for power, our diplomats 

must build and lead coali-

tions that advance shared 

i nterest s  a nd a r t ic u late 

America’s vision in interna-

tional forums, in bilateral 

relationships, and at local levels within states. 

Our diplomats need additional flexibility to oper-

ate in complex conf lict-affected areas.

CATALYZE OPPORTUNITIES: Diplomats must iden-

tif y opportunities for commerce and coop-

eration, a nd faci l itate the cu ltura l , educa-

tional, and people-to-people exchanges that 

create the networks of current and future polit-

ical, civil society, and educational leaders who 

will extend a free and prosperous world. 
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Tools of Economic Diplomacy

Retaining our position as the world’s preemi-
nent economic actor strengthens our ability to 
use the tools of economic diplomacy for the good 
of Americans and others. Maintaining America’s 
central role in international financial forums 
enhances our security and prosperity by expand-
ing a communi�  of free market economies, defend-
ing against threats from state-led economies, and 
protecting the U.S. and international economy 
from abuse by illicit actors.

We want to create wealth for Americans and our 
allies and partners. Prosperous states are stron-
ger security partners who are able to share the 
burden of con fronting com-
mon threats. Fair and recip-
rocal trade, investments, and 
exchanges of knowledge deepen 
our alliances and partnerships, 
which are necessary to succeed 
in today’s competitive geopoliti-
cal environment. Trade, export 
promotion, targeted use of for-
eign assistance, and modern-
ized development finance tools 
can promote stability, prosper-
ity, and political reform, and 
build new partnerships based 
on the principle of reciprocity.

Economic tools—including sanctions, anti-mon-
ey-laundering and anti-corruption measures, and 
enforcement actions—can be important parts of 
broader strategies to deter, coerce, and constrain 
adversaries. We will work with like-minded part-
ners to build support for tools of economic diplo-
macy against shared threats. Multilateral eco-
nomic pressure is often more effective because it 
limits the ability of targeted states to circumvent 
measures and conveys united resolve.

Priori�  Actions

R E I N FO R C E E CO N O M I C T I E S  W I T H A L L I E S  A N D 

PARTNERS: We will strengthen economic ties as a 
core aspect of our relationships with like-minded 
states and use our economic expertise, mar-
kets, and resources to bolster states threatened 
by ou r compet itors .

DEPLOY ECONOMIC PRESSURE ON SECURITY THREATS: 

We will use existing and pursue new economic 
authorities and mobilize international actors 
to increase pressure on threats to peace and 
security in order to resolve confrontations short 
of military action.

SEVER SOURCES OF FUNDING: We will deny reve-
nue to terrorists, WMD proliferators, and other 

illicit actors in order to con-
strain their ability to use and 
move fu nds to suppor t hos-
t i l e  a c t s  a n d  o p e r a t i o n s .

Information Statecraft

America’s competitors weap-
onize information to attack the 
values and institutions that 
underpin free societies, while 
shielding themselves from out-
side information. They exploit 
marketing techniques to tar-
get ind iv idua ls based upon 
t h e i r  a c t i v i t ie s ,  i n t e r e s t s , 

opinions, and values. They disseminate mis-
i n for m a t ion  a n d  p r o p a g a n d a .

Risks to U.S. national security will grow as com-
petitors integrate information derived from per-
sonal and commercial sources with intelligence 
collection and data analytic capabilities based 
on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learn-
ing. Breaches of U.S. commercial and govern-
ment organizations also provide adversaries with 
data and insights into their target audiences. 

America's competitors 

weaponize information 

to a� ack the values and 

institutions that underpin 

free societies, while 

shielding themselves from 

outside information.
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China, for example, combines data and the use of AI 
to rate the loyal�  of its citizens to the state and uses 
these ratings to determine jobs and more. Jihadist 
terrorist groups continue to wage ideological infor-
mation campaigns to establish and legitimize their 
narrative of hate, using sophisticated communica-
tions tools to a� ract recruits and encourage a� acks 
against Americans and our partners. 

Russia uses information operations as part of its 
offensive cyber efforts to inf luence public opin-
ion across the globe. Its infl uence campaigns blend 
covert intelligence operations and false online per-
sonas with state-funded media, third-party inter-
mediaries, and paid social media users or “trolls.” 

U.S. e� orts to counter the exploitation of informa-
tion by rivals have been tepid and fragmented. U.S. 
e� orts have lacked a sustained focus and have been 
hampered by the lack of properly trained profes-
sionals. The American private sector has a direct 
interest in supporting and amplifying voices 
that stand for tolerance, openness, and freedom.

Priori�  Actions 

PRIORITIZE THE COMPETITION: We will improve 
our understanding of how adversaries gain infor-
mational and psychological advantages across 
all policies. The United States must empower 
a true public diplomacy capability to compete 
e� ectively in this arena. 

DRIVE EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS: We will craft 
and direct coherent communications campaigns 
to advance American infl uence and counter chal-
lenges from the ideological threats that ema-
nate from radical Islamist groups and competitor 
nations. � ese campaigns will adhere to American 
values and expose adversary propaganda and 
disinformation. 

ACTIVATE LOCAL NETWORKS: Local voices are most 
compelling and effective in ideological competi-
tions. We must amplify credible voices and part-
ner with them to advance alternatives to violent 
and hateful messages. Since media and Internet 
companies are the platforms through which mes-
sages are transported, the private sector should 
lend its creativity and resources to promot-
ing the values that inspire and grow a commu-
nity of civilized groups and individuals. 

SHARE RESPONSIBILITY: The United States will 
urge states where radicalism thrives to take 
greater responsibility for countering violent 
messaging and promoting tolerant and pluralis-
tic worldviews. 

U P G R A D E ,  TA I L O R ,  A N D  I N N O VAT E :  We  w i l l 
reexamine legacy delivery platforms for com-
municating U.S. messages overseas. We must 
consider more cost-effective and efficient ways 
to deliver and evaluate content consistent with 
U.S. national security interests.
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Advance American Influence

 “Above all, we value the digni�  of every human life, 
protect the rights of every person, and share the hope of every soul 

to live in freedom. � at is who we are.”

P R E S I D E N T  D O N A L D  J .  T R U M P  |  J U LY  2 0 1 7 

Our America First foreign policy cel-
ebrates America’s inf luence in the 
world as a positive force that can help 

set the conditions for peace and prosperity and 
for developing successful societies. 

� ere is no arc of history that ensures that America’s 
free political and economic system will automati-
cally prevail. Success or failure depends upon our 
actions. This Administration has the confidence 
to compete to protect our values and interests and 
the fundamental principles that underpin them. 

During the Cold War, a totalitarian threat from 
the Soviet Union motivated the free world to cre-
ate coalitions in defense of liberty. Today’s chal-
lenges to free societies are just as serious, but 
more diverse. State and non-state actors proj-
ect inf luence and advance their objectives by 
exploiting information, democratic media free-
doms, and international institutions. Repressive 
leaders often collaborate to subvert free societies 
and corrupt multilateral organizations. 

Around the world, nations and individuals admire 
what America stands for. We treat people equally 
and value and uphold the rule of law. We have 
a democratic system that allows the best ideas 
to f lourish. We know how to grow economies so 
that individuals can achieve prosperity. These 

qualities have made America the richest coun-
try on earth—rich in culture, talent, opportuni-
ties, and material wealth. 

� e United States o� ers partnership to those who 
share our aspirations for freedom and prosperity. 
We lead by example. “The world has its eye upon 
America," Alexander Hamilton once observed. “� e 
noble struggle we have made in the cause of liber� , 
has occasioned a kind of revolution in human sen-
timent. The inf luence of our example has pene-
trated the gloomy regions of despotism.” 

We are not going to impose our values on oth-
ers. Our alliances, partnerships, and coalitions 
are built on free will and shared interests. When 
the United States partners with other states, we 
develop policies that enable us to achieve our 
goals while our partners achieve theirs. 

Allies and partners are a great strength of the 
United States. They add directly to U.S. politi-
cal, economic, military, intelligence, and other 
capabilities. Together, the United States and our 
allies and partners represent well over half of 
the global GDP. None of our adversaries have 
comparable coalitions. 

We encourage those who want to join our com-
munity of like-minded democratic states and 
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improve the condition of their peoples. By mod-
ernizing U.S. instruments of diplomacy and devel-
opment, we will catalyze conditions to help them 
achieve that goal. � ese aspiring partners include 
states that are fragile, recovering from conflict, 
and seeking a path forward to 
sustainable security and eco-
nomic growth. Stable, prosper-
ous, and friendly states enhance 
American security and boost 
U.S. economic opportunities.

We w i l l  cont i nue to ch a m-
pion A mer ic a n va lues a nd 
offer encouragement to those 
s t r ug g l i n g for  hu m a n d ig-
nity in their societies. There 
can be no moral equivalency 
between nations that uphold the 
rule of law, empower women, 
and respect individual rights 
and those that brutalize and suppress their peo-
ple. Through our words and deeds, America 
demonstrates a positive alternative to political 
and religious despotism. 

Encourage Aspiring Partners
Some of the greatest triumphs of American state-
craft resulted from helping fragile and develop-
ing countries become successful societies. These 
successes, in turn, created profitable markets for 
American businesses, allies to help achieve favor-
able regional balances of power, and coalition part-
ners to share burdens and address a varie�  of prob-
lems around the world. Over time, the United States 
has helped create a network of states that advance 
our common interests and values.

� is historical record is unprecedented and excep-
tional. American support to aspiring partners 
enabled the recovery of the countries of Western 
Europe under the Marshall Plan, as well as the 

ongoing integration of Central and Eastern Europe 
into Western institutions after the Cold War. 
In Asia, the United States worked with South Korea 
and Japan, countries ravaged by war, to help them 
become successful democracies and among the 

most prosperous economies 
in the world. 

These achievements were prod-
ucts of patient partnerships 
with those who aspired to build 
prosperous societies and join 
the community of democratic 
states. They resulted in mutu-
ally beneficial relationships in 
which the United States helped 
s t at e s  mobi l i z e  t hei r  ow n 
resources to achieve transitions 
to growth and stabili� . Working 
with these countries made the 
United States wealthier and 

more competitive. This progress illustrates how 
e� ective foreign assistance programs should reach 
their natural endpoint. 

Today, the United States must compete for positive 
relationships around the world. China and Russia 
target their investments in the developing world to 
expand infl uence and gain competitive advantages 
against the United States. China is investing bil-
lions of dollars in infrastructure across the globe. 
Russia, too, projects its inf luence economically, 
through the control of key energy and other infra-
structure throughout parts of Europe and Central 
Asia. � e United States provides an alternative to 
state-directed investments, which often leave devel-
oping countries worse off. The United States pur-
sues economic ties not only for market access but 
also to create enduring relationships to advance 
common political and security interests. 

The United States will promote a development 
model that partners with countries that want prog-
ress, consistent with their culture, based on free 
market principles, fair and reciprocal trade, private 

� ere is no arc of history 

that ensures that America’s 

free political and economic 

system will automatically 

prevail. Success or failure 

depends upon our actions.
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sector activity, and rule of law. The United States 
will shift away from a reliance on assistance based 
on grants to approaches that a� ract private capital 
and catalyze private sector activi� . We will empha-
size reforms that unlock the economic potential of 
citizens, such as the promotion of formal proper�  
rights, entrepreneurial reforms, and infrastruc-
ture improvements—projects that help people earn 
their livelihood and have the added benefi t of help-
ing U.S. businesses. By mobilizing both public and 
private resources, the United States can help maxi-
mize returns and outcomes and reduce the burden 
on U.S. Government resources. Unlike the state-di-
rected mercantilism of some competitors that 
can disadvantage recipient nations and promote 
dependency, the purpose of U.S. foreign assistance 
should be to end the need for it. � e United States 
seeks strong partners, not weak ones.

U.S. development assista nce must suppor t 
America’s national interests. We will prioritize col-
laboration with aspiring partners that are aligned 
with U.S. interests. We will focus on development 
investments where we can have the most impact—
where local reformers are committed to tackling 
their economic and political challenges.

Within this framework, the United States will 
also assist fragile states to prevent threats to the 
U.S. homeland. Transnational threat organiza-
tions, such as jihadist terrorists and organized 
crime, often operate freely from fragile states 
and undermine sovereign governments. Failing 
states can destabilize entire regions. 

Across Africa, Latin America, and Asia, states are 
eager for investments and financing to develop 
their infrastructure and propel growth. The 
United States and its partners have opportuni-
ties to work with countries to help them real-
ize their potential as prosperous and sovereign 
states that are accountable to their people. Such 
states can become trading partners that buy more 
American-made goods and create more predict-
able business environments that benefi t American 

companies. American-led investments represent 
the most sustainable and responsible approach 
to development and offer a stark contrast to 
the corrupt, opaque, exploitive, and low-qual-
ity deals offered by authoritarian states.

Priori�  Actions: 
Developing Countries

M O B I L IZ E R E SO U RCE S :  The United States will 
modernize its development finance tools so that 
U.S. companies have incentives to capitalize on 
opportunities in developing countries. With 
these changes, the United States will not be left 
behind as other states use investment and proj-
ect finance to extend their inf luence. In addi-
tion, the U.S. Government must not be an obsta-
cle to U.S. companies that want to conduct 
business in the developing world. 

CAPITALIZE ON NEW TECHNOLOGIES: We will incor-
porate innovative technologies in our diplo-
matic and development programs. For exam-
ple, digital technologies enable millions to access 
financial services through their cell phones and 
can connect farmers to markets. Such technol-
ogies can reduce corruption, increase trans-
parency, and help ensure that money reaches 
its intended destination. 

INCENTIVIZE REFORMS: The United States will use 
diplomacy and assistance to encourage states to 
make choices that improve governance, rule of 
law, and sustainable development. We already 
do this through the Millennium Challenge 
Corporation, which selects countries that are 
committed to reform and then monitors and 
evaluates their projects.

Priori�  Actions: Fragile States

COMMIT SELECTIVELY: We will give priority to 
strengthening states where state weaknesses or 
failure would magnify threats to the American 
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h om el a n d .  For  i n s t a n c e ,  e n g a ge m e n t  i n 
Afghanistan seeks to prevent the reemergence of 
terrorist safe havens. 

WORK WITH REFORMERS: Political problems are at 
the root of most state fragility. The United States 
will prioritize programs that empower reform-
minded governments, people, and civil socie� . As 
the United States designs its efforts, inputs from 
local actors improve the likelihood of enduring 
solutions, reduce costs, and increase accountabil-
ity to the American taxpayer. 

SYNCHRONIZE ACTIONS: The United States must 
use its diplomatic, economic, and military tools 
simultaneously when assisting aspiring part-
ners. We wil l place a priority on economic 
support that achieves local and macroeconomic 
stability, helps build capable security forces, and 
strengthens the rule of law. 

Achieve Be� er Outcomes 
in Multilateral Forums
The United States must lead and engage in the 
multinational arrangements that shape many 
of the rules that affect U.S. interests and values. 
A competition for influence exists in these insti-
tutions. As we participate in them, we must pro-
tect American sovereign�  and advance American 
interests and values. 

A range of international institutions establishes 
the rules for how states, businesses, and individ-
uals interact with each other, across land and sea, 
the Arctic, outer space, and the digital realm. It is 
vital to U.S. prosperi�  and securi�  that these insti-
tutions uphold the rules that help keep these com-
mon domains open and free. Free access to the seas 
remains a central principle of national security 
and economic prosperity, and exploration of sea 
and space provides opportunities for commercial 
gain and scientifi c breakthroughs. � e fl ow of data 

and an open, interoperable Internet are insepara-
ble from the success of the U.S. economy. 

Authoritarian actors have long recognized the 
power of multilateral bodies and have used them 
to advance their interests and limit the freedom 
of their own citizens. If the United States cedes 
leadership of these bodies to adversaries, oppor-
tunities to shape developments that are posi-
tive for the United States will be lost. All institu-
tions are not equal, however. The United States 
will prioritize its efforts in those organizations 
that serve American interests, to ensure that 
they are strengthened and supportive of the 
United States, our allies, and our partners. Where 
existing institutions and rules need moderniz-
ing, the United States will lead to update them. 
At the same time, it should be clear that the United 
States will not cede sovereign�  to those that claim 
authority over American citizens and are in con-
flict with our constitutional framework. 

Priori�  Actions 

EXERCISE LEADERSHIP IN POLITICAL AND SECURITY 

BODIES: � e United States will strive for outcomes 
in political and security forums that are consis-
tent with U.S. interests and values—values which 
are shared by our allies and partners. The United 
Nations can help contribute to solving many of 
the complex problems in the world, but it must be 
reformed and recommit to its founding princi-
ples. We will require accountability and empha-
size shared responsibility among members. If the 
United States is asked to provide a disproportion-
ate level of support for an institution, we will expect 
a commensurate degree of inf luence over the 
direction and efforts of that institution. 

SHAPE AND REFORM INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL AND 

TRADE INSTITUTIONS: � e United States will continue 
to play a leading role in institutions such as the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, 
and World Trade Organization (WTO), but will 
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improve their performance through reforms. � ese 
reforms include encouraging multilateral devel-
opment banks to invest in high-quali�  infrastruc-
ture projects that promote economic growth. We 
will press to make the WTO a more e� ective forum 
to adjudicate unfair trade practices. 

E N S U R E  C O M M O N  D O M A I N S 

REMAIN FREE: � e United States 
will provide leadership and 
technology to shape and gov-
ern common domains—space, 
cyberspace, a ir,  a nd ma ri-
time—within the framework of 
international law. The United 
States suppor ts the peace-
f u l  resolut ion of  d is putes 
under international law but 
will use all of its instruments 
of power to defend U.S. inter-
ests and to ensure common 
domains remain free. 

P R O T E C T  A  F R E E  A N D  O P E N 

INTERNET: The United States 
will advocate for open, interoperable commu-
nications, with minimal barriers to the global 
exchange of information and services. � e United 
States will promote the free flow of data and pro-
tect its interests through active engagement in key 
organizations, such as the Internet Corporation 
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the 
Internet Governance Forum (IGF), the UN, and the 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

Champion American Values
The extraordinary trajectory of the United States 
from a group of colonies to a thriving, industrial-
ized, sovereign republic—the world's lone super-
power—is a testimony to the strength of the idea 
on which our Nation is founded, namely that 
each of our citizens is born free and equal under 

the law. America’s core principles, enshrined in 
the Declaration of Independence, are secured by 
the Bill of Rights, which proclaims our respect 
for fundamental individual liberties beginning 
with the freedoms of religion, speech, the press, 
and assembly. Liberty, free enterprise, equal 
justice under the law, and the dignity of every 

human life are central to who 
we a re as a people . 

� ese principles form the foun-
dat ion of ou r most endu r-
ing alliances, and the United 
States will continue to cham-
pion them. Governments that 
respect the rights of their cit-
izens remain the best vehi-
cle for prosperity, human hap-
piness, and peace. In contrast, 
governments that routinely 
abuse the rights of their citi-
zens do not play constructive 
roles in the world. For example, 
governments that fail to treat 
women equally do not allow 

their societies to reach their potential. 

No nation can unilaterally alleviate all human 
suffering, but just because we cannot help every-
one does not mean that we should stop trying 
to help anyone. For much of the world, America’s 
liberties are inspirational, and the United States 
will always stand with those who seek free-
dom. We will remain a beacon of liberty and 
opportunity around the world. 

The United States also remains committed to 
supporting and advancing religious freedom—
America’s first freedom. Our Founders under-
stood religious freedom not as the state’s creation, 
but as the gift of God to every person and a funda-
mental right for our f lourishing society. 

And it is part of our culture, as well as in America’s 
interest, to help those in need and those trying to 

For much of the world, 

America’s liberties are 

inspirational, and the United 

States will always stand 

with those who seek freedom. 

We will remain a beacon 

of liber�  and opportuni�  

around the world. 
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build a be� er future for their families. We aid oth-
ers judiciously, aligning our means to our objec-
tives, but with a firm belief that we can improve 
the lives of others while establishing conditions 
for a more secure and prosperous world. 

Priori�  Actions 

SUPPORT THE DIGNITY OF INDIVIDUALS: We support, 
with our words and actions, those who live under 
oppressive regimes and who seek freedom, indi-
vidual dignity, and the rule of law. We are under 
no obligation to offer the benefits of our free and 
prosperous communi�  to repressive regimes and 
human rights abusers. We may use diplomacy, 
sanctions, and other tools to isolate states and lead-
ers who threaten our interests and whose actions 
run contrary to our values. We will not remain 
silent in the face of evil. We will hold perpetra-
tors of genocide and mass atrocities accountable.

DEFEAT TRANSNATIONAL TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS: 

There can be no greater action to advance the 
rights of individuals than to defeat jihadist terror-
ists and other groups that foment hatred and use 
violence to advance their supremacist Islamist ide-
ologies. We will continue to join with other states to 
defeat this scourge of all civilized peoples.

E M POWE R WOM E N AN D YOUTH :  Societies that 
empower women to participate fully in civic and 
economic life are more prosperous and peace-
ful. We will support efforts to advance wom-
en’s equality, protect the rights of women and 
girls, and promote women and youth empower-
ment programs. 

P ROTEC T R E LI G IO U S F R E E DO M AN D R E LI G IO U S 

MINORITIES: We will advocate on behalf of religious 
freedom and threatened minorities. Religious 
minorities continue to be victims of violence. We 
will place a priority on protecting these groups 
and will continue working with regional partners 
to protect minority communities from attacks 
and to preserve their cultural heritage. 

REDUCE HUMAN SUFFERING: � e United States will 
continue to lead the world in humanitarian assis-
tance. Even as we expect others to share respon-
sibility, the United States will continue to cata-
lyze international responses to man-made and 
natural disasters and provide our expertise and 
capabilities to those in need. We will support 
food security and health programs that save lives 
and address the root cause of hunger and dis-
ease. We will support displaced people close to 
their homes to help meet their needs until they 
can safely and voluntarily return home.
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The Strategy 
in a Regional Context

The United States must tailor our approaches to different regions of the 
world to protect U.S. national interests. We require integrated regional strat-
egies that appreciate the nature and magnitude of threats, the intensi�  of 
competitions, and the promise of available opportunities, all in the context 
of local political, economic, social, and historical realities.

C hanges in a regional balance of power can 
have global consequences and threaten 
U.S. interests. Markets, raw materi-

als, lines of communication, and human capital 
are located within, or move among, key regions 
of the world. China and Russia aspire to proj-
ect power worldwide, but they interact most with 
their neighbors. North Korea and Iran also pose 
the greatest menace to those closest to them. But, 
as destructive weapons proliferate and regions 
become more interconnected, threats become 
more difficult to contain. And regional balances 
that shift against the United States could combine 
to threaten our security. 

The United States must marshal the will and 
capabilities to compete and prevent unfavorable 
shifts in the Indo-Pacific, Europe, and the Middle 
East. Sustaining favorable balances of power will 
require a strong commitment and close cooper-
ation with allies and partners because allies and 
partners magni�  U.S. power and extend U.S. infl u-
ence. They share our interests and responsibility 
for resisting authoritarian trends, contesting radi-
cal ideologies, and deterring aggression. 

In other regions of the world, instabili�  and weak 
governance threaten U.S. interests. Some gov-
ernments are unable to maintain security and 
meet the basic needs of their people, making 
their country and citizens vulnerable to preda-

tors. Terrorists and criminals thrive where gov-
ernments are weak, corruption is rampant, and 
faith in government institutions is low. Strategic 
competitors often exploit rather than discour-
age corruption and state weakness to extract 
resources and exploit their populations. 

Regions afflicted by instability and weak govern-
ments also offer opportunities to improve secu-
ri� , promote prosperi� , and restore hope. Aspiring 
partner states across the developing world want 
to improve their societies, build transparent and 
e� ective governments, confront non-state threats, 
and strengthen their sovereignty. Many recog-
nize the opportunities offered by market econo-
mies and political liberties and are eager for part-
nership with the United States and our allies. � e 
United States will encourage aspiring partners as 
they undertake reforms and pursue their aspira-
tions. States that prosper and nations that tran-
sition from recipients of development assistance 
to trading partners offer economic opportunities 
for American businesses. And stability reduces 
threats that target Americans at home.

Indo-Pacifi c 
A geopolitical competition between free and 
repressive visions of world order is taking place in 
the Indo-Pacifi c region. � e region, which stretches 
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from the west coast of India to the western shores 
of the United States, represents the most populous 
and economically dynamic part of the world. The 
U.S. interest in a free and open Indo-Pacifi c extends 
back to the earliest days of our republic. 

Although the United States seeks to continue to 
cooperate with China, China 
is using economic induce-
ments and penalties, inf lu-
ence operations, and implied 
military threats to persuade 
other states to heed its political 
and security agenda. China’s 
infrastructure investments 
and trade strategies reinforce 
its geopolitical aspirations. 
Its efforts to build and mili-
tarize outposts in the South 
China Sea endanger the free 
fl ow of trade, threaten the sov-
ereignty of other nations, and 
undermine regional stabil-
ity. China has mounted a rapid military modern-
ization campaign designed to limit U.S. access to 
the region and provide China a freer hand there. 
China presents its ambitions as mutually ben-
eficial, but Chinese dominance risks diminish-
ing the sovereignty of many states in the Indo-
Pacific. States throughout the region are calling 
for sustained U.S. leadership in a collective 
response that upholds a regional order respect-
ful of sovereignty and independence. 

In Northeast Asia, the North Korean regime is 
rapidly accelerating its cyber, nuclear, and bal-
l istic missile programs. North Korea’s pur-
suit of these weapons poses a global threat that 
requires a global response. Continued provo-
cations by North Korea will prompt neighbor-
ing countries and the United States to further 
strengthen security bonds and take additional 
measures to protect themselves. And a nucle-
ar-armed North Korea could lead to the prolif-

eration of the world’s most destructive weapons 
across the Indo-Pacifi c region and beyond.

U.S. allies are critical to responding to mutual 
threats, such as North Korea, and preserving our 
mutual interests in the Indo-Pacific region. Our 
alliance and friendship with South Korea, forged 

by the trials of history, is stron-
ger than ever. We welcome 
and support the strong lead-
ership role of our critical ally, 
Japan. Australia has fought 
alongside us in every signif-
icant conf lict since World 
War I, and continues to rein-
force economic and security 
arrangements that support our 
shared interests and safeguard 
democrat ic va lues across 
the region. New Zealand is 
a key U.S. partner contrib-
uting to peace and security 
across the region. We welcome 

India’s emergence as a leading global power and 
stronger strategic and defense partner. We will 
seek to increase quadrilateral cooperation with 
Japan, Australia, and India. 

In Southeast Asia, the Philippines and Thailand 
rem a i n i mpor t a nt a l l ies  a nd m a rket s  for 
Americans. Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, and 
Singapore are growing security and economic 
partners of the United States. The Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and Asia-Pacifi c 
Economic Cooperation (APEC) remain centerpieces 
of the Indo-Pacifi c’s regional architecture and plat-
forms for promoting an order based on freedom.

Priori�  Actions 

POLITICAL: Our vision for the Indo-Pacifi c excludes 
no nation. We will redouble our commitment to 
established alliances and partnerships, while 
expanding and deepening relationships with new 

Sustaining favorable balances 

of power will require a 

strong commitment and close 

cooperation with allies and 

partners because allies and 

partners magni�  U.S. power 

and extend U.S. infl uence.
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partners that share respect for sovereign� , fair and 
reciprocal trade, and the rule of law. We will rein-
force our commitment to freedom of the seas and 
the peaceful resolution of territorial and maritime 
disputes in accordance with international law. 
We will work with allies and partners to achieve 
complete, verifiable, and irreversible denuclear-
ization on the Korean Peninsula and preserve 
the non-proliferation regime in Northeast Asia. 

ECONOMIC: The United States will encourage 
regional cooperation to maintain free and open 
seaways, transparent infrastructure financing 
practices, unimpeded commerce, and the peace-
ful resolution of disputes. We will pursue bilateral 
trade agreements on a fair and reciprocal basis. We 
will seek equal and reliable access for American 
exports. We will work with partners to build a net-
work of states dedicated to free markets and pro-
tected from forces that would subvert their sover-
eign� . We will strengthen cooperation with allies 
on high-quality infrastructure. Working with 
Australia and New Zealand, we will shore up frag-
ile partner states in the Pacific Islands region to 
reduce their vulnerability to economic f luctu-
ations and natural disasters. 

MILITARY AND SECURITY: We will maintain a forward 
military presence capable of deterring and, if nec-
essary, defeating any adversary. We will strengthen 
our long-standing military relationships and 
encourage the development of a strong defense net-
work with our allies and partners. For example, 
we will cooperate on missile defense with Japan 
and South Korea to move toward an area defense 
capabili� . We remain ready to respond with over-
whelming force to North Korean aggression and 
will improve options to compel denuclearization 
of the peninsula. We will improve law enforce-
ment, defense, and intelligence cooperation with 
Southeast Asian partners to address the growing 
terrorist threat. We will maintain our strong ties 
with Taiwan in accordance with our “One China” 
policy, including our commitments under the 

Taiwan Relations Act to provide for Taiwan’s legit-
imate defense needs and deter coercion. We will 
expand our defense and securi�  cooperation with 
India, a Major Defense Partner of the United States, 
and support India’s growing relationships through-
out the region. We will re-energize our alliances 
with the Philippines and � ailand and strengthen 
our partnerships with Singapore, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, and others to help them 
become cooperative maritime partners. 

Europe 
A strong and free Europe is of vital importance to 
the United States. We are bound together by our 
shared commitment to the principles of democracy, 
individual liber� , and the rule of law. Together, we 
rebuilt Western Europe after World War II and cre-
ated institutions that produced stabili�  and wealth 
on both sides of the Atlantic. Today, Europe is one 
of the most prosperous regions in the world and 
our most signifi cant trading partner. 

Although the menace of Soviet communism is 
gone, new threats test our will. Russia is using 
subversive measures to weaken the credibil-
ity of America’s commitment to Europe, under-
mine transatlantic unity, and weaken European 
institutions and governments. With its inva-
sions of Georgia and Ukraine, Russia demon-
strated its willingness to violate the sovereignty 
of states in the region. Russia continues to intim-
idate its neighbors with threatening behavior, 
such as nuclear posturing and the forward deploy-
ment of offensive capabilities. 

China is gaining a strategic foothold in Europe by 
expanding its unfair trade practices and invest-
ing in key industries, sensitive technologies, and 
infrastructure. Europe also faces immediate 
threats from violent Islamist extremists. Attacks 
by ISIS and other jihadist groups in Spain, France, 
Germany, Belgium, the United Kingdom, and 
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other countries show that our European partners 
continue to face serious threats. Instability in the 
Middle East and Africa has triggered the movement 
of millions of migrants and refugees into Europe, 
exacerbating instabili�  and tensions in the region. 

� e United States is safer when Europe is prosper-
ous and stable, and can help defend our shared 
interests and ideals. The United States remains 
fi rmly commi� ed to our European allies and part-
ners. The NATO alliance of free and sovereign 
states is one of our great advantages over our com-
petitors, and the United States remains commit-
ted to Article V of the Washington Trea� . 

European allies and partners increase our strate-
gic reach and provide access to forward basing and 
overflight rights for global operations. Together 
we confront shared threats. European nations 
are contributing thousands of troops to help fi ght 
jihadist terrorists in Afghanistan, stabilize Iraq, 
and fight terrorist organizations across Africa 
and the greater Middle East.

� e NATO alliance will become stronger when all 
members assume greater responsibility for and 
pay their fair share to protect our mutual interests, 
sovereignty, and values. 

Priori�  Actions

POLITICAL: � e United States will deepen collabora-
tion with our European allies and partners to con-
front forces threatening to undermine our com-
mon values, securi�  interests, and shared vision. 
The United States and Europe will work together 
to counter Russian subversion and aggression, 
and the threats posed by North Korea and Iran. 
We will continue to advance our shared princi-
ples and interests in international forums. 

ECONOMIC: The United States will work with the 
European Union, and bilaterally with the United 
Kingdom and other states, to ensure fair and recip-
rocal trade practices and eliminate barriers to 

growth. We will encourage European foreign direct 
investment in the United States to create jobs. We 
will work with our allies and partners to diver-
si�  European energy sources to ensure the energy 
security of European countries. We will work 
with our partners to contest China’s unfair trade 
and economic practices and restrict its acquisi-
tion of sensitive technologies.

MILITARY AND SECURITY: The United States ful-
fills our defense responsibilities and expects oth-
ers to do the same. We expect our European allies 
to increase defense spending to 2 percent of gross 
domestic product by 2024, with 20 percent of this 
spending devoted to increasing military capa-
bilities. On NATO’s eastern f lank we will con-
tinue to strengthen deterrence and defense, and 
catalyze frontline allies and partners’ efforts 
to better defend themselves. We will work with 
NATO to improve its integrated air and missile 
defense capabilities to counter existing and pro-
jected ballistic and cruise missile threats, par-
ticularly from Iran. We will increase counterter-
rorism and cybersecurity cooperation. 

Middle East
The United States seeks a Middle East that is 
not a safe haven or breeding ground for jihadist 
terrorists, not dominated by any power hostile to 
the United States, and that contributes to a stable 
global energy market. 

For years, the interconnected problems of Iranian 
expansion, state collapse, jihadist ideology, 
socio-economic stagnation, and regional rival-
ries have convulsed the Middle East. The United 
States has learned that neither aspirations for dem-
ocratic transformation nor disengagement can 
insulate us from the region’s problems. We must 
be realistic about our expectations for the region 
without allowing pessimism to obscure our inter-
ests or vision for a modern Middle East. 
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� e region remains home to the world’s most dan-
gerous terrorist organizations. ISIS and al-Qa’ida 
thrive on instabili�  and export violent jihad. Iran, 
the world’s leading state sponsor of terrorism, has 
taken advantage of instability to expand its influ-
ence through partners and proxies, weapon prolif-
eration, and funding. It continues to develop more 
capable ballistic missiles and intelligence capa-
bilities, and it undertakes malicious cyber activ-
ities. These activities have continued unabated 
since the 2015 nuclear deal. Iran continues to per-
petuate the cycle of violence in the region, caus-
ing grievous harm to civilian populations. Rival 
states are filling vacuums created by state col-
lapse and prolonged regional conf lict. 

Despite these challenges, there are emerging 
opportunities to advance American interests in 
the Middle East. Some of our partners are working 
together to reject radical ideologies, and key lead-
ers are calling for a rejection of Islamist extrem-
ism and violence. Encouraging 
political stability and sustain-
able prosperity would contrib-
ute to dampening the conditions 
that fuel sectarian grievances. 

F o r  g e n e r a t i o n s  t h e  c o n -
f l ict bet ween Israel a nd the 
Palestinians has been under-
s to o d a s  t he pr i me i r r it a nt 
prevent i n g p e ac e a nd pros -
per it y i n t he reg ion .  Tod ay, 
the threats from jihadist ter-
rorist organizations and the 
threat from Iran are creating the realization that 
Israel is not the cause of the region’s problems. 
States have increasingly found common inter-
ests with Israel in confronting common threats. 

Today, the United States has the opportunity to 
catalyze greater economic and political cooper-
ation that will expand prosperity for those who 
want to partner with us. By revitalizing partner-
ships with reform-minded nations and encour-

aging cooperation among partners in the region, 
the United States can promote stability and a bal-
ance of power that favors U.S. interests.

Priori�  Actions

POLITICAL: We will strengthen partnerships, and 
form new ones, to help advance security through 
stability. Whenever possible, we will encourage 
gradual reforms. We will support e� orts to counter 
violent ideologies and increase respect for the dig-
ni�  of individuals. We remain commi� ed to help-
ing our partners achieve a stable and prosperous 
region, including through a strong and integrated 
Gulf Cooperation Council. We will strengthen our 
long-term strategic partnership with Iraq as an 
independent state. We will seek a se� lement to the 
Syrian civil war that sets the conditions for refu-
gees to return home and rebuild their lives in safe� . 
We will work with partners to deny the Iranian 

regime all paths to a nuclear 
weapon and neutralize Iranian 
malign inf luence. We remain 
committed to helping facilitate 
a comprehensive peace agree-
ment that is acceptable to both 
Israelis and Palestinians.

ECONOMIC: The United States 
will support the reforms under-
way that begin to address core 
inequities that jihadist terror-
ists exploit. We will encourage 
states in the region, including 

Egypt and Saudi Arabia, to continue moderniz-
ing their economies. We will play a role in catalyz-
ing positive developments by engaging economi-
cally, supporting reformers, and championing the 
benefits of open markets and societies. 

MILITARY AND SECURITY: We will retain the neces-
sary American military presence in the region to 
protect the United States and our allies from ter-
rorist attacks and preserve a favorable regional 

Terrorists and criminals 

thrive where 

governments are weak, 

corruption is rampant, 

and faith in government 

institutions is low. 
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balance of power. We will assist regional part-
ners in strengthening their institutions and 
capabilities, including in law enforcement, to 
conduct counterterrorism and counterinsur-
gency efforts. We will help partners procure 
interoperable missile defense and other capa-
bilities to better defend against active missile 
threats. We will work with partners to neutral-
ize Iran’s malign activities in the region.

South and Central Asia 
With over a quarter of the world’s population, a 
fi fth of all U.S.-designated terrorist groups, several 
fast-growing economies, and two nuclear-armed 
states, South and Central Asia present some of the 
most complicated national security challenges 
and opportunities. The region spans the terrorist 
threats emanating from the Middle East and the 
competition for power unfolding in Europe and 
the Indo-Pacific. The United States continues to 
face threats from transnational terrorists and mili-
tants operating from within Pakistan. � e prospect 
for an Indo-Pakistani military conflict that could 
lead to a nuclear exchange remains a key concern 
requiring consistent diplomatic a� ention.

U.S. interests in the region include countering ter-
rorist threats that impact the security of the U.S. 
homeland and our allies, preventing cross-border 
terrorism that raises the prospect of military and 
nuclear tensions, and preventing nuclear weap-
ons, technology, and materials from falling into 
the hands of terrorists. We seek an American pres-
ence in the region proportionate to threats to the 
homeland and our allies. We seek a Pakistan that is 
not engaged in destabilizing behavior and a stable 
and self-reliant Afghanistan. And we seek Central 
Asian states that are resilient against domination 
by rival powers, are resistant to becoming jihad-
ist safe havens, and prioritize reforms. 

Priori�  Actions 

POLITICAL: We will deepen our strategic partner-
ship with India and support its leadership role 
in Indian Ocean security and throughout the 
broader region. We will press Pakistan to inten-
sify its counterterrorism efforts, since no part-
nership can survive a country’s support for mil-
itants and terrorists who target a partner’s own 
service members and officials. The United States 
will also encourage Pakistan to continue demon-
strating that it is a responsible steward of its 
nuclear assets. We will continue to partner with 
Afghanistan to promote peace and securi�  in the 
region. We will continue to promote anti-corrup-
tion reform in Afghanistan to increase the legit-
imacy of its government and reduce the appeal of 
violent extremist organizations. We will help South 
Asian nations maintain their sovereign�  as China 
increases its inf luence in the region. 

ECONOMIC: We will encourage the economic inte-
gration of Central and South Asia to promote 
prosperity and economic linkages that will bol-
ster connectivity and trade. And we will encour-
age India to increase its economic assistance 
in the region. In Pakistan, we will build trade 
and investment ties as security improves and as 
Pakistan demonstrates that it will assist the United 
States in our counterterrorism goals.

MILITARY AND SECURIT Y: We are committed to 
supporting the Afghan government and security 
forces in their fi ght against the Taliban, al-Qa’ida, 
ISIS, and other terrorists. We will bolster the 
fighting strength of the Afghan security forces 
to convince the Taliban that they cannot win on 
the battlefield and to set the conditions for diplo-
matic efforts to achieve enduring peace. We will 
insist that Pakistan take decisive action against 
militant and terrorist groups operating from its 
soil. We will work with the Central Asian states 
to guarantee access to the region to support our 
counterterrorism efforts.
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Western Hemisphere
Stable, friendly, and prosperous states in the 
Western Hemisphere enhance our security and 
benefit our economy. Democratic states con-
nected by shared values and economic interests 
will reduce the violence, drug tra�  cking, and ille-
gal immigration that threaten our common secu-
rity, and will limit opportunities for adversar-
ies to operate from areas of close proximity to us. 

In the last half century, parts of this hemisphere 
were marred by dictatorships and insurgencies 
that killed tens of thousands of people. Today, 
this region stands on the cusp of prosperity and 
peace, built upon democracy and the rule of law. 
U.S. trade in the region is thriving and market 
opportunities for American goods and services, 
energy and infrastructure projects, and foreign 
direct investment continue to expand. 

Challenges remain, however. Transnational crim-
inal organizations—including gangs and cartels—
perpetuate violence and corruption, and threaten 
the stability of Central American states includ-
ing Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador. In 
Venezuela and Cuba, governments cling to anach-
ronistic leftist authoritarian models that con-
tinue to fail their people. Competitors have found 
operating space in the hemisphere. 

China seeks to pull the region into its orbit through 
state-led investments and loans. Russia contin-
ues its failed politics of the Cold War by bolster-
ing its radical Cuban allies as Cuba continues to 
repress its citizens. Both China and Russia sup-
port the dictatorship in Venezuela and are seek-
ing to expand military linkages and arms sales 
across the region. The hemisphere’s democratic 
states have a shared interest in confronting threats 
to their sovereignty. 

Canada and the United States share a unique 
strategic and defense partnership. The United 
States also has important and deepening rela-

tions with key countries in the region. Together, 
we will build a stable and peaceful hemisphere 
that increases economic opportunities for all, 
improves governance, reduces the power of crim-
inal organizations, and limits the malign inf lu-
ence of non-hemispheric forces. 

Priori�  Actions

POLITICAL: We will catalyze regional e� orts to build 
securi�  and prosperi�  through strong diplomatic 
engagement. We will isolate governments that 
refuse to act as responsible partners in advancing 
hemispheric peace and prosperi� . We look forward 
to the day when the people of Cuba and Venezuela 
can enjoy freedom and the benefi ts of shared pros-
perity, and we encourage other free states in the 
hemisphere to support this shared endeavor. 

ECONOMIC: We will modernize our trade agree-
ments and deepen our economic ties with the 
region and ensure that trade is fair and reciprocal. 
We will encourage further market-based economic 
reforms and encourage transparency to create con-
ditions for sustained prosperity. We will ensure 
the U.S. fi nancial system does not serve as a haven 
or transit point for criminal proceeds.

MILITARY AND SECURITY: We will build upon local 
efforts and encourage cultures of lawfulness to 
reduce crime and corruption, including by sup-
porting local efforts to professionalize police and 
other security forces; strengthen the rule of law 
and undertake judicial reform; and improve infor-
mation sharing to target criminals and corrupt 
leaders and disrupt illicit trafficking. 
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Africa
Africa remains a continent of promise and endur-
ing challenges. Africa contains many of the world’s 
fastest growing economies, which represent poten-
tial new markets for U.S. goods and services. 
Aspiring partners across the continent are eager 
to build market-based economies and enhance sta-
bili� . � e demand for quali�  American exports is 
high and will likely grow as Africa’s population and 
prosperi�  increase. People across the continent are 
demanding government accountability and less 
corruption, and are opposing autocratic trends. � e 
number of stable African nations has grown since 
the independence era as numerous countries have 
emerged from devastating confl icts and undergone 
democratic transitions.

Despite this progress, many states face political 
turbulence and instability that spills into other 
regions. Corruption and weak governance threaten 
to undermine the political 
benefits that should emerge 
from new economic opportu-
nities. Many African states 
are battlegrounds for vio-
lent extremism and jihad-
ist terrorists. ISIS, al-Qa’ida, 
a nd their a f f i l iates oper-
ate on t he cont inent a nd 
have increased the lethal-
ity of their attacks, expanded 
into new areas, and targeted 
U.S. citizens and interests. 
African nations and regional 
organizations have demon-
strated a commitment to confront the threat 
from jihadist terrorist organizations, but their 
secu rit y capabi l it ies rema in wea k .

China is expanding its economic and military 
presence in Africa, growing from a small inves-
tor in the continent two decades ago into Africa’s 
largest trading partner today. Some Chinese prac-

tices undermine Africa’s long-term development 
by corrupting elites, dominating extractive indus-
tries, and locking countries into unsustainable 
and opaque debts and commitments. 

The United States seeks sovereign African states 
that are integrated into the world economy, able 
to provide for their citizens’ needs, and capable of 
managing threats to peace and securi� . Improved 
governance in these states supports economic 
development and opportunities, diminishes the 
a� raction of illegal migration, and reduces vulner-
abili�  to extremists, thereby reducing instabili� . 

Priori�  Actions

POLITICAL: The United States will partner with 
governments, civil society, and regional organi-
zations to end long-running, violent conf licts. 
We will encourage reform, working with prom-
ising nations to promote effective governance, 

improve the rule of law, and 
develop institutions account-
able and responsive to cit-
izens. We will continue to 
respond to humanitarian 
needs while a lso working 
with commi� ed governments 
and regional organizations 
to address the root causes of 
human suffering. If neces-
sary, we are prepared to sanc-
tion government off icia ls 
and institutions that prey 
on their citizens and com-
mit atrocities. When there is 

no alternative, we will suspend aid rather than 
see it exploited by corrupt elites. 

ECONOMIC: We will expand trade and commercial 
ties to create jobs and build wealth for Americans 
and Africans. We will work with reform-oriented 
governments to help establish conditions that can 
transform them into trading partners and improve 

We will encourage reform, 

working with promising nations 

to promote e� ective governance, 

improve the rule of law, and 

develop institutions accountable 

and responsive to citizens.
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their business environment. We will support eco-
nomic integration among African states. We will 
work with nations that seek to move beyond assis-
tance to partnerships that promote prosperity. 
We will offer American goods and services, both 
because it is profi table for us and because it serves 
as an alternative to China’s often extractive eco-
nomic footprint on the continent. 

MILITARY AND SECURITY: We will continue to work 
with partners to improve the ability of their secu-
rity services to counter terrorism, human traf-
ficking, and the illegal trade in arms and natural 
resources. We will work with partners to defeat 
terrorist organizations and others who threaten 
U.S. citizens and the homeland. 
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Conclusion

� is National Securi�  Strategy sets a positive strategic direction for the United 
States that is meant to reassert America’s advantages on the world stage and to 
build upon our country’s great strengths. During the Trump Administration, 
the American people can be confi dent that their securi�  and prosperi�  will 
always come fi rst. A secure, prosperous, and free America will be strong and 
ready to lead abroad to protect our interests and our way of life. 

America’s renewed strategic confidence 
is anchored in our recommitment to 
the principles inscribed in our found-

ing documents. The National Security Strategy 
celebrates and protects what we hold dear—
individual liberty, the rule of law, a democratic 
system of government, tolerance, and opportuni�  
for all. By knowing ourselves and what we stand 
for, we clari�  what we must defend and we estab-
lish guiding principles for our actions.

This strateg y is guided by principled rea l-
ism. It is realist because it acknowledges the 
central role of power in international poli-
tics, affirms that sovereign states are the best 
hope for a peaceful world, and clearly defines 
our national interests. It is principled because 
it is grounded in the knowledge that advanc-

ing American principles spreads peace and 
prosperity around the globe. We are guided 
by our values and disciplined by our interests. 

� is Administration has a bright vision of America’s 
future. America’s values and inf luence, under-
wri� en by American power, make the world more 
free, secure, and prosperous. 

Our Nation derives its strength from the American 
people. Every American has a role to play in this 
grand, national effort to implement this America 
First National Securi�  Strategy. Together, our task 
is to strengthen our families, to build up our com-
munities, to serve our citizens, and to celebrate 
American greatness as a shining example to the 
world. We will leave our children and grandchil-
dren a Nation that is stronger, be� er, freer, prouder, 
and greater than ever before.
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ina] dtorts thort of amal conf lid by epaiding coadon to ne fronts vioIäing prindpl of
vadgity, epioitinganbigjity, aid dibaäybIurringthelinsbwi dvii aid militaygs
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ctdIwtofreUS nilitayakthrqxit aiothe §iift intheobd iritymvironmmt. For
dastheUnitei Sashaijoy&l unnta1 or dominait wp&ority in eiay opeäing domdn.
WeuId ]adlydqDloyour forwiiei wewaital, nblethaii whaewewaitai, aid opaae
how wewaital. Tod eaydomdn isnt&ai—dr, laid, qae, aid 4aqan

We fa ai eve- more ldhd aid dis-uptive bätlid, wmbinai aros domdns, aid nduda1 a
inang qi aid ret—from do wmba, throt4iout ova the aid riing to our
homdaid. me mpditors aid aivaic to optimize thër taging of our bätle nworks
aid opadlonà wnts, whiled ung otha aof mpition thort of opm wafaeto ahieie
thdr aids (ag., informaion wata aiibigous or dmiai proxy opaäions, aid wbvffon). Th
treids, if unaJdr1, wiN thdleiour äilityto dda

Thewrityeivironmeit isds dfaa1 byrqidtk aamtsaiteda-rgdaale’dva.
The drive to deidop ne tahnolo is rdaitl opaiding to more aors with Iowa barias of
aitry, aid moving a axdaaing Ne tahnolo indude aivaii wmputing, “big dad’
aidyti, atifid intdlii wtonomy, robotks, direztai alagy, hypani aid biotalinology—
thevay thnolo th& eiwrewewill bethleto fiqit aid win thewasof thefuture

NSA’ mmadd t&inologywill thaid&y aid, ultimady, the thaala of wa. Thefal thä
maiyte±noIoc deidopmmtswill mmefrom themmadd tor msistha äe
mpditors aid non-äe ators will dw have to than, afa th ris aodi ng the
nveitiond ovamadi to which our Naion hgown aajomai. MdntdningtheDqntmeit’s
tahnolo a1vait will rajuire thai to indury wltur inv&mait sur aid protaion
acros the Naiond rity I nnoväion B

Sas ae the prindpd ators on the giobd but mi4äe ala-s da threi the Jrity
aivironmeit with inany phiial thiliti. Taroris, trais-naiond uimind
oriizdions, cyba hakasaid otha mdidousnon4aetorshaetraiormaJ obd &fdrswith
ino ±iIiti of m dis-uption. The-eisa potive de to this s wdl, our paine-s in
wdni ng jrity ae ds more thai]u naion-a muitilaad oriizäions, non-gavanmaitd
oriizäions, rporaions, aid r&c influeis provide opportuniti6 for ollthoräion aid
palnathip. Tarorisii rmidns a paeit ndition drivei by idlogy aid un±Ie politi aid
nomic rudur, dite thedd of IS Ssph iphae

It is now undmidle th the [rrraiJ is ro law a sxkay Ama is a tag, wlidha from
taroris sing to ataic our dtizeis, mdidous qba a±ivity pand, mmadd, or
gvanmeit infrrudurq or politi aid informaion sjbvaon. NON thrs to ctmmadd aid
militay u of qar ae miang, while inang ditd nnaIivity of dI as of lifa
budn gDvanmait, aid militayodgiifiwit vulne-äjNiti. During cvnf lid, ata±sn
our o1ti d&a venmeit, aid anomic infrruduremu beaitidpaal.

Rogjerm wdi North Kor, ntinueto out or deidop sdncrtEim(WMD)
— nud, thmui, aid bioloq — wdl long raige mile iliti aid, in ame
proiifaae th cäjiIitis to mdigi aors danonraal by lraiiai bdliic mile e<ports
Taroris Iikei wntinue to purwe WMD, while the of nud wqon tafinology aid
alvai maiufaluring tethnology reiidns a paeit probleii. Rt aivai in bioaining
rdaiotha wncan, incng the poteitià, vaidy, aid of to bioloq wons
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFEN OB&CTIVES

In aipport of the NIJd itySrd the Dqatmeit of Ddewill beprqaal to ddmd the
homdaid, ranán the prninmt militay powa in the world, eiwre the baic of powe- ranàn
in our faior, aid aJvaiai intandionä orda thä is mo& cnndudveto our jrity aid proqalty.

Long-tam räc mpitions with China aid Rusa ae the prindpà phoritis for the
Oqatmmt, aid ruire both ina aid sSánal invmait, baaa of the miitude of the
thrs the,’ poto U.S Jrity aid proe-ity tod’, aid the poteitiä for thothrs to inu
in thefuture Conwrrmtly, the Dqatmmt wiN n its ëforts to the- aid unte- rogje rms
wth North Kor aid I rai,S tarori thrsto the Unital S&s, aid na)lidaeour ns
in I rai aid Afqiaiiai while moving to a more rurce-w&ànthIe iproath.

Dëeiobjeitivsinduda

EU Ddmding the homdaid from atak;

E Siäning bint Form militay a]vait both obly aid in ke,’ ron

EU Dee-ring alva1s from gon our vita inte

EU Enling U.S intaicy untapats to vaiU.S influei aid inte-&

EU Màntàning faorthIe rona baaic of powa in the Indo-Pfiq Eirop the Middle
E, aid the We-n Hmheq

EU D&eiding alis from militay -on aid bole-ing paine-s wadon, aid färly
§iaing ronbilitifor wmmon ddai

EU Disiing, preeiting, or the-ring äe alva1s aid non-de ators from axuirin
prolife-aing, or ungwonsof mdrudion;

EU Reimting tarorisfrom diring or aipporting ate-na opaäionsn the Unital Sas
homdaid aid our dtizais, dli aid patnasova

EU Enairing wmmon dománsrnàn opm aid fr

EU Continuouy ddivaing petormai with fordthi1ity aid qxcJ s we diaige
Dqatmmtá mind, witure aid maianmt sjfl aid

EU EthIithing ai unmäthaJ tweity-fir ceitury Näionà rity I nnov&ion B thä
&fivdy sipports D qatmelt opaäions aid wàns urity aid Iveicy.

SERATEGI C APPROACH

A long-tam rauirstheiiIintäion of multiplede-neitsof näiond
powa— diplomay, informaion, avnomi finai intdIigei IaN eifonnneit, aid militay.
More thai aiy otha nion, Amai ca, epaid the mpitive qae zing the initidive to
diàIm our mmpditors whae wepoaivait aid the,’ lak re4h. A more Ih for
rong aliaic aid patnathip Amaicai ta±inoIoq innoväion, aid a wlture of petorrreu
will eediveaid si&ánaJ U.S miIitayafvait
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Aswee<paid thempitiveqa wentinueto offa mpitors aid aiva-isai outrdth&1
haid, opsi to opportuniti&or opaäion but from apothion of taigth aidb on our n&ionä
intes Siould ceopadion fàl, we will be ry to d&eid the Amaii peple, our väu aid
intas The wilIingi of rivàs to thaidon on will dqmd on thër paction of U.S
reigth aid thevitthtyof our àliai aid patnathips

Be rcly pIdthe bi qicdly ixaId±ie Ddaring or d&ing long-tam r&c
cnmpditors is afundarnitly diffamt dilmthai the roná aJvai thä waethefows of
priousra Our rmgth aid int-aaJ aionswith àli6 will danonrae our wmmitmmt
to tharing but our dnanTc force anploymmt, militay pothir aid opaäions miE
introduceunprIidthilityto vaydthon-mcas With our àliaid patna wewill thàlei
mmpditorsby maiwv&ng thmi into unfavorthle potions, frur&ing thër ëfort praiudingthdr
optionswhileepaiding our owr, aid forcing than to nfront nflid unda aivanditions

lrtaeWth U.S irt&w Effalivëy epaiding the wmpitive qa r&juir ctmbinal thions
with the U.S intemcyto miployàl dimmonsof n&ion powa. Wewill & the dtortsof the
Dqatmeitsof Sa Trjry, JSi Enagy, Homdaid rity, Commac US4ID, awdl a
the I ntdligmceCommunity, IaN eiforceneit, aid othasto idmtify aid build painathipsto a1dr
aof onomiq t&hnolo, aid informalond vulnathiliti.

Costa cmdm an sb.m In cempdition thort of ame nflid, reiioni powas aid rogje
rmsaeung mrruption, praiaory annomic pratic propida, poTiti aibveon, proxi
aid the thr or u of militay force to thai fts on the gound. me ae patiuilaly aiqt a
eploiting thdr annomic rdaionthips with maiy of our iirity patnas We will wpport U.S
intamq’ qproah aid work by, with, aid throt4i our àli aid patnasto reour intaas
aid ountaa this oadon.

Faaiiitkenirr. To sxr1 in theanaqng irityeivironmeit, our Dqatmmt aid bint
Force will have to out-think, out-maiaiva, out-palna, aid out-innovde revioni powsa roge

tarori aid otha thr aiors

Wewill epaid thewmpditiveqa2whilepursding thrdiind lins of ëfort:

Li Fir, rthuilding militay rs1in awebuild a more ldh bint Force
Li nd, reigtheiingdliaicaweätra neNpalnas aid
Li Third, rëorming the Dqatmmt’s bun prai for ga petormaice

aid ätordthility.

Build aMoreLethal Force

Thewr way to preveit wa is to be prqaal to win one Doing rajuir a mpditiveqproath
to force dedopmmt aid a neit, multiy invmait to rore watiiting rins aid
fidd al&hd forcR The size of our force matters. The Nation must field sufficient, capable forces to
defeat enemies and achieve sustainable outcomes that protect the American people and our vital
interests. Our am is a bint Force tha pos’.÷.’-. dive alvait for aiy likdy nflid, wiuile
rmiàning profidmt axo the eltire trum of nflid.
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otizepqnekkra. Adiieiing pthrouqi rmgth raiuirthebint Forto tha wnflid
throui prqaln for wa. During norm daj-to-d’ opaäion the bint For will w&ànthly
mmpde to: dda on in thr kej rons—the I ndo-Pafiq Europe aid Middle E;
daie tarori& aid WMD thr aid d&eid U.S inta&s from did laig bdow the Ie,d of
amal nfIid. In watime thefully mobilizi ..bint ForwilI be±leof: ddingon by
a mor powe; ddffring opportuniicon dMieq aid disupting immineit tarori& aid
WMD thrs During por in wa, the bint Form will da nud aid non-nuds r&c
ataks aid ddäid thehomdaid. To sjpport thmion the.bint Formu n aid mdntdn
informäion sjpaiority aid deidop, reigthei, aid siãn U.S jrity reaionthips

Makrizek, iIiti We Cainot epa w fiqiting tomorroWs cnnflids with yad/s
wonsor uipmeit. To a]drthepeaid pof our mpditor aid aivai’ anbitions
aid qthiliti we miA inv in modenizaion of k’ qiIitis throi4i aidna], praiidthle
buda Our baklogof daraI rin prowranmt, aid modenizdion rauiraitshgowii
in thela dieaid ahdf aid cai no Ion beigioral. Wewill mdcetagai, dipIin&i ino
in pannd aid plaformsto m kepilityaid ty ns The2018 Naiad Dde’s9ra,
.ndepins our plainal fis 2019-2023 bud eäing our niodanizdion progans aid
devoting aiditiond rur in a wdna] dfort to Iidify 0’s wmpitiveaivait

El Nui fa The Dqatmmt will modanizethenud thal—induding nud mmaid,
wntrol, aid mmuniion aid wpporting infrrudur Modffnizäion of the nud
for indud6 deidoping options to Dunta wmp&tor adve pr&JiaJ on
the thrmaI uof nud or rcnon-nudw- ataks

El nr ad qthEjae vafl1irg thidrs The Dqatmmt will prioritize invmmts in
rIieic rnitution, aid opadionsto re our qeäiIiti Wewill ds inv
in cyba dd’m rliei aid the untinuai intaion of ojbe thiIiti into the fuTI
rum of militay opeäiona

Canmxl, cilrd, cnuniiio urp.tas ad i ntdI snél Iax at] rend (C41 Sq).
Invmeits will prioritize deidoping rIieit, wrvivle feiaaai n&works aid
informaioneansfromthetatiIeid uptothäcpIainingInv&mmtswiuIds
prioritize thiIiti to n aid aploit informäion, deiy cnmpditors tho iie
aivait aid mthIe us to provide &tribution wfiule de,ding aid holding
aunt±le &äe or non-äe alors during qbeätaSs

El Milece I nvme,tswiuI foason IaaJ miIedde,aid d&uptiveqthiliti&or
both tha miIethrs aid North Kor, bdIiic mile thras.

kint Id dityinit&arruiittts Thebint Formu betleto rikedivfftasinde
aiveydr aid miled&einworksto droy mobilepowe-projelion pldiorms This
will indudeq±iHtito e,haicedocnmba Idhdity in wmple tarthn.

El Fawadenwaw ad iserliem I nvmeitswilI prioritizegound, dr, aid WE
forthd cai dqloy, wrvive opafl maiejva, aid riedein dl domthnswNleunda
dtak. Traitioning from la witrdizal, unhadmal infrrudure to sidIe, die,
rlieit, aiqtive bang thä indude iveaid pved&mwiIl ds beprioritizal.
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Ad.aml atanus s,ders The Dqatmalt will inv& broally in militay qplkflion of
aitonomy, atifidà intdlii aid maNna lning, induding rqid qDpliion of
mmedä brthrous, to n mpitivemiIitayaivait

Rlieit at le lci lnv&meits will prioritize prqotionaJ forwad odcs aid
munitions, mobility patne- aid àlial aipport, wdl non-wmme-dàly
dqmdeit didributal loi aid màntaiaice to eisre loth sjà nmeit while unde
padait multi-domàn äta±.

an1s Modanizäion is not d&inei wldy by hadwaq it ra1uir d,ai
inthewa,weoriizeaid miployfor Wemu aitidpdetheimpliionsof nwt&inolo
on the bätldldd, rigorouy d&ine the militay problems aitidpaal in future nflid, aid foa a
wlture of øcp&meitaion aid cwläeJ ri-tädng. We mu aitidpde how mpditors aid
a1ve1s will employ neN opffäion wncqits aid t&inolos to ätempt to d& us, while
deidopi ng opadion nts to thapei our mpitive a1vait aid eihaice our ldhàity.

Dadcp a ld, ad rliat futxead flopfl Force poure aid eiiploaM mu be
aJtäleto aunt for theuncetántyth ed&sin thediaing çIob räceivironmait. Much
of our force eiiploymmt modes aid poure dae to the immaiiäe pod-Cold Wa ea, whei our
mi litay alvaitew undiàlei aid the primay thrs wae rogue rm

DymicFaEnJqnut. Dynaiuic Force Employmait will prioritizemàntàning theaity
aid qthiliti6 for mor mbä, while providing options for proative aid thle
miploymeit of thebint Fore A modanizal Glob Opeing Modd of wmbä-ualible
fledblethe pourwill aihaiceour thilityto mpdeaid providefrom of maiwva
during tnflid, providing näion daion-mäces with bdte militay options

The ob räic aivironmeit danaids ino1 räc flecibility aid fr1om of
ation. The Dnmuic Force Employmeit nt will thaitheww the Dqatmeit u
thebint Forceto provide proaiiveaid thleoptionsfor priority mions Dynanic Force
Employrneit will morefleciblyuryforto thqeproativdytheräc aivi ronmeit
while màntàning r1in to rond to wntingeids aid eiwre long-tam wa1iiting
rin

I] Gld Crdirg Mcr. The Glob Opeing Modd dib6 how the bint Force will be
pouraJ aid anployfti to athiee its rmpdition aid wa-time mions Foundäionà
qthilitis indude nud; cyba; az C4lS räc mobility, aid unta WMD
prolifadion. It mpri four l’as ntat, blunt, wrg aid homdaid. Th ae
reitivdy, dgial to hëp us wmpe more &ftivey bdow the levd of amei nflid;
dew, dal or daiy alvayon; wr wa-winning for aid mm anflid
säion; aid ddaid the U.S homdaid.

CJthderkfacetäe1. Rruiting, deieoping, aid ràning a hiqi-quity militay aid dvilim
workforce is itià for watiitingw Cultivaing a l*à, leforce raluir morethai ju
noN tinolo aid poure thaig it dqeids on the thility of our wafiitas aid the
Dqatmeit workforce to intäe na’ äiliti alt wafiiting proaki aid diai
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bunspra1icsto aJiieemionai The oivity ad tàmt of theAmeii wafiqit& is
our mduring ra4h, ad onewedo not täcefor gatai.

E Rdud MiIitayEthim(FE). PME hsiaai, foa1 moreon thempIidimmt
of maidäoryo-a]it thee<peiof Idhdityad ingaluity. Wewill miphzeintdlaIu
IJathip ad militay profonäisn in the at aid of wafiqiting, dming our
know1a1of hiorywhileeitraing new t&inologyaid t&hniqu to aunta ccmpditors
Rv1E will anphze indqaidei of ion in watiting wncqts to Ii the impat of
daj-aIaI/ Io wmmuniionsin PME isto beuJaräcto build tru
ad intaopa-thilityaosthe.bint Force aid with àlial aid paine- for

El] Thai i,dittt. Deidoping lsie-s who aeampeit in näion-Ied don-mdng
r&uirs broal reiion of tàmt maauiait anong the Armal vic induding
fdlowthipa dviliai a1uion, aid gimaits th ino unde-aiding of intaeicy
dion-mädng pro wdI sliaics aid cvàitions

cbAlia wrkfrreqBti A mode-n, informäion-a1vatal Dqatmait rauir a
motivaal, diva ad hiqily §cillaJ dvilia workforce We will anphàze new §cills ad
mplmimt our oJrrmt workforce with informäion e<p&s, däa iaitifl wmputa
proganma ad bàc smce rthes aid aiqns—to u informaion, not mpIy
maieit. The D qntmmt will às mntinueto eploreriili nal, non-tralitionà pähwajs
to bring a1ti §dlls into vi epaiding to outde apeti aid deAng new
pubIic-privepatne-thpsto work with snäl cxmpais, dat-ups, ad univeti

Srmgthen Allianc and Attract New Partne-s

MutuIy bmd9d äliaic aid patnetips ae oud to our rä’, providing a durthI
yrnmric räc aJvaite thä no mpitor or riv ca, math. This iproati hveJ the
Unitai sa w&, in paid wa, for the p 75 yss Our Ii ad painas cane to our ad
dta thetarori &ta±s on 911, aid hate wntributal to eey mor U.S-lal militay aiiiait

Evay d’, our dli aid patnas join us in ddaiding frsiom, dde-ring wa, aid mdntàning
the rule whidi undawiteafr aid opsi intanaiona orde-.

By working tohe- with ali aid patne-sweantheg poble draigth for the long-ta-rn
aivaicsiiait of our inte-s, màntàning fatorthle baai of powa th the- on aid
wpport thethilitythd geia& nomicgowth. Whm wepool rurcaid thaeronbility
for our wmmon d&ei our Jrity burdm bm6 liite-. Our àlis aid paine-s provide
mmplanmtay qDthiIiti ad for àong with unique pa pe-tiv ronà raionthip ad
informaion tha improve our undaaiding of the sivironmait aid apaid our options Allis aid
patnas à9 provide to aiti rons, wpporting a widrl bang aid loqics syai
thä undapins the Dqatmmt’s qob rth.

We will reigthai ad eiolve our àliai ad patne-thips into a edaida] ndwork thle of
the-ring or d&vdy aing to m the thaai diälmgs of our time We will fows on thr
deiieits for ahieing a qthledlia aid patnathip ndwork:
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Uptdd a foxthim d nUi rEt, rflblity piuiti ad amntthlity. Our àliai aid
càitionsaebuilt on frwilI aid §iaal ronbilitis Whilewewill unqoloily rqxit
Ameisvu6aid bdid in deiioay, wewill not to impoour w’of lifebyfor We
will uphold our wmmitmmts aid we epaI li aid paints to ntribute ai ajuit±Ie §iae
to our mutuäly bei&idà wllaive rity, induding dfive invmait in modanizing thdr
ddm thiliti We have thaei ronbiliti for ring aithoritaim treid nt&ing
raiic idIoq, aid vingsbulwaksn inthility.

Exçati ro witäeiiuiusmad cJIärh.epiañrg We will devdop new patnediips
aound thaaJ intes to rdnfor ron ditions aid Jrity opaäion. We will provide
dIi aid patnas with a d- aid neit me to eiwur àliaice aid coàition
commitmeit, ga-d&eiwopeion, aid militayinv&meit.

r Dm inteqrthlity. Eath ly aid patna is unique Combinal forc thle to a tohe
cohifeitly aid dfivdy to ahieve militay objiv raluir intaopathility. I ntaopathihty
is a priority for opa&ionà cont modula for deiieit cvmmunkions, informion
thaing, aid auipmeit. In conwltäion with Cong aid the Dqntmait of aa the
Dqatmelt of Dëm will prioritize rus for U.S militay aluipmeit axde-äing
fordgi patna modanizion aid thilityto intäewith U.S for Wewill tránto hiqi-eid
combä mionsin our liai biläaà, aid multinäionà ead

Enduring coitions aid long-tam Jrity patnathipa undapinnal by our balrodc àliaiaid
rënfor by our li& own wthsof xity rdaionthip reiiän a priority

[LI ExrmJ I rthFificàliaiad lBtrutirs A fraid opm I ndo-Paific ron providproqaity
aid rity for l. We will reigthei our àliaic aid patnaiips in the lndo-Paific to a
ndworkal urityadiitturethleof tharing màntàni ng &thility, aid eiwring
frato common dománs With ke.j wuntri in the ron, wewill bring togdha bilae
aid multiläad jrityrëaionthipsto prvethefraid opai intanaionà syeii.

Futi’teTra&AtlaticNATQ Alliam A thong aid fr Europe bound by §iaaI prindpl6 of
darioaay, n&ion vaëgity, aid commitmeit to Artide5 of the North AtlaiticTry is vita
to our Jrity. The aliaiwill tha Ruai alvmturisn, d& taroriswtio ‘ to murda
innoceit aid aidr the ac of in±ility building on NATO’s paiphay. At thee time
NATO mu aiqt to rmián rdevait aid fit for our time—in purpo ±ility, aid ronve
deion-mäcing. Weecp Europsi alito fulfill thdr commitmaitsto inaddeiaid
modanizion qmding to bola the aliai in the fa2 of our §iaei irity conns

E FumethimiticminteMi&IeE. Wewill foa a&thleaid jreMiddleE thd daii
e havms for taroriS is not domindai by aiy powa hoile to the Unital aa, aid th
contribute to ±le obä mew maks aid wire trale routs. We will devdop mduring
coáitionsto wnlidaenswehavemaJein Afqiaiiai, I ra, %ria aid dsMiaa to wpport
the Iing dd of tarorisweia thdr sur of theigth aid countabäaice I rai.

9 Sàna at int[eWn HedteeTheU.S de1vimmmbm&it from athIa pul
helliqhae tha raiu iirity thrs to the homaid. Supporting the U.S intaicy l,
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theDqatmmt will dei itsrdaionswith roná wuntrithd ntributemilitay3thiIitis
to thasi ronä aid ob ritydiIei

&qrt rdathtoailgiflat tarai frrsinAffia We will bolder e<Wing bil&erà aid
multiläerà patnathipsaid deidop new rdäionthipsto aldrgiifiit terrori thrsth&
thre, U.S intasaid wntributeto thälmgin Europeaid theMiddleE. Wewill fows
on working by, with, aid throui loc patners aid the Europsi Union to dale teTori
build the qthility rap.ir& to oounte- violmt edrariisn, humai trdfiddng, trais-näionä
uimind tivity, aid ill a-ms traie with limital outde aicg aid limit the mdigi
influeriwof non-Afrkai powers
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NATIONAL DEFENSE STL\I1GY

.SIre,,,th,:e rapid. ih’nstn’e appmaies /vm dei’eloprnent to /ie/ding. A rapid. iterative approach to capability
development will reduce costs, technological obsolescence, and acquisition risk. The Department will
realign incentive and reporting structures to increase speed of delivery, enable design tradeoffs in the
requirements process, expand the role of warfighters and intelligence analysis throughout the
acquisitions process, and utilize non-traditional suppliers. Prototyping and experimentation should be
used prior to defining requirements and commercial-off-the-shelf systems. Platform electronics and
software must he designed for routme replacement instead of static configurations that last more than
a decade. This approach, a major departure from previous practices and culture, will allow the
Department to more quickly respond to changes in (he security environment and make it harder for
competitors to offset our systems.

Harness and pmtett the National SrnIdG- Jnnontho# Base. The Department’s technological advantage
depends on a healthy and secure national security innovation base that includes both traditional and
non-traditional defense partners. 11w Department. with the support of Congress, will provide the
defense industry with sufficient predictability to inform their long-term investments in critical skills,
infrastructure, and research and development. We will continue to streamline processes so that new
entrants and small-scale vendors can provide cutting-edge technologies. \X’e will also cultivate
international partnerships to leverage and protect partner investments in military capabilities.

CONCLUSION

This strategy establishes my mient to pursue urgent change at significant scale.

We must use creative approaches, make sustained investment, and be disciplined in execution to field
ajoint Force fit for our time, one that can compete, deter, and win in this increasingly complex security
environment. A dom.inantjoint Force will protect the security of our nation, increase LT.S. influence,
preserve access to markers that will improve mit standard of living, and strengthen cohesion among
allies and partners.

While any strategy must he adaptive in execution, this summary outlines what we must do to pass
intact to the younger generation the freedoms we currently enjoy. But there is nothing new under the
sun: while this strategy will require sustained investment by the American people, we recall past
generations who made harsher sacrifices so that we might enjoy our way of life today.

As it has for generations, free men and women in America’s military ffl fight with skill and valor to
protect us. in carry out any strategy, history teaches us that wisdom and resources must be sufficient.
lam confident this defense strategy is appropriate and worthy olthe support of the American people.
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15

Latin America
Craig A. Deare

U.S. national security interests in Latin America are undermined by two 
key threats: transnational criminal organizations, which exploit weak levels 
of governance across the majority of countries in the region, and extra-
regional actors, which fill the vacuum of U.S. distraction and inattention to its 
neighborhood. The United States must acknowledge the deeply rooted causes of 
the weak levels of governance and engage with greater attention and presence 
while recognizing its limitations for helping to resolve those weaknesses in the 
short term. Limited resources will constrain U.S. efforts, so the United States 
must prioritize support to select strategic partners.

As a new administration takes office, the time is ripe for new ap-
proaches to improve the quality of the security relationship that the 

United States has with its counterparts throughout Latin America. U.S. 
foreign policy in general, and U.S. national security strategy in partic-
ular, does not routinely focus on the nations of Latin America, where 
threats are assumed to be less pressing than in other parts of the world. 
Despite a traditional attitude of benign neglect, U.S. security interests 
there are indeed consequential. Given a globalized world, and the fact 
that the United States is no longer the only viable option available to 
the region’s nation-states seeking external engagement, American pol-
icymakers will need to work harder—and more importantly, smart-
er—to remain relevant and engaged with our Latin American partners. 
Geopolitical realities at play in this part of the world are serious and 
troublesome; they will not disappear in the short term and will require 
dedicated time and attention by senior national security decisionmakers 
sooner rather than later.

The national security interests of the United States were captured suc-
cinctly by the Project on National Security Reform: “To maintain security 
from aggression against the nation by means of a national capacity to shape 
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the strategic environment; to anticipate and prevent threats; to respond 
to attacks by defeating enemies; to recover from the effects of attack; and to 
sustain the costs of defense.”1 If these interests are at varying degrees of risk 
in other parts of the world, they are also under assault in Latin America. 
Obviously this part of the world is an environment we should wish to 
shape; after all, we share the same neighborhood. It seems clear that an-
ticipating and preventing threats in Latin America are both prudent and 
cost-effective. Consequence management after the fact will be far more 
expensive, and these problems are on our doorstep.

There are two primary threats in this part of the world that should con-
cern U.S. policymakers. The first is a growing and dangerous amalgam 
of criminal entities that destabilize our neighbors and operate on a large 
scale within our own borders. The second is the presence of extra-re-
gional actors with anti-U.S. intentions. Both are exacerbated by poor 
governance, endemic poverty, and an inconsistent level of U.S. interest in 
and commitment to our neighbors. As former Assistant Secretary of State 
Bernie Aronson has stated, “The historic U.S. failure in Latin America has 
not been interventionism but, rather, neglect.”2 These threats are thriving 
in an environment where many national governments are ill-equipped to 
confront them.

Though lack of capacity is not unique to Latin America, there is an 
important distinction: Latin America is the only region in the world 
where those adversely affected by violence and extreme poverty can walk 
to (and across) the U.S. border. It is also true that not all regional govern-
ments are incapable of handling these two major challenges—there are 
a handful of countries whose political systems have matured sufficiently 
to handle alternating political parties in power and maintain workable 
levels of governance.

At this juncture, the response required from the United States is not 
one requiring a dominant military component because the threats are 
not fundamentally military in nature—although there are elements and 
derivatives of a military tone. Rather, the combination of serious struc-
tural shortcomings and malign actors results in a toxic mixture that 
erodes effective governance throughout the region. The nature of the 
environment and the challenges confronting the countries of the region, 
as well as U.S. national security interests, require new thinking and new 
approaches that transcend traditional U.S. approaches.

Overview of the Threats
As with any other region, there are those who view the level and quality 
of U.S. involvement as adequate, while others believe it is insufficient to 
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the task. Few experts, however, see generally positive trends in recent 
years, as Michael Reid (who views the glass as half full), writing in a 
recent Foreign Affairs article, acknowledges:

True, for years, the [Barack] Obama administration took 
a largely reactive approach to Latin America that resulted 
in multiple fumbles. And the recent attention it has paid 
to the region, although welcome, came late in the day and 
is still incomplete. But Obama’s record must be viewed in 
the context of dramatic changes in Latin America, which 
have inevitably reduced the United States’ influence. The 
region still suffers from unresolved challenges—notably, a 
persistent drug trade, widespread violent crime, and the 
erosion of democracy in Venezuela.3

Reid concedes that the current administration took a “largely reactive 
approach” and that recent attention came late. His characterization of 
what is happening in Venezuela as “the erosion of democracy” is akin 
to those in 1930s Europe reflecting that Germany too was experiencing 
an “erosion of democracy.” The United States has lost influence not sole-
ly because other actors have stepped up their efforts, but also because 
we have chosen to place our priorities elsewhere. This is an error with 
geopolitically adverse consequences for U.S. interests. Although region-
al specialists concerned with security matters may have a tendency to 
enumerate a long list of “threats” existent in the region, upon reflection 
they are mostly variations of the same thing. While there certainly are 
elements of radical and popular movements (and the terrorist tactics as-
sociated with some of these groups) in some countries, these phenomena 
are manifestations of deeper issues. The first—and arguably most trou-
bling—is pervasive and corrosive criminality, formally and informally 
organized, transnational as well as local, economically motivated at times 
but politically at others. Organized transnational crime represents a clear 
and direct threat to U.S. interests. As Director of National Intelligence 
James Clapper captures succinctly:

Transnational Organized Crime . . . is a global, persistent 
threat to our communities at home and our interests 
abroad. Savvy, profit-driven criminal networks traffic in 
drugs, persons, wildlife, and weapons; corrode security and 
governance; undermine legitimate economic activity and 
the rule of law; cost economies important revenue; and un-
dercut U.S. development efforts.4
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The impact of the drug trade, much of which comes from or through 
Latin America, is profound. In 2014, more than 16,000 Americans died 
from heroin and cocaine overdoses—far more than were killed in Iraq 
and Afghanistan over more than a decade at war.5 The monetary costs 
to American society associated with the drug trade exceed $200 billion 
every year, far surpassing those associated with terrorism, which receives 
greater attention.6

Many of these criminal networks are internationally integrated activ-
ities. Like today’s global corporations, which work above, around, and 
across national borders, these criminal groups will operate wherever a 
profit can be made. Another factor, of course, is that typically these de-
veloping countries also have weak economic systems incapable of gener-
ating sufficient meaningful employment opportunities, for the young in 
particular. An opportunity to join a mara (youth gangs prevalent in Cen-
tral America) or a more structured drug-trafficking organization (DTO) 
becomes an attractive option, particularly given the lack of alternatives.

In addition to their ability to operate across borders, some of these 
criminal enterprises have been relatively effective at displacing the state 
in providing services demanded by the local population, in particular 
within urban settings. The degree of effectiveness varies country by 
country, and even by certain geographic locations within a given country. 
Beyond establishing a secure environment in which they can operate—
and this security also holds for those living in the area—transnational 
criminal organizations (TCOs) routinely deliver other services, ranging 
from resolution of conflict to trash collection to providing greater se-
curity. As the TCOs consolidate their hold over the region, the formal 
governments’ power and authority erode, undermining state legitimacy.

TCOs routinely violate governmental sovereignty and undermine 
judicial systems at all levels because they are unencumbered by legal 
norms. With huge profit margins at their disposal, they can purchase 
the best weaponry, communications capability, and security money can 
buy—giving them tactical advantages over most government agencies. 
Unrestrained by the bureaucratic sclerosis that limits governments both 
domestically and internationally, TCOs employ state-of-the-art informa-
tion technology and communications technology to operate effectively 
across the business cycle.

Unlike terrorist organizations, organized crime is dependent on a base-
line of infrastructure and services, and therefore most TCOs do not seek 
to destroy the state. They are content with undermining and co-opting 
the government at the municipal, provincial, and at times national level, 
depending on their requirements and capacity. Importantly, weak and still 
developing states are the most vulnerable to the increasing strength of 
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TCOs, and a significant number of Latin American countries fit this char-
acterization. These relatively weak governments lack effective and capable 
institutions and frequently have small and corrupt police organizations. 
The catch-22 of the situation is that because of their very weakness, these 
developing states are hard pressed to generate strong popular participa-
tion. A growing concern is the degree to which the TCO assumes greater 
levels of penetration of governmental power, both locally and nationally.

In certain cases, given that the government cannot provide for pub-
lic safety and security, it is the TCO—whether a gang, mara, DTO, or 
even an ideologically motivated armed group—that fills that void, thus 
supplanting the legitimacy forfeited by the state, generating a profound 
impact on the sociopolitical construct. Of even greater concern are those 
instances where states are not simply the victims of such a downturn, but 
where governments are active participants in this devolution.7 Beyond 
being penetrated or infiltrated by TCOs and becoming overwhelmed, in 
some cases officials actually lead the process of criminalizing the state. 
The result, as former Commander of U.S. Southern Command Admiral 
James Stavridis, USN (Ret.), points out, is:

These illicit criminal networks threaten the United States 
both directly and indirectly. Directly, these criminals have 
attacked U.S. facilities and citizens throughout the globe. 
They also weaken the fabric of American society, which 
they touch through violence and corruption. Indirectly, 
these organizations threaten the United States by attacking 
our allies and partners throughout the world.8

In short, the rise of TCOs in Latin America poses a serious and grow-
ing national security danger that deserves greater attention. Sharing a 
region with unsteady neighbors represents a risk to U.S. interests, and 
steps must be taken to reverse those conditions. Most theorists point 
to the rise in influence of nonstate actors, which is undeniable. At the 
systems level of analysis, great powers will continue to dominate the 
international system. As Moisés Naím warns, however:

the recent proliferating interaction among criminal, terror-
ist, and insurgent networks and the exponentially greater 
magnitude of their commerce made possible by the process-
es of globalization have moved the overall threat posed by 
state collusion with transnational illicit networks from the 
status of international nuisance to a substantial threat to 
the contemporary international order.9
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The jury is still out on whether illicit nonstate actors and their networks 
threaten the international system writ large, but their activities demand 
much greater attention.

The second major threat to U.S. interests in this region is the growing 
presence and activity of external actors with anti-U.S. intentions. It is one 
thing for extra-regional actors to promote their economic and political 
interests in the hemisphere. In today’s globalized world, every market in 
every country is fair game for trade; Airbus has the same right as Boeing 
to market its airliners worldwide. But certain countries—Russia, Iran, 
and China are the most prominent examples—are seeking access to the 
region for reasons that go beyond commerce and diplomacy. The actions 
in this region by these three countries in particular should give pause to 
U.S. policymakers. Russia views the current geopolitical environment as 
a new Cold War; China’s continued expansion into the South China Sea 
clearly demonstrates its intentions; and Iran’s aggression in the Persian 
Gulf and beyond reveals its global ambitions. Accepting their growing 
presence in this part of the world will only embolden these countries. 
Unfortunately, Secretary of State John Kerry’s unilateral declaration in 
November 2013 that the Monroe Doctrine was dead did little to reas-
sure the governments in the region, instead serving as a clear invitation 
to those extra-regional actors looking for opportunities to increase their 
influence. This invitation was welcomed by the anti-U.S. alliance known 
as ALBA (Alternativa Bolivariana para los Pueblos de América, or the 
Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas), which is eager to reduce U.S. 
influence despite the long-term costs to their peoples.10

At first blush, China’s expansion into the region might be perceived 
as benign. Given its explosive economic growth over the past 30 years, it 
comes as no surprise that its exports and imports from around the world 
would expand accordingly. After all, U.S.-China trade grew from $2 bil-
lion in 1979 to $591 billion in 2014, with an accompanying trade deficit 
of $344 billion.11 Chilean copper, Argentine soy and wheat, Brazilian 
iron, Venezuelan oil, and Peruvian minerals are attractive commodities, 
and those countries profit from increased sales to satisfy Chinese de-
mand. Upon closer examination, however, China’s economic activities 
generate additional concern. Chinese economic expansion globally has 
come at the direct cost of U.S. commercial contraction; China’s “policy 
banks” have become the largest annual public creditors to governments 
in the region.12 In 2006 the United States was the largest trading partner 
for 127 countries around the world, versus just 70 for China. However, 
by 2011, the situation had almost inverted itself, with 124 countries for 
China and 76 for the United States.13 Leaving Mexico aside—a unique 
case given the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) of 
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1994—the rest of Latin America is turning away from the United States 
and toward China, although at different rates and degrees of engagement.

Even the case of NAFTA serves to demonstrate the strength of China’s 
impact on the region. Prior to China’s entrance into the World Trade Or-
ganization in 2001, Mexico benefited greatly from the new trade agree-
ment with its northern neighbors. However, once China gained preferred 
access to the U.S. market, the picture changed, with Chinese products 
gaining market shares in the United States at Mexico’s expense, as well 
as increasing market shares in Mexico from U.S. products.14 Mexico’s 
geographical advantage remains important, as demonstrated by $81.5 
billion in bilateral trade in goods and services prior to NAFTA in 1993, 
which increased to $247.3 billion in 2000 and reached $532.3 billion 
in 2015.15

A related but largely unrecognized factor here is that China is filling a 
trade space that could—and should, from a U.S. interests perspective—
be filled by Latin American manufacturers. While China has surpassed 
the United States as the most important destination for South Ameri-
can exports, shipments to China continue to be heavily concentrated 
in primary goods, with only a small portion of manufactured products. 
When commodity prices inevitably fall and the terms of trade worsen, 
Latin American manufacturers’ inability to compete effectively with the 
Chinese will undermine the potential for sustained growth throughout 
the region. The net effect for Latin American countries will only worsen 
in the future.16

Beyond China’s deep economic engagement with Latin America, 
China’s explicit support for the anti-U.S. alliance ALBA is even more 
problematic and troubling. Given ALBA’s declared intent to establish an 
alternative to U.S. leadership in the region and to distance itself from 
Western companies and conventional multilateral institutions, China has 
stepped in as its partner of choice, with both markets and financing. 
This has meant the prolonged endurance of certain regimes—Venezuela 
is the most obvious example—that would have failed years ago due to 
flagrant incompetence, mismanagement, and corruption. China contin-
ues to fund this failed model despite the economic losses it generates; 
Chinese intentions are geopolitical, not financial. Having transcended 
the role of strategic partners in 2001, the China-Venezuela relationship 
is now characterized as a comprehensive strategic partnership, moving 
beyond trade to military weapons sales and training. With the death of 
Hugo Chavez in March 2013, his designated successor, Nicolás Maduro, 
has accelerated Venezuela’s economic collapse with ideological decisions 
uninformed by financial realities and exacerbated by oil prices declining 
to $30 per barrel. Despite the opposition parties’ takeover of the legisla-
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ture in December 2015, Maduro’s strong executive powers ensure that he 
will continue to prioritize politics over economics, and Venezuela’s pain 
will continue beyond his tenure.

These brief examples highlight the fact that China is taking advantage 
of U.S. inattention to the evolving geopolitical and economic realities in 
its own hemisphere. Careful not to directly antagonize the United States, 
China is playing the strategic long game and will gradually and slow-
ly expand into whatever spaces it can in the region. U.S. policymakers 
must be aware that in so doing, the Chinese government will pursue its 
own interests in the Western Hemisphere, which are often not congruent 
with our own. Chinese analyst Lei Yu hypothesizes:

China’s economic and geopolitical orientation toward Lat-
in America reflects Beijing’s desire not only to intensify 
its economic cooperation and trade with Latin America, 
but also to create a “sphere of influence” in the tradition-
al “backyard” of the United States, the only superpower 
in the current global hierarchy, in retaliation for the U.S. 
containment and encirclement of China, and as a fulcrum 
in its rise as a global power capable of challenging U.S. 
dominance and reshaping the current world system in a 
fashion more to its liking.17

In a world that remains ordered anarchically, China’s great power as-
pirations are being played out in Latin America. Similarly, the United 
States has the right to protect its geopolitical interests in the region. If 
it does not do so, the United States cedes to China its strategic goal of 
“reshaping the current world system in a fashion more to its liking.”

Iran’s growing presence in Latin America is a different story than Chi-
na’s. It is no coincidence that Iran’s expansion has also been with ALBA 
countries, such as Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Nicaragua, and even Ar-
gentina (although this expansion ended with Cristina Kirschner’s depar-
ture). Iran is infiltrating Latin America primarily through Hizballah, a 
Shiite terrorist group loyal to Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, as well as with the 
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps and Quds Force members.18 There 
are reports of more than 80 Iran-supported Shiite cultural centers, op-
erated by Hizballah and Quds Force, spread across the region. The clear 
intent of Iran is not only to convert individuals to Shia Islam but also 
to advance Iranian objectives at the expense of U.S. interests. As then–
Commander of U.S. Southern Command General John Kelly, USMC 
(Ret.), testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee, “As the 
foremost state sponsor of terrorism, Iran’s involvement in the region and 
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these cultural centers is a matter for concern, and its diplomatic, eco-
nomic, and political engagement is closely monitored.”19 Despite the nu-
clear agreement between the Obama administration and Iranian leaders, 
Iran continues to employ terrorism as a deliberate tool of national power.

Iran’s honorary membership in Latin America’s anti-U.S. club—
ALBA—demonstrates Iran’s success in advancing its objectives of pen-
etrating the U.S. area of influence. Participation in ALBA provides Iran 
with access to greater intelligence, regional military organizations, and 
other security-related activities, and it promotes Iran’s agenda in this part 
of the world. Given its previous situation of being under a strong Unit-
ed Nations sanctions regime, Iran was interested in gaining access to 
proscribed military technologies, promoting its nuclear program, and 
finding a way into the international banking system. The confluence of 
Hizballah’s terrorist activities with transnational criminal networks is 
even more alarming. Hizballah has evolved into one of the region’s most 
significant DTOs, leveraging its networks in Africa, Asia, and Europe. 
Unlike China, Iran seeks a presence in the region not for commercial 
trade purposes—although this is used as a façade—but as a way to pro-
mote its geopolitical and ideological goals. Given Iran’s proclivity to sup-
port terrorism to achieve its objectives, U.S. policymakers should harbor 
no illusions that its presence in Latin America is benign.20

But of greatest immediate concern to U.S. national security interests is 
Russia’s renewed efforts to gain access in the region and undermine U.S. 
goals and objectives. Taking advantage of the anti-U.S. populist stance 
of the late Hugo Chavez, Russia has also established itself as an honor-
ary member in good standing of ALBA. Vladimir Putin’s government is 
providing ALBA nations with weapons, police and military training and 
equipment, intelligence technology and training, nuclear technology, oil 
exploration equipment, financial assistance, and support as an influential 
friend on the United Nations Security Council and other international 
forums. With Russia’s help and advice, the once-shared hemispheric val-
ues of a functioning democratic system are being replaced by a toxic mix 
of antidemocratic values, additional inputs of massive corruption, and 
a doctrine that draws on totalitarian models. The ALBA bloc embraces 
terrorism and terrorist groups such as the Fuerzas Armadas Revoluciona-
rias de Colombia (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), Hizballah, 
and the Basque revolutionary organization Euskadi Ta Askatasuna. Also, 
ALBA’s military doctrine includes the justification for the use of weapons 
of mass destruction against the United States.

Russia’s intentions in this part of the world are antagonistic in nature. 
Russia’s ongoing efforts to deepen ties with the nine ALBA bloc mem-
bers raise real strategic concerns. Although some attempt to excuse Rus-
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sian actions as a tit-for-tat response to U.S. engagement in Russia’s near 
abroad, it is one thing for the United States to support democratic gov-
ernance, rule of law, and free market economies; after all, these actions 
are nonthreatening. But actively supporting anti-U.S. populist leaders for 
the sole purpose of undermining the United States in a zero-sum game 
is another matter; U.S. leaders must recognize this for what it is and take 
appropriate measures to safeguard our national interests. As General Kel-
ly noted in congressional testimony:

Russian activities in the region are more concerning. . . . 
Periodically since 2008, Russia has pursued an increased 
presence in Latin America through propaganda, military 
arms and equipment sales, counterdrug agreements, and 
trade. Under President Putin, however, we have seen a 
clear return to Cold War tactics. As part of its global strat-
egy, Russia is using power projection in an attempt to erode 
U.S. leadership and challenge U.S. influence in the West-
ern Hemisphere. . . . Russia’s activities in the hemisphere 
are concerning and underscore the importance of remain-
ing engaged with our partners.21

Cultural Underpinnings
Five hundred years of externally imposed influence across the region—
political, economic, religious, and social, dating from the late 15th cen-
tury—have had the net result of generating a new culture. Infused into 
the native inhabitants of the Americas over the years by invading colo-
nists, this new culture—explicitly Latin American—is a factor that re-
quires an appreciation of how different it is to what we would broadly 
characterize as American. Political scientist Howard Wiarda captured 
the many differences—and the reasons behind those differences—of 
cultural development between the British colonies and Spanish and 
Portuguese empires:

Latin America, colonized and settled in the sixteenth cen-
tury, was premodern and felt the full weight of medievalism 
in the form of an authoritarian political regime from top 
to bottom, a feudal landholding system and mercantilism 
in the economic sphere, a rigid two-class society without a 
large or solid middle class, an educational system based on 
rote memorization and deductive, unscientific reasoning, 
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and a religious pattern of absolutism and orthodoxy that 
buttressed and reinforce the state concept.

The United States, settled and colonized in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, belonged, right from the begin-
ning, to the modern world. It was nascently capitalistic, 
middle class, nonconformist, supportive of representative 
government, religiously pluralistic, and educationally and 
legally inductive and scientific.22

This cultural/societal component is thus key to understanding how 
the region’s political, economic, and judiciary systems developed differ-
ently from those of the United States, and why the region—despite its 
strain of Western traditions—evolved in a different fashion. Independent 
of the effect of globalization across the world, these cultural differences 
remain relevant in terms of how nation-states participate in the interna-
tional system. They continue to directly influence how regional coun-
tries’ political, economic, and judicial systems behave at the state and 
sub-state level.

Political Culture
The evolution of political parties and processes in the region has amount-
ed to a slow and gradual move away from explicitly authoritarian regimes 
to a variety of democratic models, in many cases ostensibly based on sep-
aration of powers but typically highly presidentialist and characterized 
by a dominant executive. This process only began to emerge in the early 
20th century (in Uruguay) and has progressed in fits and starts across the 
region, with countless interruptions by coups of all sizes and colors. But 
the image of the Latin American military junta is not simply coincidental; 
as recently as the 1980s, the major countries of the Americas were under 
military control—Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and 
others. In addition, the majority of the countries are based on a unitary 
(versus a federal) model, although even then the concentration of au-
thority in the national executive is the norm. This brief description is 
provided simply to underscore the fact that when we use the term dem-
ocratic government in referring to Latin America, this does not mean an 
American model or a Canadian parliamentarian variant.

Indeed a variety of factors have contributed to create a political 
culture that would be characterized as “left of center” in U.S. terms. 
Although communist ideologies are considered fringe elements with-
in the mainstream of the U.S. political system, they are alive and well 
throughout the region. Cuba’s communist party continues to serve as 
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a model emulated by political movements throughout the region. It is 
no accident that leaders in Venezuela, Bolivia, Nicaragua, El Salvador, 
Ecuador, Chile, Brazil, and until recently Argentina continue to revere 
Fidel Castro. President Obama’s historic overture to the Cuban regime, 
however well intentioned, decidedly downplayed the strength of the 
authoritarian domination of the Cuban people. In the recently conclud-
ed Seventh Congress of the Cuban Communist Party—only a month 
after the Presidential visit—the party rejected any notion of political 
reform; despite the handshakes and photo opportunities, Raúl Castro 
continues to refer to the United States as “the enemy.” This aspect of 
the region’s political culture presents an additional degree of difficulty, 
and U.S. policymakers must fully understand this fundamental reality 
as they consider policy options.

Economic Culture
As with other elements, the disparity in capacity across the range of 
countries is striking. Latin America is the most unequal region in the 
world in terms of distribution of wealth. Although poverty has declined 
from 48.3 percent to 28 percent between 1990 and 2014,23 10 of the 
15 most unequal countries in the world are in the Americas (including 
Brazil).24 The region with the lowest quintile is Latin America, which has 
4.1 percent of income. The bottom quintile in other developing regions 
includes South Asia, which has 7.9 percent, and Eastern Europe/Central 
Asia, which has 8.1 percent. At the other end of the spectrum, the top 
quintile in Latin America has 53.9 percent of income, the highest region-
al average.25 Measured by gross domestic product, Brazil is one of the top 
10 producing countries of the world, and both Mexico and Argentina are 
members of the Group of 20. But as richly endowed as those countries 
are, they too share in significant levels of poverty, and their income dis-
tribution schemes are far from ideal. Although many of the countries in 
the region are amply endowed with natural resources, in most developed 
countries intangible capital is the largest share of total wealth. This is not 
the case in Latin America, and it is explained in large part by weaknesses 
in educational systems as well as rule of law.

Judiciary Systems
The legal systems throughout the region are quite different from a U.S. 
model. Latin America’s legal foundations, established in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, were cast in a manner that would lead to continued author-
itarian rule, founded on a legal tradition based on Roman law (versus 
common law in the United States and Canada inherited from Britain). 
Quoting again from Howard Wiarda:
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Among the most important influences brought by Rome to 
Hispania was its concept of law. In the Roman conception, 
law derived deductively from divine precepts, nature, and 
right reason—not from everyday experience as in the more 
practical Anglo-American common-law tradition. Law 
and everyday practice were separated, divorced—a situa-
tion that leads to widespread violations of the law.26

Levels of corruption throughout Latin America are notorious. With 
the notable exceptions of Uruguay, Chile, and Costa Rica (ranked 21, 
23, and 40 in Transparency International’s 2015 Index), Latin American 
countries have their origins in the legal practices and mores imported in 
the 16th century.27

The Iberian Peninsula judicial legacy was the inquisitorial system, 
where prosecuting attorneys and judges are responsible for both the in-
vestigation and the determination of guilt; they do so without a trial, but 
rather by reviewing evidence in private. The common law adversarial 
system used in the United States, by contrast, has active prosecution 
and defense attorneys, arguing in open court, and an independent judge 
whose role is to serve as an impartial umpire. Reform efforts in the region 
began in the late 1980s/early 1990s (more recently in Mexico) and were 
undertaken initially as the judicial aspect of democratization efforts, al-
though the business sector’s interest in market assurance was another 
strong element. Notwithstanding some progress, however, many coun-
tries continue to struggle with substandard judiciary systems due largely 
to ideological divides and culturally ingrained corruption. The challenge 
continues to be creating trusted and competent legal institutions, which 
are necessary to generate confidence in the minds of all citizens—en-
trepreneurs, bureaucrats, and everyone in between—that their rights 
will be protected. The poor levels of effective rule of law throughout the 
majority of the region continue to have a negative impact on countries’ 
abilities to perform effectively across the entire spectrum of political, 
economic, judicial, and security development.

Among the most pernicious effects of this developmental delay is that 
Latin America is the most violence-prone region of the world, besting 
southern Africa. With 9 percent of global population, the region produc-
es 27 percent of murders worldwide. Of the top 20 countries with the 
highest rates of homicides, 10 are from Latin America:28

Latin America has long been a violence-prone continent. 
No other region in the world shows higher homicide rates, 
no other region shows such a variety of different types and 
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forms of violence. A high incidence of crime, the prolif-
eration of violent youth gangs, the prevalence of domes-
tic violence, violence related to drug trafficking or money 
laundering as the burning issues of the day come on top of 
more historical forms of violence in the form of persistent 
civil wars, guerrilla movements and death squads, state 
terrorism and dictatorships, social uprisings and violent 
revolutions.29

With the exception of soccer, in no other category does Latin America so 
dominate world rankings.

A “Big Idea” for U.S. National Security Policymakers
U.S. national security interests in Latin America are enduring and tran-
scend administrations and political parties; what varies over time are 
levels of attention paid to the region and the ways and means used to 
pursue the ends. The most current expression emphasizes “the security 
of our allies and partners, an open international economic system that 
promotes opportunity and prosperity, respect for universal values, and 
a rules-based international order advanced by U.S. leadership that pro-
motes peace, security, and opportunity through stronger cooperation to 
meet global challenges.”30 It is not an exaggeration to state that all these 
interests are at risk throughout most of Latin America. The good news 
in this potentially depressing picture is that for the most part, the U.S. 
model is by far the most attractive model to emulate for the majority of 
the peoples of Latin America. Very few want to send their children to 
study in China, Russia, or Iran. The bad news is that the U.S. national 
security system is poorly structured to deal with the nature of the threats 
and challenges within Latin America. What is lacking is a coherent U.S. 
effort to actively promote that ideal-model type with willing partners in 
the region.

Part of the U.S. challenge is due to the factors laid out previously. At 
the same time, U.S. policymakers must recognize the limits of what can 
be done, and how much help is needed. Even if the United States had the 
resources and interest necessary to effect important and tangible change, 
the initiative to fundamentally upgrade their systems must rest with the 
countries in the region. Beyond that, given the underlying conditions 
seen throughout the region, the solutions are not exclusively, or even 
primarily, within the purview of the U.S. Government to address. Real 
progress depends on more than a well-integrated, whole-of-government 
approach. What is truly needed includes our most productive elements 
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(namely, the private sector) and beyond, including nongovernmental or-
ganizations (NGOs), private charities, universities, religious orders—in a 
word, our civil society. Empowering someone to bring those sectors into 
the mix is a key element to future success.

If the interagency community is challenged to provide coherent solu-
tions at the individual country level—and it is—the notion that it can 
do so region-wide is unrealistic. What is lacking in that regard is an 
overarching coordinating entity with authorities to direct the various key 
Federal actors—Department of State/U.S. Agency for International De-
velopment, Departments of Defense, Justice, Homeland Security, Trea-
sury, and Commerce, among others. The Senior Director for the West-
ern Hemisphere on the National Security Council lacks the authority 
to effectively direct, control, or task these departments and other Cabi-
net-level agencies.

The “Big Idea,” then, requires first the recognition that stating, “We 
need a more holistic and effective whole-of-government approach,” is in-
sufficient and that more innovative steps should be taken. Taking a page 
out of President Bill Clinton’s playbook, we need to move beyond the 
“Special Envoy for Latin America” and designate a serious regional expert 
heavyweight—someone like John Negroponte comes to mind—to lead 
a new team authorized and empowered to develop, coordinate, and lead 
policy for the region.31 The vision would entail going beyond the gov-
ernmental sector serving as a “partner of choice,” to include a broader 
civil society–to–civil society engagement, encouraged and supported by 
the interagency entities of the U.S. Government. It would build upon an 
already existing proposal—that of the Integrated Regional Centers (IRC) 
suggested by the Project on National Security Reform:

Shift the existing system’s emphasis to the regional level 
with regional directors heading integrated regional cen-
ters, which act as interagency headquarters for national 
security policy . . . convening Cabinet members and in-
tegrated regional directors based on issues, not statutory 
membership. The departments and agencies support IRCs 
by providing capabilities. This option builds on the suc-
cess of the regional military commands while correcting 
the current civil-military imbalance by providing a civilian 
counterpart to the regional commands; it allows Washing-
ton to focus on global and long-range policy and strategy; 
and it gives embassies clear authority to coordinate their 
country plans.32
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The IRC model is a necessary but insufficient first step in the right 
direction. This Big Idea would go beyond the IRC concept to give it the 
additional responsibility of also engaging more effectively with the “civil 
society”—universities, NGOs, churches, the private sector—to do those 
things not well suited to the government per se.

This proposal recognizes the limits of U.S. time, attention, and re-
sources available to dedicate to the region; other parts of the world rep-
resent more significant and urgent threats to U.S. interests. The idea here 
is to work smarter, not necessarily harder or with more money. Resources 
will be required elsewhere in the world to confront the threat du jour 
and traditionally have not been available.33 But a truly comprehensive 
approach that includes nongovernmental actors, coordinated, synchro-
nized, and supported by the U.S. Government, would be a game chang-
er. There are areas of concern with duplication of effort that would be 
deconflicted, as well as gaps and seams that could be recognized and 
addressed by an entity authorized and bestowed with available—but not 
coherently integrated—capabilities. The Latin American “Policy Direc-
tor” would lead a team of regional- and country-specific as well as func-
tional experts (economists, lawyers, judges, political scientists, anthro-
pologists, sociologists, security and defense specialists, law enforcement 
officers, and so forth) to identify the key elements to assist in addressing 
essential developmental goals for the region.

A natural reaction to this proposal is that it is unrealistic, too bold, 
unworkable, or a combination of all three. Perhaps. But prolonging the 
status quo is demonstrably ineffective; after all, the status quo is what got 
us here. A system-wide reform effort, à la the Project on National Securi-
ty Reform, is currently unlikely; unfortunately, a new major crisis will be 
required to propel us to action. But a pilot program in one specific part 
of the world might well succeed.

In the event that the Big Idea is too great a leap and simply too hard 
to pursue, there are other more limited—but still innovative—recom-
mendations that could help in the near term. First, recognizing the real 
threat presented by transnational criminal organizations, as well as the 
fact that a number of different actors play a role in identifying the threat 
as well as dealing with it, a new administration might establish a joint 
interagency task force (JIATF) with the broad mandate to go after the 
TCO threat. The idea is to build upon the JIATF-South model, which 
integrates many of the interagency actors with the Department of De-
fense (DOD) and Coast Guard to conduct detection and monitoring 
operations regarding the interdiction of illicit trafficking and other nar-
co-terrorist threats in support of national and partner nation security. 
This Joint Interagency Task Force–Transnational Criminal Organizations 
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(JIATF-TCO) would incorporate law enforcement and intelligence agen-
cies to fuse all available information to identify the gamut of bad actors 
involved in the broad range of criminal actors and activities. In addition, 
however, the other critical aspect is the action side of the equation.34 This 
JIATF-TCO would coordinate and execute the takedown of TCO groups 
and other criminal activities, both internationally and domestically. The 
notion of synchronizing policy, diplomacy, defense, intelligence, finance, 
law enforcement, and clandestine and covert action by one centralized 
and integrated entity is easier said than done but is essential to combat-
ing the ability of nonstate actors to exploit the gaps and seams in our 
current organizational construct. This organization should be led by a 
senior civilian with recognized gravitas and experience such as a former 
Director of Central Intelligence, Federal Bureau of Investigation director, 
or retired combatant commander.

Another important concept is to strengthen DOD capacity to focus its 
capabilities and interact more effectively with the armed forces and law 
enforcement agencies of Latin America. Although not of traditional inter-
est to much of DOD, the institutional importance of the Armed Forces in 
the region requires greater support by the Pentagon to promote enhanced 
security, improve internal civil-military relations issues, and address ongo-
ing human rights concerns. Beyond recognition by the State Department 
that greater Pentagon support is a positive thing, there are two structural 
changes that could also help. The first is the creation of the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (ASD) for Western Hemisphere Affairs, el-
evating the seniority of the individual responsible for crafting policy for 
the region. There was a short period of time when this was in effect, when 
the ASD for Homeland Defense and Americas’ Security Affairs played that 
role to a limited degree, complementing the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Western Hemisphere Affairs as needed. During that time, both 
ASDs who held that office—Paul McHale and Paul Stockton—were hired 
first and foremost for their expertise in homeland defense issues. They 
were not Latin American specialists. But having an Assistant Secretary of 
Defense engaged with those details, playing an active role within both the 
interagency and senior regional counterparts, proved helpful.35

The second and related idea is to consider consolidating the respon-
sibilities for oversight of security cooperation and foreign military sales 
programs within the region under the supervision of a single geographic 
combatant commander. There are two basic options regarding how the 
Unified Command Plan should incorporate Mexico.36 One is to maintain 
the status quo with Mexico, Canada, and the Bahamas as part of U.S. 
Northern Command. The other alternative makes the case to include 
Mexico (and portions of the Caribbean region) within the purview of one 
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geographic combatant command as the logical step to provide operation-
al support to the policy shop in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.37 
As James Stavridis, testified, we should:

merge SOUTHCOM and NORTHCOM [U.S. Northern 
Command] into a single Americas Command. The artifi-
cial division of Mexico from SOUTHCOM hurts our unified 
purpose throughout Latin America and the Caribbean; and 
our Canadian allies are very involved in the world to the 
south as well. Making this one command—probably head-
quartered in Miami, with a sub-unified command in Colora-
do Springs retaining NORAD [North American Aerospace 
Defense Command] and air defense—would be efficient, 
save resources, and improve focus on the Americas.38

Stavridis clarified his remarks, adding, “I absolutely think we should 
merge NORTHCOM and SOUTHCOM, not only for the efficiencies, 
but I think there’s cultural connections, to get Canada and Mexico, two 
of the largest economies in the Americas, into the flow of our work to 
the south.”39

The proponents of the current configuration make the compelling 
point that the political, economic, social, and security entity that is North 
America should be conserved and strengthened. They argue that the de-
fense of the United States demands having Canada and Mexico as special 
and unique partners as part of a dedicated defense structure. The down-
side of this option is that the status quo essentially places a wall around 
the United States, Canada, and Mexico, which may convey a message of 
writing off the rest of the hemisphere. It would confer upon Mexico status 
as a key strategic partner, but at the cost of appearing to neglect the rest 
of our neighborhood. The notion of an Americas Command versus either 
the status quo or a Southern Command that includes Mexico recognizes 
that the neighborhood is important to the entire region (to include the 
United States and Canada) and implies an organizational structure suffi-
cient to that task. The disadvantage, at least in the short term, could be a 
message received by Mexico that suggests the United States does not val-
ue the unique relationship that has developed since 2002. It is an import-
ant debate that merits serious consideration at the highest levels of DOD.

There are many other smaller details that could also contribute to 
improving the ways in which the U.S. Government pays attention to 
and interacts with the key actors in Latin America. But unless major 
initiatives are undertaken, the smaller moves are probably akin to simply 
rearranging the deck chairs—and there are icebergs ahead.
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	Political stability
	The Liberal Party, led by Justin Trudeau, has shifted Canadian politics to the left since it won a majority at the 2015 election. However, The Economist Intelligence Unit expects challenges to policy initiatives and friction with provincial administrations to intensify ahead of the next federal election, due in October 2019. The unfolding controversy over alleged political interference in a criminal corruption case also risks tarnishing Mr Trudeau's political brand.

The political scandal is rooted in the surprise demotion in January of Jody Wilson-Raybould, the former justice minister and attorney-general, to the veterans' affairs portfolio. Mr Trudeau gave no reason for shifting the respected indigenous leader. However, in early February a national newspaper published unproven allegations that she had been put under pressure by the prime minister's office to abandon the criminal prosecution for fraud of SNC-Lavalin, a large Montreal-based construction and engineering firm, in favour of a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA). This would have let the company off with a fine, and with no ban on bidding for federal contracts. She refused to intervene and the company faces the prospect of a trial.

Ms Wilson-Raybould resigned from the cabinet on February 12th, a day after Mr Trudeau said that her continued presence on the front bench was proof that no one had put her under pressure. This was followed by the resignation of Mr Trudeau’s principal secretary and close confidante, Gerald Butts, in a move aimed at fending off further attacks from the main opposition Conservative Party and the New Democratic Party (NDP). Mr Butts and Mr Trudeau have denied any wrongdoing. However, Ms Wilson-Raybould has since testified that Mr Trudeau had asked her in September 2018 to help to find a solution for SNC-Lavalin, because, without a DPA, he feared that many jobs would be lost in his home province of Quebec. Ms Wilson-Raybould claimed that the pressure continued until late last year despite her cautioning him against interfering politically with her role as attorney-general.

In a further setback for Mr Trudeau, a second cabinet minister, Jane Philpott, resigned on March 4th, stating that she had lost confidence in the government's handling of the affair. Mr Trudeau has rejected calls for his resignation by the Conservative leader, Andrew Scheer. However, the controversy is likely to result in further political fallout for the government and give added momentum to the Conservatives in the lead-up to the federal election.

Friction between the federal and provincial governments will intensify ahead of the election. The nationalisation in 2018 of the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, which is fundamentally opposed by the provincial government in British Columbia (BC), has raised questions over federal jurisdiction. The Trudeau administration also plans to impose a carbon tax in four provinces—Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and New Brunswick—that do not have pricing plans meeting federal standards. However, broad agreement on 75:25 cannabis tax revenue-sharing between provincial administrations and the federal government, which came into effect in October, together with the renegotiation of the North American Free-Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which ended a period of heightened trade uncertainty, should help to limit tensions.


	Election watch
	Political fallout from the SNC-Lavalin affair saw the Conservatives edge ahead of the Liberals in opinion polls in February, for the first time since July 2018. However, we still expect the Liberal Party to form the government after the federal election due by October 2019. This reflects its recent successes on international trade policy, the legalisation of cannabis and decrying Saudi actions towards human rights, as well as the advantages of incumbency. Since the October 2015 general election, the opposition parties have been in transition. The Conservatives have an experienced shadow cabinet and are building momentum under Mr Scheer. The party will focus on the government’s perceived vulnerabilities, namely taxes and government spending. The Conservatives also contend that the Liberals have lost control of the border by allowing 40,000 people to walk across from the US over the past two years and claim asylum. The left-leaning NDP will be boosted by the election to parliament of its leader, Jagmeet Singh, in a by-election on February 25th. However, the NDP trails well behind the two larger parties in terms of fundraising ahead of the election. The Conservatives are in the best shape in this regard.


	International relations
	Under the Liberals, Canadian foreign policy emphasises multilateralism over unilateralism, engagement over isolation, mitigating the effects of climate change and upholding human rights. This is in clear contrast to the policies pursued by Donald Trump's administration in the US. As a result, bilateral relations with the US will be strained during the remainder of the Trump administration, and Canada will continue to look elsewhere for support. This shift was illustrated by the addition of "trade diversification" to the mandate of the international trade minister in a recent cabinet reshuffle. Nonetheless, Canada will seek to preserve relations with the US, its most important diplomatic and economic partner by far. Where possible, Canada will attempt to circumvent the White House by strengthening its ties to other levels of US government.

The successful negotiation of the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), which will replace NAFTA and preserve the trilateral arrangement, mitigates significant trade risk for Canada. The revised deal maintains most of the substance of the earlier US-Mexico deal. In particular, the USMCA retains the Chapter 19 dispute-resolution mechanism, which Canada relies on to protect some of its industries (primarily lumber) from potential US anti-dumping measures. The new deal grants the US greater access to the Canadian market for dairy, poultry and eggs (these sectors are also managed by the government to ensure sufficiently high prices for farmers). This concession is broadly similar to what Canada had offered during negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal, which the US withdrew from in 2017. In another move that should ease regional trade tension, Canada negotiated an exemption from any future tariffs that the US might impose on automotive imports. The new agreement was signed in November 2018 but is awaiting ratification by the three governments.

The implementation of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) is expected to provide enhanced access to key Asian markets over the forecast period. A trade deal signed with the EU in 2016 has removed 98% of the EU tariff lines. With full implementation, the figure is set to rise to 99%. The government also intends to conclude a free-trade agreement with the UK after Brexit.

China was a key target for the government’s trade diversification policy until December, when Meng Wanzhou, a senior executive of Huawei, a Chinese telecommunications firm, was detained in Canada at the request of US authorities. On March 1st the government announced that it would proceed with hearings on her extradition. Bitter exchanges between Canada and China since her arrest have cast a chill on bilateral relations. We expect this to persist throughout 2019, preventing progress on exploratory free-trade talks.


	Policy trends
	Canada will continue supporting domestic industries that are negatively affected by US trade protectionism. In the 2018 autumn fiscal update, the finance minister, Bill Morneau, announced measures to increase the competitiveness of Canadian businesses after the introduction of tax cuts in the US at the start of 2018. These included a tax break on capital expenditure in manufacturing. Additional measures are possible in the 2019/20 federal budget, which will be tabled on March 19th. Environmental policy will also be important in the remainder of the parliamentary term. Government support for the fossil fuel industry is crucial for economic growth in the short to medium term but appears incompatible with the federal government's green credentials. The Liberal Party will continue to seek a balance between these two objectives to preserve its voter base. On the one hand, the government has rolled out a national carbon tax of C$20/tonne (US$15.1/tonne) in provinces that do not have an equivalent carbon pricing programme in place by January€1st€2019. The federal tax will rise to C$50/tonne by 2022. However, the consensus on taxing carbon emissions seems to be weakening as opposition mounts. On the other hand, the government is set to approve the construction of the controversial Trans Mountain Expansion pipeline, designed to enable higher volumes of crude oil from Alberta to be transported to a port in BC. Additional major investments are being undertaken to develop Canada's natural resources.

Policymakers will continue to keep a close eye on the property market, which remains a key risk owing to recent monetary policy tightening and overleveraged Canadian households. Following the imposition of macroprudential measures from the federal government to tighten mortgage-lending requirements since 2016, the market appears to be rebalancing as the quality of new mortgage lending improves. Price growth has slowed markedly, although trends vary across the country.


	Fiscal policy
	The government is committed to a programme of infrastructure spending that will entail a series of budget deficits, but this will be counterbalanced by increased receipts due to the expected introduction of a cap-and-trade system and greater tax income as a result of cannabis legalisation. However, lower average oil prices in 2019-20 compared with 2018 will weigh on plans to reduce the fiscal deficit, as increased government support will be expected to shore up the economy and government receipts are likely to undershoot official projections.

In the 2018/19 budget Mr Morneau announced a series of narrower deficits over the next five years. We estimate that the fiscal deficit stood at 1.2% of GDP in 2018, and expect it to expand slightly, to 1.4%, in 2019 as the government looks to support the fossil fuels industry through rebates and additional incentives amid a softer price environment. In 2020 the government will respond to an economic slowdown with additional fiscal spending, which will push the deficit up to 1.6% of GDP; however, we expect the slowdown to be short-lived. The government will look to narrow the deficit in the longer term, and we expect it to fall gradually, to 1% of GDP by 2023.


	Monetary policy
	The Bank of Canada (BoC, the central bank) lifted its policy rate by 125 basis points between July 2017 and October 2018, in response to rising inflation and tightening monetary policy in the US. However, the BoC has proceeded more cautiously than the Federal Reserve (Fed, the US central bank), and the Canadian policy rate has remained below its US equivalent—an unusual situation. The BoC had been on course to raise its policy rate, currently 1.75%, to what it considers to be a more normal range of between 2.5% and 3.5%, but kept monetary tightening on hold at its December and January meetings, owing in part to lower energy prices, which have pushed down the headline inflation rate. However, the concern is that prolonging the period of low interest rates will encourage households to increase their borrowing, adding to near-record levels of household debt as a proportion of disposable income.

Given the benign outlook for inflation and softer real GDP growth, we now expect that the BoC will lift rates by only 25 basis points in 2019 (we previously forecast that it would increase rates by 50 basis points this year). Moreover, several factors could prevent the BoC from moving altogether, including weak household spending growth, a deteriorating housing market and signs of weaker economic momentum in the US. The BoC will keep rates on hold in 2020, when the US enters a cyclical slowdown, which, because of the two countries' interlinkages, will cause the Canadian economy to slow. Modest tightening will resume in 2021 and continue for the remainder of the forecast period.


	International assumptions
	Title
	 	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023
Economic growth (%)
US GDP	2.9	2.3	1.5	1.7	2.0	1.8
OECD GDP	2.3	1.8	1.6	1.8	2.0	1.9
EU28 GDP	1.9	1.5	1.6	1.8	1.9	1.8
World GDP (PPP)	3.6	3.4	3.4	3.6	3.6	3.6
World trade	4.4	3.3	2.9	3.9	4.1	4.1
Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)
US CPI	2.4	2.2	1.4	2.2	2.1	1.8
OECD CPI	2.5	2.3	1.9	2.1	2.2	2.1
EU28 CPI	1.9	1.7	1.7	1.9	2.0	1.9
Manufactures (measured in US$)	5.2	3.4	2.6	3.4	3.2	3.0
Oil (Brent; US$/b)	71.1	66.0	60.5	69.8	75.6	75.0
Non-oil commodities (measured in US$)	1.8	-1.2	3.9	1.6	1.4	0.8
Financial variables
US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %)	2.0	2.6	2.2	2.1	2.5	2.9
€ 3-month interbank rate (av; %)	-0.3	-0.2	0.4	0.9	1.4	1.6
US$:€ (av)	1.18	1.16	1.22	1.21	1.24	1.24
C$:US$ (av)	1.30	1.35	1.37	1.30	1.29	1.28

	Economic growth
	Title
	Real GDP growth slowed to 1.8% in 2018, from 3% in 2017. This reflected weaker growth in most GDP components, notably private consumption and business investment, although export growth picked up. The pace of economic expansion slowed sharply in the final three months of last year, and this weaker starting-point has led us to revise down slightly our forecast for real GDP growth in 2019 to 1.6% (from 1.7% previously). Monetary tightening and high household debt levels will dampen private consumption growth this year, and export growth is also expected to moderate, as a result of softer economic expansion in the US, Canada’s key export market.

Much of 2018 was characterised by the escalating trade dispute with the US. The renegotiation of NAFTA reduces one of the key downside risks to our forecast, although the agreement has yet to be ratified, and the steel and aluminium tariffs imposed on Canada by the US in 2018 remain in place for now. Other risks to the economic outlook include a renewed drop in global oil prices, which would act as a drag on economic activity.

Real GDP growth will slow further in 2020, to 1.5% (previously 1.6%), as the US enters a cyclical downturn. Economic expansion in Canada is expected to pick up again in 2021, and real GDP growth will average 2.1% per year in 2022-23. This will be supported by continued government spending on infrastructure and stronger export growth, driven by recovering demand in the US and enhanced trade ties with the EU and CPTPP members.

Economic growth
%	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
GDP	1.8	1.6	1.5	1.9	2.1	2.1
Private consumption	2.1	1.9	1.7	1.8	2.4	2.3
Government consumption	2.5	2.2	2.5	1.6	1.6	1.7
Gross fixed investment	0.8	1.7	1.5	1.7	1.9	2.0
Exports of goods & services	3.3	1.8	1.4	1.6	1.9	2.8
Imports of goods & services	2.9	1.6	1.2	2.5	2.7	2.5
Domestic demand	1.7	1.6	1.5	2.2	2.4	2.0
Agriculture	1.8	1.5	2.4	2.5	2.5	2.2
Industry	2.3	1.0	0.8	0.6	1.3	0.5
Services	2.1	1.8	1.8	2.4	2.4	2.7
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

	Inflation
	Rising oil prices until October 2018 and the increasingly protectionist trade policy of the US added to price pressures for much of 2018, when the headline rate of consumer price inflation picked up to an average of 2.2%. The headline inflation rate fell back to 1.4% year on year in January, below the BoC’s 2% target rate, owing to lower petrol prices, although core inflation was steady at 1.9%. We expect the headline inflation rate to average a benign 1.7% in 2019, reflecting a modest tightening of monetary policy by the central bank, slowing export demand and generally lower oil prices. The mild economic slowdown in 2020 will lead to a further easing in the inflation rate next year, before it picks up again from 2021 as the economy strengthens.


	Exchange rates
	Tightening monetary policy, a broader improvement in the global economy and the draining of the surplus in the oil market lent support to the Canadian dollar in the first half of 2018. More recently, falling oil prices have weighed on the currency. We expect the Canadian dollar to depreciate further against its US counterpart, from a full-year average of C$1.30:US$1 in 2018 to an average of C$1.36:US$1 in 2019-2020, reflecting weaker global oil prices, softer economic growth and a more dovish approach from the BoC, which we now expect will lift its policy rate by only 25 basis points in 2019, if at all. A pick-up in growth from 2021, and the resumption of monetary tightening, will underpin an appreciation in the Canadian dollar over the remainder of the forecast period, with the currency forecast to average C$1.28:US$1 in 2023.


	External sector
	The exchange rate, commodity prices and the health of the US economy will continue to shape the outlook for the current account, which we expect will remain in deficit in 2019-23. The impact of softer global oil prices in 2019-20 will be offset by slowing domestic demand and, therefore, import growth. As a result, the merchandise trade deficit and the shortfall on the current account will remain broadly stable as a proportion of GDP, with the latter averaging 2.9% of GDP during this period. The CPTPP, the effects of which will first be felt at the start of the next decade, will result in higher trade volumes between Canada and Pacific nations. We expect that this will help to narrow the current-account deficit to 2.5% of GDP in 2023.


	Forecast summary
	Title
	Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)
 	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
Real GDP growth	1.8	1.6	1.5	1.9	2.1	2.1
Industrial production growth	2.5c	1.6	0.3	2.0	2.5	2.8
Unemployment rate (av)	5.8	6.1	6.3	6.2	6.0	5.8
Consumer price inflation (av)	2.2	1.7	1.6	1.9	2.0	2.2
3-month prime corporate paper rate	1.8	2.3	2.2	2.1	2.2	2.3
Government balance (% of GDP)	-1.2c	-1.4	-1.6	-1.5	-1.2	-1.0
Exports of goods fob (US$ bn)	493.2c	497.0	502.8	553.9	578.7	594.4
Imports of goods fob (US$ bn)	511.4c	513.8	524.1	566.2	594.0	605.2
Current-account balance (US$ bn)	-49.7c	-48.3	-52.3	-43.6	-53.6	-51.6
Current-account balance (% of GDP)	-2.9c	-2.8	-3.0	-2.3	-2.7	-2.5
Exchange rate C$:US$ (av)	1.30	1.35	1.37	1.30	1.29	1.28
Exchange rate ¥:C$ (av)	85.2	81.8	79.7	80.7	77.9	75.1
Exchange rate C$:€ (av)	1.53	1.56	1.67	1.58	1.60	1.58
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.

	Quarterly forecasts
	Title
	Quarterly forecasts	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
€	2018	€	€	€	2019	€	€	€	2020	€	€	€
€	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.3	0.6	0.5	0.1	0.4	0.3	0.6	0.8	0.2	0.1	0.3	0.3
% change, year on year	2.2	1.7	1.9	1.6	1.7	1.4	1.4	2.1	1.9	1.7	1.5	1.0
Private consumption	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.4	0.4	0.3	0.2	0.6	0.5	0.7	0.9	0.2	0.1	0.3	0.3
% change, year on year	3.0	2.3	1.7	1.4	1.5	1.5	2.0	2.7	2.4	2.0	1.6	1.0
Government consumption	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.6	0.6	0.4	0.5	0.5	0.5	0.7	0.9	0.5	0.4	0.6	0.6
% change, year on year	2.7	2.7	2.6	2.1	2.0	1.9	2.2	2.6	2.6	2.6	2.5	2.3
Gross fixed investment	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.1	-0.4	-1.7	-2.7	1.9	1.8	2.0	2.1	-0.6	-0.7	-0.5	-0.5
% change, year on year	4.3	3.4	0.4	-4.7	-2.9	-0.8	2.9	8.0	5.4	2.8	0.3	-2.2
Exports of goods & services	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.2	3.5	0.8	-0.1	0.2	0.1	0.4	0.6	0.3	0.2	0.4	0.4
% change, year on year	0.3	2.3	6.0	4.5	4.4	1.1	0.7	1.3	1.4	1.4	1.4	1.2
Imports of goods & services	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	1.2	1.3	-2.2	-0.3	1.0	0.9	1.2	1.3	-0.2	-0.3	-0.1	-0.1
% change, year on year	4.9	4.7	2.1	-0.1	-0.3	-0.6	2.8	4.4	3.2	1.9	0.6	-0.8
Domestic demand	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.6	0.0	-0.6	0.0	0.7	0.6	0.8	1.4	-0.2	0.0	0.2	0.2
% change, year on year	3.6	2.5	0.7	0.1	0.1	0.7	2.1	3.4	2.5	1.9	1.4	0.3
Consumer prices	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.8	0.3	0.7	0.3	0.4	0.4	0.4	0.5	0.6	0.1	0.4	0.4
% change, year on year	2.0	2.3	2.6	2.1	1.7	1.8	1.5	1.7	1.8	1.5	1.5	1.4
Producer prices	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	1.2	1.8	1.0	-0.6	0.1	1.4	0.0	-0.3	0.8	-1.0	0.3	0.5
% change, year on year	2.3	3.7	6.2	3.3	2.3	1.9	0.9	1.2	1.9	-0.6	-0.2	0.6
Exchange rate C$:US$	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Average	1.27	1.29	1.31	1.32	1.35	1.33	1.35	1.35	1.35	1.37	1.38	1.38
End-period	1.29	1.31	1.29	1.36	1.34	1.34	1.35	1.35	1.36	1.37	1.38	1.36
Interest rates (%; av)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Money market rate	1.6	1.6	1.8	2.1	2.2	2.3	2.3	2.3	2.4	2.3	2.1	2.2
Long-term bond yield	2.2	2.3	2.3	2.3	2.2	2.3	2.3	2.3	2.3	2.2	2.3	2.3

	Annual data and forecast
	Title
	€	2014a	2015a	2016a	2017a	2018a	2019b	2020b
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Nominal GDP (US$ bn)	1,806	1,556	1,530	1,650	1,711	1,695	1,735
Nominal GDP (C$ bn)	1,995	1,990	2,028	2,142	2,218	2,283	2,375
Real GDP growth (%)	2.9	0.7	1.1	3.0	1.8	1.6	1.5
Expenditure on GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Private consumption	2.6	2.3	2.2	3.5	2.1	1.9	1.7
Government consumption	0.6	1.4	1.8	2.1	2.5	2.2	2.5
Gross fixed investment	2.3	-5.2	-4.3	3.0	0.8	1.7	1.5
Exports of goods & services	6.2	3.4	1.3	1.1	3.3	1.8	1.4
Imports of goods & services	2.5	0.6	0.0	4.2	2.9	1.6	1.2
Origin of GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Agriculture	-6.7	4.3	4.3	-0.2	1.8	1.5	2.4
Industry	4.3	-1.2	-1.8	5.3	2.3	1.0	0.8
Services	2.6	1.5	2.0	2.8	2.1	1.8	1.8
Population and income	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Population (m)	35.6	35.9	36.3	36.6c	37.0c	37.3	37.6
GDP per head (US$ at PPP)	45,537	44,365	44,884	46,703c	48,031c	49,217	50,590
Recorded unemployment (av; %)	6.9	6.9	7.0	6.3	5.8	6.1	6.3
Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
General government revenue	38.5	39.8	39.7	39.3	39.6c	39.7	39.1
General government expenditure	38.4	40.0	40.8	40.4	40.8c	41.1	40.7
General government balance	0.2	-0.2	-1.1	-1.1	-1.2c	-1.4	-1.6
Public debt	91.7	97.7	98.1	94.0	93.3c	94.0	94.6
Prices and financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exchange rate C$:US$ (end-period)	1.16	1.38	1.34	1.25	1.36	1.35	1.36
Exchange rate ¥:C$ (end-period)	103.31	86.91	86.98	90.03	80.40	81.56	78.92
Consumer prices (end-period; %)	1.5	1.5	1.5	1.9	1.9	1.7	1.7
Producer prices (av; %)	2.5	-0.8	-0.2	3.1	3.9	1.6	0.4
Stock of money M1 (% change)	7.5	7.8	8.7	9.5	4.8	5.5	7.9
Stock of money M2 (% change)	4.6	4.8	6.8	6.6	4.5	5.6	4.9
Lending interest rate (av; %)	3.0	2.7	2.7	3.2	4.0	4.1	4.0
Current account (US$ bn)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Trade balance	4.3	-19.3	-19.5	-19.2	-18.2c	-16.7	-21.4
€Goods: exports fob	478.7	410.0	393.6	423.4	493.2c	497.0	502.8
€Goods: imports fob	-474.4	-429.3	-413.1	-442.6	-511.4c	-513.8	-524.1
Services balance	-21.9	-20.1	-18.1	-19.8	-21.5c	-24.0	-24.4
Primary income balance	-22.4	-12.8	-9.0	-5.2	-7.7c	-5.3	-4.2
Secondary income balance	-3.1	-3.3	-2.5	-2.2	-2.3c	-2.2	-2.3
Current-account balance	-43.2	-55.4	-49.1	-46.4	-49.7c	-48.3	-52.3
International reserves (US$ bn)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Total international reserves	74.7	79.8	82.7	86.7	83.9	88.1	85.5
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Quarterly data
	Title
	 	2017	 	 	 	2018	 	 	 
 	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr
Government finance (C$ bn)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Revenue	826.9	855.7	838.1	846.2	860.2	872.8	886.4	897.1
Expenditure	852.5	862.1	867.4	878.7	885.7	896.5	903.6	911.9
Balance	-25.7	-6.4	-29.3	-32.5	-25.4	-23.7	-17.3	-14.8
Outputab	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
GDP at current prices (C$ bn)	527.5	533.2	536.2	544.6	548.6	553.6	559.5	555.8
GDP at basic prices (chained 2007 C$ bn)	498.7	504.1	505.7	507.9	509.5	512.7	515.3	515.9
Industrial production (chained 2007 C$ bn)	94.7	96.8	97.0	97.1	98.1	98.8	99.4	99.3
Mining (chained 2007 C$ bn)	35.5	36.5	36.7	36.2	37.0	38.5	38.0	37.8
Manufacturing (chained 2007 C$ bn)	48.7	49.5	49.4	49.9	50.3	50.1	50.7	50.6
Employmenta, wages and prices	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Employed (m)	18.29	18.38	18.46	18.55	18.57	18.61	18.68	18.78
Unemployed ('000)	1,308	1,270	1,215	1,180	1,152	1,171	1,170	1,129
Unemployment rate (% of the labour force)	6.7	6.5	6.2	6.0	5.8	5.9	5.9	5.6
Average hourly earnings (C$)ac	0.2	0.2	0.2	0.2	0.2	0.2	0.3	0.3
Consumer prices (2002=100)	129.9	130.0	130.4	131.5	132.5	132.9	133.8	134.2
Consumer prices (% change, year on year)	1.9	1.3	1.4	1.8	2.0	2.3	2.6	2.1
Producer prices (2002=100)	113.4	113.9	112.2	114.7	116.0	118.1	119.2	118.5
Producer prices (% change, year on year)	3.8	4.8	1.7	2.2	2.3	3.7	6.2	3.3
Financial indicators	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Exchange rate C$:US$ (av)	1.32	1.34	1.25	1.27	1.27	1.29	1.31	1.32
Exchange rate C$:US$ (end-period)	1.33	1.30	1.25	1.25	1.29	1.31	1.29	1.36
Overnight target rate (end-period; %)	0.50	0.50	1.00	1.00	1.25	1.25	1.50	1.75
Bank rate (end-period; %)	0.75	0.75	1.25	1.25	1.50	1.50	1.75	2.00
90-day Treasury bills rate (end-period; %)	0.54	0.65	0.99	1.05	1.09	1.25	1.51	1.67
10 year bonds rate (end-period; %)	1.59	1.61	2.13	1.98	2.11	2.06	2.42	1.98
M2 (C$ bn)ad	1,919.2	1,953.3	1,967.9	1,997.7	2,008.5	2,031.4	2,057.6	2,096.9
M2 (% change, year on year)	7.6	7.6	5.5	5.3	4.7	4.0	4.6	5.0
Share prices (1975=1,000)e	15,548	15,182	15,635	16,209	15,367	16,278	16,073	14,323
Sectoral trendsa	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Building permits issued ('000)b	18.8	18.5	18.4	18.2	18.9	20.3	18.8	20.0
Housing starts (‘000)b	18.5	17.3	18.7	18.9	18.6	18.2	16.4	18.1
Retail sales (C$ m)f	144,734	146,567	147,180	150,347	149,609	151,233	152,292	151,541
Foreign trade (C$ m)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Exports fob	138,971	141,506	131,301	137,698	139,666	148,089	151,357	n/a
Imports cif	141,623	147,231	140,167	145,100	148,406	153,524	152,951	n/a
Trade balance	-2,652	-5,724	-8,866	-7,402	-8,740	-5,435	-1,594	n/a
Foreign payments (US$ m)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Merchandise trade balance	-283	-5,623	-9,755	-3,535	-4,592	-5,494	-3,860	n/a
Services balance	-6,706	-4,953	-3,314	-4,792	-6,693	-5,825	-3,026	n/a
Primary income balance	-2,879	-924	-795	-640	-2,618	-2,228	-1,709	n/a
Net transfer payments	-1,115	-296	-483	-295	-1,062	-313	-246	n/a
Current-account balance	-10,983	-11,796	-14,347	-9,262	-14,966	-13,860	-8,840	n/a
Reserves excl gold (end-period)	82,550	84,626	84,391	86,678	83,297	81,765	80,683	83,926
a Seasonally adjusted. b At annual rate. c Manufacturing. d Average for last month of period. e Toronto Stock Exchange Composite 300; end-period. f Including motor vehicles.
Sources: OECD, Economic Outlook; IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Monthly data
	Title
	€	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	Jun	Jul	Aug	Sep	Oct	Nov	Dec
Exchange rate C$:US$ (av)
2017	1.32	1.31	1.34	1.34	1.36	1.33	1.27	1.26	1.23	1.26	1.28	1.28
2018	1.24	1.26	1.29	1.27	1.29	1.31	1.31	1.30	1.30	1.30	1.32	1.34
2019	1.33	1.32	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Exchange rate C$:US$ (end-period)
2017	1.30	1.32	1.33	1.37	1.35	1.30	1.25	1.25	1.25	1.29	1.29	1.25
2018	1.23	1.28	1.29	1.28	1.30	1.31	1.30	1.31	1.29	1.31	1.33	1.36
2019	1.31	1.32	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Real effective exchange rate (2005=100; CPI-based)
2017	83.78	83.61	81.71	81.16	79.87	81.29	84.80	84.81	86.83	85.14	84.10	83.79
2018	85.55	84.04	81.74	83.15	82.97	81.75	82.24	83.02	82.67	83.07	82.02	80.72
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M1 (% change, year on year)
2017	10.3	9.2	10.0	11.1	11.5	11.6	10.0	9.3	8.4	8.0	7.4	7.6
2018	6.2	6.8	6.3	5.3	4.0	4.1	3.8	4.2	4.5	4.0	4.6	4.4
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (% change, year on year)
2017	8.1	7.3	7.6	7.8	8.0	7.6	6.4	5.8	5.5	5.2	4.9	5.3
2018	4.6	4.9	4.7	4.2	3.8	4.0	4.0	4.5	4.6	4.7	4.9	5.0
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Deposit rate (av; %)
2017	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1
2018	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1	0.1
2019	0.1	0.1	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Lending rate (av; %)
2017	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.7	3.0	3.0	3.2	3.2	3.2	3.2
2018	3.5	3.5	3.5	3.5	3.5	3.5	3.7	3.7	3.7	4.0	4.0	4.0
2019	4.0	4.0	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Industrial production (seasonally adjusted; % change, year on year)
2017	2.2	2.0	3.0	3.3	9.8	6.9	4.8	3.5	3.2	3.6	4.0	4.5
2018	2.1	4.3	4.1	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Retail sales volume index (seasonally adjusted; % change, year on year)
2017	5.0	2.8	5.7	6.3	7.8	7.8	7.3	6.3	4.6	7.4	4.5	3.3
2018	1.1	1.6	1.5	-0.3	0.9	0.6	0.6	0.9	1.6	-1.6	0.0	1.6
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted; %)
2017	6.8	6.6	6.7	6.4	6.6	6.4	6.3	6.1	6.1	6.2	6.0	5.8
2018	5.9	5.8	5.8	5.9	5.9	6.0	5.9	6.0	5.8	5.7	5.6	5.6
2019	5.8	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Toronto Stock Exchange Composite 300 share price index (end-period; 1975=1000)
2017	15,386	15,399	15,548	15,586	15,350	15,182	15,144	15,212	15,635	16,026	16,067	16,209
2018	15,952	15,443	15,367	15,608	16,062	16,278	16,434	16,263	16,073	15,027	15,198	14,323
2019	15,541	15,999	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)
2017	2.0	2.0	1.6	1.7	1.2	1.0	1.2	1.4	1.4	1.3	2.2	1.9
2018	1.7	2.1	2.3	2.1	2.3	2.5	2.8	2.7	2.5	2.6	1.7	1.9
2019	1.4	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Producer prices (av; % change, year on year)
2017	2.4	3.8	5.3	6.2	5.1	3.1	1.5	2.3	1.4	1.6	2.8	2.2
2018	2.3	2.3	2.4	2.4	3.3	5.3	6.5	5.8	6.3	5.3	2.8	2.0
2019	1.0	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Average hourly nominal wages (seasonally adjusted; % change, year on year)
2017	1.3	1.7	0.8	3.8	2.5	3.4	1.3	0.4	2.5	0.8	0.8	1.7
2018	3.3	2.5	2.9	0.8	2.5	2.5	3.7	4.5	4.1	4.1	4.1	4.1
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Average hourly real wages (% change, year on year)
2017	-0.8	-0.3	-0.7	2.1	1.3	2.4	0.0	-1.0	1.1	-0.5	-1.3	-0.3
2018	1.6	0.4	0.6	-1.2	0.2	0.0	0.9	1.8	1.6	1.5	2.3	2.1
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Goods exports fob (C$ bn)
2017	46.6	45.6	46.7	47.2	48.5	45.8	43.7	43.9	43.6	44.7	46.3	46.7
2018	45.7	46.0	47.9	48.8	48.7	50.6	51.0	50.5	49.8	49.8	48.3	n/a
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Goods imports cif (C$ bn)
2017	46.8	47.0	47.8	48.1	49.9	49.3	46.5	46.8	46.9	46.1	49.2	49.8
2018	48.0	48.7	51.7	50.4	51.6	51.5	51.1	51.1	50.8	50.6	50.4	n/a
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Trade balance fob-cif (C$ bn)
2017	-0.1	-1.4	-1.1	-0.9	-1.4	-3.5	-2.7	-2.9	-3.3	-1.4	-2.9	-3.1
2018	-2.2	-2.7	-3.8	-1.6	-3.0	-0.8	-0.1	-0.6	-0.9	-0.9	-2.1	n/a
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ bn)
2017	84.8	82.1	82.5	84.7	85.6	84.6	84.9	85.2	84.4	83.4	86.9	86.7
2018	86.7	86.5	83.3	82.2	80.8	81.8	81.8	81.2	80.7	82.1	82.0	83.9
2019	87.9	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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	Political stability
	The centre-right Chile Vamos (CV) government, led by Sebastián Piñera, faces a tricky task in balancing its desire for reform with the need for negotiation with a fractured legislature. Its priorities are reviving economic growth, modernising the tax and pension systems, and reducing red tape to stoke investment, but reforms will be piecemeal and centrist because any shift too far to the right would be met by resistance in Congress. A change in the election process has led to a more proportional political system, ending the traditional dominance of two (centre-left and centre-right) coalitions in the 2017 elections and replacing it with broader political representation. As a result, no coalition presently holds a majority in either the Chamber of Deputies (the lower house) or the Senate (the upper€house).

The centre-left opposition coalition, Nueva Mayoría, has failed so far to recover from its 2017 electoral defeat, with no clear leadership or consensus among the parties on how to approach Mr€Piñera's government. Although the coalition remains formally intact, its members do not always work in unison. Left-wing elements have vowed to oppose the administration, while those in the centre have flirted with being more co-operative. However, support from factions in the opposition is likely to come only on an ad-hoc basis. As a result, the legislative agenda should move more slowly than in the past, as policy differences between and within Chile's two big coalitions will become more apparent after decades of relative policy consensus. Moreover, the risk of political gridlock will increase later in Mr€Piñera's term as the economy slows. Polls already show his approval ratings falling from 44% in February to 37% in March, the lowest in his current presidential€term.

One crucial issue that Mr€Piñera is looking to tackle is immigration reform, which could bolster his popularity. Mr€Piñera's planned reform of Chile's outdated immigration system, announced in April 2018, should stem the flow of immigrants (largely from Haiti and Venezuela), and curb rising anti-immigrant sentiment, which has been inflamed by perceptions of increased crime and strains on public services. Pushback from the opposition could slow the reform's approval, but The Economist Intelligence Unit expects it to be approved.

Mr Piñera has taken a progressive stance on indigenous rights, including constitutional recognition for the Mapuche, Chile's largest indigenous group, which should gain cross-coalition support. Progress in this area should help to ease a slow-burning conflict in Chile's southern regions. The risk of renewed protests in other areas will persist, especially regarding education and pensions, but we do not believe that potential demonstrations will reach the same intensity as in Mr€Piñera's last term in office (2010-14), as the government is likely to continue with a more conciliatory approach.


	Election watch
	Presidential and legislative elections were last held in late€2017. The next elections to take place will be regional and municipal elections in October 2020. Traditionally, the coalition that wins these has gone on to win the presidential and legislative elections the following year; the next presidential and legislative elections will take place in late€2021. Although it is too early to say who will win the next presidential election, there has been alternation between the left and right since 2010. Consecutive presidential re-election is prohibited.


	International relations
	While the Piñera government will maintain generally solid relations with the US and with other Latin American countries, it will also seek to deepen ties with Asia, and particularly with China, as a means of accelerating economic growth and investment in 2019-23. Chile will seek to improve ties with the region through the Pacific Alliance, an integration project that also includes Peru, Colombia and Mexico, and Mercosur (the Southern Cone customs union, whose members are Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay). Relations with neighbouring Bolivia will remain complicated, as border disputes cloud relations. Chile will continue to condemn the undemocratic Venezuelan regime.


	Policy trends
	The Piñera government has continued with broadly sound macroeconomic policymaking. However, initial expectations of progress on business-friendly reforms under Mr Piñera are starting to waver, given little concrete progress so far amid an increasingly complicated political environment. Bearing in mind a more challenging economic environment for 2019-20, as economic growth prospects for China, the US and Europe weaken, we believe that Mr Piñera will seek to make better progress on his economic reform agenda to try to bolster domestic growth. These reforms include tax reform, by which the Piñera government aims to stimulate private investment by better integrating the corporate and personal income tax regimes introduced by the previous president, Michelle Bachelet (2014-18). Mr Piñera hopes to push the bill through Congress by mid-2019 so that it can be included in the 2020 budget. Although we expect tax reform to pass, there will be opposition from those on the left of the political spectrum that believe that the reforms will fuel inequality, and the bill will therefore face some resistance.

A pension reform bill is also awaiting approval by Congress. The reform aims to improve the country's pension system—amid public pressure—by upping employer contributions in hopes of reducing employee costs. We assume that some kind of pension reform will eventually pass, given its importance as a political issue, but debate could well be drawn out for over a year.

The government is also working to address weaknesses in productivity by creating new incentives for entrepreneurship and innovation, and by cutting red tape. To do the latter it will seek to reduce paperwork, move more processes online and ease the process of establishing small businesses. One of Chile's key policy challenges remains the diversification of its economy away from the dominant copper industry—a central reason why the government is pushing for productivity reforms and integration with the global economy.

As part of its drive to increase productivity, Mr Piñera's government is also discussing reforms to education and healthcare, including universal free pre-schooling. In mid-2018 Congress approved the creation of the new Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, which will advise the president on improving science-related policies and increasing investment in research and development (which was just 0.4% of GDP in 2016, compared with an OECD average of 2.5%).

Mr Piñera is also placing a greater emphasis on infrastructure. His public investment plans aim to improve inter-urban transport nationwide and increase the rural presence of fibre-optic and wireless internet. He will also increase political autonomy for regional governments to better direct local investment. The Chilean government recently created a US$9bn fund and a new state-owned company, Fondo de Infraestructura, to manage capital for its array of future infrastructure projects.

Energy policy will remain high on the agenda, as Chile, an oil importer, suffers from high costs and vulnerability to energy shortages; further tax incentives for investors in renewables are likely. The government is likely to continue the controversial use of hydroelectric power in southern Chile. Greater concern about the environment and better regulation have spurred investment in non-conventional renewables; these types of renewable sources are expected to make up 20% of the energy generation matrix by 2020 (the current level is 17%). Mr Piñera has proposed aiming for 75% from all renewable sources by 2030, and 100% by 2040.


	Fiscal policy
	Chile has typically had the capacity to run countercyclical fiscal policy, owing to its prudent rules-based policymaking. Nonetheless, we expect the fiscal deficit to narrow during the 2019-23 forecast period, despite a gradual economic slowdown in 2019-20, reflecting reforms to the fiscal rule. This rule sets a structural surplus target based on certain economic assumptions, including projected copper prices and long-term potential GDP growth. The finance minister, Felipe Larraín, wants to improve the framework, as consistent overestimation of economic growth and the long-term copper price in recent years has allowed for higher levels of spending and weakened the public finances. On this basis, Mr Larraín has announced fiscal austerity measures for the government and state-owned companies. Current plans envisage the elimination of a combined US$5bn (around 1.8% of estimated 2018 GDP) from expenditure over four years.

Given the gradual nature of the cuts, the government's plan appears credible, and we believe that this will help to narrow the deficit over the forecast period—a process that will be further supported by higher forecast copper prices. The fiscal deficit will narrow from 1.7% of GDP in 2018, to 1.4% in 2019. Assuming that fiscal austerity proceeds as expected and copper prices materialise as forecast (we envisage annual average copper prices of US$3.37/lb in 2019-23), we expect a narrowing of the fiscal deficit to 0.8% of GDP by 2023. Faster consolidation will be precluded by weaker revenue growth in the face of a slowdown in global GDP in 2019-20, a consequence of a US-China trade war.

Public-sector debt will rise from an estimated 26.1% of GDP in 2018 to 27.1% of GDP in 2021, but will not rise thereafter as the primary deficit narrows. Only 19% of central government debt is external. The government is unlikely to face difficulties in accessing financing: its five-year credit default swap rate was just 45 basis points in mid-March—the lowest among Latin America's large economies, and well below the emerging-market average. In the event of a shock, the government could tap reserves held in its economic and social stabilisation fund, which stood at US$14.3bn in January, and a pension reserve fund, valued at US$9.9bn.


	Monetary policy
	We expect the policy rate to rise by 50€basis points over 2019, to 3.5% by year-end, before cuts are made in 2020 to counter a global slowdown. A€renewed tightening cycle amounting to another 100€basis points will materialise in 2021-22, taking the policy rate to just under 5%, which is a moderately positive level in real terms. In January the Banco Central de Chile (BCCh, the central bank) raised the policy rate to 3%, while also pointing to a more gradual and cautious tightening cycle, given external risks such as the global economic slowdown, financial market volatility, and a more dovish Federal Reserve (the US central bank). On this basis, we have revised our expectations for three increases over 2019 to two. The BCCh will keep a close eye on economic activity, unemployment and inflation. Should any of these come in below target, the pace of monetary tightening could be even slower than we currently expect.


	International assumptions
	Title
	€	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023
Economic growth (%)
US GDP	2.9	2.3	1.5	1.7	2.0	1.8
OECD GDP	2.2	1.8	1.6	1.8	2.0	1.9
World GDP	2.9	2.7	2.5	2.8	2.9	2.8
World trade	4.4	3.3	2.8	3.8	3.9	4.0
Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)
US CPI	2.4	2.2	1.4	2.2	2.1	1.8
OECD CPI	2.5	2.3	1.9	2.1	2.2	2.1
Manufactures (measured in US$)	5.1	2.6	3.2	3.4	3.2	3.0
Oil (Brent; US$/b)	71.1	66.0	60.5	69.8	75.6	75.0
Non-oil commodities (measured in US$)	1.8	-2.5	4.5	2.4	1.4	0.8
Copper (US cents/lb)	296.1	298.7	322.6	350.0	355.0	357.0
Financial variables
US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %)	2.0	2.5	2.2	2.1	2.5	2.9
Ps:US$ (av)	641.22	679.97	684.03	668.59	660.47	659.65

	Economic growth
	Title
	Solid economic fundamentals support reasonably firm medium-term growth prospects, but Chile’s open economy exposes it to global developments, particularly changes in prices and demand for commodities—minerals (mainly copper) account for about 50% of goods exports, and the country depends heavily on imported oil. As such, we forecast that real GDP growth will slow to 3.2% in 2019 and 2.7% in 2020 as the external environment becomes less supportive. In particular, the bilateral US—China trade war will weigh on demand in both countries, with knock-on effects for trade partners such as Chile. A recovery in US growth and rising copper prices will support annual average GDP growth of 3.2% in 2021-23. Although such rates represent a significant improvement from 2014-17, growth will be about half the rate posted during the commodities boom.

Private consumption growth will be supported by low real interest rates—particularly with slower monetary tightening—and falling unemployment. Fiscal austerity will keep government consumption growth muted. Investment will continue to grow, supported by public investment projects and resurgent copper investment as prices recover; nonetheless, investment growth will remain below the levels seen during the commodities super-cycle. External demand for copper and Chilean pulp, paper and fruit exports, particularly from Asia, will make the external sector a net contributor to GDP.

A recovery in industrial activity experienced in 2018 has since lost momentum and activity, particularly manufacturing, will remain tepid in 2019-20 as the external environment worsens. Mining output will put a floor on the downward trend, supported by higher copper prices. Construction activity will be supported by investment in commercial projects and public works. Growth in services will be reasonable, aided by Chile’s advanced retail, shipping and transport sectors, a growing tourism sector, and the country’s role as a regional hub for business and financial services. Barring weather-related shocks, growth in agriculture will remain strong in 2019-23, supported by growing Asian demand for Chilean fresh fruit.

Economic growth
%	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
GDP	4.0	3.2	2.7	3.3	3.2	3.0
Private consumption	4.0	3.7	3.2	2.6	2.7	3.1
Government consumption	2.2	2.1	3.0	3.5	3.0	2.7
Gross fixed investment	4.6	7.0	3.5	3.2	3.1	2.8
Exports of goods & services	5.1	3.4	1.9	2.4	4.4	4.6
Imports of goods & services	7.6	3.2	2.7	1.1	3.1	3.2
Domestic demand	4.5	4.1	2.9	2.9	2.9	2.6
Agriculture	5.7	3.7	3.5	3.5	4.7	4.1
Industry	4.3	4.0	2.0	3.0	3.0	3.2
Services	3.9	2.8	3.0	3.5	3.3	2.8
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

	Inflation
	Despite signs that monetary tightening will be less sharp in 2019 than initially expected, we nevertheless expect consumer price inflation to remain contained, owing to a relatively strong peso resulting from higher copper prices. February consumer price inflation fell to 1.7% from 1.8% in January, hitting its lowest level since March 2018 and below the mid-point of the central bank's 2-4% target range. As such, we expect inflation to accelerate only slightly in the short term, from 2.1% at end-2018 to a forecast 2.7% at end-2019. Lower inflation so far this year has been driven by a fall in the price of energy and food products. However, the prices that are more sensitive to the activity gap continue their gradual rise. We€expect inflation to remain firmly within the 2-4% target range in 2020-23, reflecting the impact of a weaker economy in 2020 in particular, and strong confidence in the inflation-targeting framework, which helps to contain inflation expectations in the event of supply€shocks.


	Exchange rates
	As has been evident in recent months, the currency will remain vulnerable to shifts in copper prices and global risk sentiment. Nevertheless, we expect moderately high copper prices and firmer external demand for Chile's exports to support the peso over the forecast period. The€peso is forecast to strengthen slightly in 2019 as local monetary tightening narrows interest-rate differentials with the US. This will bring the peso from Ps695.7:US$1 at end-2018 to Ps676.9:US$1 at end-2019. Despite some weakening in 2020 amid lower global growth, rising copper prices will support the peso in 2021-23, averaging Ps659.5:US$1. The BCCh will have access to ample international reserves (US$38.7bn in February), with which to prevent excessive fluctuations, tied particularly to shifts in copper prices.


	External sector
	The current-account deficit will narrow in 2019-20 as higher copper prices cause the trade surplus to grow. The deficit will then widen slightly up to 2023 owing to a widening of the primary income deficit—based on higher external debt payments—that will keep the deficit moderate at an average of 2.5% of GDP across the forecast period. As a percentage of GDP, the trade surplus will gradually widen, from 1.4% of GDP in 2019 to an average of 1.7% of GDP in 2020-23. The services deficit, meanwhile, will remain roughly stable, averaging 1.2% of GDP in 2019-23 owing to steady tourist flows. The secondary income (transfers) surplus will decline slightly as a share of GDP compared with previous years, reflecting higher outward workers' remittance flows due to a rise in inward migration.

Inward foreign direct investment (FDI) will rise in nominal terms in 2019 from recent lows in 2016-18. The increase in FDI will be supported by a recovery in copper prices (the mining sector typically accounts for a large proportion of inward FDI flows), as well as renewed business confidence under the Piñera government. Nevertheless, as a percentage of GDP, inward FDI will remain below its highs of 2005-15, reflecting the post-commodity-boom era. Net portfolio inflows are expected to remain elevated in 2019-23. Chile’s deep, open financial system will support high debt and equity-investment inflows in the medium term. Foreign-exchange reserves are forecast to rise to US$47.6bn by end-2023, remaining roughly stable in terms of import cover, averaging 5.3 months.


	Forecast summary
	Title
	Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)
 	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
Real GDP growth	4.0	3.2	2.7	3.3	3.2	3.0
Gross fixed investment growth	4.6	7.0	3.5	3.2	3.1	2.8
Industrial production growth	4.4c	3.5	1.5	2.5	2.5	2.7
Copper production ('000 tonnes)	5,855	5,943	6,062	6,152	6,245	6,338
Unemployment rate (av)	6.9	6.4	7.2	7.6	8.0	7.9
Consumer price inflation (av)	2.3	2.2	2.6	2.7	3.0	3.0
Consumer price inflation (end-period)	2.1	2.7	2.2	2.9	3.2	3.0
Lending rate (av; %)	4.2	5.5	5.1	5.3	5.5	5.5
Central government balance (% of GDP)	-1.7	-1.4	-1.4	-1.3	-1.0	-0.8
Exports of goods fob (US$ bn)	75.5	77.9	81.9	85.5	91.5	98.2
Imports of goods fob (US$ bn)	70.8	73.6	75.8	80.7	86.1	91.1
Current-account balance (US$ bn)	-9.2	-8.4	-6.1	-8.4	-9.5	-9.6
Current-account balance (% of GDP)	-3.1	-2.8	-1.9	-2.5	-2.6	-2.5
External debt (year-end; US$ bn)	195.4c	206.0	216.4	227.4	238.4	248.4
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av)	641.2	680.0	684.0	668.6	660.5	659.6
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period)	695.7	676.9	685.7	658.3	662.2	657.9
Exchange rate Ps:€ (av)	759.0	810.9	834.5	810.7	817.3	816.3
Exchange rate Ps:¥ (av)	5.82	6.10	6.30	6.38	6.57	6.87
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.

	Quarterly forecasts
	Title
	Quarterly forecasts	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
€	2018	€	€	€	2019	€	€	€	2020	€	€	€
€	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	1.1	0.6	0.2	1.3	0.8	0.6	1.1	0.9	0.4	0.5	0.6	0.6
% change, year on year	5.2	5.0	2.8	3.3	2.9	2.9	3.8	3.4	3.0	3.0	2.5	2.2
Private consumption	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	1.4	1.0	0.5	0.8	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
% change, year on year	3.5	4.8	4.1	3.8	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Government consumption	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.4	0.8	0.0	0.4	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
% change, year on year	2.7	2.8	1.9	1.7	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Gross fixed investment	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	1.9	1.4	0.8	1.3	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
% change, year on year	2.3	5.7	5.1	5.4	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Exports of goods & services	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	2.2	-0.6	-0.2	1.5	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
% change, year on year	9.0	7.5	1.3	2.9	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Imports of goods & services	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	3.3	3.3	-2.6	2.7	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
% change, year on year	5.4	10.5	8.0	6.7	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Domestic demand	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	1.6	1.3	0.6	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
% change, year on year	4.3	5.6	4.7	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.8	0.5	0.6	0.5	0.7	0.9	0.9	1.0	0.6	0.5	0.5	0.7
% change, year on year	2.0	2.1	2.7	2.4	2.4	2.8	3.0	3.5	3.4	3.0	2.6	2.3
Producer prices	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
% change, quarter on quarter	0.1	2.7	-1.2	0.3	-0.2	0.3	0.6	0.6	0.6	0.6	0.6	0.6
% change, year on year	5.9	8.2	3.8	1.9	1.6	-0.7	1.0	1.4	2.2	2.5	2.5	2.5
Exchange rate Ps:US$	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Average	601.9	620.9	663.2	678.8	669.9	689.5	683.3	677.2	682.0	683.3	685.4	685.4
End-period	605.3	648.0	661.5	695.7	679.7	686.4	680.2	676.9	682.7	684.4	685.4	685.7
Interest rate (%; av)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Money market rate	2.5	2.5	2.5	2.7	3.0	3.3	3.8	3.8	3.8	3.5	3.0	3.0
Long-term bond yield	4.5	4.5	4.5	4.5	5.2	5.2	5.2	5.2	5.4	5.4	5.4	5.4

	Annual data and forecast
	Title
	€	2014a	2015a	2016a	2017a	2018a	2019b	2020b
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Nominal GDP (US$ bn)	260.5	243.9	250.3	277.6	298.2	300.9	316.0
Nominal GDP (Ps bn)	148,585	159,535	169,426	180,147	191,183	204,575	216,167
Real GDP growth (%)	1.7	2.3	1.6	1.5	4.0	3.2	2.7
Expenditure on GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Private consumption	2.7	2.1	2.6	3.0	4.0	3.7	3.2
Government consumption	3.8	4.7	7.2	4.4	2.2	2.1	3.0
Gross fixed investment	-5.0	-0.4	-1.3	-2.7	4.6	7.0	3.5
Exports of goods & services	0.3	-1.8	0.5	-1.2	5.1	3.4	1.9
Imports of goods & services	-6.5	-1.2	0.9	4.8	7.6	3.2	2.7
Origin of GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Agriculture	0.2	6.3	2.3	1.8	5.7	3.7	3.5
Industry	0.5	0.9	-0.2	-0.2	4.3	4.0	2.0
Services	2.6	2.8	2.4	1.6	3.9	2.8	3.0
Population and income	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Population (m)	17.6	17.8	17.9	18.1	18.2	18.3	18.5
GDP per head (US$ at PPP)	22,972	22,776	23,499	24,686	25,967	27,057	28,153
Recorded unemployment (av; %)	6.3	6.3	6.5	6.6	6.9	6.4	7.2
Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Public-sector revenue	20.5	20.9	20.7	20.8	21.9	22.2	22.1
Public-sector expenditure	22.1	23.1	23.4	23.5	23.5	23.6	23.5
Public-sector balance	-1.6	-2.1	-2.7	-2.7	-1.7	-1.4	-1.4
Gross public debt	15.0	17.3	21.0	24.5	26.1	26.4	26.9
Prices and financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period)	607.38	707.34	667.29	615.22	695.69	676.86	685.75
Consumer prices (end-period; %)	4.7	4.4	2.7	2.3	2.1	2.7	2.2
Producer prices (av; %)	3.2	-1.2	-0.7	9.8	4.9	0.8	2.4
Stock of money M1 (% change)	13.3	13.9	3.1	10.7	9.8	9.7	8.1
Stock of money M2 (% change)	8.9	12.0	7.0	5.1	11.2	3.7	6.7
Money market interest rate (av; %)	3.8	3.1	3.5	2.7	2.5	3.4	3.3
Current account (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Trade balance	6,466	3,427	4,863	7,359	4,668	4,293	6,115
€Goods: exports fob	75,065	62,034	60,719	68,859	75,452	77,914	81,906
€Goods: imports fob	-68,599	-58,609	-55,855	-61,500	-70,784	-73,621	-75,790
Services balance	-3,730	-3,575	-3,314	-3,395	-3,996	-4,416	-4,105
Primary income balance	-8,896	-6,988	-6,510	-10,953	-11,733	-10,674	-10,472
Secondary income balance	2,117	1,820	1,282	1,450	2,411	2,433	2,397
Current-account balance	-4,288	-5,648	-3,960	-5,964	-9,158	-8,364	-6,065
External debt (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Debt stock	152,200c	157,764c	164,491c	184,217c	195,421c	206,005	216,359
Debt service paid	30,955c	29,813c	27,662c	33,316c	43,285c	42,594	41,559
€Principal repayments	27,397c	25,145c	23,634c	28,877c	37,585c	35,926	34,939
€Interest	3,558c	4,668c	4,028c	4,440c	5,700c	6,668	6,620
International reserves (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Total international reserves	40,447	38,641	40,493	38,982	39,859	38,457	39,140
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.
Sources: Banco Central de Chile, Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas, IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Quarterly data
	Title
	 	2017	 	 	 	2018	 	 	 
 	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr
Central government finance (Ps bn)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Revenue	9,381	9,815	9,027	9,250	10,231	10,646	9,915	10,987
Expenditure	9,650	9,941	10,729	12,100	10,428	10,728	10,711	13,075
Balance	-269	-127	-1,702	-2,850	-197	-81	-796	-2,088
Output	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
GDP at constant 2003 prices (Ps bn)	36,250	36,569	37,403	37,714	38,141	38,386	38,447	n/a
GDP at constant 2003 prices (% change, year on year)	-0.5	0.7	2.4	3.2	5.2	5.0	2.8	n/a
Industrial production index (2000=100)	113.4	109.4	110.1	115.0	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Industrial production (% change, year on year)	-0.7	-3.5	-0.3	2.8	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Employment, wages and prices	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Employment (end-period; '000)	8,195	8,212	8,290	8,407	8,379	8,382	8,333	8,466
Employment (% change, year on year)	1.4	1.9	2.3	2.3	2.2	2.1	0.5	0.7
Unemployment rate (% of the labour force)	6.4	6.9	6.7	6.5	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices (Dec 2008=100)	97.2	97.6	97.7	98.4	99.2	99.7	100.3	100.8
Consumer prices (% change, year on year)	2.8	2.3	1.7	2.0	2.0	2.1	2.7	2.4
Wholesale prices (Nov 2007 = 100)	105.0	105.6	108.8	111.1	111.2	114.3	112.9	n/a
Wholesale prices (% change, year on year)	8.7	7.9	11.6	10.8	5.9	8.2	3.8	n/a
Financial indicators	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av)	655.2	664.1	642.7	633.4	601.9	620.9	663.2	678.8
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period)	662.7	663.2	636.9	615.2	605.3	648.0	661.5	695.7
Deposit rate (av; %)	3.4	2.9	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.6	2.7	n/a
Lending rate (av; %)	5.0	4.7	4.4	4.2	4.2	4.1	4.0	n/a
M2 (end-period; Ps bn)	118,677	121,089	124,333	126,093	132,330	132,208	134,596	140,228
M2 (% change, year on year)	4.3	5.6	6.3	5.1	11.5	9.2	8.3	11.2
Stockmarket index (end-period, Dec 1980=100)	23,968	23,787	26,682	27,981	27,736	26,843	26,886	25,950
Stockmarket index (% change, year on year, US$ terms)	26.5	20.3	37.7	46.4	26.7	15.5	-3.0	-18.0
Sectoral trends	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Manufacturing production index (% change, year on year)	-1.5	-1.9	-0.6	0.2	0.9	6.7	-0.4	2.8
Copper production (metal content; ‘000 tonnes)	1.2	1.3	1.4	1.5	1.4	n/a	n/a	n/a
Foreign trade (US$ m)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Exports fob	15,427	16,225	18,259	18,926	19,151	18,891	18,477	18,938
Imports fob	-15,513	-15,517	-16,624	-17,605	-17,434	-18,580	-18,951	-20,039
Trade balance	-85	708	1,636	1,321	1,718	311	-474	-1,101
Foreign payments (US$ m)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Merchandise trade balance	1,053	1,770	1,939	2,597	2,951	1,482	-70	305
Services balance	-709	-1,012	-725	-949	-782	-1,165	-999	-1,050
Primary income balance	-2,266	-2,813	-2,966	-3,334	-2,935	-3,367	-2,729	-3,209
Net transfer payments	326	356	274	495	429	802	859	320
Current-account balance	-1,596	-1,699	-1,478	-1,191	-337	-2,248	-2,939	-3,634
Reserves excl gold (end-period)	39,012	38,904	37,728	38,971	38,092	36,976	37,123	39,849
Sources: Banco Central de Chile, Boletín Mensual Ministerio de Hacienda; Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas; Sociedad de Fomento Fabril; IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Monthly data
	Title
	€	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	Jun	Jul	Aug	Sep	Oct	Nov	Dec
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (av)
2017	661.19	643.21	661.20	655.74	671.54	665.15	658.17	644.24	625.54	629.55	633.77	636.92
2018	605.53	596.84	603.45	600.55	626.12	636.15	652.41	656.25	680.91	676.84	677.61	681.99
2019	677.06	656.30	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Exchange rate Ps:US$ (end-period)
2017	648.87	645.19	662.66	664.28	675.31	663.21	651.58	628.36	636.85	636.49	642.41	615.22
2018	604.42	589.15	605.26	605.74	628.33	647.95	638.79	675.38	661.50	693.31	669.43	695.69
2019	666.76	649.92	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Real effective exchange rate (2000=100; CPI-basis)
2017	89.50	91.09	88.55	88.73	86.37	86.34	86.40	87.17	88.65	89.49	89.32	88.61
2018	91.39	92.05	91.38	92.22	91.28	91.02	89.38	89.86	87.52	87.79	88.12	87.97
2019	87.77	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Budget revenue (Ps bn)
2017	3,480	2,896	3,005	5,475	1,548	2,792	2,764	3,228	3,034	3,000	2,985	3,265
2018	3,757	3,283	3,191	6,144	1,375	3,127	3,058	3,499	3,359	3,441	3,116	4,430
2019	3,795	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Budget expenditure (Ps bn)
2017	2,924	2,902	3,824	3,176	3,225	3,540	3,358	3,538	3,834	3,212	3,265	5,623
2018	3,058	3,134	4,236	3,479	3,449	3,800	3,363	3,414	3,934	3,599	3,405	6,071
2019	3,143	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Budget balance (Ps bn)
2017	556	-6	-819	2,299	-1,677	-748	-594	-309	-799	-212	-280	-2,358
2018	699	149	-1,045	2,665	-2,074	-672	-306	85	-575	-158	-289	-1,641
2019	652	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M1 (% change, year on year)
2017	2.5	3.2	5.4	7.2	8.8	10.3	10.3	11.9	11.9	11.5	10.7	10.7
2018	12.9	11.9	13.3	11.9	14.4	12.2	9.8	12.2	11.9	12.4	9.8	9.8
2019	8.5	9.3	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (% change, year on year)
2017	4.6	4.3	4.3	4.3	5.1	5.6	5.2	7.6	6.3	3.6	4.8	5.1
2018	8.7	8.8	11.5	10.7	11.5	9.2	9.7	10.1	8.3	11.9	11.9	11.2
2019	8.3	8.3	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Economic activity (% change, year on year)
2017	0.6	-0.8	-1.2	0.5	1.0	0.8	2.2	2.4	2.8	2.7	3.2	3.6
2018	4.2	5.1	6.5	5.3	5.1	4.5	3.2	2.6	2.6	3.4	3.7	2.7
2019	2.4	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Industrial production (% change, year on year)
2017	-3.4	-0.2	1.4	-9.8	1.0	-1.4	3.1	0.3	-4.2	2.1	7.5	-1.0
2018	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Retail sales volume (% change, year on year)
2017	4.3	0.3	8.0	0.3	6.6	4.8	4.5	6.6	4.3	4.1	6.1	5.3
2018	5.6	4.3	4.6	7.3	3.4	7.2	0.2	5.5	1.7	8.0	-0.1	1.6
2019	0.0	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Unemployment rate (% of the labour force)
2017	6.2	6.4	6.6	6.7	7.0	7.0	6.9	6.6	6.7	6.7	6.5	6.4
2018	6.5	6.7	6.9	6.7	7.0	7.2	7.3	7.3	7.1	7.1	6.8	6.7
2019	6.8	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Monetary policy rate (end-period; %)
2017	3.25	3.25	3.00	2.75	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50
2018	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.50	2.75	2.75	2.75
2019	3.00	3.00	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Deposit rate (av; %)
2017	3.5	3.4	3.3	3.0	2.9	2.8	2.8	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.8
2018	2.8	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.6	2.6	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.8	2.8	2.9
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Lending rate (av; %)
2017	5.0	5.2	4.8	4.5	5.0	4.4	4.5	4.3	4.3	4.2	4.0	4.4
2018	4.3	4.2	4.3	4.0	4.0	4.2	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.3	4.4	4.4
2019	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
IGPA Stockmarket index (end-period, Dec 1980=100)
2017	20,989	21,811	23,968	24,089	24,355	23,787	25,313	25,727	26,682	28,028	25,167	27,981
2018	29,420	28,132	27,736	28,699	27,626	26,843	27,360	26,590	26,886	25,979	25,966	25,950
2019	27,317	26,797	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)
2017	2.8	2.7	2.7	2.7	2.5	1.7	1.7	1.9	1.5	1.9	1.9	2.3
2018	2.2	2.0	1.9	1.9	2.0	2.5	2.6	2.5	2.9	2.7	2.5	2.1
2019	1.8	1.7	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Wholesale prices (av; % change, year on year)
2017	9.3	9.0	7.7	7.5	7.8	8.3	10.0	12.5	12.3	14.9	9.5	8.3
2018	6.5	6.3	5.0	6.3	8.1	10.1	5.3	1.6	4.5	3.0	1.7	1.0
2019	-0.2	1.4	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Total exports fob (US$ m)
2017	5,355	4,847	5,226	4,972	5,567	5,686	5,716	6,295	6,248	6,200	6,241	6,485
2018	6,378	6,557	6,216	6,199	6,290	6,401	6,346	6,237	5,895	6,759	6,106	6,074
2019	6,420	5,779	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Total imports fob (US$ m)
2017	5,209	4,735	5,569	4,773	5,122	5,623	5,337	5,914	5,373	5,753	5,865	5,987
2018	5,817	5,394	6,223	5,815	6,432	6,334	6,109	6,939	5,903	7,355	5,990	6,694
2019	5,946	5,549	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Trade balance (US$ m)
2017	146	112	-343	200	445	63	379	382	875	447	376	498
2018	561	1,164	-7	385	-142	68	237	-702	-9	-596	116	-620
2019	474	230	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ m)
2017	39,873	39,700	39,012	38,951	38,840	38,904	38,399	38,932	37,728	39,257	37,901	38,971
2018	38,696	38,381	38,092	37,325	37,270	36,976	37,564	36,770	37,123	37,445	39,554	39,849
2019	38,896	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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	Briefing sheet
	Political stability
	Mario Abdo of the right-wing Partido Colorado (PC) succeeded Horacio Cartes (2013-18), also of PC, as the president on August 15th, and will serve a five-year term. In a closer than expected presidential race in April, Mr Abdo won 48.9% of the vote, defeating Efraín Alegre of the centrist Partido Liberal Radical Aútentico (PLRA), who ran in coalition with the left-wing Frente Guasú (FG). In the legislative elections the PC retained control of most governorships and the Chamber of Deputies (the lower house), but failed to achieve a majority in the 45-seat Senate (the upper house), where it secured 17 seats, compared with the PLRA's 13 and the FG's six. Lacking a clear government programme, the new president will mainly focus on maintaining stability and his party's hold on power by establishing corporatist ties.

The first concern for Mr Abdo is to manage the PC's tendency towards internal sectarianism. The new president has dedicated himself to weaving alliances within the PC in order to secure his position with legislators. After four months of his presidency, Mr Abdo had successfully attracted important allies from Mr Cartes's camp, including the governor of the department of Itapúa, Juan Alberto Schmalko; the governor of Misiones, Carlos Arrechea; and that of Caazapá, Pedro Verón. However, the president will still have to forge ties with key position holders in the administration to establish his dominance ahead of the PC's internal elections in 2020.

The president has outlined employment creation, health, infrastructure and education as the main priorities of his presidency. However, Mr Abdo is yet to clearly articulate his government programme and The Economist Intelligence Unit expects the status quo to prevail with respect to public policy to a great extent. The cancellation of the public-private partnership (PPP) on the modernisation of the Asunción airport, on October 12th 2018, suggests that Mr Abdo will temper his predecessor's pro-market reforms. During Mr Cartes's term, opposition from Mr Abdo and from parts of the PLRA and the FG led to periodic instances of legislative gridlock over expansionary public spending, employing PPPs on infrastructure projects and seeking foreign financing. In addition, the new president's decision to fill his cabinet with leading PC figures suggests that he will place political stability ahead of major policy reforms. However, Mr Abdo will face challenges to his promised reform of the judiciary—which has recently been affected by corruption scandals—and this is a potential flashpoint for instability. On a more positive note, the president's term so far has seen improvements in the fight against smuggling, organised crime and the narcotics trade following the arrests of high profile criminals and some of their political backers, including a former senator, Óscar González Daher, and a deputy of the PC, Ulises Quintana, on corruption charges.

Outside of party politics, urban and rural inequality will continue to be an important driver of anti-government sentiment. Students will continue to protest against poor-quality secondary and higher education, and campesinos (subsistence farmers) will co-ordinate periodic strike action to call for wide-ranging land reform. Stubbornly high rural poverty, weak guerrilla insurgency by the Ejército del Pueblo Paraguayo, a Marxist rebel group, and violent crime related to drug-trafficking (the latter two almost entirely confined to pockets in the north-east) will not disrupt external investment in rural agribusiness and manufacturing. Failure to do more about corruption sustains the risk that this will fuel opposition to the government.


	Election watch
	Elections were held on April 22nd 2018 to choose the country's president, 17 departmental governorships, the entirety of the respective state legislatures and both houses of Congress. All appointments are for five-year terms. The next national elections will be held in 2023. In the meantime, the PLRA may attempt to renew its leadership in the aftermath of Mr Alegre's second consecutive defeat in a presidential race (he also ran in 2013). The FG is likely to remain under the leadership of a former president, Fernando Lugo (2008-12). Smaller parties, especially around the capital, Asunción, may gain force. Among these, the progressive Partido Revolucionario Febrerista—led by Mario Ferreiro, the popular mayor of Asunción—stands out.


	International relations
	Mr Abdo is unlikely to replicate Mr Cartes’s active foreign policy agenda towards economic ties. Through its membership of Mercosur, the Southern Cone customs union, Paraguay will continue to experience rapid growth in its maquila (domestic assembly for re-export) industry, owing to exports to Brazil. The country's ties to Brazil—Paraguay's largest exports destination—were further strengthened on December 21st as Mr Abdo and the outgoing Brazilian president, Michel Temer, signed an understanding with the aim of developing the construction of two bridges that will join both countries.

Mr Abdo will be hesitant to support protracted negotiations for an EU-Mercosur free-trade agreement. Similarly, he has so far shown little inclination to join the regional attempts at isolating and denouncing Venezuela's increasingly authoritarian regime. Although efforts will be diminished, we expect that the incoming administration will, to some extent, continue Mr Cartes’s attempts at building foreign relations, which included trips to Europe and the launching of an annual Paraguay-EU investment forum.

The administration's relationship with the US and Israel soured as Mr Abdo relocated Paraguay's Israeli embassy from Jerusalem (the Israeli capital, where it was moved during the end of Mr Cartes's term) back to Tel Aviv. However, on January 23rd, Paraguay was one of the first countries to recognise the interim presidency of Juan Guaidó in Venezuela, which aligned with US foreign policy on the matter and is expected to alleviate any tensions between the two countries.


	Democracy Index: Paraguay
	Title
	The Economist Intelligence Unit's Democracy Index for 2018 ranks Paraguay 70th out of 167 countries, placing it in the "flawed democracy" category. Paraguay's relatively poor overall score mainly reflects the fact that for 61 years (until 2008), the country was continuously ruled by the Partido Colorado (PC), including during the dictatorship of Alfredo Stroessner (1954-89). Even after democracy was restored in 1989, the PC's strong electoral machine, coupled with the country's weak political culture, has allowed the party to remain in power since then, barring one opposition government that came into office in 2008 but was cut short in June 2012 by the impeachment of the then president, Fernando Lugo (2008-12). The current president, Mario Abdo, who took office on August 15th 2018, also belongs to the PC and has faced criticism for defending achievements of the former dictator's regime.

Political jostling continues as a mainstay
Democratic culture in Paraguay has proved relatively resilient since 2012. In March 2017 the former president, Horacio Cartes (2013-18), reached an understanding with the leftist coalition PLRA-FG that would allow him to alter the constitution and amend the Senate’s procedural rules to would allow him to run for re-election in April 2018. However, Mr Cartes's push to lift constitutional term limits was vehemently opposed by his own party, the PC, leading to inflamed political tension. Further moves by Mr Cartes to take a Senate seat, even though he was already constitutionally entitled to a non-voting seat, was blocked by strong opposition from within his own party. Since taking office, Mr Abdo has been tasked with weaving alliances within the PC and across party lines in order to avoid political gridlock at the cost of policy making.

Political tussling remains a mainstay of Paraguayan politics, as exemplified by the rival factions of Mr Abdo and Mr Cartes within the same political party. Despite frequent fighting, institutional rules have remained mostly intact, showing that the country's democracy is gradually maturing.

Democracy Index
 	Regime type	Overall score	Overall rank
2018	Flawed democracy	6.24 out of 10	70 out of 167
2017	Flawed democracy	6.31 out of 10	=71 out of 167
2016	Flawed democracy	6.27 out of 10	72 out of 167

	Policy trends
	We expect Mr Abdo to broadly maintain Mr Cartes's orthodox macroeconomic agenda, but he is unlikely to pursue the kind of structural reform that Mr Cartes attempted—and only partially accomplished—owing to resistance from unions, the left-wing opposition and the PC’s more traditional elements.

Although the traditional PC elements that support Mr Abdo were highly critical of Mr Cartes’s willingness to increase external borrowing and his attempts at improving infrastructure via PPPs, we do not expect Mr Abdo to abandon such schemes entirely. However, he has already cancelled two such projects—the controversial metrobus project and the modernisation of the Asunción airport. He has clarified that he does not oppose PPP schemes and believes that "smaller" projects should be prioritised. Similarly, foreign financing may be pivoted towards multilateral funding and away from privately held bonds. Some progress is likely in infrastructure, but it will remain inadequate for the needs of business in 2019-23, and progress on reform of inefficient public ministries and state-run firms will prove elusive. Although Mr Abdo is less likely to attempt structural reforms, he will also face less resistance in the legislature and courts than his predecessor.

Major changes to tax policy are unlikely, as Mr Abdo and his spokesmen have dismissed both the introduction of a tax on soy exports as well as increases to the 10% flat income tax. Instead, Mr Abdo has stated a preference for focusing on widening the tax base and cracking down on evasion.

The government will remain relatively open to foreign investment in natural resources, and recent reforms to mining legislation are intended to increase the sector’s attractiveness to foreign companies. Paraguay is also seeking to improve the terms governing hydroelectric facilities shared with Argentina and Brazil, which could help to develop the industrial sector as Paraguay makes better use of its huge electricity resources. However, the complex and long-term nature of the contracts (the Itaipú dam contract with Brazil runs until 2023; the Yacyretá dam contract expired in 2014 and is still being renegotiated) means that substantial progress is unlikely before 2023.


	Fiscal policy
	On January€7th Mr Abdo promulgated the G80.2trn (US$13.2bn) budget for the fiscal year 2019 (January-December), which marks an 8.9% year-on-year rise in€public spending. The administration plans to adhere to the fiscal responsibility regulation that limits the fiscal deficit to 1.5% of GDP. However, Mr€Abdo's ambitious plans for healthcare and infrastructure make him appear less committed to adhering to the law. That said, in the past, the executive has€employed a combination of vetoes and under-execution of budgets to meet its targets and we expect the administration to incur an average fiscal deficit of€1.5% of GDP in 2019-23. According to the Banco del Paraguay (BCP, the central bank), the fiscal deficit narrowed to 1.3% of GDP in 2018. As such, and despite future attempts at reforming the tax system, we forecast that revenue growth will remain sluggish when compared with GDP, rising marginally from 14.1% of€GDP in 2018 to 14.7% of GDP in 2023, as a result of a slow increase in€compliance. Although expenditure amounted to 13.3% of GDP in 2018, we€expect it to steadily rise to an annual average 15.9% of GDP in 2019-23.

Structural weaknesses will remain unaddressed, including high levels of labour informality that will keep tax revenue low in GDP terms, despite recent reforms introducing a personal income tax. We do not expect Mr€Abdo to reverse the€improvements achieved in fiscal controls and budget formulation in recent years. The government's ability to finance the deficit should remain ample, even in the context of rising global interest rates. Since Mr€Cartes came into office, Paraguay has used foreign capital markets extensively, issuing US$3.4bn in€external bonded debt. Although investors were happy to take on risky higher yield debt in the past, the current tighter conditions complicate new issuance to€a certain extent.


	Monetary policy
	On December 21st the BCP kept its monetary policy interest rate at 5.25%, in the context of a moderate pace of economic expansion following relatively positive economic indicators in Brazil, despite a continued contraction in Argentina's growth trajectory. Monetary policy is expected to remain relatively accommodative in the short term. However, room for easing is limited, given an economy that seems to be operating close to capacity and recent increases in global interest rates—which we expect will continue into 2019. Paraguay's economy is not substantially integrated into international financial flows but is moderately dollarised (around half of deposits and loans are in foreign currency). Therefore, as the US raises rates, fear of financial and exchange-rate volatility will make the BCP take a more contractionary approach from the second half of 2019 and into 2020. In line with looser US policy, we then expect rate reductions in 2020-21, before tightening in the US contributes to a similar trend in Paraguay.


	International assumptions
	Title
	 	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023
Economic growth (%)
US GDP	2.9	2.3	1.3	1.7	2.0	1.8
OECD GDP	2.3	1.9	1.5	1.8	2.0	1.9
World GDP	3.0	2.8	2.5	2.9	2.9	2.9
World trade	4.3	3.4	2.8	4.0	3.7	3.9
Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)
US CPI	2.6	2.4	1.6	1.8	1.7	1.8
OECD CPI	2.6	2.6	2.1	2.0	2.0	2.1
Manufactures (measured in US$)	6.2	3.7	2.8	2.6	3.7	3.0
Oil (Brent; US$/b)	71.1	66.0	60.5	69.8	75.6	75.0
Non-oil commodities (measured in US$)	1.9	-1.1	3.9	2.0	1.5	0.6
Financial variables
US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %)	2.1	2.9	2.3	2.3	2.8	3.2
US$:€ (av)	1.18	1.19	1.22	1.21	1.24	1.24
¥:US$ (av)	110.43	110.18	109.10	104.88	100.46	96.08

	Economic growth
	Title
	We estimate that GDP growth will reach 4% (up from our previous forecast of 3.8%) in 2018 owing to robust domestic demand growth—specifically in private consumption and government expenditure. We expect this trend to reverse in 2019-20, although domestic demand will continue to drive GDP expansion. We also expect the moderate trade surplus to be maintained in 2018. After 2019 growth will begin to slow, declining to a low of 3.3% in 2020, reflecting a US slowdown that will also have an impact on growth in neighbouring Argentina and Brazil. Given agriculture's strong influence on the economy via investment, exports and second-round effects on consumption, major risks to the forecast include harvest failures, logistical difficulties and adverse climatic factors including drought and flooding.

Progress towards greater economic diversification is being made, but won't materialise within our forecast period. In the meantime, Paraguay's reliance on agriculture and agro-industry will continue to expose the economy to weather and commodity price shocks. In 2012-17 the agricultural sector accounted for an annual average 12% of GDP (more than doubling the Latin American average of around 5% of GDP). The sector is subject to the vagaries of weather and developments in the global economy that affect demand and prices for commodities, and has been responsible for a series of boom-and-bust cycles in the country in recent years. We currently assume that output of soybeans, a crucial crop, will rise, with earnings supported by a gradual recovery in international prices.

Economic growth
%	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
GDP	4.0	3.5	3.3	3.8	4.1	4.2
Private consumption	5.0	3.5	2.8	4.0	4.5	4.5
Government consumption	6.0	4.0	3.0	3.1	3.5	2.8
Gross fixed investment	6.0	5.0	3.0	4.0	5.0	5.5
Exports of goods & services	5.5	4.0	2.5	5.0	3.5	4.5
Imports of goods & services	5.5	5.0	2.0	4.5	4.3	5.3
Domestic demand	3.9	3.9	3.2	3.6	4.5	4.5
Agriculture	3.0	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.0
Industry	4.0	4.0	3.5	3.5	3.5	3.5
Services	4.2	3.1	3.0	4.0	4.7	4.8
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

	Inflation
	We continue to expect inflation, which eased to 3.2% in December owing to a decline in international oil prices, to remain around the middle of the BCP's target range of 2-6% over the forecast period. Our expectation reflects the effectiveness of the inflation-targeting scheme implemented by the BCP, which has succeeded in anchoring inflation despite various shocks to the exchange rate—the most recent coming in late April and May. Our forecasts assume that inflation will average around 3.8% in 2019-23. Given Paraguay's vulnerability to supply-side shocks as a small, open economy, there are some risks to this forecast, including weather-related disruptions to supply, faster currency depreciation and higher oil prices than currently forecast.


	Exchange rates
	The guaraní weakened in the second half of 2018 amid greater risk aversion to€global markets and rising interest rates in the US. In 2019-23 we expect the€guaraní to largely remain on a depreciating trend, although real appreciation, seen since 2012, will continue. We expect the exchange rate to be around G6,355:US$1 by end-2023. Risks to our forecast include the possibility of€a sharp deterioration in the terms of trade (for example, if soybean prices fall alongside a dramatic increase in oil prices) and inflation significantly overshooting our forecasts.


	External sector
	The changes to our forecast reflect revisions to our expectations for international oil prices in 2019-23. We estimate that the current-account surplus will narrow to 2% of GDP in 2018 (down from a surplus of 3.5% in 2017) owing to increasing international oil prices—Paraguay is a net oil importer and there has been an observed deceleration in exports growth in 2018. We expect the current-account surplus to average 2.8% of GDP annually in 2019-20 as a result of significantly lower oil prices. The trade surplus will narrow in 2020, amid slower US and global growth that will slightly depress demand for Paraguyan exports in Argentina and Brazil. We expect it to narrow further in 2022-23, owing to higher import demand on the back of a recovery in the global economy and higher international prices of oil. We then expect the trade balance to stabilise at the end of 2023 on the back of growing maquila exports and stable growth of staple agricultural exports.

The primary income balance will remain negative in 2019-23, averaging 2.5% of GDP annually, owing to interest repayments and profit repatriation. Workers' remittances will support a stable secondary income balance that will average 2.1% of GDP annually. Healthy inflows of both financing and foreign direct investment will allow international reserves to continue to grow, from US$7.9bn at end-2018 to US$9.5bn by end-2023. However, growth will be at weaker rates than in recent years; coverage ratios will fall slightly but remain solid, with import cover standing at slightly over six months in 2023.


	Forecast summary
	Title
	Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)
 	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
Real GDP growth	4.0	3.5	3.3	3.8	4.1	4.2
Gross agricultural production growth	3.0	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.0
Gross fixed investment growth	6.0	5.0	3.0	4.0	5.0	5.5
Unemployment rate (av)	6.5	6.5	7.0	6.5	6.5	7.5
Consumer price inflation (av)	4.0	3.6	3.2	3.9	4.0	4.3
Consumer price inflation (end-period)	3.2	3.9	3.0	4.6	4.0	4.3
Lending interest rate	16.2	16.5	17.0	16.0	16.5	17.5
Central government balance (% of GDP)	-1.3	-1.4	-1.5	-1.5	-1.5	-1.4
Exports of goods fob (US$ bn)	14.0	14.5	15.1	16.2	17.5	18.5
Imports of goods fob (US$ bn)	12.7	12.8	13.5	15.2	16.5	17.7
Current-account balance (US$ m)	833	1,312	1,275	797	810	740
Current-account balance (% of GDP)	2.0	2.9	2.7	1.6	1.5	1.3
External debt (year-end; US$ m)	17,289.9	17,668.2	18,571.7	19,879.7	21,016.8	22,145.7
Exchange rate G:US$ (av)	5,731	5,824	5,938	5,962	6,040	6,210
Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period)	6,013	6,029	6,109	6,126	6,229	6,355
Exchange rate G:€ (av)	6,771	6,945	7,244	7,229	7,474	7,684
Exchange rate G:BrR (av)	1,571	1,539	1,543	1,528	1,533	1,556
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

	Annual data and forecast
	Title
	€	2014a	2015a	2016a	2017a	2018b	2019c	2020c
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Nominal GDP (US$ bn)	40.3	36.2	36.1	39.3	42.2	44.7	46.6
Nominal GDP (G trn)	179.7	188.2	204.4	220.8	241.8	260.4	276.4
Real GDP growth (%)	4.9	3.1	4.3	5.2	4.0	3.5	3.3
Expenditure on GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Private consumption	3.7	4.0	2.7	5.5	5.0	3.5	2.8
Government consumption	4.2	5.4	1.5	1.6	6.0	4.0	3.0
Gross fixed investment	8.8	-4.1	3.6	5.8	6.0	5.0	3.0
Exports of goods & services	4.3	2.5	8.4	8.5	5.5	4.0	2.5
Imports of goods & services	5.3	-2.5	0.9	16.4	5.5	5.0	2.0
Origin of GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Agriculture	4.9	-0.4	3.3	4.9	3.0	4.0	4.0
Industry	5.6	3.9	6.8	3.9	4.0	4.0	3.5
Services	5.9	3.7	2.8	6.2	4.2	3.1	3.0
Population and income	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Population (m)	6.6	6.6	6.7	6.8	6.9	7.0	7.1
GDP per head (US$ at PPP)	11,685	12,193	12,569	12,941	13,457	14,005	14,661
Recorded unemployment (av; %)	6.0	5.8	6.5	7.0b	6.5	6.5	7.0
Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Central government budget revenue	13.9	14.1	13.9	14.1	14.0	14.0	14.3
Central government budget expenditure	15.5	15.5	15.0	15.2	15.3	15.5	15.8
Central government budget balance	-1.6	-1.3	-1.1	-1.1	-1.3	-1.4	-1.5
Net public debt	13.8	16.5	17.7	18.3	18.2	18.6	19.2
Prices and financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exchange rate G:US$ (av)	4,462	5,205	5,671	5,619	5,731	5,824	5,938
Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period)	4,626	5,807	5,767	5,631	6,013	6,029	6,109
Consumer prices (end-period; %)	4.2	3.1	3.9	4.5	3.2	3.9	3.0
Stock of money M1 (% change)	9.2	3.7	7.7	16.8b	10.0	9.0	5.0
Stock of money M2 (% change)	9.4	5.8	10.7	15.4b	10.5	10.5	6.5
Lending interest rate (av; %)	21.2	19.7	18.1	16.0b	16.2	16.5	17.0
Current account (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Trade balance	928	699	2,071	1,702	1,303	1,708	1,599
€Goods: exports fob	12,869	10,849	11,688	12,990	13,955	14,518	15,119
€Goods: imports fob	-11,941	-10,150	-9,617	-11,288	-12,652	-12,811	-13,519
Services balance	-124	-155	-96	-94	-146	-127	-83
Primary income balance	-1,461	-1,361	-1,474	-1,216	-1,214	-1,235	-1,248
Secondary income balance	606	672	775	823	891	967	1,006
Current-account balance	-51	-145	1,276	1,215	833	1,312	1,275
External debt (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Debt stock	16,495	16,125	16,225	16,063b	17,290	17,668	18,572
Debt service paid	3,066	1,967	1,416	1,926b	1,942	2,326	1,966
€Principal repayments	2,779	1,592	964	1,490b	1,359	1,631	1,357
€Interest	286	375	451	436b	583	695	609
International reserves (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Total international reserves	6,986	5,939	6,881	7,877	7,980	8,199	8,239
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. c Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Quarterly data
	Title
	€	2017	€	€	€	2018	€	€	€
€	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr
Government finance (G m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Revenue	6,595.9	7,628.8	8,189.7	8,626.8	6,669.9	8,859.0	8,523.8	8,453.1
Expenditure	6,238.1	6,682.0	6,713.2	8,546.6	6,952.6	7,481.7	7,378.8	9,005.2
Balance	357.8	946.7	1,476.4	80.2	-282.7	1,377.4	1,145.0	-552.1
Prices	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Consumer prices, Asunción (December 2007=100)	96.8	97.6	98.0	99.4	101.0	101.4	101.9	103.2
Consumer prices (% change, year on year)	2.3	3.3	4.1	4.7	4.3	3.9	4.0	3.8
Producer prices (Dec 1995=100)	117.9	117.6	118.6	120.1	120.9	121.0	121.8	n/a
Producer prices (% change, year on year)	3.5	3.8	3.4	2.2	2.5	2.9	2.6	n/a
Financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exchange rate G:US$ (av)	5,653	5,578	5,602	5,643	5,578	5,624	5,786	n/a
Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period)	5,638	5,560	5,657	5,590	5,548	5,703	5,895	n/a
M1 (end-period; G bn)	24,603	24,661	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M1 (% change, year on year)	12.6	14.5	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (end-period; G bn)	49,701	50,331	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (% change, year on year)	13.3	14.2	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Registered foreign trade (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exports fob	3,411.6	2,857.4	3,786.2	3,341.2	3,490.4	3,593.7	3,224.2	n/a
Soybeans	889.9	462.6	491.0	288.9	798.3	787.4	381.1	n/a
Imports cif	-2,606.2	-2,617.8	-3,051.7	-3,248.5	-3,053.0	-3,054.2	-3,358.3	n/a
Trade balance	805.5	239.6	734.5	92.7	437.4	539.5	-134.1	n/a
Foreign payments (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Reserves excl gold (end-period)	7,211	7,411	7,489	7,536	8,152	7,841	7,373	n/a
Sources: Banco Central del Paraguay, Informe Económico Mensual; IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Monthly data
	Title
	€	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	Jun	Jul	Aug	Sep	Oct	Nov	Dec
Exchange rate G:US$ (av)
2016	5,907	5,792	5,695	5,568	5,619	5,639	5,560	5,518	5,558	5,633	5,773	5,786
2017	5,754	5,677	5,529	5,570	5,591	5,572	5,551	5,596	5,659	5,642	5,656	5,631
2018	5,620	5,584	5,532	5,546	5,642	5,685	5,723	5,780	5,855	5,954	5,936	n/a
Exchange rate G:US$ (end-period)
2016	5,933	5,723	5,629	5,571	5,709	5,589	5,544	5,528	5,555	5,723	5,840	5,767
2017	5,777	5,465	5,638	5,572	5,597	5,560	5,555	5,655	5,657	5,637	5,669	5,590
2018	5,610	5,565	5,548	5,552	5,735	5,703	5,734	5,834	5,895	5,994	5,933	n/a
Real effective exchange rate (2000=100; CPI-based)
2016	103.6	104.8	103.9	103.1	101.8	101.2	101.3	101.3	101.3	99.8	99.6	101.1
2017	99.9	100.3	103.0	102.2	102.2	102.7	102.7	100.9	99.2	101.0	101.1	101.5
2018	100.2	100.2	101.9	102.3	104.3	106.5	106.8	107.6	109.4	105.6	106.0	105.4
M1 (% change, year on year)
2016	1.6	2.0	1.9	-0.1	0.4	-0.5	0.1	3.1	5.0	7.4	8.2	7.7
2017	10.5	10.4	12.6	14.0	12.3	14.5	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2018	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (% change, year on year)
2016	3.0	2.8	3.7	1.1	2.4	2.1	3.4	5.6	6.6	8.2	8.9	9.7
2017	12.0	11.6	13.0	14.3	12.2	14.3	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2018	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Guaraní lending rate (av; %)
2016	18.8	18.8	18.4	18.8	18.1	18.3	18.1	17.5	17.9	17.8	17.6	16.9
2017	18.6	18.3	17.4	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2018	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)
2016	5.2	5.1	4.8	4.4	3.5	4.6	2.8	3.2	3.5	3.6	4.3	3.9
2017	1.9	2.3	2.8	3.6	3.4	3.0	4.0	4.0	4.2	5.0	4.6	4.5
2018	4.7	4.1	4.1	3.7	3.5	4.4	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.0	4.0	3.2
Producer prices (av;% change, year on year)
2016	5.9	6.1	6.3	5.0	4.5	5.0	4.9	4.5	3.9	4.4	5.3	4.1
2017	3.6	3.8	3.3	4.3	3.9	3.2	3.0	3.4	3.7	2.6	1.9	2.0
2018	2.3	2.5	2.7	2.7	3.0	3.1	3.0	2.7	2.3	3.0	2.8	n/a
Exports fob (US$ m)
2016	849.4	946.5	1088.9	1014.6	1053.7	1089.9	1085.9	1080.7	1072.5	948.3	918.6	835.1
2017	899.7	1114.3	1397.7	1062.1	989.5	805.8	1405.5	1238.8	1141.9	1209.8	1141.4	990.1
2018	978.0	1117.6	1394.8	1290.2	1259.3	1044.2	1152.5	1019.7	1052.0	1301.4	1214.7	997.2
Imports cif (US$ m)
2016	726.4	703.4	751.8	707.8	764.0	773.8	731.7	916.6	931.7	846.9	929.8	1005.2
2017	859.7	796.1	950.4	842.5	904.8	870.4	969.6	1101.7	980.4	1069.6	1067.7	1111.2
2018	1075.9	964.7	1012.5	1096.7	990.7	966.9	1105.2	1199.1	1054.0	1226.6	1143.1	1082.4
Trade balance fob-cif (US$)
2016	123.0	243.1	337.2	306.8	289.7	316.1	354.3	164.1	140.8	101.3	-11.2	-170.1
2017	40.0	318.3	447.2	219.6	84.6	-64.7	435.9	137.1	161.5	140.2	73.7	-121.2
2018	-97.9	152.9	382.3	193.5	268.6	77.4	47.3	-179.4	-2.0	74.9	71.6	-85.2
Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ m)
2016	5,445	5,275	6,047	6,228	6,284	6,272	6,233	6,293	6,389	6,325	6,322	6,579
2017	6,499	6,578	7,211	7,215	7,307	7,411	7,414	7,452	7,489	7,368	7,414	7,536
2018	7,533	7,567	8,152	8,226	8,014	7,841	7,855	7,588	7,373	7,223	7,267	n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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	Briefing sheet
	Political stability
	The centre-left People’s National Movement (PNM) government, led by Keith Rowley, has been in power since September 2015. The PNM has a healthy parliamentary majority and is expected to stay in power until the next election in 2020. To retain power beyond 2020, it will need to contend with weak economic growth and rising crime. A prevailing sense that an economic recovery will not return to the relatively high standards of living that Trinidadians enjoyed for decades will weigh on the government's popularity. Trinidad will continue to be plagued by high levels of crime, which will remain an important issue for voters. Drug-trafficking, which is closely linked to criminal activity, has increased in recent years as the country's open borders have made it attractive to outside groups. The murder rate continued to increase in 2018, to 37.5 per 100,000, a 4.4% increase relative to 2017. The government recently announced a National Crime Prevention Programme, which includes the creation of a DNA databank, but efforts to introduce legal reforms to accelerate the court process and deter violent crime have been stymied by the combative stance adopted by the opposition United National Congress (UNC). The government will be unable to put together any broad reforms (a constitutional amendment requires a two-thirds majority in Parliament) to tackle crime before the end of its term.

The closure of the loss-making refinery operated by Petrotrin, the state-owned oil company, in September 2018 was a psychological blow to the nation, and a severe political blow to the PNM. The government hopes to sell the refinery this year, but employees of the refinery who were let go after the shut-down are unlikely to be reinstated. State institutions remain plagued by corruption allegations, which is the top issue for most voters. Social protest has been on the rise as job losses have mounted, and The Economist Intelligence Unit expects this to continue as an expression of popular discontent as long as growth remains weak. A September 2018 opinion poll showed that approval for the government is falling and a majority of respondents felt worse-off than when the government took office.


	Election watch
	A general election was last held in September 2015 and is not due again until 2020, but the government can call it earlier. Political support is divided along ethnic lines and most Afro-Trinidadians (accounting for about 36% of the population) support the PNM. Mr€Rowley strengthened his position as party leader in internal party elections held in September 2018, when his faction won€all party posts. The PNM's chances at the next election will hinge on his ability to convince swing voters, who will judge the government on economic performance and success in tackling crime. The€opposition UNC, under the€leadership of the former prime minister, Kamla Persad-Bissessar (2010-15), seeks to retain and consolidate its rural, Indo-Trinidadian core support. Opinion polls show that, despite the unpopularity of the PNM government, more voters would vote for the PNM than the UNC in an election. If the economy performs to a level below our forecasts, the UNC's chances of winning will improve. Even if the UNC comes to power in 2020, we do not expect economic policy to€change considerably.


	International relations
	The government will maintain cordial relations with the US, the UK, Canada and the EU, and with Latin American countries that are now the major markets for exports of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Maintaining good relations with China will also be a high priority, as it is a source of substantial lending. Trinidad and Tobago will continue to play a leading role in the Caribbean Community (Caricom)—within which it is by far the largest economy—and an active role in co-operative initiatives to combat crime and illegal drug-trafficking, alongside the US, the UK and others.

After the head of Venezuela's national assembly, Juan Guaidó, declared himself as that country's interim president, in line with the constitution, the government of Trinidad and Tobago expressed its continued support for Nicolás Maduro as the legitimate president and offered to be a mediator in the dispute. The two countries recently reached an agreement on the sale and transportation of gas from the Dragon offshore gas field in Venezuela to the Hibiscus offshore platform in Trinidad and Tobago. Additionally, an agreement on the 10.3trn cu ft Loran-Manatee field, of which 2.7trn cu ft will be allocated to Trinidad and Tobago (equivalent to about 10% of existing reserves), is pending. The future of these agreements has become uncertain following the recent developments in Venezuela and the imposition of US sanctions on PDVSA, the Venezuelan state-owned energy company, which is party to these agreements.


	Democracy Index: Trinidad and Tobago
	Title
	The Economist Intelligence Unit's 2018 Democracy Index ranks Trinidad and Tobago 43rd out of 167 countries, an€improvement over its 2017 rank. Trinidad and Tobago continues to be considered a "flawed democracy", but it is ranked ahead of its Caribbean neighbours, such as Jamaica, Suriname, Guyana and the Dominican Republic, as well as Latin American countries including Mexico, Colombia, Argentina and Brazil. Trinidad and Tobago's score has improved from 2017 owing to an improvement in attitudes towards political participation and democratic values.

Democracy Index
€	Regime type	Overall score	Overall rank
2018	Flawed democracy	7.16 out of 10	43 out of 167
2017	Flawed democracy	7.04 out of 10	46 out of 167
2016	Flawed democracy	7.10 out of 10	46 out of 167

	Policy trends
	Improving energy prices are likely to help the government's policy goal of fiscal consolidation, since Trinidad is a net energy exporter, but this will still depend on a combination of asset sales, expenditure restraint and tax reform. The government will struggle to implement significant tax increases, given local objections to such measures. In addition, transfer pricing and other marketing arrangements with energy companies have reduced the government's take from LNG revenue, which will present a challenge for the government in finding alternative sources of revenue.

An underlying problem in Trinidad and Tobago's energy-driven economy is dwindling oil reserves, although natural gas reserves have remained stable, owing to new discoveries. The government will still seek to diversify the economy away from its dependence on hydrocarbons, but low levels of government investment—given the need for fiscal consolidation—mean that such efforts will fall short. On the energy front, despite significant new reserve discoveries, such as the 2trn cu ft of gas in the Savannah and Macadamia wells off the south-east coast of Trinidad, most production from new discoveries will only come on stream in 2020. Overall low prices, combined with high costs and risk levels in deepwater exploration, will dampen exploration efforts. Gas supply constraints are likely to continue, since imports from the Dragon gas field in Venezuela are unlikely to come online before 2021, but the scope for new downstream projects will be limited until then. A US$1bn dimethyl ether and methanol project is expected to start production in the first quarter of 2019. This would be the first new downstream project agreement since 2006. The government also announced that it would shut down the refining operations of Petrotrin, the state-owned oil company, to focus the company's resources on exploration and production activities. This may result in a modest recovery in oil production in the medium term.


	Fiscal policy
	According to the government's revised estimates, the fiscal deficit was 4.1% of GDP in 2017/18. This was largely owing to the sale of bonds worth TT$4bn (US$590m), backed by assets held by the newly established National Investment Fund (NIF)—a holding company for the government's share of CL Financial, which is a failed conglomerate that the government bailed out in 2009. We expect a narrowing of the deficit in 2018/19, assuming that the government is able to raise exceptional revenues from the sale of another tranche of NIF bonds. However, if these one-off revenue measures do not come through, there is a risk that the deficit will widen instead. The deficit will continue to narrow from 2020/21 to 2022/23, as higher natural gas output boosts revenues.

Recurrent fiscal deficits will lift the public debt (estimated at 66.5% of GDP at end-2018, excluding debt issued for sterilisation purposes), to a peak of 69.6% of GDP by 2020, after which it will gradually decline to 67.3% by 2023. We do not expect the government to have too much difficulty financing annual shortfalls with net external and domestic borrowing, notwithstanding a rise in global financing costs. The sovereign last issued on international markets in July 2016, with a US$1bn bond at a reasonably low yield of 4.5%. We expect another bond issuance of US$1bn in 2019, owing to large financing needs for debt repayments due next year. The sovereign also has access to US$6bn (as at end-September 2018) in savings in the state-owned Heritage and Stabilisation Fund.


	Monetary policy
	Given muted inflation and growth expectations and a pause in monetary policy tightening in the US, the Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago (CBTT) is€likely to keep the benchmark repurchase policy rate unchanged in 2019. The€policy rate was maintained at 5% in December 2018. Policymakers will remain sensitive to the risk of capital outflows and will continue to watch the€interest-rate differential between domestic and US assets. A monetary policy easing cycle is likely to begin from 2020. Private-sector credit growth accelerated in 2018 to 5% and overall credit growth should continue at a moderate pace in the medium term, supported by monetary policy easing later in the forecast period. We expect the CBTT to maintain the exchange-rate peg at TT$6.77:US$1 throughout the forecast period, as a forecast increase in energy exports will help to raise the supply of foreign exchange and reduce pressure on the central bank's foreign reserves.


	International assumptions
	Title
	 	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023
Economic growth (%)
US GDP	2.9	2.3	1.3	1.7	2.0	1.8
OECD GDP	2.3	1.9	1.5	1.8	2.0	1.9
World GDP	3.0	2.8	2.5	2.9	2.9	2.9
World trade	4.3	3.4	2.8	4.0	3.7	3.9
Inflation indicators (% unless otherwise indicated)
US CPI	2.6	2.4	1.6	1.8	1.7	1.8
OECD CPI	2.6	2.6	2.1	2.0	2.0	2.1
Manufactures (measured in US$)	6.2	3.7	2.8	2.6	3.7	3.0
Oil (West Texas Intermediate; US$/b)	64.8	59.7	54.6	62.9	68.2	67.7
Non-oil commodities (measured in US$)	1.9	-1.1	3.9	2.0	1.5	0.6
Financial variables
US$ 3-month commercial paper rate (av; %)	2.1	2.9	2.3	2.3	2.8	3.2
US$:€ (av)	1.18	1.19	1.22	1.21	1.24	1.24
¥:US$ (av)	110.43	110.18	109.10	104.88	100.46	96.08

	Economic growth
	Title
	We expect real GDP growth to accelerate to 1.8% in 2019, after a modest recovery to an estimated 1.4% in 2018, following four years of contraction. Real GDP growth will decelerate somewhat in 2020, amid a forecast slowdown in the US. A number of new gas projects will come on stream in 2020 and growth will improve to an average of 2% a year in 2021-23.

Private consumption growth will expand but will remain modest in 2019-23, given fiscal adjustments. Government consumption will suffer from consolidation efforts and remain constrained throughout the forecast period. Both exports and imports will remain high as new gas production comes on stream.

On the supply side, output in the local LNG and petrochemicals sectors will be dampened by constraints on gas supply. Over half of Trinidad's gas exports currently go to Latin American markets—which will remain important—where delivered prices are above the US Henry Hub benchmark. Natural gas supplied to the local market has for some years been below the volumes needed to fully utilise existing LNG and petrochemicals plants. Gas supply has increased since the Juniper facility off the south-east coast of Trinidad came on stream in late 2017. A recovery in gas output will gradually lift downstream industries. Manufacturing export activities will remain constrained by feeble demand from the English-speaking Caribbean (the sector’s largest export market). Output from the construction sector, locally oriented manufacturing and distribution will all be hit by fiscal constraints and weak household demand, but a modest recovery is expected in 2019.

Economic growth
%	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
GDP	1.4	1.8	1.5	2.1	2.0	2.0
Private consumption	0.9	1.6	1.7	2.2	1.8	1.9
Government consumption	-2.0	-1.0	-1.0	2.0	1.0	1.5
Gross fixed investment	1.3	1.8	1.6	3.0	2.0	2.5
Exports of goods & services	4.3	4.1	3.5	4.0	3.8	3.5
Imports of goods & services	4.8	4.5	4.2	4.9	4.3	4.0
Domestic demand	0.5	1.2	1.3	2.2	1.7	1.9
Agriculture	-1.0	0.9	0.4	1.1	1.1	1.1
Industry	0.4	3.0	1.0	1.9	1.5	1.5
Services	-1.6	1.3	0.9	1.3	1.6	1.6
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts.

	Inflation
	We forecast that inflation will accelerate to 1.9% by end-2019, as demand-side pressures increase, although these will remain relatively muted. A quasi-peg of the currency at TT$6.77:US$1 will continue to anchor inflation. A withdrawal of fuel subsidies in the 2018/19 budget is likely to increase volatility in prices, as changes in global oil prices will feed through to domestic transportation prices. The economy will remain exposed to supply-side inflationary pressures, particularly related to foodstuffs. The greatest risk to our forecast is from weather-related shocks, which would hit food supply and boost prices.


	Exchange rates
	We expect the CBTT to keep the exchange rate fixed at TT$6.77:US$1 throughout the forecast period. Weaker oil prices from 2014 hit energy export earnings and€contributed to the erosion of a large foreign-reserves cushion, accumulated during the energy boom. However, an improvement in oil prices (although these will remain lower than during the boom) and higher natural gas€production will slow the pace of decline, easing currency pressures. The€foreign-exchange market remains tight and the central bank has to draw on€reserves to meet commercial demand, but pressure on reserves should lessen as recovery in the energy sector improves inflows of foreign exchange in€the medium term. We expect foreign reserves to decline to US$6.7bn (around seven months of import cover) by end-2019.

If€international energy prices decline again, policymakers may allow the TT dollar to weaken in order to bolster the external position and prevent a sharp decline in reserves; however, this is not our central forecast. Policymakers will want to avoid any brusque movements in the exchange rate, as these would rattle confidence and prompt volatility, given the inconsistent nature of€foreign-currency flows into the country's relatively small economy (with multinationals injecting large quantities of foreign exchange into the economy sporadically and in large individual payments).


	External sector
	We expect the current-account surplus to widen marginally in 2019, to 8.1% of GDP, up from an estimated surplus of 7.8% of GDP in 2018. The surplus will narrow to 7% of GDP in 2020, owing to a drop in energy prices, before recovering to an average of 8.6% in 2021-23. Relatively higher energy prices and€output will keep the trade balance in surplus, at an average of 21% of GDP. The services balance will remain in deficit as growth in shipping costs outpaces tourism income. Meanwhile, the primary income deficit will remain below its€historical average as profit remittances by foreign energy firms are affected by the price cycle.

Barring a sharp adjustment in the currency, international reserves will continue to fall, from US$7.9bn in October 2018 to US$6.4bn by 2023, before they stabilise around that level. This implies a decline in import cover, from an estimated eight months in 2018 to about six months by 2023, which is still high compared with other Caribbean countries. The balance of payments for 2017 shows large outflows, to the tune of US$2.9bn, which are unaccounted for and simply included as "other capital flows". This indicates that some external imbalances remain, which is also reflected in the tight foreign-exchange market and€declining reserves.


	Forecast summary
	Title
	Forecast summary
(% unless otherwise indicated)
 	2018a	2019b	2020b	2021b	2022b	2023b
Real GDP growth	1.4	1.8	1.5	2.1	2.0	2.0
Industrial production growth	0.4	3.0	1.0	1.9	1.5	1.5
Gross agricultural production growth	-1.0	0.9	0.4	1.1	1.1	1.1
Unemployment rate (av)	4.8	4.7	4.6	4.5	4.4	4.4
Consumer price inflation (av)	1.0c	1.7	1.9	1.9	1.5	1.8
Consumer price inflation (end-period)	1.1c	1.9	1.9	1.8	1.6	1.8
Treasury bill rate	1.2	1.3	1.3	1.0	1.0	1.0
Central government balance (% of GDP)	-4.1	-3.8	-3.8	-2.7	-1.7	-1.0
Exports of goods fob (US$ bn)	12.1	12.2	11.7	13.1	14.1	14.8
Imports of goods fob (US$ bn)	7.2	7.3	7.2	7.8	8.4	8.7
Current-account balance (US$ bn)	1.8	1.9	1.7	2.1	2.2	2.5
Current-account balance (% of GDP)	7.8	8.1	7.0	8.1	8.4	9.3
External debt (year-end; US$ bn)	9.6	10.1	10.5	11.1	11.3	11.9
Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av)	6.77c	6.77	6.77	6.77	6.77	6.77
Exchange rate TT$:¥100 (av)	6.13c	6.14	6.20	6.45	6.74	7.04
Exchange rate TT$:€ (end-period)	7.76c	8.25	8.22	8.29	8.42	8.42
Exchange rate TT$:SDR (end-period)	9.43c	9.62	9.65	9.72	9.84	9.86
a Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. b Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. c Actual.

	Annual data and forecast
	Title
	€	2014a	2015a	2016a	2017b	2018b	2019c	2020c
GDP	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Nominal GDP (US$ m)	27,200	24,402	22,304	22,079a	22,656	23,477	24,259
Nominal GDP (TT$ m)	174,327	155,625	148,745	149,685a	153,398	158,842	164,144
Real GDP growth (%)	-0.3	1.5	-6.0	-2.3a	1.4	1.8	1.5
Expenditure on GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Private consumption	-0.9b	8.9b	5.1b	-1.0	0.9	1.6	1.7
Government consumption	-2.0b	0.5b	-4.0b	-1.4	-2.0	-1.0	-1.0
Gross fixed investment	4.6b	-31.5b	-21.0b	-2.0	1.3	1.8	1.6
Exports of goods & services	-7.3b	26.2b	6.9b	-1.0	4.3	4.1	3.5
Imports of goods & services	-7.8b	25.2b	14.3b	1.0	4.8	4.5	4.2
Origin of GDP (% real change)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Agriculture	-3.2	20.7	-15.1	-2.8a	-1.0	0.9	0.4
Industry	-1.4	-2.5	-9.0	-3.0a	0.4	3.0	1.0
Services	1.6	3.8	-1.5	-1.2a	-1.6	1.3	0.9
Population and income	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Population (m)	1.4	1.4	1.4	1.4	1.4	1.4	1.4
GDP per head (US$ at PPP)	32,958	33,572	31,974	31,558	31,931	32,432	32,849
Recorded unemployment (av; %)	3.3	3.5	3.9	5.0	4.8	4.7	4.6
Fiscal indicators (% of GDP)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Public-sector balanced	-2.6	-1.7	-5.3b	-8.5	-4.1	-3.8	-3.8
Public-sector debt interest paymentsd	1.5	1.8	2.0b	2.2	2.9	2.7	2.8
Public-sector primary balanced	-1.0	0.1	-3.3b	-6.3	-1.1	-1.0	-1.0
Net public debt	42.6	49.6	58.8b	64.0	66.5	68.0	69.6
Prices and financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exchange rate TT$:US$ (end-period)	6.39	6.45	6.75	6.76a	6.78a	6.77	6.77
Consumer prices (end-period; %)	8.2	1.5	3.1	1.3a	1.1a	1.9	1.9
Stock of money M1 (% change)	18.9	-7.3	2.6	8.0	3.0	10.0	9.0
Stock of money M2 (% change)	9.6	0.0	4.1	6.2	4.2	11.2	10.8
Lending interest rate (av; %)	7.5	8.2	9.0	9.0a	9.3	8.5	8.0
Current account (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Trade balance	7,045	3,884	1,197	3,519a	4,901	4,905	4,538
€Goods: exports fob	14,965	11,414	8,285	9,970a	12,096	12,210	11,733
€Goods: imports fob	-7,919	-7,530	-7,089	-6,452a	-7,195	-7,305	-7,194
Services balance	-1,300	-1,751	-1,811	-2,089a	-2,491	-2,313	-2,120
Primary income balance	-1,725	-242	-302	171a	-680	-721	-753
Secondary income balance	-17	-38	56	49a	30	23	26
Current-account balance	4,003	1,853	-860	1,649a	1,760	1,894	1,692
External debt (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Debt stock	6,627b	6,937b	9,538b	9,504	9,577	10,144	10,509
Debt service paid	539b	537b	727b	1,499	1,279	1,695	827
€Interest	357b	360b	549b	570	600	665	645
Debt service due	539b	537b	727b	1,499	1,279	1,695	827
International reserves (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Total international reserves	11,971	10,381	9,995	8,892a	7,492	6,708	6,527
a Actual. b Economist Intelligence Unit estimates. c Economist Intelligence Unit forecasts. d Fiscal year October-September.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.

	Quarterly data
	Title
	€	2017	€	€	€	2018	€	€	€
€	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr	1 Qtr	2 Qtr	3 Qtr	4 Qtr
Central government finance (TT$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Current revenue	8,563	9,467	n/a	9,038	9,509	10,619	n/a	n/a
Current expenditure	12,406	11,701	n/a	9,157	11,583	10,942	n/a	n/a
Current balance	-3,843	-2,234	n/a	-119	2,075	-323	n/a	n/a
Capital revenue	93.1	2.7	n/a	7.4	1.6	62.9	n/a	n/a
Capital expenditure & net lending	687	712	n/a	117	836	1,266	n/a	n/a
Overall balance	-4,436.4	-2,943.1	n/a	-228.4	-2,908.4	-1,347.8	n/a	n/a
Employment and prices	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Employment ('000)	611.0	603.0	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Unemployment rate (% of the labour force)	4.5	5.3	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices (2000=100)	106.1	106.1	106.4	106.9	107.0	107.2	107.6	108.0
Consumer prices (% change, year on year)	3.0	1.7	1.2	1.6	0.8	1.1	1.1	1.1
Petroleum prices (US$/barrel)a	51.8	48.2	48.2	55.4	62.9	67.9	69.7	58.8
Financial indicators	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av)	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8
Exchange rate TT$:US$ (end-period)	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8	6.8
Bank rate (end-period; %)	4.8	4.8	4.8	4.8	4.8	5.0	n/a	n/a
Deposit rate (av; %)	1.5	1.5	1.5	1.5	1.5	1.5	n/a	n/a
Lending rate (av; %)	9.0	9.0	9.0	9.0	9.0	9.0	n/a	n/a
Treasury bill rate (av; %)	1.0	1.2	1.7	1.4	1.1	1.4	n/a	n/a
M1 (end-period; TT$ bn)	44.00	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M1 (% change, year on year)	-2.5	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (end-period; TT$ bn)	111.13	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (% change, year on year)	0.1	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Sectoral trends	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Crude oil production ('000 barrels/day)	74.3	72.0	70.4	70.6	68.2	66.6	n/a	n/a
Foreign reserves (US$ m)	€	€	€	€	€	€	€	€
Reserves excl gold (end-period)	9,550	9,192	8,967	8,812	8,439	8,249	7,898	n/a
a WTI, proxy for Trinidad crude mix.
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, Data Centre Haver Analytics.

	Monthly data
	Title
	€	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	Jun	Jul	Aug	Sep	Oct	Nov	Dec
Exchange rate TT$:US$ (av)
2016	6.46	6.52	6.59	6.63	6.67	6.67	6.70	6.74	6.74	6.75	6.78	6.78
2017	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78
2018	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.78	6.76	6.75	6.76	6.75	6.77
Exchange rate TT$:US$ (end-period)
2016	6.47	6.55	6.58	6.64	6.65	6.66	6.71	6.72	6.74	6.75	6.75	6.75
2017	6.76	6.75	6.77	6.77	6.79	6.79	6.79	6.77	6.76	6.75	6.76	6.76
2018	6.75	6.76	6.76	6.76	6.76	6.76	6.78	6.74	6.76	6.74	6.76	6.78
Deposit rate (av; %)
2016	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50
2017	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50
2018	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	1.50	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Lending rate (av; %)
2016	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00
2017	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00
2018	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.00	9.13	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M1 (end-period; % change, year on year)
2016	-2.9	0.4	2.8	3.7	3.0	0.3	-1.8	-1.9	-0.6	5.2	4.1	2.6
2017	-1.4	-1.4	-2.5	-1.5	-1.3	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2018	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
M2 (end-period; % change, year on year)
2016	1.1	2.7	4.7	5.2	5.3	5.1	3.8	2.8	3.1	3.3	4.0	4.1
2017	2.3	1.3	0.1	-0.8	-2.1	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
2018	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a	n/a
Consumer prices (av; % change, year on year)
2016	2.4	3.5	3.3	3.7	3.6	3.4	2.8	3.1	2.9	2.4	2.8	3.1
2017	3.6	2.6	2.7	1.8	1.8	1.5	1.3	1.3	1.0	1.6	1.8	1.3
2018	0.8	0.9	0.8	1.2	1.0	0.9	1.2	1.0	1.1	1.0	1.1	1.1
Foreign-exchange reserves excl gold (US$ m)
2016	10,187	10,057	9,912	9,772	10,011	9,905	9,784	10,604	10,347	10,224	10,137	9,923
2017	9,766	9,534	9,550	9,503	9,410	9,192	9,201	9,171	8,967	8,974	8,811	8,812
2018	8,735	8,544	8,439	8,555	8,401	8,249	8,186	8,054	7,898	7,859	n/a	n/a
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Haver Analytics.
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